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RESOLVE AUTHORIZING STUDY

(Chapter 77 of the Resolves of 1969)

Chap. 77. Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special

COMMISSION RELATIVE TO MARINE BOUNDARIES AND RESOURCES
OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

Resolved, That a special commission, to consist of three members of the
senate, six members of the house of representatives, the attorney general
or his designee, the commissioner of natural resources or his designee, the
commissioner of public works or his designee, and four persons to be
appointed by the governor, is hereby established for the purpose of making
an investigation and study of the marine boundaries and resources of the
commonwealth. Said commission shall consider lateral seaward boundaries
of the commonwealth for the purpose of attempting to reach agreement
with the adjacent states of New Hampshire and Rhode Island as to sea-
ward extensions of the present boundaries between Massachusetts and
Chose states; the existing statutes of the commonwealth relating to
exploitation, utilization and regulation of the waters within the boundaries
of the commonwealth and of the seabed and subsoil lying beneath those
waters; and a long range orderly plan for the management of the com-
monwealth’s resources and assets in coastal, estuarine and submerged
areas, as well as the protection of the commonwealth’s interest in deep
ocean research and related activities.

Approved August 13, 1969.

Chap. 3. Resolve reviving and continuing certain special

COMMISSIONS.

Resolved, That all special commissions required to file their repons
on or before the last Wednesday in January, in the year nineteen hun-
dred and seventy, but which did not so file such reports or which uo
fileq. such reports and requested therein that they be revived and con-
tinued, are hereby revived and continued.

Approved February 11, 1970.

ahr (Cninmmunralth of iHassarlntsrtts

Chap. 9. Resolve authorizing the special commission es-
tablished to make an investigation and study

RELATIVE TO THE MARINE BOUNDARIES AND RESOURCES
OF THE COMMONWEALTH TO FILE REPORTS FROM TIME
TO TIME.

Resolved, That the special commission established by chapter seventy-
ven of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-nine and revived and

continued under the provisions of chapter three of the resolves of nine-.
;een hundred and seventy may file reports from time to time, but shall
lie its final report not later than the last Wednesday in December in
the current year. Approved March 4, 1970
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;ur> :nt year

Chap. 1. Resolve reviving and continuing certain special

COMMISSIONS.

Resolved, That the special commissions established under the pro-
visions of chapters seventy-seven of the resolves of nineteen hundred
and fifty-two, seventy of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-
three, sixty-five and one hundred and forty-three of the resolves of
nineteen hundred and sixty-five, one hundred and twenty-six, one
hundred and sixty-two and one hundred and sixty-four of the resolves
of nineteen hundred and sixty-seven, ninety-seven of the resolves of
nineteen hundred and sixty-eight, fifty-seven, sixty-one, sixty-two,
seventy-seven, ninety-six and ninety-seven of the resolves of nineteen
hundred and sixty-nine, nineteen, forty-nine, fifty-one, fifty-seven and
seventy-one of the resolves of nineteen hundred and seventy are heret
revived and continued. Approved February 4, 1971.

fi/ei/i/fr /.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy*
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Preface

Offshore oil development on the Atlantic Outer Continental

s mere speculation and the work ofShelf can no longer .be dismissed

wild imaginations. The thrust t<

a

;ommence such development off the

coast of Massachusetts in the George's Bank area is already becoming

a serious and unalterable part of the Federal government's oil poli-

t this document containing the

before the Special Legislative

It is my deepest hope th

roceedings of four public hearing

Commission on Marine Boundaries and Resources will add to the public

knowledge on this matter so that reasoned and intensive debate willreasoned and intensive debate will

•ntinue to develop.

Senator William M, Bulger
Chairman, Special Legislative
Commission on Marine Boundaries

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

and Resources
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CHAIRMAN. Today, the Special Kassachuset

Legislative Commission on Karine Boundaries and Resources

opens the first of three hearings on the matter of

offshore oil development on the Eastern Outer Continental

Shelf including potential reserves off the coast of

Massachusetts. The purpose of this first hearing is to

determine for both the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

and the public-at-larga the time frame, the Federal

procedures involved and the order of magnitude in terms

of Vrnown geological data and potential economic impact

of such =n undertaking. In shorx, we are here today to

define the issue

A second scheduled hearing to be held on February

4 will focus specifically on the environmental impact of

such development; and at a third hearing, scheduled for

February 18, the; Commission will hear from state and

Federal officials on policy alternative to further off-

shore oil cevelopmen

One cannot undertake study of this issue without

reaching the broader yet inescapable conclusion that energy

development in this nation bus for too long managed to
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elude the rational constraints that a comprehensive,

balanced and environmentally national energy policy

would impose. If the seeming insatiable pursuit for

more and more offshore oil reserves is a manifestation

of the lack of such a national policy, this Commission

v’ill want to learn that as well.

has backed himself into an1

ecological crisis, a state body, such as this one, can

neither fear to challenge nor close its eyes to national

policies that, in fact, create the very environmental

problems with which it musx deal. There is no other

issue that has the potential to erode and to destroy

the Federal system as does the environmental crisis.

The advance of energy technology and its concomitant

ecological impact has given rise to increasing Federal

control over its development and reaulation. The states

are caught on the horns of dilemma by recognizing the

heed for a national energy policy and a central Federal

agency to administer it, on the one hand, and a desire

to determine their own environmental destiny on the other

The drive for more offshore oil reserves by the Federal



government may, in fact, run counter to the hopes and

dpsitps of fho dpot)1« of Massachusetts fezr thc future of

their state. This particular energy-environmental con-

flict may set the stage for note serious polarisation of

a presently smoldering rift between the so-callc11

environmentalist faction and the government-oil compie

Such polarization will only become more severe, in wy

estimation, until governmental structure adapts to the

gss brought about by advancing technology

and its impact upon society by giving a greater degree

of participation to the nov? cynical citizen. Greater

participation by the states In such critical con-

siderations as the development of offshore oil must be

the goal toward which governmental restructuring roust

strive

The philosophical underpinnings of the energy

question run deep. A staff paper by the .American

Petroleum Institute (December 1970) entitled "The Energy

Supply Problem" boastfully states on page one, and I

quote, "The U.S., with less than six percent of the

world's population, consumes more than one third of the
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energy." I mi not certain at this point in history that

such gores should elicit exaltation, but rather should

evoke a serious rethinking of U.S. energy consumption

is-a-vis the international community and its own future.

Our approaching of some very serious physical tolerance

levels from this society's continued unbridled energy

consumption may well unhappily prove too late what the

ecological signs have been telling us for too long. I

would hope that the American Petroleum Institute and other

energy interests would respond to the careful studies of

men such as David Freeman, former Director, Energy Policy

Staff, White House Office of Science and Technology, and

others who stress the down side of the energy consumption

equation with equal concern.

Neither this Commission nor, in fact, does any

to commission have within its jurisdiction the power to

resolve the true underlying issues in this matter. We can

ask the appropriate questions of those responsible for

formulating such policies in order to raise the level of

public awareness as to the seriousness of this subject

as well as deliver a challenge to the sense of immutabilit
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in which we regard our present energy programs and rate

of energy consumption

We are fortunate today to have before us the

Associate Solicitor for Public Lands of the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior, Mr. David Lindgren

K. LIMDGkEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At the

outset I would like to express regret that Dr. Pecora

and tho other Under Secretaries of tbs Department were

unable to be here today, and thank you very much for

unn y V's. r*C? Hi tu appear and your request

that I appear in their stead

I think I should also mention that X am an

Associate Solicitor of the Public Lands, and as such

have charge of the Division of the Solicitor's office

that deals in public land matters, including the outer

continental shelf. By the same token I am not an

economist; I am not a geologist; I am not an engineer.

I wish to say that at the out sc

It is a pleasure for me to appear before your

Special Legislative Commission and discuss with you some

aspects of the Department of tho Interior’s responsibilities
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ana procedures in the development of offshore mineral

resources. To explain at the outset that ray remarks

fully recognize the case before the Supreme Court of

the United States and the pending litigation between

the United States, on the one hand, and the State of

Massachusetts, on the other, and the East Coast states

on the other, my remarks are confined to the role of

the Federal government and the mineral development of

rr.r.t'tr.iir.tn'? snol r n-r x'no Tini Tori a -f-oc . T +the cuter continental shell of the united states. It

is that Dortinn of the shelf as it is nc~ or may bely ut:

adjudicated to be within Federal jurisdiction and subjsc

to administration prevailing under the Outer Continental

Shelf Lands Act.

Perhaps it would be well to briefly revieiv the

legislative background with the Department's regulatory

activities prevailing in offshore mineral development.

The Outer Continental Shelf Land Act of 1953 provided

legislative authority and direction to the development

to see that mineral resources in the Federal areas of

the continental shelf similar to those granted to the

control of the states.
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The OCS Act has proved to be an excellent piece

of legislation. The crlse reason for this is that the

Act is essentially very simple. First, it provides

basic framework for a leasina system while leaving the

lied in hy thp Spcretarysys to tJ_

Oi UIC All bC.

tl*o £ccrcty mho i cSecondly f it pi

specifically granted broad authority, to implement the

leasing system by issuing regulations on a number of

specified matters, including the prevention of waste

and the conservation of the natural resources of the

outer continental shelf. It is of particular importance

that the Act permits the Secretary to issue new con-

servation regulations or to change those in effect for

application to existing leases and on-going lease operations

c actual remit Is that the Department can readilyTU

to advancing engineeringchanging conditions.

technology, and to the legitimate increasing demand

by the public for safe and environmentally sound

development operations offshore in the United Stat

Before discussing the situation as it now stands
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today, a few of the events that occurred in 1969 should

be reviewed. The Nixon Administration took office on

January 20, 1969. On January 24, 1969, a new Secretary

of the Interior was sworn in. Four days later, on

January 28, 1969, the blowout on the Union Oil Company

lease in the Santa Barbara Channel occurred. This event

triggered a succession of actions by Secretary Hickel.

One of these was an immediate review of existing

regulations and orders to insure that the granting of

further offshore leases and the conduct of operations

under existing and future leases would be undertaken

only after environmental protection had been given para-

mount consideration and maximum safety features had been

incorporated in operation procedures. New leasing and

operating regulations issued after public comments were

obtained went into effect in August, 1969. These new

regulations constituted a major revision of OCS regulations

which h;d then been in effect without change for fifteen

years. They were designed to replace the old standards

under which OCS leases were granted and developed in

line with rw; cepf.pnte n-f .on*.;t -ror-TZQr: aI snd ssfetv
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ihe new operating regulations, among otherrequirements

things, imposed the hardest possible requirements fo:

controlled wells, including stringent provisions for

wellcasing and cementing, drilling and building control

nf all devices, suthorlzsd oii snd q«s supervisors of

the Geological Survey to d; end on any operation which

-3 3r>V/^ d irreparable harm or

damage to life, including aquatic life, in the environ-

ment. It required the immediate reporting of all spills

and leakages which cannot be immediately controlled. It

required high standards of training for personnel in

the maintenance of eauipment, provided for closer co-

operation in the protection of other resources between

the Geological Survey and other resource agencies of the

Federal government and the states. It modified exist-

ing regulations to reflect new technologies developed

since the original regulations were issued in 1954.

They also emphasized the strict liability standards

for pollution clean-up resulting from lease operations

which the Secretary had clarified by Federal regulation.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the material, and
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today, a few of the events that occurred in 1969 should

be reviewed. The Nixon Administration took office on

January 20, 1969. On January 24, 1969, a new Secretary

of the Interior was sworn in. Four days later, on

January 28, 1969, the blowout on the Union Oil Company

lease in the Santa Barbara Channel occurred. This event

triggered a succession of actions by Secretary Hickel.

One of these was an immediate review of existing

regulations and orders to insure that the granting of

further offshore leases and the conduct of operations

existiuy uud future leases would be undertaken

only after environmental protection had been given para-

mount consideration and maximum safety features had been

incorporated in operation procedures. New leasing and

operating regulations issued after public comments were

obtained went into effect in August, 1969. These new

regulations constituted a major revision of OCS regulations,

which had then been in effect without change for fifteen
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line V.'ith n**V? C il pn.-] cafety
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reauirements. ihe new operating regulations, among other

>osed the hardest possible requirements fo:+ n,

controlled wells, including stringent provisions for

wellcasing and cementing, drilling and building control

nf ail dsvlcss, suthorizsd oil 2nd QuS supervisors olf

the Geological Survey to descend on any operation which

presented an tiu~sdtate sertous and harm or

damage to tire, including aquatic life, in the environ

ment. It required the immediate reporting of all spills

and leakr.ges which cannot be immediately controlled. It

required high standards of training for personnel in

the maintenance of eouipment, orovided for closer co

operation in the protection of other resources between

the Geological Survey and other resource agencies of the

Federal government and the states. It modified exist-

ing regulations to reflect new technologies developed

since the original regulations were issued in 1954

They also emphasized the strict liability standards

for pollution clean-up resulting from lease operations

which the Secretary had clarified by Federal regulation.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the material, and
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i nope xx nas arrxved, we have sent to you copies of

our existing regulations, the Act, the orders and so

forth.

CHAIRMAN. Yes, it has

MR, LINDGREN. The new OCS leasing regulations

that were issued during that year were designed to

insure that full consideration would be given to en-

Avironmental factors and ultimate 1

lei'H Issued, to give the Secretary a complete record

of parliamentary review to consider iu making bis

decision, to provide for the incorporation of sps

conditions in leases where needed for environmental

reasons. The new leasing regulations also specifically

provided that the Director of Interior Bureau of Landi

lanageraent, which issues the leases, would be required

to ask other Federal agencies for reports, describing

all known valuable resources in the area under con-

sicieration, and the potential resources in the area,K ~

and the potential effect of mineral development on those

other resources and on the total environment. The

Director would fullv evaluate the potential effect of
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ths leasing program on the total environment, aquatic

resources, aesthetic, recreation and other resources

in the proposed leasing area during exploration, develop

aent and operational phases. He would also be empowered

specifically to hold public hearings and consult the

state agencies, organizations and individuals to help

him evaluate the situation. The Secretary's approval

would be required before final action to advertise for

bids and conduct a sale. The proposed notice with -its

special conditions and stipulations would be submitted

to the Secretary by the Director, together with all

views and recommendations received.

In addition to these more stringent regulatory

requirements, the Department also made significant

changes in the OCS order applicable to each operation

in both the Pacific Coast and the Gulf Coast regions.

OCS orders are specific requirements which the

local oil and gas supervisor issues governing each

exploration and development in a particular area. They

a,re designed to make special geologic and other surveys

•r
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out in much greater detail than do the regulations,

requirements and standards of safety, equipment, control

and operating procedures. Again, Mr. Chairman, I believe

a copy of those were sent to you

During 1969 and subsequently, many changes were-

made in CCS work, requirements for wellcasing and cement-

ing, all-out preventives and prevention, sub-surface

station valves and gathering lines were strengthened.

Later that year new orders were issued for application

for lease operations in the Gulf of Mexico. We set

more stringent standards, also platforms and plat

lines take into account the latest geologic inter

pretations of engineering technology.

One other action taken by Secretary Hickel

during the period should also be mentioned. Dn March 21,

1969. be signed an order establishing the Santa Barbara

Channel Ecolooical Preserve. This order withdrew some

000 acres ox the Channel for growing and production

operations to preserve for fisheries, recreation

hetic, scientific ourooses and use.

iat these extensive actionsSuOuxG De iiOtud t
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by the Department during 1969 with respect to OCS lease

OptriaXlOuS VvelS taken pxIOIT TO the natTOuell Cn V xrontuGuTaX

Policy Act, which became effective January 1, 1970. We

v.ere well aware that this legislation posed even greater

rx m/\*4-u 1 u
xcvjui.iieu«eu wo mat viuuj-u nave 1.0 uc iuc w wtx wj. t ma

Federal action significantly affecting the human en-

vironment can be taken. These courses will be issued

through OCS by the Secretary of the Interior. The re-

quirements of that legislation have been fully met by

the Department prior to each sale of offshore leases that

has been held since its enactment.

The Department has moved to improve its ad

ninistrative responsibilities under the OCS Act in many

other ways. For instance, we doubled the technical

staff and improved the inspection procedures. In October

1 OAQ The o^eT
‘

° ■^o T’ +Vw» -f ryf Mpvi co To reauire addi—for The Gulf of Mexico To reguire add

tional safety fssTures- In June, 1971, new OCS orders

applicable to OCS leases in the Pacific Region were

issued to further strengthen the operating requirements

in accordance with The knowledge gained by experience

and advanced technology.



new OCS Order No- 5 is no™ being revised ro
anplv the roost up-to-date reaulrerosnts to sub-surface

safety devices in wells. It is now contemplated that

iquircroent for service ofthe order will include a r

remote control sub-surface safety-devices-in all new

wells. All OCS ordi t review so

K. f knowledge and■f-H

pericnoe when available technology indicates the Need.

Technical studies by qualified systems experts have

been made or ate now In progress which will be used

to upgrade all aspects of OCS operations. Among these

arc the following: In August, 1970 a study of the

OCS Lease Management Program was initiated to achieve

greater safety in pollution prevention. The study

incorporated a contract study relating to alternative

methods for accomplishing the inspection programs re-

ducing accidents and incidents of pollution due to

jj. fiilny cluCi prCOUCiny Opol a! iOil S . iH 1b xopOx"t xrepoxu is

being finalized and should be formally presented soon

NASA initiated a feasibility study in August,

1971 determining the status of quality control, of1971 determining tt

index
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producinq platforms along with the failure analysis syste

to bo Incorporated in the Lease Manaaement Proaran. NASA

submitted their study in November, 1571, which was eval-

J -4-U 1u lu bite; p>uuo.uateu by tlie Auliatiu StiiTVSy cuju "tO "ths public

OP Horomhor R . 1071

Board National AcaHornvXbc pend of tbo Ms

cf Encilrisoi*lri'1 is scbs<j u2.se? to submit ar»

in oifsncjre resuuiuy uereport on operational safety

t n*7V GxOp

During 1969 and 1970 the Department cooperated

with the Environmental Protection Agencv, the Coast Cuard

and other Federal agencies in working out a new con

nqency plan to provide for efficient coordinated and

effective action to minimize damage from oil and oth

hazardous material pollution. The plan contains detailed

K/a n f 1 and r,T

of such oollut

You might well ask what have been the actual

results of all these changes and improvements in the

imum safety ands procedures to ins

2-»ro iG Uf
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would like to list & few. Better inspection procedures

have resulted in the significant reduction in incidents

in coirpliance of orders. There have been fewer incidents

of pollution, we have noticed in surveillance flights

The number of soills have been reduced by half in one

year. There has been ™aJor accident avoidance because

of newly installed safety svsteFs* Fires have been prevented

because ox newly installed ili'e fiyhtiuy

Criminal penalties ox the DCS Act have been imposed tor

violations of the regulations and ordinances. xhe

Department conducted inspections for platform safety

features and these lead to the institution of criminal

proceedings against a number of major oil companies

for violation of the regulatory requirements of sub-

station safety equipment. The prosecutions resulted

In fines runnlno into several millions of dollars. In

short, ivg believe that our OCS reoulations and orders

o most modern and stringent in existence. Mor

Importantly, they are constantly bc?ing reexamined and

improved.

Mr. chairman, you have also requested information
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about the scenario leading to the issuance of DCS

for ths dsysloprcsrit of 02.X and 59.9 in tbs ns

area. These include questions as to who in the

Federal government actually makes final decision as

to uihptor not such loasss will Ids issssd for a

new area, what criteri. official uses in making

tJrt C rio/'l p 1 nn t«»V\n + Viny + ’n/o o-i4-i r> ir> +U/\ n »-ri
»*»* M j •'11V, vilb>. fc 111-. V. A k ALCIIO All blie UJLC.U C/Ull

participate in the procedures leading to the final

decision, and if so, at what point can such citizens

make their inquiry.

These questions are important ones, and I

hope to be able to shed some light on them for you.

The first two are what we might call pre-leasing

procedures. The first of these is the geological

and geophysical exploration.

In Section 11 of the OCS Act the Secretary

is authorized to grant geological and geophysical

exploration permits to persons designed to conduct

underwater activities of this type of exploratory

activity on the Continental Shelf, to provide that

such operations are not unduly harmiui tu aquatic
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to anyone or any company doing this type of research,

whether it be oil companies, scientists, schools and

institutes or others interested in examining the OC3,

examining the geological and geophysical character of

he sea bed in the Outer Continental Shelf. Using

s an example, this type of exploration

has been conducted for many years in the East Coast

waters of the Southern Florida area. Each proposa

is examined in the Department to determine what con-

npr «it adolie-ation to be In this matternrAn

the government is able to exercise some measure o:

control over such exploration toward the end that they

be conducted faithfully and without damage to the

environment and other resources, such as fisheries.

i explorations mightitbout th t system,

11 be randomly conducted on the high seas adjacent

equipped to do so withou

lovernmental knowledge, approval or control. This



exploration is of several types* The most generally

The seismic explorationused is the seismic method

of training electronicconsists merely in the us

devices, having no direct contact with the sea bed

nelv orantedThese pe ss

e permits issued. Otland account for most of the permits issued. Other

1permit applications that are frequently grants

,nd samplea.involve rock

shallow pouring programs. It should be understood

logic and geophysical+ a + ol \

issuedexplorations are conducted long before the leases are

The information obtained from them forms the basis

Rtf th‘ and scientific da

.uailable regarding the sea bed areasir

These exploratory wells to determine'thev;

roleum, varying formationspresence or absence of petrol

and their locations, are not permitted or conducted

right tontil af

build such exploratory wells is part of the bundlundit

of rights granted to a lessee under the terms of his

lease. No such exploratory drilling has occurred onr
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the U.S. Atlantic Coast yet. I suppose in the second

staoe unu can say the Department of Interior h

information gathering as such, and of course go on

currently. The Department begins its process of

Dulling together technical data regarding new off-

;hore areas as soon as it is available. In some

instances it may contract ror special ex^lorat■f

programs to obtain the type of scientific data it

desires to have. For instance, we have engaged the

services of the Woods Hole Oceanographic for some

t irae

All the available information and data

from a given area is retained by the Department,

particularly the facts concerning the environmental

conditions, the economics, the energy needs, the

other resources involved and other uses of the area.

At this point it is possible that information gather

ing heatings might be held. They might be general

or special, technical or economic. They may be

directed to large offshore areas or small ones.

ings that are held are informal and they
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are not to be confused or compared with later formal

hearings we utilize which follow the procedures of

the National Environmental Policy Act.

A recent conference the Secretary arranged

with members of Congress and the Governors of the

East Coast States is in this category. These inf

formation gathering procedures and studies may

include obtaining specific data from other govern-

mental agencies, federal, state and local, as well

as the evaluation of available geological and

statistical information in the particular area

being considered. in addition iCd

tes and local agencies and theirsultations

technical staff's are held and are being held. I

might add that this is the accepted procedure the

Department is now engaged in in regarding possible

future mineral j easing on the offshore OCS East

Coast and we are gathering all available informa-

tion, caoaraphic and environmental, and so forth

The •res s\nn•XT

of industry interest. This is normally done
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.cea of what areas theform 1 S'O C€i

n if there should he Qff-± n>

shore oil and gas development.

Following this comes the call for nominations

After the Department's preliminary studies in the

area have been conpleted, expressions of industryexpressions of industry

are considered. The decision is made whether to

proceed with a formal call for nominations speci

eviously established

; published by notice in

finally to identify the p

in the area. This call i

hrough the Departmentthe Federal Register and

i-

Following this co^e■form n 1

of the no: inations at the closethe evalu

All nominated facts areof the nominations period.

evaluated together with the geologic, engineering

and environmental data available as a result of the

preliminary studies that X mentioned earlier. This

Its in a collection of those factso

that the Department will tentatively consider
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use here the word "tentatively” siI use here the word "tentatively” since information23

developed in 3at*»r preleasing procedures or by the

Department's continually information gathering

activities has a large beating on the selection

of those facts which will eventually be selected

fox any lease offering that might be made, if

one is rn2,cjo

It is at this point that the Department pulls

together all the data available as a result of prior

procedures and prepares to draft environmental

impact statement evaluating the environmental

imoact that will result in the Isasinm. exolorntio

and development of the tracts tentatively selected,

including available alternatives. The statement is

prepared and circulated in accordance with the pro-

visions of the National Environmental Policy Act.T 15

1nri ar\ /iAfter the draft statemen trt-

and notice of public hearings have been published in

the Federal Register, although these hearings are

not required by the National Environmental Policy

it is the Department's policy to hold them in
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connection with every general lease sale which

U!U!!!Stsd . Th(?S9 aro normally Vjol/ 24

affected by the proposal

ficials or civic groups*

local governmental of

The draft impact statement

1 1 -l-T—, rested in it and to15

ppe

ing. Formal records of the hearings are made,

including any documentary evidence that may he sub-

mitted. The record of the hearing and comments and

other evidence submitted by Federal, state and local

governments, as well as citizens or affected groups

or organizations concerned and applicable to those

hearings, is then evaluated by the Department's

experts and the final environmental impact statement

is prepared, released and published. It is also

filed with the Council on Environmental Quality.

After assessment of the final environmental

impact statement the Department's experts meet and

decide on the recommendations which will be made to

me Secretary. incse x.tjcomuitruuatrons may ta'tce

in local areas most convenient for the citizens
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various foms snd altsrnativss• For sxsmplGilS xO!

to no forward with the lense sale in the area at

that time, not to go forward with the lease sale on

certain specific parts, but to include others which

have been made ud and originally considered, to go

on specified tracts under1forward with the le

stinulations od ir-

operational requirements applicable to all or a

portion of the tract recommended for inclusion in

the sale. These stipulations would be a part of

the lease contract, and are generally for the purpose

of operational safety or the protection of other

resources in the area

Staff recommendations are considered and

approved by the Directors ox each Bureau or Office

concerned, including the Director of the Bureau of

Fisheries and Wildlife. They are then forwarded to

ate Assistant Secretary, the Under

ecretary and finally the Secretary, for consideration

ese recommendations are normally accompanied by

rju 1 1c pu
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ill bo signed in the ™?nt thev are aDDiuved.1 1 i-1 r-nor? ’ n +V)o p

;hcr with the roi-nrri

of technical data, public comment and environmental

hazards a j with the rec

mendaxions for use by the Secretary during the

decision-making process. ihe fie final decision is made

by the Secretary in the exercise

functions and responsibilities under the UCS Act.

The Secretary on the basis ox the recommendation

and the record before him can approve the sale

recommended or modify it leting certain tracts

tract or

tracts, or he may, in hi discretion. determine that

no sale in the area shoulc be held

In makino this deei on the Secretary weighs

Ivsd, including thean

1the environmentenergy

risks attendant to oil s development in the

ides that the sale ofthe Secretary deare

signs the notice of saleuld be held, he

It is then forwarded to the office ox the Federal



Roalster for publication. The notice containsfor ouol
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GO SCllf

nd terms of sale, the special stipulations, if any,

that apply to the sale and development particularly,

and other information pertinent, for example, the

place for submitting the bid.line an

At the time and place specified in the notice

the competitive bids submitted for eachf. sale

tract durlno the noriod allowed are ooened. TheV-.

ihod miai ifioH hiHHorc: arc do-tormlned and leasesH

are issued for those tracts for which bidts for which bids are

found n line with estimates

n t an

the Interior_l aw L i

thf onlv resDonsibilitv to decide whether orho on!

1 permit oil and gas

-V -f-V»i

decision is made, certain preparatory studies and

over a consiaeraule

ength of time. However, regardless of the results

of those studies and the detailed consideration given

f revel, the Secretary has the authorityon a
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to strike any recommendation, and be has done so in:o strike any

the past, specifically deleting part

I have given some indication of the criteria

a V' i c -f- Vi /-» Qnoro+irir anH the Staff in tnakino th^ii*

decisions. I indicated the Department exercises its

responsibility under the DCS Act to issue oil and gas

Ir* n Thi =; ’ otilv 1-ir»lr -i n i-t-c hrnaH rhainlink in its broad chain

T 7« i-Ox its responsibility

States has sufficient enerov reserves to meet the

requirements of its citizens, and to insure national

security, including its economic security, as well

as his responsibility to make the decisions as to

how and whether our resources are to be used. These

responsibilities are exercised by the Secretary, who

faces an increasing unreliability of foreign sour

of supply.

In the broad sense, therefore, it can be sai

that arr ins many CGiupisx x actors v-Tixcn go into the

study of energy needs, environmental risks, national

security, competing uses in the area of others, are
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resources available to the United States to meet

them, existing and future, are considerations which

in turn involve other factors, such as existing

technology, projected technical breakthroughs,

'©search goals, imports, prices, safety, pollutio

risks, and positions taken by other Federal agencies

uy xOCai yuveluiucD arjv_i Cl tIZCDS CCHipCIIH^

needs for the use of the area.

This is indeed a complex decisiOn-rnaklny

process, and this is why

times emphasized that he

the Secretary has many

ants and needs all the

help that anyone can give him in the course of

these procedures in making the ultimate decision.

Help in the form of advice, studies by local

citizens and groups of citizens, by state and

local governments, by scientific and research

y

agencies, and any other experts, in the technical

and economic field pertinent to this matter.



The opportunity for this local citizcitizen input

exists throughout the informal and formal pre-

leasing procedures to which I refer. As an example t

a meeting which Secretary Morton held with the

muary 11th, he askedEast Coast Governors on

Governor Sargent of this Commonwealth to suggest

can set up a meaningfula methodology by whicl

communication system with the States involved on

a state-by-state basis or on a regional basi

Id make suchGovernor Sar rd

a suggestion. To my knowledge it hasn't been forth

cminq yet, but it was a very short time ago

In recent months there has been considerable

nter xor0 J- ,on o

reoardino 1

leases offshore, specific 1 t Coast. Un-■y

fortunately tnere nas been considerable misinformation
>

rumor and speculation among some persons and groups

as to the Department’s activities along the East

Coast. It is doubly unfortunate that much of this

CtJWWffff hi>s based on .emotion rather than fact.
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entire u.ittpr. on Dpcpmber 8, 1971 the Secretary

briefed members of Congress on the facts relating

ivelopment of oillotcntial exploration and d

DCS. I would likeand aas leases on the Atlantic

tt tate'se

but we have submitted to you copies ox all oxX OX Lit

ccretary of State’s comments. At that time he said

ling, even ex-•n no oil we 11 d ihere r

ploratory drilling, nor can there be any until all

horoughlv considered.nmental factors arethe

Beyond the fact that some areas off theotne

ippenr to have promise geologically, we do

xists in any of•jot know i

ose Atlantic DCS areas where we have made or

the greatestic are

Ie all

four areas seaward from the State of New Jersey to

North Carolina, the outer edge of the George'sor

9
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off the State of Georgia. These areas lie within14a m«4 4*U
•2

thirty miles and as far as 200 miles from the

nearest point of land in the United States. There-

fore the possibilities that oil walls might exi

just off Cape Cod and the South Shore ox Long Island

Conev Island, Atlantic City or the other boacho

ojF Enclr.Pd Middl u

tely wlliiOul xuunuatiun in xhe

light of our present geological and T

knowledge, we are not Involved in formal proc ngs

leading toward an environmental impact statement

and we will not be so involved until the juris-

dictional issues are resolv- ’d in some way. We

information alreadyare simply pulling together

we are prior toe c wileVi'

,r isdlctionalsettling issue

Secretary Moright say that ir

ize that noon i en

Atlantic OCS oil andhas been made to conduct an

gas lease sale nor is such a decision now con-

• x b vdiivj uy xnax s xsxgiqgdx tuu&y *
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Before any decision occurs, we shall comply with

all provisions of the National Environmental Policy

Act, following our long-standing practice of

inviting public participation to public hearings and

inviting written comments. We want and need the

full thinking of all parties before any final

decisions are made.

Later Secretary Morton sent letters to the

Governors of each East Coast State requesting that

they attend the meeting which was held on January 11,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude with re-

peating a few of Secretary Morton's remarks at that

meeting. He opened by saying, "May I assure you at the

outset that there has been no oil drilling or explora-

tory drilling off the Atlantic Coast. There are no

plans to authorize such drilling. The Department cannot

act to authorize drilling until (1) the boundary issue

between the sovereign states and the United States govern

raent is resolved one way or another, and (2) all

requirements of the National Environmental Policy
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T

of 1965 satisfied. You raav tAct of 1965 tfe- satisfied. You may be assured before

a decision is made to conduct the sale oil and

leases off the Atlantic Coast, we will follow our

of inviting the participationlona-standinc

anH K1of a

merits. I state to the members of O

t'

exploratory drilling on tne Atlantic OCS, if that

couple of yet

The Department's mission since 1953 when

the Outer Continental Shelf Lands' Act became lawlaw

has been to assess the potential resources warrant

ing exploration and development. Since 1960 when

we wt, to issue permits for seismic

:S, many organization

have provided rnfltinn for miri

ion, we have had access to non-

confidential data resulting from the seismic tests

entialWe know now that the area's areatest potenti

bich we mentioned earlier; however



of laud. Any oil200 miles from the nearest point of laud. A

/->ri -f i-£ *1 -f- nrrtir o will Ho -far hpunnri the

horizon of any coastal state

Safety measures and the most modern methods

ojf Tnonitcring will bs wji't'tsn In'to "the rc^ult^in^nts

if indeed any drilling ever ta'rces place. Howsvg

r

even if a decision were made today to go ahead with

Atlantic drilling, assuming that the legal hurdles

he environmental conditions met,were crossed

it would be another seven to ten years before we

uction from the Atlanticoet sianifica:

ming that weTOuter Continental Shel

not know today existsfound the oil which we do

wever, that at presencaution, he

enerov comes from oil andhe nation

even the maximum goal of nuclear power

oil and aas would stilland other of energy

make un about 60?5 of our energy needs by the end

f the centurv. Unless we undertake drastic chanc

n our style ol living, in our Ltanspor uau.cn awe
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in our economy, we can convert into a bucolic society

becoming a second-rate national power. We have no

alternative but to continue the use of oil and gas

reserves. In this respect the Atlantic OCS is

vitally important. It would represent the poten-

tial national resource and part of our national

security. To rely too much on foreign sources of

oil and gas and to run the risk of having these

resources cut off is a threat to the American

economy. The Atlantic potential resourses. therefore

become significant in our over-all energy posture.

With this potential, the major step is toward con-

tinuing our policy of relying primarily on domestic

oil if we possibly can.

"Let me emphasize again, however, that we

shall not permit any explorations off the East Coast

until consulting further with you and the officials of

the states involved, and with the Congress and with

public hearings and information received. We are vitally

interested in your opinion and that is why I have
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invited you and vour staff members

Mr. Chairman- with that oxccrpt from Secre

tary Morton's remarks, that concludes my prepared

remarks, and if you have any questions, I will try

to answer th

IRMAN. Thank you very much for yourCHA

presentation, 1 have a couple of questions. FirstI. C of Sv. iOn 6 • r

to our federal policy in regard to im-of all, as

port quotas, do you agree that our import quotas

make such offshore drilling inevitable?

;hore drilling on theLINDGREN. OffMR

Atlantic Co t

AIRMAN. Yes, sir-I.

MR. LINDGREN. No, I don't believe it makes

it inevitable, but again, I think that you are■vi tabic

getting into an area that I don't have expertise.r

h it

cision hasis

3e to drill anc decision has.ic

■en made. it is being looked at. TheThe

oears to be very good.l a i'
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on

There are many reasons for developing that

potential. You are talking about a complexity of

issues. You are talking about the oil import

problem. I realize it is of parti rlar interest

to you in the New England area. You are talking

about, as you said, reducing energy consumption,

and you are talking about whether or not 200 mill

people are willing to make an adjustment that is

necessary. I notice that we are using electronic

energy consuming devices, and there are energ

consuming lights, and so forth, and I came up on

a plane that used a heck of a lot of petroleum.

These, I think, are facts, and I think that the
-fh/i

hearings of^ Commission on these points

are excellent.

I think they are in point, but the con-

sumption of energy, the predictions, and we have

predictions we have submitted to you of increased

energy use, however, they are based on existing

facts, and whether those facts can be changed, I

don‘t know. So that.



on facts, the factsCHAIRMAN It is based
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of life.

LINDGREN. The facts of energy consump-

t ion.

CHAIRMAN. Also the prohibition of importation

'ould you agree with thisisn't that corre

tatement bystatement, this question? his

Director, Energy PolicyMr. David Freeman, former

of Science and TechnolcStaff, White House, Offic y

point in the nation'shave now reached

ve that we develop ahistory where it is i

olicy. Would you agreecoherent national energy

that we do not in fact have a national energy

policy?

MR. LINDGREN. X think not, in the sense that

some other people have used that word. I believe

we are approaching a more coordinated approach to

energy, and to go back to your opening remarks

the President has before Congress a bill to create

a Department of National Resources which would

essentially bring together in one department all
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Federal agencies that would be responsible for

energy development.

CHAIRMAN. But until the time ws do in

fact have such a policy, everyone seems somewhat

in agreement that we don't, that we have not formu-

lated such a policy, would you not agree then that

Massachusetts should not undergo any kind of

risk of offshore drilling, any of the risks, until

we see whether indeed such a policy is considered.
such drilling is consistent with the national

energy policy that we do in fact formulate?

MR. LINDGREN. I think one answer to your

question is, no, I do not agree, because what we

are talking about is national need. We are talking about

not only local needs and protection of the environment.

we are not only talking about a completely local

problem, we are talking about a national problem, and

X think that if there should be a sudden change,

for instance, in the import situation today, as I

understand it, the New England area would be the

first, probably, to feel the pinch, and as I say
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Mr. Chairman, you are getting into n

imports, in which I do not pose to be an expert

and I simply am not, I cannot agree with that

statement.

CHAIRMAN. Well, we asked the Department

in advance. We notified them we would ask quest

about that. In fact, it all begins there, doesr

ions

it?

LINDGREN. With the. import quotas

IA

No, I think we are talkinLINDG 3

about, w

ticallv produced o:

alkinq, the firwh

point about energy. Now Mr. Chairman, you said that

you would have questions about that. I

hat I t

dun ! t h

this Quest

import ouota. if you know'?

discussion



n € c

3 maintain re

e do

r

iU

know are her

ielDuld be

haven't yet been able to

isfactory and itr

would seem that we could, it would entail sonjrae

jlanation from the Interior Department

Well Chairman,MR. LII

lAIRMAN. If I may, just, the state of

usually national defense, is that correcti
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LIIv riNS' ii- XV—tl

ne to pnnaap in

any further on the que tion of oil import

asked for someonequotas You, as you said, you

tbs D^r^r t "I answer a larae

mut-o i-f

I am not an expert't

on it. I think it would b€ oi n xor me to proce

1Cnairman, you cb IOU'1 are cc y

he Commissioninformed, and as I am sure

so than I. I have di ussed with youe, more

’hich X do have soci€ PY dqt t x sc

\ IRK he Interior Depar tmenI

Lindqren ne we were interested in t je

It is very, very important to us *et me ask you,

i the T.miah

had

been set forth, is that rigi

MR. LINDGREN. The Louisiana case decided

v-that certain alternatives to offshore drillina hadn

and that the eiecn di L

a debate
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1. ECUSStrdhadu ' l

CHAIRMAN. And oil import Quotas is one

of the subject matters

Correcl:

CHAIRMAN. Is Dart of the subiect laatter

MR . LINDGREN Ctfrr^ct

,1 ternCl I, to

oe considereo aeiore any xui lucl

!R. LXNDGREN. That is what the Board of

but again, I point out iAppeals stated, ye

simply am not inforn id, Mr. Chairman, on these

technical matters

CHAIRMAN. It is my understanding that we

are paving over six billion dollars a year for theing over six bll

quo

is tha air ien

here is a difference

mi simply not going to get Into a debate with you,

air. I am simply not aoina to get into that. If

you wish to continue along that line,
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No, i am not.Mk
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i

CHAIRMAN. You brought somebody with you

who would?

MR, LINDGREN. I am here alone, Mr. Chairman

Vmi rormo c+oH +haf +h£» Hon frann+ t-it'/mm' imii »«■»+)■»
— 1 - ■ •' -*- “

lawyer and a geologist. I am sotiy "that; we were

unable to bring up a group of peepIp of pcopl

uiAiKi™. i didn’t realize that 1 had hit

such a sensitive nerve

MR. LINDGREN. Well, I think it is presump

tuous to continue to question a speaker in areas

in which he do° c not fool h iert. If I

had dealt with the oil import program, I would

very happy to sit here and discuss it with you.

I simply do not, Mr. Chairman

CHAIRMAN. Fnroinn m‘l ic an 31 1 aM o +r

is it? You made c

LI irman, I see no

point in qoino furthe the oil import
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i€

ing to contlrI am

jo Q

D1t 0

1

1an wg

x

our 1 1 v

Department can ref nswer c

questions

:EN. The Department is not

our cueina to an

iAIRMAN tainlv 1o

i

i c

T rirto answer G

IGSects c

i
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n t

requesting an expert on the wa

S&K*fA is
r*r

sat4/&h'Ur
•bv latenq G

need to open

is a fair qaes

sti

ce nM u we

that the question wo

we received no communic m your Departme

on that subjec

MR� LINDGREN. I can't speak to that, Mr

think that is true.Chairman. I

uestion



CHAIRMAN. And you were sent here today and

the very first thing you tell us is, don't ask me

familiar with the statuteanything about that. We are

which you read to us. I appreciate your coming, and

I don't want to see

tairman, these QuestionsClMR. LINDGREN. Mr

myself specifically towhich you raised I addressed

some of them. I addressed myself somewhat to one of

■? chi \i rl i coiithem and T have alsn perh

oil import questions with you for a short time

ii expert in oil imports, and I doubt very

much that there is any witness who can qualify

himself as an expert. Now, Mr. Chairman, I see no

point in, to be perfectly frank, I am not terribly

n on being beat about the head.

■ll Chairman

CHAIRMAN. Representative Walsh.

KErKESc-NlArivii WALSH. You say, you lustt

made a statement now that there is no qualified

■cpert in vour Department on oil imports

said I am not.T
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;hat I simply canncIt is sim c

makp»

REPRESENTATIVE WALSH. Y OU said that nobodyV.

answered the question for you. If vou are going +o

testify for the Department of Interior, why vrouldn'

they give vou a briefin n "this?

MR, LINDGREN. Well, Mr. Walsh. I could

read something, a statement to this Commission c

somethina about which I kn JO

very well that if I did so and there were questions

i couro not answer the auestio 'h

not to deliver remarks on any area about which I

know noth!

REPRESENTATIVE WALSH. You do have an

the department of Interiorin

other individual is available at any other time.at any ot
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MR, LITnDGREN . Artificial need?

r^AIRMAN. Vrc fhoro BTtlf rood

created, I am sure you will agree. There is a great

deal ox oil available from other countries, am X

+ 7

R. LINDGREN. There is oil, of course

that right <

7 V,

question was an artificial need, and I don't

understand

CHAIRMAN, Wo created it

For oil.MR. lxndg;

IRMAN. No. You know what I mean. An

rtificial need to find more domestic sources of

-G 1

LINDGREN, X think the point is,r

;ed by

LINDGREN. You are now beginning to

into environmental sources of our import

system. it then comes down to if we are uepenoen
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on foreign oil. we arc also dependent on a continued

flow ox that oil. We ax'e also dependent on the

price. There has been a change in the price structure

of foreign oil, and my understanding is that there

is a meeting going on now, but again you are getting

into areas that I am not informed on.

CHAIRMAN. You made one statement there,

that we would be dependent upon, I believe, increasing

our dependence upon,

MR. LINDGREN. The reserves we have

CHAIF

point in time. We do have a "drain America first

Pol jld you call tb t ement o:

our policy?

I 0

LIMR. LINDGREN. Again, Mr. Chairman, you

boose words very, verv well, from vour point of view.

came here to provide you with information,

our drain America first policy,



"Q y

ook at it. You do read the newspapers. I aro

not belnq facetious. You tell roe you are not

biner

t normal with Canada

iev

ations with Canada?

lyCanada i

Karl a Ha

O

don ' t to talk about it

r. Cbairraan

an ada has more oil than it needs

ipl v

in ada has roore oil than it needs.

nse purposes we say to Canada,

1, we are not buying it. We want to

don’t understand it, and

person from the Federali



novernment wnC ic bUUb tt Ql'v/fc

tboco thi nn*;+ v

MR, LINDGREN. I am not suggesting that

they are secret thine

I am not suggesting also that thev are. that th

i

various markets, plus the transportation, out

of econ nsh

and other areas, plus the oevaluation of the

d other questions all of which are tiectied up ir

the question of what imports versus domestic neeon of wha

are, domestic exploration, and so forth, I am n

h th

luse I read about them in the newspapers tha

am competent to discuss them from the do

f an expert. I believe that they are e>

comp d

f them is point

h a

utterance on



;ne oil iudustiy fui the purpose of futthcto the oil Industry fui the

exploration, You have heard of that? The Washington

Post, I think, stated it, and would you agree that

that would be a lot cheaper for us all, give them

trinht

Chairman, no commentMD T TWnODTTW M

secureL

national defense if we have always got reserves o

hand, that there are wells some place in our juri

diction which are available to us

MR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, for approximately

been trying to ask imthe last half hour vou have

questions that,

!HAIRMAN. Questions, sir. that I deserve

an answer tc

:hairman, I am notMR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman.

1 enn 1 t

answer from anyone in your Department.

r. Chairman, right now ILIN.

am a Public La lawyer; I am not anicr

ex
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T + rina crj • +CHAIRMAN

expertise.

MR. LINDGREN. I do not agree that an analysis

and a consideration of the oil import program, and

again, all these things do not require expertise

I suagest to you that it does.

thato you,11 Tla tct.

Is aura. the whole mystery about tbs sufcje

of oil import auotas and what we are doing to our-

selves by mu so-called energy policy, has for tooa e

long been shrouded in a mystery. The mystery itself

is largely conjured up.

tach time anybody mentions the subject, you

ople tell us, well, it is too big, international

litres, too difficult for you to understand. Well

we have an obligation to understand it, and it is

not that coraolex. ihere arp some things wrong withihere are

re obvious to

ry look at it.aanyb

Chairman‘lrLI
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ofV

lets; "Well, this is too biq for you to unc; "Well, this is too biq fc

tand." Well, it isn't too big,

MR. LIPDGREN. Mr. Chairnan, you h e

been talking at me for the last half hour, and

I might first say that I have never said tV

it is too big for you to understand. What I

have said is that I am nc ert

T an making no comment whatever abc DUt

nding the programyour capabilities in

I assumed, sir, because or vour areat inte

0

n it. I am simply saying that I am not tY.

hold these discussions with.■>er s

shroud of mystery isbin

i ~\ *

area

down a rather specific approach to it, and I
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imnlv not noinn to oo down that road. i

r>-£r~.-\ 1 ~

you should get someone to testify before you

Department has certainly addressed themselves

to all the questions that might be raised on

the subjt

'tow, your concerns are shared by the

■j I ,
,

+ Q

Senator Proxmire, and there are others who

CHAIRMAN. I have enjoyed your

with that. The Congress has a certain

leverage over the Department of Interior

not oniov. but wo in the State
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have as great an interest in thegovernmen

subject matter. There are many people warn-

ing us about the dire consequences of the

particular route that we are following right

at this moment, and I am sure that you are

perhaps in no position to question it, but

I am. I can ask the questions. Perhaps

there will never be any answers forthcoming,

but X will certainly ask thei

MR, LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, you can

certainly ask all the questions you wish on

that subject,

CKA X y' c

family iliU

iving over $lOO a year extra on their fuel

V
US bO P:

T r», if vou

1 ■{h
t

iino, I

answer questions al
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x'OU are making a puxut.

CHAIRMAN. There are several points to

be made related, you suggo ted something about, why

do vou tell us -

~
CV-l.

ted to the quota. It is

imagination, and you tell

MR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, first of all

At /-q t of all

vou me,

CHAIRMAN. I think you did use the word

I. LINDGREN, No, I don't believe I did.

CHAIRMAN. All right, security

LIKDGREN. And econdly,

OU salt egaraiog

about national defense rcl

not, by no stretch of the

us that
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:cur ity

Nik. L.INuGkkN. There is considerable dif

ference. You asked tne to state, Mr. Chairman, you

asked me to state the rationale on the oil import

requested, but now youprograms, and 1 did as you

along the line ofe continuing to ask ques

in that field I think Ithat. If I were an expert

could answer them. I don' tknow whether it woul

to your satisfaction, but we could get a dialogue

on that subject going and it would probably beit would probably be

G of knowledge'h

come up here for half an hour and address myself to

the fact that I am n expert in the field,n

I am, i rtable, and I don’t thiriot very cc k

t would be for anyone else, but in that field I am

not.

CHAIRMAN. At least for Senator Bulger,

Department of the Intowould vou conaratulate the xor

in their careful selection u, sir, as the!

spokesman here today. They have managed to avoid
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that w<? honed to explore.

MR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, I can't say

that I appreciate the caustic remarks; I don't.

CHAIRMAN. It is not caustic. I certainly

caustic as to you, sirmeant, if it is, it is no

MR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, I really mustMr

in pursuing the subject

any

CHAIRMAN. Are there other questions from

the C ee

;r. Chairman, I would like

to make one statement before Mr. Lindgren leaves.

It seems that, Mr. Lindgren, you are, like the

Senate Chairman pointed out, you were specifically

chosen by the Department of the Interior-to bring

of information, not in-s what I consider a lac

We receivedtater

point out publicly

e of attending some ofthe pleasrthat I hav

the International Conferences on Fisheries.

:o the rest ofL-,
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+ i p r*r\ mmi that information is available from+ +

-Cthe iron curtain countries a

than it is from our Federal government in Washington

Now it seems to me that you have pointed out in your

opening address that the Department of the Interior

is presently setting up so-called programs. Until

these programs are set up, you are not at liberty t-

discuss them all as far as the quota system is con-

cerned. X happen to know from experience over the

part several years, and certainly the Department of

the Interior is well aware of the fact, that they a c

still studying Ih ■■ r>roblo—j f pce as far as our

fisheries are concerned in the northwestern Atlantic

But while they have been studying them for the past

twenty years, the fish are dwindling and very shortl

there will be no fisheries on the northwest Atlantic

I am wonderi.no when the federal government

is going to take the initiative to protect us here,

the coastal states primarily. You have ruined us

heeconomically

cause of the lack of proper conservation over the
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that you ares to

taking the same role again. You are trvino to rui

us again economically because of the quota system

you have imposed on the New England states. I wishrr

you would at least deliver that messaoe to who

you answer to in Washington within the Department o: .u:

tho Tr> Th
y

[DGIvEN. Tiiauk yuu very much for that

comment. I certainly shall convey, sir, the remarks

expressed by ail. X hate to fence, but in terms of

the selection of the witness, I was selected because

I had considerable experience. It wasn't important

to me, I don't think one man could be an expert on

all subjects. Perhaps that person exists. I don't

know who it is, although I know experts bn the

v/hole. There was notbina in the invitation to the

nDenar tr u

bearing was oil import quotas.G

CHAIRMAN, That is not the purpose of the

hearinn, Mr. Lindqren. Don’t

Ltri-nis 01 what j

past twenty years



said, I grant you that written statements are stan-hat written statements are stan

dard these d

CHAIRMAN. We would like to know if

whole problem that we are now confronted with i

fact, is it really neces It is not official ly

induced In my humble opi n e payin

tremendous price for a pol icy which I haven't see ■n

any, I am sure that perh have shown i

time and time again a ressional hearings

he policy. I know

c

explaining in

at least on

some conclusions aboutCommission, who came

policy, came back to him and said that the policy

was, couldn't be justified and should be changed

and the President apparently ignored that. Now I

haven't heard anybody any place justify it. It

:h an irrational policyto be suseems to me

that any intelligent discussion of it, the subjec

of offshore oil, further exploration, national

security, the whole subject of how we, what our

attitude should be toward conservation of energy,
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is inextricably linked to this whole subject matter.

X hesitate to use the word "quota" but that is part

of the subject. It can't be discussed without a dis-

cussion of that, and I believe other people at the

Department of the Interior are well aware of that

and so my criticism is directed, I assure you, at

the Department, not at Mr. Lindgren. There is nothing

personal intended, I can assure you of that. I

just, it is a shame that we have gone to the trouble

of seeking a hearing, trying to shed some light on

the subject. We are not looking for heat at this

time, we are looking for light, and we are being

frustrated in our effort to get information. Some-

how the public in this Commonwealth has to be alerted

to what is happening, if it be through commissions

such as this, and then we have to somehow exert an

influence on future policies in Washington. It is

the dilemma that I have described in my opening

remarks. We need that national energy policy. It

can only come from Washington, and yet we are des-

perate to have a real say in what happens to ourselves
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MR. LINDGREN. Mr, Chairman, as I said, as

far as approaching the total energy picture, efforts

are being made to do just that. They may not be

totally successful, but they are being done. In

terms of how soon, you have erected representatives

in Washington, with our elected representatives and

people in the localities and they are participating

very much in it. There are avenues in which the

states and local governments can participate in

many of the decisions, and I have said here today the

states and local governments, local organizations can

and will participate in developing all the informa-

tion before we make decisions on the Atlantic OCS,

and to go back. Secretary Morton said time and

again that participation, that understanding and

that information will come back.

CHAIRMAN. And meanwhile I hope we haven't

locked ourselves further into a policy, into pursuits

that actually will result in our eventual destruction.

MR. LINDGREN. I would certainly share that,

Mr. Chairman. As far as the Atlantic OCS is concerned
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we are lacking in nothing at the present time. We

are trying to develop information. This is a part

of the entire picture we are trying to develop. That

is what we are trying to do.

CHAIRMAN. I am sure you are. I don't think

the Interior Department itself is. Otherwise they

would have attempted to be helpful to us today, and

to put us at ease about these things that they know

are disturbing us. Those very questions that we

along in advance.were careful to send them

Are there further questions from the Com-

mittee

Chairman.SEN. ALY>ER. Ml.

CHAIRMAN, Senator Alymer.

SEN. ALYMER. First of all, Mr. Lindgren,

if I might ask you a couple of questions briefly

here. First of all, I am interested in the ex-

ploratory permits that are issued by the Department

of the Interior. I would like to ask you whether or

not the Department in return for the permit requires

any sort of information that might be gained by way



of that exploration, by the particular company, is

there a data-gathering proviso whereby the govern-

ment does gain some information as well as the

exploratory company

MR. LXNDGREN. Sir, we do gain information

from that. The way in which we do it is we purchase

the information from the company who is doing the

developing. At the present time it is considered to be

a statutory stipulation and we do work on the explora-

tory end and buy back the information from the people

who have the exploratory permits that are previously

granted and they are confidential.

SENATOR ALYMER. Do the companies that obtain

the information then turn to the market? If they are

under a specific contract with a specific oil company

presumably they will market the information?

MR. LINDGREN. The information is, in some

instances marketed. Sometimes there is a common

market for the information. We of course are doing

our own information gathering out there, and that

of course is available to us. It depends, but we
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o

no

SEN, ALYMER, A 9 a r«-*stO t of gaining info

data-gathering procedures, domat 1c the

v. titv OX

MR c L sir, is we

r*r-1

ue plateau. My understanding is

v?s know 'trhfs

cates

ould be oil

now there i

n ticndeDOsino

you

is a quantity there, has the Dsparsus

tnent of the Interior induced any

o

iliv of refineries on the East

past exp
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resource?

vironmental impact with regards to what we would

be concerned about if in fact the harvesting is

going to be done some day up and down the East Coast?

I am concerned primarily with regards to the

probability of refineries being located on the

East Coast and plans for them, things of this

sort. Has the Department knowledge of any studies

done along these lines on the Eastern seaboard?

MR. LINDGREN. I believe, Senator, we have,

we are getting into the studies of the enforcement

rights along the East Coast and this would include

the industrial impact, yes. We are getting into

that and studies are going on with respect to the

industry, pipe lines, and so forth, which would be

another question. I agree with you those aren't

environment impacts.

SEN. ALYMER. But you are not aware of

any Department of the Interior studies on any

specific issues?

MR. LINDGREN. I believe, Senator, we are

In other words, isn't there some en-
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getting into the studies of the environment along

the coastal area and this would include the question

of industrial impact on those. Yes, we are getting

into that, and studies are going on with respect to

industry, with respect to the question of environ-

ment, with respect to the question of pipelines,

with respect to the question of refineries, etc., which

would be another question if there were East Coast

explorat ions

SENATOR ALYMER. One more question. I know

you are heading somewhere else. To your knowledge

are there any exploratory permits issued in light

of these explorations in relation to explosives,

with the use of explosives? In other words, are

explosives now used in all the exploration processes?

MR. LINDGREN. I don't know. To my knowledge

no, they have not been so used for some years.

CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?

ASST. ATTY. GEN. TIPPY. Mr. Lindgren, in your

exposition you referred to area borders for the

Gulf and Pacific Coast which provide a significant



;oL'd auu

You did not mention any area orders on

there nc

NDGREN. In the directives there are

.
ATTY, GP.N 9 TIPPY. tfould they be

1 O

They certainly would, ves

t sliuj,Ay ii.t: uui a v xnedi.

1

If and

,1of:hc

-|TY

'ore von drill, because, and X thinI think

loratory drillin

bow that

money is used, e

casinos will be used, etc. So it has to

you obtainorde



knovledge fron that drilling, then they develop the

orders.

ASST. ATTY. GEN. TIPPY. This didn't clearly

come out in your ten or eleven point scenario, but I

take it this would be very early in the second phase

MR. LINDGREN. lam sorry. The research

the geologist research and so forth would be what is

used to develop orders. I believe the orders would

come much later in this area.

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lindgren, I know you are on

your way to Phoenix, and I assure you that we

appreciate your coming here, sir, and we thank you

again.

MR. LINDGREN. Mr. Chairman, Ido thank

you for the invitation and I regret that I was not

able to address myself to your satisfaction in one

area. In passing, perhaps I might say very simply

it had not occurred to me that, I did not under-

stand in coming up here that it was the area that

you were mainly interested in.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. I would like
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t to call on Peter Grucaotcln, who will addressn

the Commission. He is the spokesman for Congress-

-4- 1.7 -J /. n. Mr. Gruenstein.man Les A

Mk. GRUcNSie-IN. Mr. Chairman, it is a

privilege for me to appear before the Commission

today. These are important heari believe

they can do much to inform the public not only of

the offshor dr illing sue but of the Federal

government m

is iraportan because i impossible to evaluateis

v- iposal without also under-ug pr

standing the broader context in which that proposal

is made.

I would like uu limit my testimony today

to two basic points which are central prerequisites

proposal

involving the production, development or use o:

1. The first point is t at our present oili

policies are essentially i rational. The second

.onal d sions concernino enerru

ueveiopraent and use will not be made until vuntil

11 0,-. U



1develop a comprehensive and long-range energy

policy

Because of the complexity ox the energy

issue, and because of the oil industry's truly

remarkable public relations network. Congress and

■en far too timid in the past inthe press have

1 policies for the Americpublicly analyz it

tv.IT\T C- >eeti a

federal oil policy which costs the American people

DUt Gives then

I can think of no othe:

-hGovernment policy where so many give so much t

t so little in return.;oi

would like to focus today on only one ofike t

il subsidies, but the on

that costs the consumer the most and makes thonsumcr th

1 oun o y

verelv limit the

ica, and by

Y he price cin

eloDmen



Tyf domestic oil supplie .SU

foreion suJnlies of oil were

ut off, domestic supplies would be sufficient to

he rationale goes.

re are several things wrona with this

justification of the oil import quota system, wmch

u
:0

year. The first thing is that the vast

yux impacted oil presently comes from friendly and

able na

t, we depend on Mideast nations to fil

1 nedome

is- of course, important for the United States to

11 potential. But that needsev

to be put into the proper perspective: abolition

em would in no afhr* n-? 1

liable wav adverse

T re import quota system

thing of a fraud; it is not evert effective!tively

.ccomolisbing what it is supposedly desig

To truly insure the national sc



u

1

1

a



if ) viedomestic oil as necessary for when (and

truly need it - that is, when our foreign sources■( W

up

Several quite feasible and clearly superio:

alternatives to the import auota system have been

proposed:

(1) Senator Proxmire has introduced a

bill that would provide the proper incentives

necessary for getting the oil companies to ovr,i

for oil without necessarily

This kind of

and could be instituted at minimum cost.

(2) A national defense petroleum reserv

import quota system does and would save bil

doll

rvcom irpor
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into the coi’ntiy aud torc- it underground for use

national ptnpraencv. Thio too would cost far

less than the present import quota system.

(4) A tariff could be substituted for the

system as mrnnosed bv the Cabinet
f

Task Force on Oil Import Control. This would

o be a far more rational and lass costl

ot promoxing xhe nation f s seuui'lty

/-»
r% +V>o

Task Force, which, by the way, was beaded b;

Schultz, t'.’ho Is a former Administration official

It was appointed by President Nixon and reported

directly to him. He disagreed with the resul

of the Task Force and appointed a new one, and I

think it is surprising somewhat that the Tasky

up with the recommendation that the

1 -i r-Vi or!
irapOi

greatest contribution tnxs Con

could make through these hearings might very possibly

be in helpina to inform the public how much
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know wh uota system cost

at tiVG

t a fam11n X C

t;e

1

T
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i

i
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t proposal xs oaseo. iney xh

ey will act in theAmerican people's faith t

heir basic o es are

i

dirv-nlv do

i v

ues such as theH, nlv obscure anc

reat deal of1i np. Thcr

n boil up in Alask

11

as wenn

i

a.Slope

rly

i

n



is a trans-Canadian line which would terminate in

the Midwest. A connecting link to the East Coast

could supply eastern consumers with over a million

barrels per day ox badly needed, low sulph

(low pollution) fuel

Moreover, it makes both environmental and

economic sense to pipe the oil through Canada. The

Canadian pipeline would avoid the use of super

through the worst earthouake zones in North America

mey

780-mile trans-Alaska line.

Economically, a Canadian pipeline would

ake the oil to the bast and Midwest, where the

-3 s It;

the East, Midwest and West Coast. As you will

note, the present price of oil In the East is 90d

per barrel higher than in the West, although

sts should be almoof oil on the two

e Interior Departmene
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going 10 aiion xhe Aiaskan 'm to be snippet: to xne

the East and Midwest.West Coast rather than to Why?

iety of ;jVi trhBe

the oil companies want it to go

WHERE SHOULD THE ALASKAN OIL GO?

ID -»* ■» p

Coast Midwest CoastBarrel

$3.17 $3.82* $4.07

Prices if Alask
pipeline is duiix **.u/

Dv

pipeline is built 3.17 3.40*' 3.60

ly be 20(! pi* Prices in the Midwe

il
Slope

- one million barrels per day - would beSlooe - one mil
shipped C

Thus vve have seen how just two government

Masksil ipe

can have a direct and radical effect o h

alleged necessity for the offshore leasing pro

Zens of other policies and decisions, too numerouDozens of other polic

ition. have had a similar effect. If■ven to mention, have 1
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one thinq is clear it is that the lack of nationals

energy-environmental policy works against the

onsumer because it allows essentially anti-publi

ade and rationalized in isolation,

n viewed in the broadeirwhi

ige energy needs and su

to conclude by quoting inI woul

jrprising editorial in thear

the ti
ai policy, and it snouic

in? bv a oroun composed of qovernment

diverse ai
only if al

ni

ic'r

a. neetina. one that would meet the most
trinoent

alternatives”
n't it makej

tl

.11? Wouldn't
uidelines could

vironmental hearings, specific
scusscd and better
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offshore development, wasted ti
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plies and a growing frustration on t

Thank vc

h v

T

imporxant and i will appreciaxe ix if you

1

1 tV ion i

t aiis 1 v

n

t

part of eueryo
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come from rhe Mid-East so even if the worst happened

and as far as I know this hasn't happened recently

at all, that suoplies were cut off from the Mid-East

we could still get 955? from other sources

I feel a lot of oil can be had and once we

have that oil, much of it is completely untapped

that Canada has. Canada has large reserves near

the North Slo-AT "1

ro^Tor amount of oil "thanNow Ho wo nr> oH

z-3 -i ~f~ mlT -K1

11 Gje

-IA TV.

in that pipeline is going to make up one-hail ol our
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h j is ix isir xo ssy xb6r6 is at

least hone, a realistic hope, that there might be

a new technology that might make unnecessary the.

MR. GRUENSTEIN- Yes, I think that is very

1 c _

.toy y ox ox xv>clpar that oftshore drill

not perfected. I amshore drilling is certainl y

1 stage snc

ut clearly there is a great deal of room
Ui nut,

re is in all

f oil development, I am not saying our

y is incredibly dangerous in terms of off-

loration. lam not saying there is not

aspects

sh

om for improvementgreat rc

fully an alternativeT

upplying energy.r

1I agree, I think probat

turn out9

flight never need

serves on the fc*ast
>

you needed it, it mightiG
>
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y

if the quota system were abolished and if other

decisions were made more rationally, we might

never have to develop offshore supplies.

CHAIRMAN. I asked you this question

specifically, or did you cover it in your testimony,

does the national defense argument possess any

or national securitythe national dafs

argument, I used it interchangeably, but I was

taken to task for that, does it nave any merit

at all as a justification for the oil import

quota?

Gkuu.NSjlc.XN. it has some merit. Oil

is a vital resource in this country and is certainly

a concern that is not misplaced in the assurance

that we have the resources in the case of a national

emergency. I thin more flnnrooyiat

question probably is whether the import quota is

doing anything at all to insure that. Personally

I don't think it i atter of fact, I think

T_ + Tni nh Vjntjf* SO—C D.dV-32T52 cfiCC 3C . Ccrtaluly
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of Rionev it costs us, por a lot 1 t*ss mouthy. wc*

can better insure the national security.

CHAIRMAN. It uue»u ! t just try the $6,5

billion dollars that the consumers spend annually?

One, when we have a

it ready to go, and we

MR. GRUENSTEIN. No

national emergency we need

also need oil in the ground. The import quota is

designed to have the oil on hand. In other words,

what it does is to promote exploration so that the

and find the oil and they

-\r f.tnrt to nr*vii'ft» it.

oil companies can go out

cj st nriH ■tVinet

That is the other side of the coin. You want oil

on hand. You want to have it available. It doesn't

help to have a lot of empty oil rigs out there

with no wells in the ground if it is already used

up. You want a reserve there. What the import

quota system does, it encourages the use of our oil

when other oil is presently available to us so that

you know it is draining America. That is what it

is doing
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you were a citizen of Massaciusetts confronted by

the specter of offshore oil exploration and you

kne'.v what you know now about the oil policies of

thp national aovernmen how would you respond?

What would your reaction be?

J- (J HTJ.

/"3 t" PI H one

about the OCS proposal until the Interior Dpoart-

ment was able to lustily to rnv satibi action iu

rational and where any possible irrational positlc

die rge immcaiatcj-y w l ln trie necessity

e fc

would do is try to get them to change their positionpositxc

on the Alaska pipeline. If they made the rich

uld

:ld put off the necessity for offshore drilling

inth
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snip or our sianuai

gross national pioduct, does it seem to you to be

inevitable that the present policy or lack thereof

is going to continue? Do you think that it is

table that we will have that kind of activity

off oar coast? Would you care to hazard a,

MR. GRUENSTEIN. I think that in terras of

the inevitability I think we will have to look at

the political situation. Representative Conte

would take exception to everything I have said, but

the fuel oil indusxry is probably the most powerful

past in terms of our policies and to thi

i

of the public

is h awemnq. They

he decisic

to thank youGrue
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ssion wants to thank you very much for havingComra

arrived here today and coming up from Washington

We appreciate it

I would like to next call, from the agend

on DU Wilson Laird, who is the Director of the

Committee on Exploration, American Petroleum

Institute. Mr. Laird.
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H of th

Mv title isMu name is Wilson LairdCOTTim ittPP .

Director of the Committee on Exploration of the

cnal trade

acsocs.atir»n with headquarterß Washington. D.C

that it is a particularT IllAll 1 H 1i Vo

oi many yeais I was alegislative buuy uecause

ch. andofficial

e state committeeslad to see that t

that affect not onlyinterested i

dh as a whole. I thinktheir own state bu tin

because by no meansthis is a serious inquiry

e in Washington,,11 the brain pov

D.C.

I could comment on some of the statements

-f-Ko>v

A -C bis was

an adversary hearing, I will refrain unless questions

e asked of me
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l appreciate the invitation to appear before

+hr* Cr>r»r> i r*r>iT!rni oc- lon on Msit Ins and

Resources of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

ichusetts Petroleumand on behalf of th

U~-J 1 T

a matter of interest and concern to the Commission

and to the people of Mas u

Some of the aspects you will be considering

during this hearing are actually of impor

and concern to all Americans. That’s because they

and other ooiver needs of these private, public
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;he autoiao-and business burlMi.ny&s auu lUVCo

airplanes and shipsbiles-, truck
-e 1

iOQ x l i-OIJ allv

qss and coal

n’nn 1070 - the mostMrvT*/a or>or« it*-i n al Mi Hr

I 1 •>bl" - the United~ 1 -,»-T
..

-£

«■*•■*■ y*a*.*._y a.

Btu's of energy. (A BtuStates used 67,827 trillion

to the quantity of heat

required io raise the tempera Luxe ux uue puuu

) Seine 93 per cent ofHnnT' a TTahrcnhoi +

oil (over 5 billionthis energy was provided by

barrels), natural gas (wore than 21 tj.i_lli.Ou ».uuic

feet), and coal (in excess of 500 million tons).

Petroleum - oil and gas - accounted for more thaaccounted for more than

■f f-h p>

recent report

of the National Petroleum Council, an advisory group

to the 11.5. Snpr«tarv of the Interior, demand forv

II reach 84,481 trillion Btu's by 1975,

102,581 trillion Btu ' s by 1980, and 124,942 trillion

tii't hv 3985. Tn effect, in less than fiftn fifteen vearsR
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While demand for energy has been increasing, additio

wn reserves of oil and gasto kno' ■e

12-year supply of crude oil[o, the United States had ayea

in the lower 48 states based on then-current production rates.

ave less than a nine-year supply. The drop inToday

1 aas reserves is even more dramatic. In 1957, we had

1 eserves in the21-year supply of n. r

tates. Now we have onl 12-year supply. And1

exploration for new reserves is at the lowest level in more

:wo decades. We have, in effect, Been living off reservethan

-C

uiSuu'

11

These statistics have led to the coinage of a new

the "energy gap. and the gap between increasirPh

nd available supply of energy will growenergy ne

n

t me hasten to add that the "energy gap" is not

T.T-i -f-v, cvv. avto+- i or» o-F rmr nation's dotent ial enerqy

oi 1ry, runn

as. A joint study by the American Assocation of Petrolecr

lologists and the National Petroleum Council indicates tha

all reasonable projections estimate tnat we have within the

47 TTm -i Of nfoc iTi arlrli finn +*ri Vnnun TPSPT"c +■ r
p.
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*£. n,*l 1 inc frOl-Jn-M U UIJ.XIUU ucu. x tr-tCJ Ojl. \jjl.jl auu -x ,J- alxllO
£. U* 1 1 rw.* 1U UilllUll UdJ.iCX3 Ui. \JJLJLi>Ui

cubic feet of natural gas, plus 3S billion barrels of

natural gas ligui<ss- Tbese bugs quantities of poVI-

tential energy are waiting to be discovered - within

the contiguous 43 states, in Alaska, and on the U.S.

continental shelf -

And yet, with these vast amounts of domestic

oil and gas lying underneath the land and water sur-

faces of our country, we are strangely turning more

3*1
f'-'

products

oday, throughout the nation as a whole

United States is importing more than 3% million barrels

of oil each day. That's approximately 25 per cent of

If present trends andall the oil used in America

Aconditions pitvdil, we may

cnc-hr.lf our 1■ura

o four per cent of our

the troubled and unsettled

needs. And while only thrc

il imports come fromcur

Eastern Hemisphere, and it might be even more than that,

most of the future increases in imports will, of

necessity, originate in this politically unstable area
oi



share. Some 40 per cent of all the oil used along the

if i -
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cantly, the East Coast depends on foreign sources for

more L'ua 50 per cen I ox xls xesxuual fuel oil neeus. Xu

il dependence on foreign sourceNew England, residual fuel

itri:s CjlOS

u
a tiny pUxpOSSXllipvj

;o Increasing. And serious consideration Is beingare als

cf lieucried natural

cubic fr>pt of IJVG /Minucfiod natural aas)6. 1

cia, Venezuela, and perhaps even the soviet Union.lt

■.* 1 fL'

for in effect we are oroortina our refinery caoa-indeed

exxy. ihus, even xx we naa me crude on we couio no

.V-

to the maintenance of our industrial and national security-

revered poets andone of your mocentury

philosophers, Ka3 nh Waldo Emerson, wrote glowingly about
1

led to the arowth and preethr

eminence of the United States. Well, today in the area ofof the United State

becoming increasingly

reliant on non-rcliaDle xoreign sources, particularly from

cthe Middle East and North Africa.
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well

since

porting

The unstable political climate of that area is

known, with some ten disruptions in the flow of oil just

World War 11. Tapline the main petroleum artery trans

editerrsnean Sea haoil from the Persian Gulf to

sabotaged seven times, the last as recently as this past

October. On one occasion, the rupture in the pipeline remained

unrepaired for some eight months because of Syria's refusal toeo

n
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t

Ohe OPEC member, Venezuela, is already supplying

a substantial percentage of our oil and especially the bulk

of East Coast residual fuel The current Venezuela political

4nd' economic atmosphere affo

inherent, in depending too hi

■ds a good example of the risks

rhly on overseas sources for our

Venezuela raised the price ofoil supply. Just last month

oil a bar ids up to an increase

ies ooeratina there will haof 5245 million that oil comp.

pay each year, and ultiir.at ly pass on to consumers h

dition, the Venezuelan goand in other count In ai

tanding rranqement with oil companihas aiterea

put into effect at much

Ultimately, this, too, will

Service-type contracts are bein'

greater costs to the companies.

further increase the price that consumers in the United State

and elsewhere will have to p. or fuel oil

.ohs, drPolBeyo c

in Venezuela is depressed. As a result, the oil reserves

pic

The picture in our neighbor to the north C

is not much clearer. Lixe the United States, Canada has huge

potential reserves of oil and gas. But, unfortunately as in

the United States Canadian exploration for oil and gas has

A
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need

the eaStelu haix Ox Cduaud xtixitiS tOtalxy Ou XUipOrteo

Qil tcx ituatiuu wy axe i ajjiui.y spprosCfliHg on tns ii3S"t

Coast of the United States. Most of this oil in Eastern

Canada is Imported by the way of Portland, Maine. This

heavy dependence on foreign oil immediately gave rise to a

potential energy shortage in Canada when Middle East imports

were cut off during the 1967 Arab-Tsraeli conflict. Fur-

tunately Canada was able to run to South America and the

United States. At that time, the United States had the

soare productive capacity to help meet Canadian petroleum

Today that situation has changed. For all intents

fho T T r-> t foH hciS DO SD CX2T C DlTOd'

city. Paradoxically, in the raidst of potential plenty, we

Pirr» cnffnr jnn -From n crarni ty of supply - caused 1

governmental policies, both political and economic

on to think of1

its being plentiful and some-Middle Easi. oil only in terms o

produced oil. But in 1urx entxy

difficulties, the advantagesof current events and projected

heavily on foreign oil xm-

inced very carefully.

and disadvantages ox rexyinc

ports should be weighed and bal
' excessive imports base their

others do so on ecological
labile some proponents of

arauments on economic factors

rounds. And this brings me to the second, and equally im-

portant aspect of your deliberations - the environmental

oesires or tne American public.
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I

s

•1

1

■ople in the United Stetes sire, rightly

environmental pollution. They want andconcerned

desire a more wholesome environment. But, few of them

convinced want only an improved environment, just

Detter standard of living generfew of them want or

by increased use of inanimate energy. The American public

d a higl

oleum industry iseconomic standard of livnc

have both>cor

is committed in its pursuit ot the nation’s future energy

tl

ale

t
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military security and, also, wmle permittin' America to

temporarily- reap the benefit of low-cost pet ■oleum eneray

peoplconsign all of the environmental risks to th

foreign ianas rrom wmcn tne oil wouia come.

This extreme view also overlooks the fact t

tanker transport of oil is, unfortunatel he major water

imou

it

>
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1, vet. there are few ports along the Eastern

ng size of

.nq throuahout the world, and no Easterntanke

J.S. port is capable of handling the 500,000 to 1,000,000-tor

:he near future. Use of thes

would, admittedly, diminish the possibility oflar

an accident were to occurcollision, but would

■ery large spill.run tl

:or both economic andIt

x x easo

w nn fnroi rrn oil TncfppH WP nnP(i tO 0X

he vast, potential quantities of

temen

illion bar:

forth Sio

:our years ago, but the firs

cor

How much lonaer it will be before the Alyosha pipel

the oil

:or this oil is



nd growing more so. But, until the pipeline is built, the

lup^:uqe UUL
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the g

»U

loc

continent

Vie explored. And withanow known to be productive may no

1 in the very complyfurther drilling, the potential o

SloOe will continue tosubsurface geology under the Nortl

only potential reserves

pipeline1
Gdel

ical natural gas suppis also impinging upon tne c'rit

Until North Slone c

■n to be there will not be produced, ar

1 pvV,

Few other on-land locations offer the promise

iasKd aoe oNatfuture oetroleum supp

easy—to—find domestic oil deposits that is, oil whic

1

1extracted has long since been developed. This is why the

expensive to develop.

Even

nold the Greatest promise for supplying our projected
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D

1

1

;olog lealr

.he total potential resoi

rora 1,580 t

llio:1

:cD

3IC
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prod as. This mean

t*-

11pro

t

Second D1

onl
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I

f

the time onr

ly cleaned

esult of;en to £laticup, ti

1

1
One

=ilifornia Institute orth o

>riic

> ir

th t

>1



Despite these non-industry scientific find!

■K.romoental extremists continue .JA

spill as an ecological and everlasting disaster. B;.

they arouse the fears of people in other areas of;he fears of people in other areas o:c

K ype spill will auto-the

each well drilled in any marine areaaatically result

These rear-laden activities have already had th

eviously g: bydesired results. Some lea

Barbara, Cali-cancelled in

21. 1071 Ipacofornia area. And the sched

le in the Gulf of Mexico off Louisiana (I wrote this c

tnc*oe in connecxion with tuture uallnt* exploration and drill—

c Oceanc

r»T-p ion from
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i

v

o

o:

lis tu

fore tl

1
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1 C

11 1

Our industry is convinced that the Atlantic Coas

petroleuiran be explored and that develop!

iscovered there can be carried out witt

dist

e petroleum industry

nerqy to meet the gro'

■3 xe problems confrontingf

other energy industries as well. Development of new coal

upplies has been affected, in part, by the adoption of

t.on r

-,^l

prc

•^1



problems and their ramifications to the attention of the

public, which will be most affected by them

117

polic

n 1

Through these open hearings, this Special Com

is thus providing a real public And, hopefully

through these hearings, a reasonable accommodation car

worked out in this one important area between the environmental

quality of life we all desire and the increasin' •ds

11 all require

dOver and beyond >->

is au urgent neea at me national level tor the federal

government to develop consistent and cohesive nat

of all

ull and pr ive life

on the p,

or
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isk demands large amounts of electrical energy, wav beyond

Energy in secure and sufficient supply can

facing our nation thealso help solve the other problems facing our
t'

systematic elimination of poverty that is the lot of still far

full employment, construction of more id:oo man

,nd the better and= 1‘"hnnl nhotter h' losp

lore creative use of human talent through transfer of dull

fart, solutions to the-jobs to machinery. Tand routir

pressing proDleras quite literally dpend on the
and other

ready availability and wise application of inanimate energy

Vi
In summary, then, the federal go'

overriding obligation to clearly define energy policies fha

recognize the essential role of energy in achieving national

nee between

ting the development atjjoi

easonable cost, of the petroleum and other energy resources

H >,O required to meet the nation's economic, socialto

eed

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity and time

ofto present the views of the petroleum industry on a matter

eep concern. I will be pleased to answer any quemu ions
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CHAIRMAN. Thank you veTry much Tor your

address, Mr. Laird. You are quoted in the Oil Dailv

as saying, and I quote you, i think, well, accurately,

I hope, "This is one point which makes me see red,

when X read and hear certa nvironmental extremists

in the name of conservation talk about reducing our

consumption of enexav in order to rvc a oristi

environment." Mr. Laird r!

and aI. whar pricer"' Laird

•the onl u fsho cr-nnnt c*

said, "The extremists are

jus need for

He said ; "They c

pletely disregard the cost of environmental protection

;nd how and by v?h to be paid.” Is that your

MR, LAIRD, I adroit the statement, ■ yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us what you mean by

"condemning the reduction of consuinotion in energy"?

MR. LAIRD. Well, sir this is a very fi

mental philosophical problem, as you can well understand

action t

MAN. Yes
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/n
' LAIRD. If we reduce, and this Is myT A rnn r-f red

concern. If we reduce our consumption of energy, we

rd of living. Now foralso will reduce our stand

hey can stand it. Theythe mors affluent people

Cadillac to a Pontiac,can ao from, let's say. a

ho people who are in thebut X am concerned about

of the countryrhr-

auce to ever improve themwho will ave thereby no c

;calves or even to maintain the conditions under

>y live now, however unsatisfactory, and iwhich the

-.1

these people have ways to seek employthat uni

y can never improve themselvesment, the

jLSUute trie fact; "that thej you

ta, well, not the fact, the allegationJUU

jst a moment ago by Mr. Gruenstein, costs 50

illion American families $i40.00 approximately,

n -f

s $l4O urn

not certain about the fig' e

tho
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them from the Task Force study that was initiated

and concluded approximately by 1 January, 70, and

Ido believe that this figure was in there. It is

a rather simplistic figure derived simply by a

person starting with the assumption that the import

quotas cost some six or seven billion dollars divided

by the neonle in the United States.

could you tell usCHAIRMAN. E

approximately how much it is costing usi

give you the

figures, Senator. I would have that available, but

I don't have them in my head right at the moment.

CHAI 9

1u3.+

costing us six or sevendispute the feet that it Is

billion dollars

CHAIRMAN. But it is costing us?

MR. LAIRD. Ye r

CHAIRMAN. Five billion, at least?

LAIRD. No. 7m.s is a rather rr

■ not bpino pn oconoF’ist X
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result I can't gosimple geoloaist ,nd so

but basicallv it is aInto the economics with you

problem ox how much dues it cost to get it, let's

say, in Saudi Arabia, and carry it over here, including
por t

the cost of trans- how much is laid down in Boston

+u«Hayhnr That is one thing. It is the cost to th

economy

HAIRMAN. The net cost. There is also the

cost of no competition, the elimination of com

Isn't that a cost, a real cost?tit

MR, LAIRD. Well, Senator, I don't, quite

agree with you on that, but if you let me finish this

first, and tnen x will go on an cl answer that question.

t is laid down on the shores of

;he cost of the economy

■k« n

se various countries

•f ■f-o** "t" hhri nn thp oi 1 ho

oil gets to the United States, there is what is known

a multiplier effect, and this is a problem of

economics. I can't tell you how this works exactly,
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-e ,—3V- Ie

waaes oaidalariesThere areinto produ t ayestS.

1 up all of those thingspaid on that. So when you

with these multiplier effe ts you come up to this

six or seven billion dollar fioure. which I think is

the incorrpc ir

at those

plloii ox energy areU1

environmental extre u characterize Mr

David who is former Director ot the Energy

Policy Staff, U/H to*# ***

1r .!R. LAIRD. I know

CHAikMAN. He gust called, as you know, fore "just

misunderstand me,

Senator. In the first place. I do know Mr.

si

Director of the Oil and Gas

Ido know the gentleman. I wouldn't necessarily say

that he is an environmental extremist. On the other

hand, I want it clearly understood that I am not
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opposed to the uuuser vation of any thing. I thin 1‘—a au: r 4.u .1,
yjx cvuy uuxuy. x uiiiiu

but I cannot see how wethis is well anH good

can have a serious reduction in the use of energy

without irreparable damage to our economy. Now,

tion. for pY Amn 10. iwhop T sa.” I am for conserv

driving two tons of.o reason fo;personally

hour street. You can dometal down a 25-mil

pounds or a ton or less.it just as well in 2,000

I think this is a conspicuous waste

me, we are at thatCHAIRMAN. Excuse

Uu
pyop’

waste?

MR. LAIRD. I would say in certain instances

obviously so, yes, sir

CHAIRMAN. can you tell us what the industry

Is doina about it?

I

ipcciiic to that extent, Senator. Of course,t,

at the present time, inremember that we are under

a competitive free enterprise economy.

CHAIRMAN. we are? The oil industry is?



MR. LAIRD. Yes, I think so. I don't thinkA rnn v-. r
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»

United States, certainly more so than tne automobile

industry.

CHAIRMAN. In the United States. Certainlv

not competing with foreign imports?

'ell, many of the companies in

me uilLlyu o tales axe upex'atxwy iu a vexy xaxye way

f-fchoro i n rvt-Vionnnfri :nd they are competing,

believe me

mA TD! Would th this state-

he quota there would be noDent, that if we removed

need for drilling offshor at this particular timee

in tne Nor In ntxaiitiC

I would not.MR* LAIRD. Nc si

d not agree with that?CHAIRMAN. You wou

Do you wish me toLAIRD

elo c-->

CHAIRMAN. Will you elaborate on that?

MR. LAIRD. Well, in the first place, keeping

I know of a sinole more competitive industry in the



tic oil industrystryviable domes!
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is something which in my opinion transcends the

welfare of a given individual company. It is the

welfare of the nation that we are talking about

Therefore, in order to do this it is necessary to

ber of wells being drilled, a number ofkec

wells in production capacity, in order to have this

back-up should these foreign oil supplies be

in my ootnxon the evidencexurbed ano Disrupted, ana

~.... 4-w

Mr. GruensteinI frankly am not convinced o.

presented, the great friendliness of the great state

ies are not unlimixecof us. Furthermore, their supplies a

billion barrel1Thev hav

Issabet hard pan, which toreserve, excluding tV

not be considered inall intents and purpos s

this conte

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Laird, do you suggest that oneMr

ould keep, you are concerneof the reasons that we

and not indlviabout natron w
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i
'f

That is correct.MR. LAIRD

CHAIRMAN. Now, Senator Proiocire suggests

v> «->■?* th e means ofthat

übsidiiiing the oil industry- T have a bad cho

of word

[R* LAIRD, I would say so. But go al

Is the preferable one? Use

vour 3

LAIRD. I don't regard this particular! y

CHAIRMAN. Something of a subsidy, in any

wili am sure that thoseevent

rt, sir, that you

way, go aheadi

CHAIRMAN. But he suaaests that it would be

sidy toin the lon o p

he oil h a and to leti

there be ietition, and that in fact, I don tG

her he goes further on that particular

;t others have. They suggest that if you

knew whe

i

cheaper
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icerneo about national security, further

development of oil sources, energy sources, then

you should in fact create a supply. You should

keep the lid, the cap on, on wells that you find

in your own midst, in case of national emergency,

in case of the need to protect the security of the

country, and also they suggest that as long as

should take advantage ofrelations are normal we

eisewnere. we should tryUppj. xes uidt aie

to get away from this Drain America First policy

Now, I would love to hear your comments on these

pom

MR, IATRD. I, of course, think what Senator

Proxtßire would want to do Vnr

at this tine about the practical, exactly how you

go about doing this or the cost thereof, and being

guess you could do thisI

quite readily. When you have to do the job, it 1

something else again. In the first case, this mat cr

of, let abouet ’ s

that, ho jout getting It, byiO

nhc ■u.
‘.y

a United States Senator
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cur

anc

In the United States at the present time

there is only one basic standbvreserve. and that

Elk Hills in California. This particular field is

capable of producing 250.000 barrels a day. and

s"t a i’?o!?snt 1 s nctico nrovidinn thst the

facility, well, In a day’s notice, providing

ilily’s there- to carry the oil to the re

fineries. inis is a drop in the bucket compared to

"1Our us«s'

it has to keep thisa day. But in any event,

particular reserve on a standby capacity. Thos;

wells not only have to oe drilled but tney have t,o

be produced a little bit every day in order that tht

machinery, so to speak, can be kept in operativ

condition, so they are there when they need it.

Nov; if you do this on any basis, which Mr. Proxroire

1 V hOiv IuUC

in any

ntial capacity, you have tied up a tremendou »

and I emphasize "tremendous,'' amount of capital in

uese facilities that have to be paid by.somebody,



and i cannot emphasize too strongly the 1 to
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needed. Secondly, the suggestion,

CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, now. Have we located

rtain reserves?

MR, LAIRD. We have not, sir. If you are

talking about the Atlantic Coast, we don't know

whether there is a drop of oil out there

CHA

vili be xhere

MR, LAIRD. No, I would like to correct you

sir. l am confident that the conditions there areVic

Nt that 1apply. I am not confide

±erence

1I ;

distinctic

MR, LAIRD. There has been suggested possibly

one other approach, and I don't remember whetheroh, and I don't remember whether

Senator Proxmire said this or Representative Aspin

;hat we develop a storage In iCt , I

■n

1O Qu
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are reouired to kebelonginq xo the OPEC, they

now tftev ate

trying to raise this to ninety days. Kemeraber that

Europe*s situation compared tc curs is considerafclyI ■
- ..

icx cxi-»-Ly

recently in the North beaa." -r-e

they had no essentially indigenous oil productio

States we do not, in my opinion, have

that great reserve,, and the reason why we haven't

is because we never had to because we always had it

in the around, in Texas, Louisiana and elsewhere.

But now then, suppose that we were to go to

this business ox creating u rcround cavities or

's suppose that we sayaboveground storage, and le

1c hanriv11that we want to have five b

■y year. The co

construct tanks

because that is what we

1 ->
*-»

H

d or below, is in theabovegre

order of magnitude of a hundred square miles. Now,

I don't mean a hundred square miles in the middle of

■iassachusetts, but I mean in aggregate it is that

,uch. The cost of this alone, to say nothing of
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-f- Vi o oniM*rvnon + y -*-

Secondly., a five-blllion barrel Inventor

and I think that estimate a reasonable estimate of

the average price, would be in the order of magnitud

of $3.00 per barrel, so you have roughly $l5 billion

dollars tied up in inventory alone. Again a very,

Tf cs1 fl'

nit? pOiu.1 VJ

run out of oil in our midswe do reach an end. We

isn't that correct, sir

ar as the earth is concernedL

for the whole earth becauseyou make your statement

we are dealing with a closed system.

point run out of

MR. LAIRD. Certainly, worldwide.

•hHo

our domestic oil sources would eventually dry upO'

isn't that correct?

MR. LAIRD. Conceivably, yes, sir. There is
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CHAIRMAN. Conceivably or definitely?..
s' -- i. ; .Ti ! i i i *i iii i 11— i a

Mp _ LAIRD. Deficit elv . I don’t think there

is any question about it. I mean, taking a long te: m

Now, notice I am not putting any date on it.

CHAIRMAN. Very long term. Very long term

perhaps. I.don't know. Do you have any idea of

■h ■e

Tn!R

liquids and our reserve

billion barrels of

got, counting natural gas

we have about some 40-plu

Ide by five, comes outreserves, which, if you di

1ih +to about eight. Th

-ears, we are not going toNow, remember this eigh

Ip to that and iust diup off the end uf the c.u

That is yOiiiy tu ueciint* yxauuaiiy as Ltie years go by

d sit onI had occ

n-iA i

it is a perilous time forT

us right nov;, because of the great necessity for us

Ie Ueeueu
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to aet these? reserves, that we don't now kn

actually exist. For example, it takes on the average

time, perhaps even ten, from theof seven y

standpoint of the time when some oil prospect

geolociist until that wellgerm in the mind of

comes in. The chances areis drilled and hopefully

�en to one that it won't be a productive well, and

riV■f-Vio r,h»

economic SUGGSS

31AXRI-SAN. And it makes good sense to locate

those wells, doesn't it?

opinion, it is only goodMR. LAIRD. In my

jUuyiuSw l } ySt>j SXi'

A TTE>

qpnsc to ugo £ks much oil from Glsswhsrc as' wo can,

doesn't it?

LAIRD. Provided that I know that whs

I want it that other oil out there

CHAIRMAN. Do you dismiss the Canadian

source?

1 A rrm t
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because It obviously is there in a limited am 11

Certainly their reserves are not even as great as

remember this, that the Canadians have

something to say about this. They say, well, by

golly, we ought to kind of save that oil for our-

selves, you know, some of it. In fact, the National

rd of Canada, as far as naturalEnerc

concerned, in export to the United States, has said

iusx mat

1 e Tas we b; Qf>r

. LAIRD. Well, the question is, how mucI

LAIRD. Well, I guess that probably we

uld cot by by three to six months a year but I

ell you frankly, at the end of that time if

didn’t replenish in some way, the economy of this
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UHAIKMAN. Well, you recognize that we are

concerned about the prospect jf offshore drilling?

LAIRD. Surely, and justly so.

CHAIRMAN. And justly, justly. You concede

that we are just, we are proper in our concern?

Sir, anybody xhat comes to me

at any time and wants information, I am only to

Khaoov to give it to them, T think th

rears or ultimate damage are somewhat exaggerated,

concern and

that you should conform yourselves as you are doingr 1 col

and I compliment you on i t.

CHAIRMAN. And we should be concerned that

if we are big

immediate necessity of that kind of exploitation

if in fact we believe, why doesn't the oil industry

want to compete in the foreign market? Is it in-

efficient?

t really think I agree withLAIRD. I don

you in saying that we don't want to compete with
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jfc?si.cjn insirRets. As s nsttcr of fact, the ch?»ncss'

are that if we were to go to total or very sizeable

dependence upon foreign crude, that considerable

amounts of money would be made, but there is also

a liability which people in the non-oil producing

field foraet. and that is that there is a very large

d.nuinbsr of ricopls, z v Ol

1 Hu
- y

of business within a very short period of time. The

same thing applies to shoe factories elsewhere if

you dion■t have tu© protecti JL

saying that you areCHAIRMAN. You are

not able to compete <

■3

i-i

point Oi compe wing some sman p

with some large producer in Saudi Arabia, the answer

is that they cannot compete on the same basis

CHAIRMAN, So that it is not national defens

that concerns you, or is it?

MR. LAIRD. It is national defense in the

Ta>
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T -foal +V'.it can be c n

lintain a viable domesticway we nave

lOssibllities oc

Tic

V.VCHAI billion

IL. IS If

I1

lieinsurarX 1

i

or thiual American

L .veso 1c

If youV interruptions from our foreign



Canada?

MR. LAIRD. Canada?

think we dismiss Canada to

lightly. It is a aood source

MR. LAIRD. Well, fine, but remember tbi

e eastern half of Canada is now importing

580,000 barrels of oil a day, and 470,000 of

iT~»c

to Montreal. The eastern half of Canada is tota

1 r lada has oil tot

1eMMIt

they are paying for foreign crude imported into

unxry, but xf

re

think it would be t

crude for their own use?

hat kind of priceCHAI the

paying?

LAIRD. I can't give you the e

to the,

Tr

CHAIRMAN
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ut

MR. LAIRD. Oh, yes, definitely. They are

As a matter of fact, there is a differential, I would

say, of what they sell oil for from Canadian sources

and the Middle East, in the Mid-Western part of this

country over what they import it into Montreal, in

the order and magnitude, and I don't want to be held

to thi s figure because I haven 't checked it lately, b

in the order and magnitude of about a dollar a barrel

So they have got the best of both worlds. They are

selling to us at a high price and buying from the

rest of the world at a low price

CHAIRMAN. Po ycr ag-ec that, excuse me for

to find one point that was

Do you agree that if in

one moment. I was trying

made by Congressman Aspin

fact the free market system existed, do you say there

is a free market system in existence?

MR. LAIRD. In what context are you referring

to, sir?

CHAIRMAN. In regard to importing foreign

oil?

MR. LAIRD. It is a free market in the sense
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That you can go ana ouy it ana ormg xt nere pro-

vided you have an import quota. I might add that

there is no inport quota on residual fuel oil

There is a very lax, it is very light on No. 2

fuel oil.

believe Senator Ploxlll xre also

I can't recall what source he refers to, but h

suggests if we were able to create a free market and

,uie tu ui my u Ult' LU JL L

up in other industries. We would be able to better

the word. Our exportcompete with the rest of

question, suppose Senator Proxmlre said the same tbino

if they took the import duty off cheese and butt r

and it is pertinent, it really is

ure, because we could inR. LAIRD. Y o

butter

r1 5 be tV.-{AIRMAN, What do you think would be t

difference, if he is correct, if he is correct



11 V mhpthp-You know we are not int j

ling butterwhat his position would

h 0 qiwcLAI ou rc

.he m ratrc

Tn oil

hat - ho aroiit 1 rtnat he iniaht DoinmnK xn

te

1

almost exclusivel

panies, the smaller companies would not be in existence

autc

}bile manu-Indus

ure an

one time there
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'ongressman

a national

30

1

1 hav
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kj uy yG

MR. LAIRD. I would object to the statement

that they were hired by our industry, but I would

say th

CHAIRMAN. They were paid by your industry?

MR. LAIRD. They were not paid by our

industry, Git

yy

pa

iR, LAIRD. If you are talking about the

study made by Dr. the grant was made to

Allen Hancock Foundation with no strings attached.

Well, they were paid butCHAiRMAN. 1 see

uyS :u .

COx x ea l

CHAIRMAN. You are aware Western Oil &

Gas Associatlo

ror' +h

was thataiCX

well, you are aware that Drthe one? You do ag

01 F e
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MD T A TPft T T ™i/-»V» 4- inff +
l-uv » -*- ‘'“-y" W *- ‘* **j m

verv summary fashion on that. Dr. Emery of Woods

Hole institute is here and will testify before you

later, and he is probably much more familiar with

I would say first of

all that he, Dr. £3/ilm£/L i in my personal opinion

somewhat guilty of generalizing from a very small

sample. Secondly, he is talking about a very special

type of oil, and thirdly, he was talking about

very unusual climatic set of conditions.

CHAIRMAN. In Falmouth

MR. LAIRD. Yes, sir. And fourthly, it,

are talking about today.hich W€CHAIR

i-iiy

; «2i 0

ata not clear in my geograp!

CHAIRMAN. Well, Falmouth isn’t too fa

from tb

in Massachusetts beforeHR. LAIRD. I nave bee

auld think from what Ibut never here. Fourthly, I v

Dr. 13/U/>#t/ work than I
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from the Attorney Gpnpral+Kn Pnmm csd-OH? M? ; IT' smu

office

Dr. Laird, you statedASbT. ATTY. GEN, TI

that New England wason page 5 of your statement

curity by importing 95%perhaps gambling with our s-

It is the law of the Cotn-of our residual fuel oil

nwealth, sir, settled about a week ago, that

than 1/2 ofa,.-.! T

1% of sulphur in the metropolitan Boston area and 1%

alth. Arc there prodin the rest of the Commonl

in a position to supply ustes that arein the

fuel oil of this percentagewith low sulphur residual

so we won 1 1 have to mortgage utur e

MR. LAIRD. No, sir, I can't answer your questionTAT

in detail because I don't know the answer, but I can iy

this, that probably not, that we will have to continue

t low sul

fuel oil from Venezuela and elsewhere. The reason for

eil fuel oil from Venezuelathis xmDortation of residu

-f-U + On r~« Q-f +b IS "tb 3,~t ~f O'.
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many, many years this residual uel oil was sort of

a poor daughter of the refining barrel, what was left

over. They didn't know what to do with it, and

suddenly it was found that it was a very highly de-

sirable thing, and it is a sort of Cinderella-like

operation now, and so it is much in demand and as a

result the price has raised materially and so we

have already seen and will probably see more conversion

1-

have in the past. in the oast the refineries have

been rather keyed to the production of higher income-

producing ends of the barrel, notably gasoline and

jet fuel. I think the si ion is improving, T

know that a year or so age when there was an impending

fuel crisis in the Boston area as well as other parts

of the New England area hat a considerable amount

of reversion of our refine to produce more residuali

was done at that time.

nly be transported byIPPY. Th i s c i

tanker, it cannot be out in a oioeline? It sets vs

in a pipeline and congeal?



CHAIRMAN. Rv thp way. pxcusp me, will you

hat would be the plans for offshore drilling?

ir, in the ii

Ole, good luck really hit usIf

k and got an oil well

all would undouDteaxyx he

rb

ook place, the situationale

to whether or not i

was feasible to carry it in here by pipeline. At th

whether that is feaslt

if it were not feasible, we

1

rricks are out there, spillage while they are load-

if vie have something over

to'

vou always have the?

cannot get around that

ine Ford Motor

thch other down h
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corner of the street, but they do nonetheless

anyhow, our record is a lot better than that. I assure

you

CHAIRMAN. What about the people who ha

they see the oil splotches all across the oce in? You

plead not guilty to t

spills and nobody kno

t? Sometimes we have oil

where they come from

about reporting but'g certain reauiremen nobi

:uuies xu auu ueus us

MT? . LA Wol 1 T aecnro trsti * o■» v

as far as the Gulf Coast is concerned that ox 1 spills

as little as a gallon or ten gallon tedPc

thp

h lo

lese unknown oil snills come from tankers, fl hino

e

aerating tankers no lonaer allow that

They prohibit it, bu he ne

over, le Gree hipping or Norweg r

o +V> v- r\

over that that we have an our indigenous shins
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ships under control of the United States nationals.

Now I don't think this is so much any more, X can't

give you the exact figure, but the figure of SO/o or

more runs in my mind. However, the tankers are using

what is known as a load-on-top technique which brings

to the shore a load, you might say, of dirty ballast

water which is then sent into shore installations and

urocessed and the oil removed and the clean water

goes oack into me ocean

CHAIRMAN What the Louisiana c

Do you have any comment to make about that?

MR. LAIRD. The one that has just concluded?

OJATUMAK V.

MR. LAIRD. Well, oersonallv. sir, I think it

unfortunate. I think it is unjustified. Ii

personally feel that the court was wrong. There was

error in its decision, but I am not a lawyer

r

CHAIRMAN. What would be the altd be the alternative

u

I am reallv not connetent to iudae this, or
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pardc

capable of discussing with you in any event, b

I am not a lawyer, but the idea is constantly,

we ao to the fact that we could import more oi

I have already pointed out to you, in my opinion,

the hazards to this. Secondly, I think, beg

CHAIRMAN. Some of the hazards?

LAIRD. One of the alternatives would

iure uu

D r~.V* +

ue of them may have el

opinion areihe h

ifno to.

+

the first one. The second point is that I

.e that oil

t-
Goorironment Ti:

is their touqh luck. We don't want to disturb ours

. Allr
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you agree with the statement, please bear with tie

for just one moment, and I appreciate your patience

here. This is a report by the New England Council.

Are you familiar with the New England Council, the

New England Governors' Conference, the New England

Fuel Institute, the Consumers' Council of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts?

MR. LAIRD. Well. I have heard of them, sir.

I RnC*/’ "«th".uy ulOu I LllOlU.

CHAIRMAN. Now, the” conclude that the cuiren

quota system in terras of the availability of foreign

oil at a considerably lower price, the cost of the

quota system to the country as a whole, Is $5.4

billion dollars. You dispute that?

MR. LAIRD. Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN. You said it is closer to one

billion, is that right?

MR. LAIRD. One billion, ves, sir

CHAIRMAN. And they suggest that the national

security araument sent, and allow

me to see what it says. StoDoaoes from the Middle
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although-not mcon-East, ror example, they say

conceivable in view of past circumstances because

ot apt to last forunsettled condition

long periods. The reason is simply economi

se. Middle Easternpressure will dictate ot’nerw

governments need the income which the sale of

resource brings the:thei

MR. LaIRD. You wish me to comment on that

umiumH. x wish you wuu

bt, I would he happy to.MR. LAIRD. All

In the first place 1 think the events in Lifag.a would

indicate that while some Middle Eastern countries need

Tv1 yf not an+ Vift m' 1

furthermore are not hesitant about interrupting. bibjya

tort examle* At the time of the most recenth

Libdan cut down, (they didn’t 90 out entirely, but cu

down )thc Libyans had about two billion dollars 5.n banks,t

may be some of it in the United States, but a lot o± it

was in London, therefore, in view of the fact that they

lace the w aren’tVi1

soendina monev in building roads and constructing
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T

didn't miss the two billion dollars. They never

saw it in the first place. Now some of the other

Middle Eastern countries are not exactly in the

economic condition as notably Iran

However, again X calx your atten ion xo a recenx

tion on the part of in which they expro-

priated itish petroleum interest in Lit^a
A-f- V>1 TOO

• c1

r€

ui 3 >

blackmail and they w

us otner comiuen

rn coimake re

and that i )

■resently c rc

V

uld liI

QlVt

5,1
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it is more. It is increasing, I might add. It is

ncreasing because of the quality of the oil an

it is increasing because of the fact that Venezuela

is pretty close to the untimate productive capacity

at the present time which is our ~ajor ott rrce

and the same thing is true of Canac

IAIRMAN, You are not going to puto put us in

1•f- CAmo ra +

iUI n

Mk, LAIRD. Oh, no, they are quite different

isidering the difference int

iVt t 1population and their economic liability. I woul

jjLna tr y g

t

fou have got to rcu jrouean countries

depen Nt of somi

rv

nly alternative viable they have at the present

to that Senator
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Tho North S 0 5L or>ti mi c + iral 1»time* is the? North Spa.

at this moment contains seven billion barrels of oil

reserves. This rs abuut, than a. two year suppry

for Europe. Janan is the other major competitor for

middle East oil. Japan has practically

production. It imports over 90% of all of its oil needs,

primarilv from the Middle East, and so we have the probl

-f t'

from the most industrialized nations of the world. So

is in itself WJ.II tend to Jack up tna price ir noxhing

Ise. They have got to have it. They are in worse sbap<

than

Ivliy aren’t tliey bludgeoned into anXt

-li -f- -t-Kc- y

pting almost any ter

.ddle Eastern countries?MR. LAIRD. The N

CHAIRMAN. No, the European countries.

MR, LAIRD. Well, as a matter of fact I would

say very frequently as evidenced an the negotiations

that took place in 1970 and 71, and those that took

alaco lust a week or so ana that is lust about what
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happened, olucgeoned is a gooo word*

CHAIRMAN. But you would concede a

different situation here?

MR. LAIRD, At the present time, sir,

yes, because we are only importing about 25% of our

needs. England and the rest of them import as much

their ne>

you address yourself toCHAIRMAN. Will

1
f

of our imports axe virtually as secure as domestic

So farsources if not more so.

oil is concerned national security appears to 'nave

been a less important consideration in the adminis-

tration of the program and the maintenance of high

prices.

1, X don't know who made

agree with it.

MR. LAIRD

the statement but I don'

s not maintenance of highCHAIRMAN. It

prices?

MR. LaIRD- No sir.

CHAIRMAN. It is not concern for the small

CD"! ccmpani p%f
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r the Eastern United States to do this, bu L

companies. Certainly it is. To a degree theyoil

important also.are

CHAIRMAN. So it is partially due to,

the maintenance of high prices?for

JLn.

iff. you want to do it to protect domestic industra;

It is the same thing in New England on shoes.

CHAIRMAN. Are there any further question

Commission?■ouqh

tor that TP. CHMURA* I have one- Senator tb?

would like to ask. Mr. Laird before he leaves

rUATDMfIW

you delay it if it is feasible for Canada to import 1x xs icasiuie
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remember when Canada started tnis tney naa

about three million barrels of spare productive

capacity existing in I'exas, Louisiana, New Mexico

and other States in the United States to help them

it they ever had any difficulties and we did in 196'/

ship oil from there to help Canada out. They no

]onger have that and neither do we. Now if you

are perfectly willing to play Russian roulette so to

speak with the economy or tnxs country, fine anu yuuu

but you have got to know what you are doing.

REP, CHMURA. I agree. I agree wholebear

I agree with your entire philosophy. The thing that

baffles me somewhat is that if wo go into some of the

other aspects of say the administration in Washinaton

tedlv

en we arc talking about our industrial problems, theyn we arc talking about our ir

haven't used the same more or less outlook as they do

in the oil industry. Primarily I am talking ab

electronic equipment is imported. You gust

minted out that Japan is probably the most industrial

J

he fishma
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.1

industry, identical, we have been more or less

investigating some of these problems we face

with fishing industry and lo and behold two or

three years from now there will be no fishing in-

dustry, and they will probably come up with the

answers. I am wondering why this same particulawhy

Ie oil industry. It seems

■.dine why David

program wasn't put into t

to me that if. I'can’t

,»ne sraxemenr, oenavurwnen ne nrst appeared

rl -f-o -f- Vio -f ar+ +V»a\ +1 ■fHill

to bo paying the freighthorp in the Northea.st SGO!

for the rest of the country

I t th "i r»W cir
y

r people paying, too.lit

3 , the charge .that wasC

are

el more here than theyaV

do on the West Coast

MR. LAIRD. Yes, but there is a question cJ

Vt n

at is part of it.as the best Coast has and



REP. CHMURA. Well,my question would be as

Mr. Lindgren pointed out the need is national and

not iust geographical. In other words, the need is

throughout the entire country, and not only the

Northeast. So why isn't the cost spread out througn

out the entire country? Why are we being, why do we

have to pay for the needs of the rest of the country

• • ’ »■»
-

3 J C- 4- r- T'Va A
JL IJ t_» ClltT-L WUJ.VJ3 i vik: awu v n*i i o »v- .. -

is what baffles me

MR, LAIRD, You are concerned about the fact

that people, let's say, in Boston, Massacbu

pay more than people, le s say, in Grand Fork

North Dakot

iolutely:ep. aii

I am not so sure that is!R. LAIRD. Well

entirely true as far as comparison of those two

But let’s take Boston, Massachusetts as compared

to New Orleans, Louisiana and some other Southern

inre oil un here proportionatelyQ + Yi

because you have got a colder climate for one thing

mH +Knro-fnro t/onr post DPT i ndi vi "for oil. pro-
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ducts, particularly heating oil is going to be more.

There is no other way around it.

a very highly industrlalizrsril

ore you are using more oil for thearea

aeneration of electric power than some otner areas

of the country. For example, North Dakota is not an

industrial state. It is an agricultural st

T nr> ’+■ ovnl ain + hf>

whole economics to

t v

e are u

for a lesser

ovirdu are in

e

very
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and hopefully the industry will be hearing more

from those on the State government lever.

MR. LAIRD. I enjoyed it. Thank you, sir

I appreciate

’-w'l nr-n MruiaiKi’inj

r r.-f
Ar thu

tha Unive

VJrioh

whoove

only
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1

ity to appear before this Commission on thei.

important subject of offshore exploration for petroleum in New England.

lly remarks today will focus on the following two points;

(1) Offshore petroleum exploration as a problem in public

ly related to other areas of primary energy policy. There-policy i

fore, in order to understand the problem properly, it must be viewed in

ir»lrv.tne cuxit^xt

(2) When offshore petroleum exploration is viewed in this

context, it is readily apparent that sound public policy requires a

cautious approach, Vie should not rush ahead with offshore exploration unti

some basic questions have been answered, and until a wide range of aitema-

~v,itive policy solutions have been i] Vi£

1A Basis for Public Policy in Primary Energy

of energy policy should beI shall assume- that the overrid

ciai programs sucheconomic efficiency; this applies to 6^

the day-to-day production and1 inational defense provisic

use of energy by business firms and consumer households.

ciency?” On the ‘'supply’5 side, itWhat is meant by "economic eff:

means that a given amount of energy provided at the lowest costis

generations. On the "demand"consistent with not shortchanging

gy is utilized according to itsside, economic ■Vi r>

social cost, including such costs as r and water pollution as well ns

i

"‘‘By "primary energy" i shall mean energy derived from coal, oii oil

itMiT-ai ans pnd nuclear fuel. Hydroelectric power can also he consideredal CTPR Pnd
of primary energy 7, but it plavs a relatively small

England and would require introduction of a quite different set ot
considerations into the discus
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the more familiar costs or producing utilizing lueis to generate

cy in energy requires that;nersv« In other words,- economic eff

we not expend "too manv *' resources in obtaining onertn; and that we

not use "too much" or "too little" of it i- relation to other goods

In a market society, economic efficiency could be achieved for

the most part through the private market mechanism, supplemented in a

minor way, where necessary, by government intervention. An important

■i rPfl romnpfi t'fvplv,AwA-I �- -I rs*\ f r\ *-T-> -Jo TArul V\q t^Vi -V

not monopolistically or oligopolistically; this would permit market

forces, and not a few individuals or firms, to guide production and

new fuel deposits to open u]consumption decisions (including which

ould be confined to the fc•hen). The role of

tasks not efficiently organized through markets: e,g., determining th

nse reserves and providing thesecy national dcfoptimal size of

reserves in the cheapest manner; or insuring that social as well as

private costs were included in private energy decision

y energy policy- of cour:The preceding suggestion for a primary cner

in the United States■ubears little re

today. It would be difficult to improve upon the following description

or current energy .cy

2

Federal, state and localt at all 1C

the affairs of the energy businesshas become deeply involved in

.ness in patticular. It has soughtin general and the oil business in particular. It has sou;

2U.S. Department of the Interior fnited States Petroleum through 1980I
A-T.nclvi n<*f-rm . P, i V
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3

1f A V.- ,U 1A±to G! IQI & ■y

iking public lands both on andment, by limiting imports, by

leasing j and by regulatinfor mineralivailabloff shore

stability while avoiding thede order andproduction to prov

‘esources. In doing so it has involved itselfiste ofphysical

■pre r\f V>rit- V» ennniw on a qq , In other directions governmentIn other directions g

has affected the energy balance by its contributions to research

r generating electricity, byr fnuclear p1cd dev t

;ulatory1 1>ha. atmospheric p>regul

d by its role indecisions related to the use of natural gas, and by its r

ric power. The resultrxoutipre

eked into the energyis 1at all levelsis that ;nt’emm

economy to a degree that almost nothing it does related to

energy is without significance to those who must find, developv

v

.vement in the energ■ VWhat

;ctor of To put it conservatively, the consensus view

in energy matters is
£

f

fficiency, but rather Lifficiency, but rather the enrichment of American energy business inten

’n particular, (1) Americans arc paying too much for oil (and, therefon

11 >

Oil Import Control estimated the additional cost to consumers of thec

$3 billion in 1969, andrictive oil import quotas alone at better than $5 billion i;tter t
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Existin

r

pr

t

4

by 1980,^.st sB=sreachprojected that this figure woul HI1 ni

(2) the United States is not using its own oil resources efficiently

because of the "prorationing5 * of output by producer states. Under thi

scheme, which is held together by Federal legislation commonly known as

the Connally "Hot Oil" Act, total production is restricted in order to

maintain the nrice. of nil at a level hi oh onnnoh tn nermi t hi oh— rest

'stripper" wells to stay in product ucti t

wells is not controlled, but so-called allowables" for the more produ

t below opticwells are usu ting iproducing rat

stantial t ef 1icity among

1

Of immediate relevance to the subject of offshore petroleum cxploratu

r

3, u.s. c
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relatively high-cost locations, such as offshore in the Pacific and

•olishod and the

iderably less interest in obtainingcon

xplorc these offshore areas; indeedleases from the Federal government t

r

would bother with offshore oil prospects if the import quotas and pro-

rationing were done away wit!

rgued in support of preserving the existing

liable; that world prices willpolicy that foreign oil supplies are

le, because of OPEC pressuresrise relative to U.S. oil prices (for

ics); and that to abolish importfor higher royalties from the oil cc

American oil industry. There-uld destroy fratqu

:cp U.S. oil prices high andfore, the argument would run, we shoul

offshore. These arguments canil sue

be shown to lack substance

->V.It n 1;hnrtIv is basicliabilit 1

t efficientlyMs in su'trt-run intern:tingency

by deliberate long-run:xplicit emerg u

ures would be sto'

tics, or "in place" (i.e,, inin above-ground tanks, below-ground c

t exploited); another examplewells that are "proved up" and then m

il shale to crude oil or coal towould be reserve capacity to convert

nstrably inefficient to overcharge consumersItu

ter year, for protection againstin excess of $5 billion a year, y

An on ton of this cost, existing polldatively unlikely

c"’Charles Rive :r Associates, on.cit.. pp- I—ls and 8—54. Their original
were subsequently revised somewhat downwards (sec The Oil
1 C ~G r • *

stor
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o

encourages the use of domestic oil resources, not their preservation for

emergencies.

to come about some tine in the futur that is not an argument for pay inp

too nuch for oil today. If market

market) were guiding energy decisi

market forces led to price increase

altered to adapt to the new prices

of offshore areas. In the meantin;

U.S. t n hp nnvint* too nuch for oil

(including those from the v rl

d if tho

then private decisions would be

including, possibly, tho explor

lowever, it is not efficient for

.tion

th

nd running the risks of offshon

exploration when it could be obtaining oil more cheaply on the world market

Finally, what would happen to the American oil industry if we abolish

oil import restrictions and the domestic proraticning scheme? Undoubtedly

iis currently producing oil would be closed if prices fell. But

these would be the least efficient, stripper" wells that are

fficient wellsto operate v

currently restricted to operatin capacity, would flouri

Also, it is likely that rationing would shift

drilling activity away from low-capacity wells (drilled in order to qualify

for "allowables") towards higher-capacity, more efficient wells. Heno

the oil business" would make thegetting t

ican oil industry more "health t less: the industry would be

honestly competitive in the world oil market and not dependent on the

crutch of government protection.
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the argu-e

out keeping the quota for purposes of national

V

MR. WRIGHT. I really don't think there is

rol m miV. nn +

e Cabinet Task Force in its conclusions. These werethe Cabinet

carefully done and well-documented and so far as I can

other people who want to keep thetell the oil ii

import quotas use the argument of National defense be

cause it is very elastic. How can you be against National

Defense? Well, nobody is against National Defense, and

;hc most1I am for

efficient basis and I think there are lots-of cheaper

ways to do that

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate

your coming in very much.
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eaker scheduleWe have as the next

ist from the Woods Hmery, a GeolcDr

Oceanographic Institu iery

ulcer and Members ofDR. EMERY. Senat

involved with studiesthe Commission have

of the continental margins about 1935 and have

worked on continental margi in many places in then

have a little brochureworld. I am sorry I don't

a ship out yesterdayto hand out but I had to ge t

time. Stillplyto Africa and there just si

ral things that mayI think there are some gen

rings in the structureinterest here and specific

you may be interestedoff the East Coast here tha

thing is that continin. Perhaps th gene

ental margins are very complex areas and we are jus

learning how complex they are but the scientific

interest in them is, how did the continents come

about and why are they different from the ocean

basins and in order to find that out we must learn

something about the structure of the continental

margins.



s

1

'e learn that structure by direct bottom3

ne by pouring but muchampling, by dredging an

lore we learn by indirect methods, seismic reflec

tions, seismic refraction agnetic and gravity

the continentalWhen we do this we find th a

from both themargin differs in many res; 36

asins. In reality thecontinents and the ocean b

notch, the bedrocsediments, let's back up a

a better term for ttmight say, basement rock i

sea floor is igneous rockcontinents and for the dee;

ock. None of tland on the land roetamo

‘xcept in very localis of interest for petroleu

ktop of the basement rspecial circumstances. On

1is thickness of ; t that varies considerat

On the cornnents, in many places, Eastern

Canada, for example, there is practically no sedi ent

r oil, as you have alreadyIt is a very poor place f

heard. Western Canada,Western United States have

Not all of these sedimenareas cf thicker sed

pie. The sediments thatare valued for oil, for e
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are most likely to contain oil are ones which

thick, ones which are marine, and ones which hich are

structure. Different kinds of closuree

anaclin ike il

trapped on at

thickest marine sediments are right at the marginarain

of the continents, and that is the most reasonable

place for them he contlnene becaus av

been for billions eas of net erf year ion

Erosion takes pi up brieflyinents move'he cc

There is more erosion takes place. The debris

it sheds is concentrated mainly around the marginncentrated mainly around the marqi

of the contin h

off is in size ff to the deep sear

and i s i

Jeepby small o ients io the se

are not very thi ■I al leaking theyn

not very worth while for oil. The organic mattmatter

is very low in the deep sea se iraents e

w of thethe rate of deposition i Ed imen t s

that the organ
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The margins of the continents have thickmargin

sediments, as much as say twenty kilometer thick,

the order of fifteen miles thick in places. They1

contain beds of sand interbedded with beds of m

ntent. The mud itselfwhich have a high

when compressed to shale is not a very good source

throughout for petroleum because it is difficult to

get the oilout of the petroleum. Instead it is

squeezed into the sands. If there are sands present

interbedded with the mud then these are the places

from which oil is most easily gotten

Now it turns out in the general studies of

continental margins around the world, Oceanographic

Institutions in order to learn something about the

structure make geophysical lines that are rather widely

spaced. The order of say 100 to 150 miles apart

That spacing is far too great to locate an oil field

but the spacing is fine for locating largo sedimentary

basins. Such basins have been found in many places

the world, in the North Sea only recently. In 1968
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Asia between Japan d. You pro-id Tha

bably know about it from nc :p 0

of producing in that area g aboutr

soveignity just in soTiiewh he same v of

the States are arguing w he Federal governmenth

So this means that n the areas where there

are thick sediments, we c find the thick sediro,n

by the geophysical methods. can tell whether there

of various kinds thatare structures in then, ho

are likely to contain oil. e can tell whether ther ar

layers of different velocity,seismic velocity which

often means the presence of sand beds which then, if

there are sand beds, could mean a good potential for

oil. We never know that oil is present until the

drill goes down and brings up the oil. You never

know. Now on this Coast beginning, in 1962, I had

a group investigating the structure of the continen-

tal margin mainly from Florida to Nova Scotia. Late

we extended this work into the Gulf of Mexico and th
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results that we found were very Interesting. Abouesults that we found were very rntere

;o the samethe ,ni

conclusion and they, too, had been working i

rea, and I think maybe you might like to see some

of the results here

maybe fifteenst of these slide there are

slides, most of these slides are from a boo'

tern Northak on theen finhas just be 3'a

Atlantic Ocean which involves the topography, thees th

rocks, the structure, the biology, the sediment ande

the oil potential. Now remember of course thatthat the

oil potential is simply a by-product of the generprO'

structure

It may be easier for you all, if you want

wait un

This is simply a photograph of a model. When

we began to work we first wanted to know what the

f thtopography was like so we made charts of the

ousl\f a sort which didn't prevarea, char

exist and then one summer I had some school

look that
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who needed something to do, so they put this mod

together. You can see wher Cape Cod is. Thi

is looking toward the South. The land in the fore-

front there is Nova Scotia. Canada over here. Cape

Cod. George's Bank you can see is the lighter are

Maybe the next slide will help better for the local

area. Next slide

This is a simplified map for Cape Cod anc

the George's Bank. George's Bank ik pro

jection, the light green shallow

of course this is a, you notice it project

toward Canada and it takes the rule of medial lil

by, the tip of it, it may belong to Canada. It ha

been claimed anyway. Nex

This is a geological 0

and the sea floor. The widespread are iqht

color, light yellow, is what we call the Mi

Pliocene sediments. In many areas of the wo

are the sediments which produce oil, but there ither

nothing magic about the age It ju pens th

about 405? of the world's oil, maybe 305? of the world

here. Caps



oil conies from Miocene and rocks a little bit earlier

and rocks a little bit later. Along this Coast, if

you look carefully you can see Cage Cod. It is a

little bit disturbed by some of the underlying

geology there, some of the colors but George's Bank,

you can see where George's Bank should be or is.

The top of that is Pliocene Miocene but beneath it

is rock that is much older, and some of that older

rock shown in green has more oil potential than the

later rock. In inland areas that reddish and the

brown is the basement rock, igneous and metamorphose

rocks in the northeastern United States and Canada,

in which there is no hope of oil at all, of finding

oil. Next.

I thought you might be interested in seeing

what oils are off shore. Most of the wells that are

on the shelf near Cape Cod are wells that were drilled

in connection with Texas Towers, so they are fairly

shallow, about 300 feet or so

Sable Island you will notice that there
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are a couple of wells showing there on Sable Island.

These were hits made by Shell Oil Company about a year

ago. These appear to be economical. They drilled on

the island simply because it was a cheap spot for

them to drill from, but they drilled not on the main

it. Nevertheless itstructure but on the side of

seems to be, it has good potential, not developed

because they can't develop an oil field with two

wells, but it is the same structure which continues

d tn Georoe's Bank, and finally into New

York, as we will see on our later sides. The wells

there were drilledon Grand Banks farther to the

by one of the oil companies as structure wells. These

the greatest depth for a couple of them was 4,500

feet. They had shews , but they were not in any way

considered producers, but the entrance is such that su

centers have been some twenty or thirty more wells

drilled. The wells that are in the deep sea floor

are ones that have been drilled by the deep sea

drilling projects mainly to learn about the structure
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C the deep sea floor and from that we learn verye

.bout what the age is of the basement rock and

the first sediments on the, beneath the continental

shelf. As you can see in the Gulf of Mexico there

re v.ells. Some of these are producing oil

em are test wells for whichwells, but mo

structural data are available. Structural data let

us infer something about the geological history of

the area. Next

I thought you might be interested in seeing

some structural profiles that have been put togethe

from well data, outcrop data, seismic magnetic and

gravity measurements, and X will show only three of

them.

The ones I will show are the ones that are

G and H. You see Fclose to the Massachusetts

crosses George's Bank and the Gulf of Maine. G come

into Woods Hole, oddly enough. H points towards New

York. Okay.

In both the screen and the wall there you

bat George's Bank is the shallow area just
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below where it says "kilor Over on the leftters

here, as a matter of fac is a vertical scale listed

in kilometers. Just re cr that one kilometer is

abou or L s about f -eighths of a mile, soi

that the, in th hot to the northr

of Geor •an lepth is fairly shallower

only about two or :d meters, less than aree hu

housand feet. £ ank we can

there that th airly dense. Less than

about a half kil out beneath them the

seismic data that otten show that there arehau

rocks that dip award have dr them at their

outcrops on th th ankrc now

that t itiot 'e have also dredged theme fac

on the South side 's Bank and found the sameof Geor 3e

rock factitious narine. They includy ar

shales and san is these beds which haveone, and

fairly high poten oil. You can see that theia 1 s fo

thickness of th h least more than two

kilometers, but I neath t equence that we haveen

poor inform; n and the estimates of the depth
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there come largely from old studies of seismic per

fraction using explosives. Using explosives as much

as three or four hundred pounds, and part of that also

comes from complications from gravity anomalies that

are measured near the surface. So you see that beneath

George's Bank there is a very great thick section of

eight or nine kilometers thick. The upper part, at

least where we have some information from dredgings at

the side and from seismic data, may well have good

centralism. There is small structure in it as well as

it looks like favorable lithology. The section be-

neath is very thick. We don't know anything about the

structure, but there are many places in the world,

of course, where rocks of these velocities and

carbonate rock are good oil producers. There is a

reason for believing it is carbonate that comes from

outside this area, because we

trough along a thousand miles

are able to track that

or more of coast

there is an irregularOn the seaward side

ridge there, Bear Mount, Bear Sea Mount is part of it.

This ridge is almost certainly the place where Northwest
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and Northeastern, North America first broke away from1

Northwestern Africa. As a er of fact, that ex-ma

pedition that I mentioned a

to compare the structure of

that one here. Now it turn

that are deposited subseque:

le ago is intent

nrthv;est Africa with

out that the sediments

ly behind that ridqe and

in what was always deep water and is still deep water

have oil potential which has not been tested, and

which is really unknown. The point of interest is the

sediment is thick, they contain muddy sediments from

high in the continental slope

out with high organic content

these sediments start

They become interbedded

with sands that are washed down by what we call

torpidity sand. It may well be that we should quit

thinking about the oil i serves in the United States as

being a tank to be pumped out. When you reach the bottom

there is no more. Until we know more about places

like this, we really don't know but what there is

more oil present on the sea floor continental margin

than there has ever been exploited on the land. What

we find on the land, of course, is only just the parts
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margins of the continof the marine strata near th

up as the continentwhere they have been cleared

moved upward when erosion takes place in the middle part

of the continent Ole

This is another section. This is the on

and, and you see the sameoff Woods Hole, Elizabeth Is

sent here, but it is othe trough is prrid t

ext slideouter part of the shel

ork, and again we haveThis is o

that ridge continuesame thing. That trou

southward b but the xcs

ion. Nextness is present in this general region. I

Let's look at this now. This is a

showing the thickness in kilometers of the, what

These sediments arecall the tertiary sediments

deposited during the past 60 million years or

and it is from these general sediments that pretty;€

nearly half the world's oil has been produced in the

sediments the re prettyas yo

thick, about a kilometer or so th c

Island. They are present also at the outer part of

past



George's Banks, as I mentioned before. They are a
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little thicker off Nova Scotia. Bui these sediments

ave the oil and gasappear, are not the ones a

potential. N

the best potential areThe ones that ha

the older ones, the factiti us sediment, and you can

s are sixteen kilometerssee here that those sedimen

thick in the Gulf of Mexico as a matter of fact. Even

e like ten kilometers thicon land off Louisiana they a

That is the total sediment ickness. 0; altimoret

in general beneath the the Nts you see

k, total sediin the order of twelve kilor

ments. And George's Bar y are eight or ninen

kilometers thick. You see t same structure continues

it goes right past Sableon up the coast as far as,

an just make it out, it iIsland. Sable Island, you

undlanc11 ust soutjust

Next.

o to show the areas ofThis is a summary

tates where there is thethe East Coast of the Unitel

to inclugreatest oil potential. It happens

eas of greatest potentialsome other things like the a

nese. But you can see thefor sand and gravel and man

of George's Bank continuin'belt there at the outer half
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ic

off from that on to the Nor least off to Sable Island.

ral times, so it is no-This has been published

also continues on into thebard iO find. Part of this

City. There is another

tontial off of Cape Fear

shelf just south of New Yor

small cvrea which has some

south of Cape Hatteras. Obviously not one of these do

we know anything about, do we know for sure oil is

present. The general structure suggests oil nay well

be present, but wells have to be drilled in order to

find out.

Now these are the areas of the greatest oil

potential. Now there are some areas of secondary oil

potential which might startle you, but the fact that

we really don't know there is oil here and we won't

know until holes are put down, means likewise we won't

know for the areasof less potential but the geology su

gests that the potential is fairly low. Next one.

This is George's Bank from the South. The

North is the area of the Gulf of Maine. North of the

Gulf of Maine basement rocks are very close to the sur

face. There isn't any chance of oil in those places,

but it happens that there are some places where triass

sediments are present. Triassic is shown by the TRS

there, and you can see the little patches of sediment
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which are only a few hundred meters thick in most places.

Maybe the next will show it better. Next.

Here we find the triassic at least as thick as

about a mile thick, about a quarter of a mile thick or

so. On land where these triassic rocks occur in Canada

and Eastern United States, they are continental rocks.

They are not marine rocks. They are the ones deposited

on land. They don't produce oil where they occur on

land. It is doubtful if they produce oil here. Never-

theless, the only way we will know whether oil is present

or not is when a hole is put down through them. Next.

And here is one that may be of particular

interest to people who live avround Cape Cod. Look at

the one to the upper left. The dotted pattern shows an

area of triassic sediments which we think is not favor-

able for oil, but it continues into Nantucket Sound. We

think it is not favorable but there is no hole in it, so

we really don't know. We conclude this from what we

know about the geology and the structure. Here where we

don't have a hole we think the potential is very small

indeed. On George's Bank where we also don't have a hole

but we know the geology, we think the potential is good.

We cannot in any case say how many barrels of oil will

be produced from any number of wells or from one well,



until the holes are put down and reservoir studies
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are made. Next

This is just a general discussion of the

structure of the continental margin, what it shows in

to oilliedgeneral al-m

Thank yor

'or myselI am nelover

bu reau e work on th o y

(olprogrstarted ten years ago as

Oceanographic Institute and the United States Geologice and the United States Geolo

Survey.

CHAIRMAN. Do any of the members

Commission have any questions? Doctor, do you have

any study of the current

Yes, X she

slide. I thought about it this morning when I leftno r r

home, but I didn't. The major current in the area, oG

course, is the Gulf Stream, which flows to the Northeast

It does not 1and is outside George's on

ndof George's Bank, and in fact both the surface ar

of George's Bank in ess neebottom currents on top

clockwise file, so this means that the wate hie

illsspills off the North side of the Gr

the North side of the Gulf Stream just on top o

Bank and comes back in a clockwise file. Then North
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vaila

er questioc

irhor:

rillyour talk about the necessity of putting a dri

oilit dow

drillW

ic 11oran'

11, there is twonR

ordinarily. One is exploratory drilling in which

there is a hole, maybe a thin hole, not intended tto

s omeproduce but to

contain oiof what

a drill stem test on it, but it is not intended t

a producing well. Later after they drill some of

these wells, mostly these are drilled from mobile barges.

,e area looks favorable, then pro-by the way

duction holes are drilled and usually these are drille

from permanent Texas Towers and maybe one tower can

have twenty or thirty holes, big holes, and this would

be a production hole. Remember, of course, too that

even the production holes don't all hit. About one
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out of eight, in general, hit, produc

TOR ALYKSR. Doctor, are you aware oR 0

ctural fallings ofany studies in regard to t

the Texas

DR. EMERY. I know a little bit about that

R
1

life omaterial in re

DR. EMERY. Well, of course one tower fell

down and that was the one off New York and I ur

is sort of word-ofstood, but this is

was a fairly cheaply done one. There were two other

* id'-5 *one on George'

structurally sound, I unde which wer

it beeo ary toUndynamited, de

use them for early radar warnings.y fa'

any opinionSENA TO; ER 3o you hav

with regards to the set of circumstances by way of

tides, winds, weather, currents, with regards to

ou with regardsiat would perplexGeorge's Bank 1 s

able to sustain themselves?to oil rigs bei

ERY. No, I think that's, you see theDR

of it almost breaks thetop of George's Bank, pa

surface. It is very shallow. They're moving sand d les

on top. They move very slowly though, but as long as
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the foundation legs are put down through those, I see

Is a far, far safer place than theno problem

North Sea or Cook Inlet off Alaska, and as a matter

of fact, as you probably know, the oil companies

have leased the entire area along Canada from theth

United States border up around past Newfoundland ando;

up, clear up into Labrador, clear up off the Labrador
1 on1 he expectaCoas ased

that they wouldn’t be able to put in platforms ant

idrill an< oC O’

are to comment onchair: o you

om spills, or a heredan

1an'

ais always a dangeT)R €e

There ioir aoous omeb od

,aird poine 11s thi.dan >u

1311 s hathat

and there have been two serious accidents and thr

at Woods Ho:fires a

ofintere s a

VraHe

of whici o<i

oi

anger wc
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cost to society in the United States as a whole ir

the sense that it is money that one guy pays that

nobody gets, because we are getting oar energy f

isin.a more costly source. In other word

more resources, a highe es to

get en you aramount of e

of costs, keep in mind wilistening to discussior ,e

e cost to the consumers o:the guy is thinking of

whol of t:the cost to societ e

la oil companies saincreased profits which

cost to the United StaAnother point c

irin terms of efficiency eras of extra resource

ings. One is the fact thaused, is made up of two

American oil, a certainwe are going, we are usln,

larginal wells whichamount of American oil in

would be more cheaply cons umed than foreign oi

surface of estimates onCharles River gives you a

our assumptions are. Ththat, depending on what

the neighborhood of 2.9most conservative one is

billion dollars which is ,e net resource cost of .he

import quota by itself. Now proratlon, which is a

for holding up prices inscheme which was devised oil

is estimated to cost in ■he neighborhood of 1.

billion dollars. It is doubtful that prorationin.
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1

OS t oc

OJo

■o keep proratio! o

oot r io

t rid of proratiou would probably a

Hovjever, my guess is that from the point o

lew of the Cor

o stick wi Wl i

oul

rot we oar

1ut; ±

to have the clout to affect our national import quota

policies .a y ha

is ome thi irstate ma

ficant to say about whether or not oil is developedop

in the George's Bank area, given if the import quotas

are fixed.

So that the rest of my discussion will as u:

that there will be no major change in national policies

and the decision we are looking at is whether we should

resist the development of the exploration of offshore

oil.

I would comment that first of all you
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h A took from B and vice-versa. It is very>V

good to bring these two guys into a court room andguys int

the judgment about v.

■verything that is con-You hav-.ult r

oplcerned is concerned with tt

case here because you seeNow it is not the

while the people who are ve

pushing an oil development,

are getting a larger slice

ry much interested in

hat is because the

of the pie, and the

erested in avoiding such

the fishermen, well,

people who are very much in

a development, say, suen

iviously going to gotheir slice of the pie i

develop. These people,

people but individually

their real welfare.

down, if oil is allowed to

they are a small number of

they see a large effect on

So for these people it certainly pays to

come down here to organize to lobby, etc., and these

are the people that you are going to be listening

to for as long as you pursue this issue.

Now that would be great if these were the

only two people that were affected. But as an actual
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fact there is another whole of effects, very

whole society anddiffuse set of effects ove

these people, since the ted in a very

small way individually, it doesn't pay them to

organize to lobby, etc., but when you add up the

total welfare affected by these diffuse effects

many times it can completely overshadow the special

interest groups that you see before you.

CHAIRMAN. That is why we are here

we were speaking at least in terms of what I saw

earlier, aside from the technical expertise that

I found very interesting,

keep your perspective in

you can do this is to get

suggested, technical help

not only these individual

So I just ask you to

his area and one way

as Professor Wright

to help you analyze

transfer payments within

the special interest groups but the over-all

effect on the region through increase or not

increase in the price of oil, et cetera. I

guess that is all I want to say.

DR. DEVANNEY. Since nobody, was, since



CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. . I ap-

eciate that information. Do you have any con-Ny con

tusions at all?

Yes, I have a conclusion

no 1

Q

iy

2 net economic and environmental

a off-shore development of oil underr

re

ir

n

But I can say to you that when

this study and we net the increases in real income,

we look for the net increase in regional income

going to find that many of the figures that are

thrown around by both the economic and environmental

interests are not as large as they son

that what we hear often, and we have heard soar

mission ar
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tivity, and of course you find out that insof

the m if you

pay somebody $3.00 to w Td youref

take him off a job se to do that, well

you haven T t inc ety's income at all with

respe it .
Iia ei

general even if you have unempl u

reach by such an investment, and I suggest to ycd you
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your true unemployment problems will not b

touched by an increase in petroleum activity in

this region, the net effect on regional income

with respect to that increase in employment is

hat could you be gettingto minusthe raarke

take everything net likeelsewhere. You have to

this and when you add up these net effects then

regional income. It willyou get the increase i

e than is sometimes sugbe a much smaller figu

gested. In general it will be made up, once again

a priori almost entirely with any, the real

increase, the increase in real regional income in

up almost entirely in theNew England will be made

decrease in the price of petroleum products if it

occurs. If no decrease in price of petroleum pro-

ducts occurs and if New England is not able to ap-

priate to itself through some kind of royalty scheme

a portion of the profits of the oil company from

this development, if it occurs then the increase in

real regional income in New England will be much

smaller than some of the figures that you will hear.
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This whole idea of taking things net alhis v

applies to many of the environmental argf

will be asked to listen to. You will be asked to

listen to, you say well, if this occurs gre

h. Wellillfishing rt by so r

the loss in income to the region as a whole fromr

a reduction in fishing activities is the gro

revenue loss minus the opportunity value that

resources release, and y ngs n

and you find out that the total figurcsthat

come up with are quite a bit smaller than sometime s

lieyou see in

So whatever conclusion,a priori what we

to do thisare going to find if we allowi

be economic effectstudy is that perhaps both

and the environmental effects tend to be ov-

stated because the people who are doing the stating

e these special interestnow, are the people who

groups that I mentioned earlier

CHAIRMAN. Thank you Dr. Devanney.

I would like to call on Dr. Lassiter.



LASSITER. I think the mainIR. LASSITER. I think the main thing tt

I can add right row is that we have all been herethat we have all be<

since ten o'clc 1to ton qi

various sides of arqumen 3

I have been h

and I have this mutual proposal, and there are rty

of everybody's argument that I like and part

everybody's argument that I dislike, and it is thatI di

kind of a problen

It is a

requires a methodical weighing out of th? 1c

ternatives available to you. A quite classicalon. A

dilemma that comes to mind, in an offshore c q

field there can be oil 'horg ix tue n re a

is very common. Imagine if you will a pure oil find

with massive oil spills associated with it and drill-h it and drill

ing is allowed to be continued. That might representh t

one end of the spectrum. Okas

Similarly, oil cones into the United Statesto the United State

you know comes into Massachusetts for eventual years

and there is no rea qofe in pr ca
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overpriced anyway. Massachusetts somehow doesn't

come out of it very well at all. Not only that you

continue to pay a lot 1

oil spilled on you. But then i

equally as likel n

only natural a resu

pollution probl

ite smallpipeli re qox

to bring in natural gas and at this point

crude oil an

a you are going to decrease air pollution levels.

At the sami a

iwgas pri

break. You know you have got these two very o

:jOet

ipresent

sis which presently will get between these options

which might be cor M, S

well, New England regional values, and

is kirgood reason, Ik

and to prove my point, at least it proves my point



T

They

N NY C

building a refinery in Ko\.

n miles from the Maine t

cy

tine Border , and Maine decided t idn 1 t want

at border linerefinery. Okay ut ius across t

e a refirthere is going to If there is

ibility it ioil spilled, the to get on

the Maine coast i still pr nd yet thy hie

are going toget absolutely nothing even thoughing even

thing isAndbe bearing part of the cos

jltimatetrue of New Engl re may be oil

going to befar off shore there and that oil is

:d o unless you knowdeveloped and pull tanker,

theirsoraebod So that is whybout itown say

giona.l study, get som'we are trying to do the re

options and see what they are

Santa Barbara can bapperCHAIR] 9

that Santa Barbara can happen here, and I don't think

DR. LASSITER. Certainly it is possible
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anyone can ever say that that possibility is zero.

Similarly one could say that statistics that

fessor Emery quoted and Laird quoted about 3 and

15,000. Those are ric n the ou

hand. It could be that a one in a trillion chanceic

of having oil on Massachusetts beaches is not worth.c

it to the people who live here, in which case I

think their values shoulc :vailr

IHAIRMaN. All of these hypothetical

which you are posing are all, you are assuming

that the quoxa syste

system goes, your argument is right. You probably

wouldn't see drilling for oil off-shore. I

not sure, if the quota system went away, you still

might see Massachusetts drillings off-shore becaus

it is not clear that natural gas delivered in the

United States could not be done gust as cheaply

from the George's Bank area as moved in from Libia.

Even under the scenario if all import quota

away people still might want natural gas because

DR. LASSITER. Yes, sir. If the quota



you know of your aforementioned legislation.

sulfur. That might force people to drill o1 off

arq ry

h i t

of paper and four hundrc ncils and

ing: Alternative going right down the

line, and whenever you hear anyone talk they always

bring parts of all the various arguments together

and they say thi hey

eternally inconsistent and they contradict one

another. Why unbelievable, you know

are saying try and lay them out and bui

framework whi 1 1 analycc

with each of several different alternatives ancrent alterna

then look at the results and then make your decisio

You know, that is why you all are elected and why

we are working, and I am afraid that is really all

I can offer. Except on the Texas Tower problemem

that you mentioned earlier, sir, that was a cruddidy

design, a classical case of a ba



not really valid to compare that with design nc

any more than it is valid to compare

to get a bad analogy, I

cars are better than Model t

pared to stick by that,

off-shore platforms are

off-shore platfor allat

have unless there are question

All You su

study?

it is to icated to think abc

A

a professor of economics cor n ant

that the end is near, is it thirt

years

DR. LASSITER. Well, man is an incredibl

adaptive animal, that is all I have got to say.

The end might not be as much fun as riaht now ajc

that would be a real sham

CHAIRMAN. Any questions

DR. LASSI
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T.,

MR. HORN. Would you tend to agree wit3 to agree with

Devanney's conclusio that the state of the

economy would perhaps be pretty much as it is now

and that the benefits of all exporation might be

offset by tb ncome to fishermen

DR. LASSITER. I think that might now there

are two holes in the problem and everything else is

like very much smaller. If you get a break in fuel

oil price, you get a big penalty, I mean, a big bonus

If yourprice goes down a penny you get an awful lot

of net income in the region. Okay, and all the other

stuff looks pretty small if this occurs in my own mini

to what happens. Similarly, if your price doesn't go

down any, okay, it doesn't take very many disbenefits

you know like a tenth of a barrel of oil spill you

know might be a disbenefit in which case it doesn't

take much to not make it worth your while.

MR. HORN. It is one of the imponderables

which complicate the whole business.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. We

would like to call on Carleton Detar, Professor, M.I
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luwho is r r o

ibod inwas very flattered to be agenda

as Professor of Physics at I.T, I am not

With the Coraraissic I would li

ibouto make a couple of remarl it

were made earlier today. Earlier today, Associ

Solicitor David Lindgren lined t vement

in Federal regulations requiring safety devices on

n I want to comment onoff-shore wells since

Jeral regulations. Inour experience with these

1970 Federal indictments e \ n against

several oil companies involved in off-shore produc

tion in the Gulf of Mexico. The charges were for

violation of regulation:; which v;ere on the bo

in 1969. The indictmentseven prior to the revision

led to fines of millions o: dollars. They revealed

a history of what can only be described as out-

right permissiveness on the part of the Department

of Interior toward violations of regulations. Anyone

DR. DETAR. First X will remark that I

Professor at M.I.T
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who has put bis faith in Federal regulations and

enforcement thereof must heed this lesson. Alsott

earlier today Associate Solicitor Lindqi en and

ilso of thexrd men

distant e that this drilling i antici-

ated, r thirty-two hundred miles, at w

need not 1 larly. I Nt

oint out that oil slicks are somewhat likeil slick

hurricanes, bee use there is one tl irty

miles away aesn't mean you are safe. Part o

the oil m the Torrey Canyon, for e 1 J

washed up on the beaches of France some one hun

dred fifty miles away and moreover, there wer

areas of the outer continental shelf that a

vital for marine life productivity and we are con

cerned that drilling will take place on top of th

areas.

The Sierra Club is a national conserva-

tion organisation with a membership over 100,000.

The New England Chapter has almost 4,000 members
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Gentlemen. Before I begin my testimony

today, let me state the club's position on the

zoning to protect sensitive and unique areas

marine ecology from incompatible development.

Disasters such as the runaway oil well in the

ha: suit of this one-

sided policy lub calls upon all reae bxerta

ponsible uni overnt! se thei

lands and outer con-authority to eat t

tinental shelf over it with full regardand waters

to the ecology

calls for a mo

it supports. Therefore, the club

atorium on all oil operations until

given that no repetition of the Santaassurances can

Barbara ter can occu

If such drilling is continued in spite of pub-

lic opposition, further operations must be conducted

Santa Bart



itrols

sible under current technology. AXX oil spills,en

itlC ,r

iXXinavy fines; and any wilfulheav

requXations must resuXt ini

the lease on which the offense

TheITIVES TO C man

oleum and petroleur n this country

rowing at 4 % per year- This demand has been meear- This demand has been metis c

1 recently, almos XxeUn

At present we import 253 of our oil. Thxs ngute,

by most projections, is expected to rise to about 44

XeX avain I 35, even es

SXited, including tbo on tX i Norexp

1
Our petroleum imports have been heid down

rt quotad of ii an

and we had quite a bit of discussion of that today.la

on ofBy 1985 it is expected that a substantial portion of

our oil imports will com ispherasternRom

tore vulnted Stathereby rendering the Un rable tc

external political pressures. (Note that this is
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1

ether we developpro:

offshore oil in the Atlantic,) Thus it is argued tha

blocking the development of any domestic reserves for

whatever reason imperils national security

oil offver, iea'

the New England coast, there is no uay of guaranteeing

that we won't have another Santa Barbara style disaster

ands. I won't deal further with the damageon our

oil spi will do to New ngland's ocean resources

the subiect ofThat is next hearing

to develop these oil reIf we aren't go

serves, what are we going to do? The root of our whole

problem is our growing appetite for oil. This is in

turn due to our growing population and growing energy

ion. If we look a the present patternconsurap

energy consumption we find a story of gross wastefulne

If we cut out the waste, we can slow the growth of our

energy demands without sacrificing our standard of

living. If we are truly interested in national security

and in preserving the quality of our natural environment

we must seek alternatives to oil and we must take steps



to conserve our energy resources.6

3w can we accomplish these goals in

England? Let us look at how we use oil. In Me

ided inglan il c

three nc equ

oil in hs, distillfor auto: (i

electheating), and residual fuel o (us

hea irpower pro )

Let's look at gasoline first. There are a3l

number of ways to economize in our consumption of gaso-

line. We should insist that au te

fuel economy. We should expand the use of public trans-

portation. We want to commend Governor Sargent for hisn

efforts at achieving balanced transportation in Massa-

A full bus uses 1chusetts .
rc

than the average commuting automobile. Abu

passengers and a typical gas mileage of 5 miles/gall

consumes fuel at about 1/8 the rate per passenger of ar

typical commuting passenger car with 1.8 passengers arnmutx

a gas mileage of 12 miles/gallon. Considering thaq

aline,third of our oilabout one qes for io

action and Indus
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entirely for the private automobile, converting to

wholesale use of public transportation would br

about a substantial savings indeed. Henry Ford II

lie ho

rway res

urg tr in in the interestu of

nationa 1 secur 3rd

In New England 65.555 of electrical6

I from imported residual fuel oil inwas generated from impor

1969. Electrical power generation accounts for aboutne

half of the residual fuel oil consumed in New Englan1 fuel oil consumed in

The average annual growth rate for electrical powehe average annual qrc

in New England was 8,1% in the period 1965-70. Th

annual growth rate in residential power consumption

was 9.7555 and in commercial, a phenomenal 11.555,1 commercial, a phenomenal 1

Clearly any efforts to curb our growth in oil con-rts to cu

sumption must al be i at uses of electrict€

power. Partic lectrical power,use

our consumption patterns show a tendency toward

wastefuln 3ns th s 3W cost of

electric power, a rate structure for electric powlectric power



TV

for large users) and promotional campaigns on th

part of electric utilities. After a long period ofutilitie

decline, ho'

1way up. Many fa

11 Ntracosts, rising in

iIt is encouragin ote

11 promotiCo. of New York has sto ism

and through its "Save-a-Watt" campaign is encouragingi

the more efficient use of electricity. In its recentli

proposed price increases it has shifted somewhat

from a rate structure which favors increased consumption.nipt

Nevertheless, the power industry as a whole has not

recognized the need for this type of action. It must be

required by federal and state legislation

onsuLet us examine we can reduce pow

tion without drastically altering our standard of living

One of the major culprits in the growing demand for elel

trical power is the electrically heated home. Elect

heat is wasteful. In order to heat a home in this way

it is necessary to convert fuel to electrical power at



tr an

iv

lost in

t n

s nearl e 11

3y of conbustion available to the original fuel

j at T ras t

il fire n

mg heat, S r j. LiU UU

1 1as oil

■U 1 ion

electric beat. To produce t a

in a home, a power plant in the Boston area putsin the Boston area puts out

five times as much oxides of sulfur as a home furnac

and ten times as much outside the Boston area.

its these inefficiencies, the U. S. De

partment of Housing and Urban Development has subsi-

dized the construction of electrically heated hom

In 1970 elec ing was installed in 40f5 of the

1.4 million new dwelling units in the U. S. In 1970
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counted for 15% of allnationwide, space heating accounted f

and and is projecteo toresidential el ic dei
6

0. ;o in the category of in1grow to 2C 19:

lec tefficient use of wer is the electr er

1c hes dryeheater

Edvernmental action is nes

i to this waste. Buildinbring about an en :odeE

ihibition against electric tmust include

f heating are available. Publiwhere other mode

education is n n suraeper s

consumption. Above alleconomize on electricity

onalwe desperately need a na

f our eordinate the use re source

the industrial eleIn 197C 11 tr

power consumed in the US went into the manufactu

of aluminum from bauxite. It takes 17000 kwh to

in this way. (Thaproduce a ton of aluminum

about the amount used in the average New England

kwh are rehome in three years

quired to produce a ton of aluminum from alumini
8

cans -- a savings of about 99%. Large scale recycling

contra
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of aluminum wastes would brina about substantial

savings in electric power.

New England consumes about one third of its
2

petroleum for home heating. In the design of office

buildings, homes, and factories, many techniques can

bring about more efficient use of energy. I will

--transferring heat from warm parts to cold parts of

large buildings

--gensz'd-pj/fy pp/c-t's), <>n and using the waste heat

for space heating

--planting shade trees

--cooling by ventilation

olinq by evaporation

These can bring about subs antial economies in energy

consumption. Those techni ;ues which have proven



practicability should be incorporated into buildire

Their requiremuCODE

iniMos

generated from residual fuel oil. If we are t

reduc

power production. Despite unresolved prc

lens with nuclear reactor safety (particularly ir

the emergency

of nuclear wastes, a consensus in the Sierra Glut

seems to be evolving that nuclear power has advantaghat nuclear power has adv

in terms of air pollution and resource availability1

ttIf these problems are resolved, there is hope that

renude ■e

to our need for a substitute for oil. But for thesubsti

moment, we must wa

I have mentioned we do notFor the re ;on

an exponential growthaccept the inevi y

over the nexin energy demand or in petroleum demand

few decades. It is dismaying to note that practically

no attention has been given to curbing this growth,

by the federal government, by the power industry, or



by the oil, gas, and coal industry. Official pro-

22

)

)

)

nouncements always start by accepting the

rosvth and then proceedinevitability o ant

Ed thisto ways of capturi ources

ize the root causeregrowth. Ix is tin

our problems and start to attack them there. We

can slow down this growth

the price mechanism pro-In a free econc iy

vidss the impetus for the

today. Limiting our oil

be tapped with only sligh

,nges I have describecha

ces to those that caniour

age to the environ-dan

went will inevitablv drive u D the price of oil and

luction in demand for oilwill eventually lead to a red

This increase in price is a way of passing on to the

consumer the cost of environmental protection. In

the past the cost of environmental destruction has

not been reflected in the price of oil.

But we should not rely solely on the price

mechanism to bring about a reduction in the growth

in demand for oil--positive governmental action is

also needed.
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whi ,blioteca

wc o bee

iscussion of the oil import quotas, their purposei

ultimatel upon

ose of

market. Pore! is

ude proc

Various exemptions and special quotas, howev

imports to abou of

is is to provide a shelter for U.S. oil to keep

he U.S. price above the world price. The oil industry

price is necessary in order to pro-

nestio producers who could not otherwise compete

rhe argument rings true to some extent but it

instructive to look at why American oil is so much

pre expensive than foreign oil. In fact much domest

cally produced oil comes from relatively low cost wells

ae transportation factor could compete

effectively with free flowing Middle Eastern wells. Xh

however, is inefficient and con-
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maintain

tinues only because of the direct subsidies to various

forms, completion allowances, write-offs of tangibl

expenses and artifically h gh prices due to

d proratiorrestrictions on supplies 30

<e it profitablquotas. These subsidis con-

tinue pumping oil out of high cost super wells. Without

such subsidies the resources which go into

operations would be redeployed throughout the economy ino\

more productive areas. The magnitude of the investIe magnitude of the in\

ment in such inefficient wells is enormous, Sevc

,000 produciniercent of the nation's 55C hi

and yet they produce only 16% o

In comparison about 10% of all American wells pr

»

uce 75% of the total input. These well

need the same price supports and tax su



1

The justification of the import quota

system is that it is necessary on the grounds of

national security. The argument made is that

rease U. S. dependenceimports inunrestr

on foreign sources and this dependence threatens

national security. Imoorts will bring the U. S.

ice the argument goes'orld prprice down

sntive to drill and ultima telyeduce the inid

ncourage a drying up of domestic supplies. The

estimates that the UNational Petroleum Cou S

ts for 39% of its oilill re foreign impor

1975 and 45% by 1980. Figures likeu

ise the spectre of dependence orc

a security threat. The key to securityat

hat is relianiciencyis

il. Rather it is the concept u

1 Import Questic

lich is a mea

jil supplies from all sources", not

c sources. For the purpose of nati

oil from Canada, Venezuela and other Wester
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r

wc

espec

'emisphere sources can generally be counted as reliable

In terms of transportation, particularly, they are at

t as secure as shipments by tanker from the Gul

and by tanker from Valdez to the West Coast. The

Charles he Office of Science andiver Report for

onal security problemTechn xarain

with the assumption that the domestic price of oilIe dc

dropped to $1,75/bbl, which is considerably below3,

even the current world prices. The conclusion wass

that o Middle Eastern andtar 1 emb r of

by increased pro-

iuction from the U. S., Canada and Venezuela fromthe U. S

exist! .mil the Task Force cc

eluded that the U. S. could weather aId weather a one yea

supply interruption of Arab, Iranian, and Libyan

oil and still maintain a 102% caoacita 102% capacity to meet

mestic needs from Western Hemisphere sources.

3iven the unlikelihood that all these sourcesiven the unlikelihood tha

ncert for such a long interruption.

e upon exported oil

as a source of revenue, the Task Force's analysisc
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of the national security argument seems reasonable.

Now even if the national security justi-

fication for the import quota is accepted, the quota

is subject to a well directed criticism based on an

How well does it achieveanalysis of its efficiency.

the job? It should be clear that not all wells need

be supported in order to keep up domestic production

to some level. The number of high-cost wells is large.

but they account for a relatively smaller increment

of total production then their number would indicate

Every dollar which goes to low-cost well which in any

case would be able to compete on the world market is

wasted in the sense that it does not achieve its purpose

even if some price supIt becomes apparent then that

port is accepted as necessary for national security,

, the import quota as aand I do not accept that her

means of achieving that ot ictive is grossly incffi-

cient. Since consumers pay a premium price for both

eir national securlow and high-cost oil and l

pose, could be achieved by paying that premium only

on the high-cost oil, the cc st of the subsidy
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several times as high as necessary. When the cost of

the import program is fortified these sums are sub-

stantial. The Task Force on Oil Import Control es-

timated a 1975 consumer cost of $7.2 billion. Stand

ard Oil of New Jersey estimated the cost at $6.32

billion. Even a small fraction of this, if unnecessary,

is an extremely significant burden on consumers

Nor is the consumer burden here borne evenly

throughout the country. If the quota system was

necessary to achieve it purported objective of insur-

ing national security it would only be fair to share that

cost evenly, as the benefit is shared. Instead, as you

well know, New Englanders pay more than their share

The President's Task Force estimated a 1969 per capita

cost for Massachusetts residents of $35, This is

$l4O for a family of four, or more than 40% above the

national average. By comparison, the average per

capita cost across the U. S was only $24.

In summary the oil import quotas force

Massachusetts residents to pay disproportionately

higher prices for an inefficient mechanism to
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guarantee the objective of national security which

according to the most authoritative study to date

was not seriously endangered even in the absence of

those quotas. It appears then that without endangerin

any vital national interest the import quotas could

be removed. Removal would provide a very special

benefit to Massachusetts consumers who in addition

to an artifically high domestic price also pay

iortation. Elimination of thepremium fo

quota would allow Massachusetts residents to obtain

imported oil directly without an excessive additional

transportation char

Now let me turn for a few minutes to the

other alternative for meeting the demand for oil

lling. The major questions which must 1offshore drilling. The major questions which must be

re: (1) how will this affect the supply of oilvrai

and (2) how adequate are the proposed environmental

I would like to speak to some reforms of

Federal procedure which should be made if Atl

ff-shore drilling is contemplated. It is helpful tc

briefly review the steps in offshore leasinv
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questions. Exploration is allowed only under permit

from the Department of Interior's Geological Survey.

Following an exploration perioc the Department solicits

nominations for tracts to be offered at a lease-sale

and from the nominations the Bureau of Land Management

chooses the tracts to be offered. The Outer Continen-

If Act provides that he leasing may be either

anus bidding with a fixel royalty or by royalty

g with a fixed bonus. In practice, the Secretary

never exercised his disc etion to lease with royalty

ing. All offshore leases have been let on a bonus

is with a fixed 16 2/3% royalty. The result of

is that independe 11 producers are ex-

cluded from the offsho to excessively high

Th arm of cash bonuses

illion dollars per tracti

before any leases are obtained andrau

have fivi

it the regulation rear

all operations are subject to close supervision by th)ervision
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Present practices of the Department of

Interior are inadequate to obtain the information

necessary to develop a rational program to phase

offshore oil into the total supply as needed or

to adequately protect environmental values in the

production of that oil. The most important missing

information is data which would indicate the oil

potential of each tract. The ability of Bureau of

Land Management to exert any significant control

in balancing supply and demand of petroleum depends

upon its ability to estimate prior to a lease sale the

reserves underlying each tract. The Bureau, however,

has no way to make these determinations. The data,

however, is available. Prior to any lease, potential

bidders engage in extensive seismic geophysical ex-

ploration. There have already been 59 permits for

this sort of exploration off the Atlantic Coast. On

the basis of this work the companies select their

preferred blocks. For the Department of Interior

to be at all effective in distinguishing the prime

blocks prior to bidding, it must cither do its own
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geophysical work or find ways to benefit from the

explorations already conducted by the companies.

Ihe Department has no present capability

to conduct its own geophysical exploration. What

little information it does have is purchased from

the companies or from independent seismic contractors.

The best information would be seismic data directly

from the companies, which could be required as a con

dition of the exploration permit and which in turn

would cost government nothing. The industry's re-

sistance to such a proposal has been strenuous since

it is no small advantage to bid with a landlord who

has no gauge for the value of his property other than

the size of your bid. Until several years ago offshore

he government had no seismictracts were leased for which

data. For the last few year I have been assured tha

tract. Clearly, however,there is "some data" on every

more data is needed as it is enormously valuable both

or the development of a rational leasing program and

for insuring that a fair price is obtained. The De-

traent's failure to collect the data is an unjustified
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concession to tne oil industry and its desire for

secrecy and an abrogation of the Department's duty

to protect the public interest in the Outer Continental

Shelf.

The lack of geophysical data seems to present

some environmental problems as well. Since only a

small percent of any sedimentary basin will ever prove

productive, the usefulness of the environmental impact

studies over a broad area will be limited unless those

few areas can be located in advance of nominations to

allow for in depth environmental study and planning a

the most likely sites for drilling. The Department's

capability to provide this guidance and locate these

areas in advance with its present policies is clearly

inadequate.

There is one further aspect of offshore

development that is often overlooked in the rush to

discuss oil policy. This is the development of natura

gas supplies. Estimates of gas on the Atlantic Coast

from Canada to Georgia, while highly speculative, rang

from 36 to 74 trillion cubic feet. The price at which
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this environmentally acceptable fuel is brought

to market depends upon the Federal Power Commission

which regulates well-head prices and pipeline rates.

prices, as in the regu-In the establishment of gas

lation of offshore oil leas ng, the agency is hampered

by a lack of information and again not apparently dis

Just as with the Depart-satisfied with the situation

ment of Interior, there is need of concentrated non-

he public interest. Newindustry pressure to protect

ly premium prices for theirEngland consumers presently

gas as well as their oil. They have a special interest

is high enough toin seeing that the offshore gas pric

make production economically attractive without creating

windfall profits and exorbi Nt consumer prices

«er Commission has adoptedSince the Federal F

incentive pricing in the regulation of well-head ga

prices, the extent of gas reserves has become a critical

issue in the calculations. The only comprehensive estimates

made by the American Gasserves, however, are

Association (AGA). The FPC has no independent capability

estimate reserves. The reliability of the industry
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figures has come under question since there is both

a clear motive for under estimations and since there

were significant decreases in reported reserve addi-

tions in 1954 and again in 1968. In each case the

timing corresponded to major industry campaigns in

which the cry of gas shortage was heard repeatedly.

In 1955 the effort was a legislative one to amend

the Natural Gas Act. In 1968 the battle was with

the Commission over higher prices urged under the

threat of a gas shortage.

In 1971 the Commission announced the

National Gas Survey. At the time there was strong

pressure to develop gas reserve figures since in

some areas the Commission's legally required Form

15 reports showed reserves under contract by inter-

state pipe lines exceeded AGA figures by as much as

33%,. When the Survey got underway, however, it

looked more like it was shaped by the gas industry

than by a Commission charged with protecting the

public interest. The 17 FPC staff personnel assigned

to the study were outnumbered more than ten to one
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by over two hundred gas industry representatives

on various advisory committees. The procedure for

studying reserves starts with the suspect AGA

figures and involves nothing more than sampling them

on a "minimal basis". Since American Gas Association

(AGA) figures are submitted voluntarily and since the

companies sampleo will be merely requested rather than

ordered by law to present their reserve data for se-

lected fields, the Survey can be expected to uncover

the same information reported to the AGA. Thus at

best the Survey will be a republication of the AGA

figures distinguished primarily by the addition of the

Commission's seal of approval. No attempt has been

made to systematically reconcile the AGA figures with

those of Form 15 which must under law be fully and

accurately reported. No sanction is provided for

withholding information from the Federal Power Com-

mission in the course of the study and no information

will be collected on a field by field basis which

would allow the Commission or the public to dispute

any of the figures present



The Commission's pattern here of willing

;ompliance with the gas industry's wishes will only

ae changed when the presence of consumers.ence of consumers, state

nraents and environmentalists, where this isiraents and environmentausxs,:ove

can bothr-lobbyil£ ioun 6

ione

and blow the whistle on fiascos like the gas survey

when it is proposed by the agencies like the Federa

noramiowet

HAIRMAN. Mr. Calfee, I would like to ask t

1I

question. X would ask you if you agree that the follow-1 d

rwas ring statement w

Richard J.Gonzales of the American Petroleum Institut

and I am quoting him now: "with all the import quotaD

convinced that (a) there would have been les1

exploration for and development of oil and gas from

the United States .(b) oil and gas reserves and proi

Xuctive capacity would be far below current levelId be far below curr

W
( 31

moact on its balance of payments and shor

it is
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1

with that statement?

MR. CALFEE. Well, I have heard of Mr.

Gonzales paper on that and I haven't gone over it

thoroughly. X understand response to that is

ng developed presently and I would be glad to

übrait a rebuttal

CHAIRMAN. It was only recently made

lit. I think i

lv ‘mtnission withprc

nlre

T os 1

questio

j very much, srr

3 that this hearing is going forth without th

}f tt

■h lun
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equipment, apparently not necessarily pollution

control equipment, quadrupled from 26 to 103. In

90% of the cases only verbal directions to correct

the discrdpan I might also addwere issued

that this Commission exte go' an invitation to the

e to today's hearing. TheyAmerican Petroleum Institu

would be here to monitorrefused but said that they

must be fair to themus. They did ask, and one

that we give them an

close of the hearing toopportunity to speak at th

respond to any statemen they found disagreemenhi

-rwith. This is of course re. Oncethey so

again I extend an invita o the American Petroleu.on ra

Institute if they are out there. If their positions

■fare sound thev do not ne ored treatment but they

can come forward to give hen respondes t imony

ssion. If they believe,to questions by this Co

ilson Laird has adehat I

quately discussed today 1 subject at our last hearing

by his passing reference o Dr challenge

to the Santa Barbara oil spill, then all one can

hfty



is that the American Petroleum Institute must fear a

challenge to both the Santa Barbara report an 3

their efforts to peddle the impact of oil co

taminatioi

I would just like as Chairman of this Coras

mission, and I am speaking as Chairman,only, if the oilIe

industr and if the Inte department thir h10

dwe are going to go away and leave the problem to th

entirely in their hands, they may be sure at this moraen

one individual intends to go full forward on tu

,nd the more the questions are ignored, the more the

questions go unanswered, and unsatisfactory partial

answers are forthcoming, the more our curiosi}

roused, the more determined we have become to have

a very real say in what happens to us. We in Sta

aKe hereaov VG1

no government closer to the people than our own an

it is up to us to protect and so I say to

3 the cthe Interior trt o

De sure that we intend to remain in the picture

alert, active and for our inters3

par
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hearing and call our first speaker on the agenda.

Mr, John McGlennon, who is New England Regional

Administrator of the United States Environmental

Protection Agency here in Boston. Mr, McGlennon.

MR. McGLENNON. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.

My name is John McGlennon, I reside at 1250 Lowell

I am Regional Adminis-Road, Concord, Massachusetts.

trator of the Environmental Protection Agency in

New Englan

for your invitation to address this Commission, Mr

Chairman, and after hearing your last statement I

glad to be accepted. lam gratified that Massa

chusetts is starting now to give a full public

hearing to the question of drilling for oil on the

Outer Continental Shelf.

I would like to resume the order of today's

I would like to express first ray appreciation
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Interior Secretary Rogers Horton has stated that offshore oil production in
Hr.; England is at least 10 years away - but it is my understanding that oil
leases could be mads as early as 197U.
Therefore it is imperative that there b® a fres and open discussion of the
facts. Now these hearings offer a valuable public forum for this purpose.

I would like to make it clear that the United States Environmental Protection
Agency has not yet taken an official position on this matter. However,
because the whole enaction of off-shore oil drilling will take into const
deration many environmental factors, I an hero today to explain just what
the role of sy agency will bo in the event that Secretary Morton proceeds
with this proposal

As you know, the granting of leases rests solely with the Department of the
Interior. Under the Outer Continental "naif Act of 195 h tho Secretary of
the Interior has authorization to lease land for oil and gas drillir
found under the earth floor. At present, some 20 percent of United States
oil comes from unci; r water

In 1939 tho Katlor.'.l Environmental Policy Act set forth the basic policy
ill l‘e runs ell practio;l)li ksswj eiid masrui'is to

•otect oavironr-snsal values. Tics Act requires tho agencies to adopt
iccifio measures vo carry out this policy throughout their planning and

rrii'orment* 1 factors must bacons
jrly plana..mg, program development,

decision risking. Serious evaluation of e;

a full partner, an interval partner, in e
project formation and decision making

Therefore, before losses are granted by the Department of tho Interior
a detailed environmental impact statement roust be fried.

This statement will bs a highly technical analysis c.f the hazards to public
health and welfare, passible dangers to the ocosyston, esthetic
cuKulativs effects and secondary effects, and the evaluation of possible
benefits versus possible environmental costs.

Tho EPA will bs recuired to review the impact statement on off-shore oil
n it. If we dater.uina that a proposeddrilling tad consent in writing on it. If we dater.uina that a proposed

federal^action is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health
nr welfare nr environmental oualitv. the matter must be referred to the

ory

or welfare or envirer,.rental quality, the matter must be
President's Council on Environmental Quality v:hich would have final say
oil such on impact statement

I should also point cut that the I-rcodom of Information Act of 1969 re
statements availablequires federal agencies to make environmental

.or to the granting ofor public comment and r
leases for off-chore oil drilling, state ana local officials as well
tho general nubile will have the opportunity to express thsir views on the
impact statement.
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we don't provide the proper evaluation

of planning moneys and resources compared to the

benefits or liabilities of the project that we

are going forth on. We have large sums of money

available, for instance, for the building of water

treatment facilities, amounting to about two billion

dollars and yet the percentage of funds we spend

on planning, where those funds are going to be spen

really doesn't relate properly to the total amount.

I would say that in the environmental impact

statement evaluation you can be assured that all the

resources we have available to us to make an intelli-

gent study will be utilized for this purpose, both

by the regional office and in our headquarters in

Washington. We are very sensitive to the, at least

omments that have been raisedin New England, to

the questions raised by your Commission and the New

England governors and it seems to me that it is our

responsibility to give a full and detailed review of

this statement and we will provide copies of our re

to you.

I think tha



The ultimate decision as I said will be LADE

number one, by the Interior as to whether or not they

want to take into account the recommendations that

we may make, and if they choose not to, ultimately

by the Council on Environmental Quality and in

fact the decision could ultimately be made by the

president himself.

CHAIRMAN. We are aware that the

Interior is proceeding cautiously but it doesn't

seem like a very large commitment. That kind of

commitment doesn't seem to indicate the kind of

cautious approach to the matter that we are hoping fo

MR. McGLENNON. I think that this in-

dicates clearly to me at least that the National

Environmental Policy Act requiring impact statement

was fully warranted, because if a department chooses

resources to make thesenot to allocate sufficient

the impact statement review processkinds of stu

will force them to do so, and if they don't do it

somebody else will. So that hopefully the full facts

will be brought to ligh
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CHAIRMAN. If you in touch with the

Interior Department will you give them our regards

and ask if we promise to stay off the subject of oil

quotas that they will ilighten

of the other question1

MR. McGLENNON. I will be hat

mgs to ill

CHAIRMAN. I have just about determined nevern

to mention oil import quotj

lost sensitive nerve imaginable and ends all further,nd ends all fu

he Interior31SCI rtment

Are there any other questions fr braroission

Tippy from the Attorney General's Off

MR. TIPPY. Mr. McGlennon, fir

ng the revenues that precor

rnd and Water Conservation Fund on the Atlant

hould tha 6

1 ur

bl hopefully some portion of tl

enues might go entirely to the State governments.
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preempted by the IQ 3 provision al

Water Pollution Control Act and the State of Florida

intends to appeal this sui which was brought by the

petroleum industry and h invited other coastal

states with similar laws on the books as the Common

wealth is situated, to join in their appeal. Do

you know whether EPA is urging that the Federal

government take any position as a possible inter-

vener in this case, on behalf of the right of the

states to currently regulate tanker shipments of oil

in their waters or in opposition?

MR. McGLENNON, No, I don't know that the

Agency has taken any position on that particular

litigation and I frankly am not sure whether they

would or not. It is my understanding that the, doesn

the legislation also include jurisdiction for the

Coast Guard to have, give some jurisdiction to the

Coast Guard for regulation of coastal shipping of

n-i 1 ?

MR. TIPPY. Yes, they do.

MR. McGLENNON. Perhaps they might intervene

in the Fede
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on one side or the other, perhaps we should.

it should be considered wiMR. TIPPY. Well, thin

the Council or the Agency at some point. That is all

CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Commissioner Brownell

have a question. Did I geCOMM. BROWNELL I tin

impression when you were t ng this morning tha he

EPA was not involved in any studies in offshore leas inn ?

MR. McGLENNON. Well, I indicated to the

Chairman's question that I wasn't sure whether we ar

her we are directly partor not. I don't know whe

cipating with Interior o; these stud:

nalCOMM. BROWNELL Are you as an Agency, Reg c

office?

MR. McGLENNON. No, not in the Agency, not

in the Regional Office on't know whether we are

ink that is a good poinin Washington or not. I t

all right with you I willMr. Chairman, and if it

icipating or doing anyfind out whether we are

independent studies and I will respond to you in a

letter

I have.
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the Commonwealth to ascertain the impact of any development on the

environment and to identify the information needed to determine

proper safeguards and standards

Natural Resources to speed

resources recently authorized

i scope, where possible, to

"I have asked the Department of

completion of the survey of mineral

by the Legislature and to expand it

include offshore resources.' 1

"I am also asking the other four coastal New England Governors,

through the New England Governors' Conference, to join with me in

lental implications of mineral

as a whole. This will be

examining the economic and envirom

development offshore to the region

achieved through a joint committee of our two federal-state agencies

the New England Regional Commission and the New England River Basins

to this group the problems we have

source of fuel energy for New

ttee's assignment will be to

Commission. I need not describe

in obtaining a reasonably-priced

England. Consequently, the comm

develop basic information upon w'

established and to examine every

ich a regional position can be

facet of oil leasing, development,

shipment and processing to achieve the maximum economic benefit to

the region consistent with a policy of mineral environmental

degradation

In considering the environmental and ecological impact of offshore oil o

,as development, we must consider the potential effects of such an operation

It has already been determined in previous testimoft;

-bv this Commission that the Georges Bank area off our coasts is one of the speci
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its fishery

about 1

because of

100 mile

to local

areas under consideration for oil and gas extraction. Many of you are also

aware that this submerged plateau which juts out from Cape Cod like a huge

thumb, has been traditionally the source of great protein production in the

form of high quality seafood. Such production is a renewable resource,

capable of continued and even greater utilization as long as the necessary

habitat and water quality is maintained in the future and the opportunity

to efficiently harvest this crop is not abridged by other resource users.

I believe it is pertinent to review some statistics on the producti

recent years. Until 1960, the Geof fish from the Georges Bank area

operation. An average of about oneBank fishery was almost entirely a U

ough the 1950 essels fbillion pounds were taken annually th

ts of Gloucester, Boston and New Bedfoprimarily out of the Massachusetts p rd

mted to almost 1/3 of the total U.S. catch andThis volume of landing

the nation withmade Massachusetts the leading stat n

love into the Georfleets beg.Commencing in 1960 fore m,

biBank area and by 1965 the total fish catch had r

Since 1965, the catch has averaged over 1.5 billion pounds. In 1970 if thi

catch had been landed entirely by U.S. fishermen, it would have been worthre

t

Despite a decline in fishery landings in Massachusetts in

oreign flti

suited in landings worth 275 million dollars on the retail lev

Thus, it can be t e
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carefully considered. This means that detailed information on the

environmental impact of such operations on Georges Bank is necessary for

logical decision-making. We must not be made to believe that what has been

good (or not too harmful) for the Gulf

automatically allowable off our coast.

or West Coast would therefor be

The lack of effective conservati

resources by our national government a

a warning to the Commonwealth that fis'

on the national level and therefor shu:

interests.

>n management of the offshore fishery

id the international community should be

leries may not be too highly regarded

ited aside in favor of oil and gas

impower the Commonwealth to protect and

; or more off our coast. We are very

Chapter 1104 of the Acts of 1971

manage the fisheries resources 200 mile

much aware of the constitutional problei

but are in the process of drafting regu

is associated with this legislation,

ations pursuant to the mandate of the

Act. We are determined to show reasonable stewardship to these living resource

which have been so important in the past and have so much to offer for the long

term future.
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Thank you very much CommissionerCHAIRMAN

Brownell. Would you say that in your opinion, the

Commonwealth would be able to cope with a major oil

spill?

Chairman, I think thatCOMM. BROWNELL. Mr

are talking about whenwe have to consider what we

If we are talkingwe say "a major oil spill"

about something similar to Torrey Canyon, or

something similar to Santa Barbara, I don't think

totally alone the Commonwealth could cope with such

a situation but there is a plan developed, a natural

disaster plan, in cooperation with the Environmental

Protection Agency, Coast Guard, and Commonwealth to

activate certain resources available but even with

this I think we have to say and raise the question

whether anybody totally could cope with a major

spill such as Torrey Canyon,

CHAIRMAN. I think your answer is obviously

no. How about the Santa Barbara one? Nobody seemed

able to cope with that

COMM. BROWNELL. I think the Santa Barbara
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situation. Secretary Morton tried to explain one time

in detail just what happened out there, was a

geological formation of rocks, sedimentary material,

which I believe,in my opinion and not anyone's else.

rigs or drilling should have never been allowed to

take place, and we see the results of what happened.

I think this is a very limited area, this type of

geological formation throughout our coast

CHAIRMAN, We really have no assurance at

this time, do we?

COMM. BROWNELL. No, we do not.

CHAIRMAN. Any questions? Senator Mendonca?

SENATOR MENDONCA. Commissioner, in the next

to your last paragraph of your statement, you have

touched on what I feel is one of the most important

issues, where our fisheries are concerned, "the lack

of effective conservation management of the offshore

fishery resources by our national government and the

international community should be a warning to the

Commonwealth that fisheries may not be too highly

regarded'.'. Do you have any plans to try to change
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this situation?

think this is one of theICOMM. BROWNELL

impetus, Senator Mendonca, of the passage of Chapter

1104 of last year, because we saw that the Federal

government and the International community were

not actually taking an active part in preserving

the valuable resources that we have off our coast

We also see that a proposal coming up for a Florida

Sea Convention in 1973 where the Federal Government

Our national defense isplaces fisheries way down

the prime concern and the fisheries are more or less.

it is going to be used I think as a bargaining point

with other nations. And if we continue to have

the increase in foreign vessels fishino in our

waters, that we have had over the past two years, why

now, we see the Japanese vessels, Cuban vessels,

many other vessels who were never there, we are just

not going to have our resources in a very short

period of time to effectively and commercially

catch. Our fisheries now are dwindling. There is

no question about it, because of this total fishing
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This is one of the things that the Inter-pressure

national community has not based its studies on or

its findings on is the total fishing pressure

They are talking about species, regulating quota

systems as you well know from New Bedford for yellow

tail and haddock but this is a species. It is not

the total fishing pressures that are being looked

at and if this isn't done, we just are not going to

have the resources

As you know Commissioner,SENATOR MENDONCA

I was very active in the passage of 1104, Many

people including the Federal government felt that we

in Massachusetts were supe seding our duties and yet

three years ago when I tried similar legislation by

memorializing Congress, we reached nowhere. And

to announce that todayMr. Chairman, I would like

I filed legislation which 11 make it illegal tow

1 in the territorialexplore, drill or produce o

he territorial waterswaters of Massachusetts

Ed on is the 200 milethat this leaislation is b

limit approved last year by the Legislature, as being
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contested in the Federal Court at present This

bill whichl hope will see its way through calls on

the Director of Marine Fisheries to prevent any off-

shore oil drilling.

Coming from a district where fishing is the

major occupation and brings in each year millions of

dollars of commerce to the area, X am gravely con-

cerned about the current proposals of offshore oil

drilling.

Although the government has assured the

Governor, this Commission and the public that no

leases have so far been granted to allow drilling,

X have serious reservations about the final outcome

of this entire matter. I feel that in spite of our

efforts offshore drilling may become a reality and

a noble and needed industry, - fishing - will be

destroyed. Therefore, I have filed this legislation

probably in advance of what this Commission may

recommend but I felt it was very necessary and very

important to get legislation at least initiated
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even it it is held up for future reference by this

Commission, but I felt, Mr, Chairman, that it is

only a small step and it in no way represents the

conclusions of this subject. Efforts must continEfforts must continue

to halt offshore drilling and make our Federal

government aware of the severe problem that we here on

the Eastern Coast are faced with.

COMM. BROWNELL. Mr. Chairman, may I say,

Senator Mendonca, that is very interesting information.

I think the Attorney General has to play an important

part in that legislation looking at what he has said

in the opinion that he has given on the 200 mile bill

and also with the case before the United States Supreme

Court, U. S, versus Maine, but I certainly think that

it will give the Department of the Interior and others,

as we found out with that bill which we passed last

year and the State Department certainly a few things

to think about.

SENATOR MENDONCA. That is what I hoped to

create

CHAIRMAN. I understand that the Attorney
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V

General's representative, Mr Tippy, has a question.

Commissioner.

MR. TIPPY. Commissioner, do you feel that in

the light of all the problems that you have out lined

that it would be in the interest of the Commonwealth

f c plan for the over-to formulate a fairly spec

all management of our coastal zone?

COMiM. BROWNELL. Yes, I do, Mr. Tippy, I

hat we have to look atthink that one of the thing

and are looking at at the present time is if the

Federal government does go ahead sometime in the

future and asks for nominations and then goes forward

with leasing and we do have development of oil and

gas, there is a petro-chemical industry that is

associated with oil development, gas development

out there, and they look for support facilities, v/here

are they going to look? They are going to look

towards the nearest coast line to do it and I think

to be prepared and in tuiiwe have to come up, we have

ndustry should go, if itbe able to set forth where

of industry and we can onlshould go at all, what type

program of coastal managementdo this with a policy and a
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Any further questions? Thank you Commissioner

CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Dr. Max

Blumer of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

DR. BLUMER. My name is Max Blumer. lam

associated with the Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitute which is a non-profit research organization.

Mr. Chairman, Members of this Commission, I

very much appreciate your invitation to speak to

you on the environmental impact of oil. I would

like to address myself to the following questions:

(1) What is the scientifically accepted knowledge

with respect to the effects of hydro carbons

in the environment?

lem of oil pollution?(2) How large is the prot

rience with the 1969(3) What has been the expe

spill at West Falmouth

(4) Does this experience relate to the problem

shore oil development?connected with off

ive us a more definite(5) Can further results c

vironmental effect ofassessment of the er

offshore oil production within a reasonable

time frame, and
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(6) If development takes place how can the

environment and human health be protected?

The first question, what is the scientifically

accepted knowledge on the effects of hydrocarbons in

the environment? I am sure you are aware of many

statements which sav that our knowledge of this is

very rudimentary. There is a controversy. Much

more research has to be done and so on, I believe in

spite of this there is a body of knowledge on the envir-

onment's mental effects in the face of oil pollution

which is presented in the published scientific litera

ture, much of which predates the accident of the

Torrey Canyon in 1968

An area which is quite well understood is

the area of the persistence of oil in marine sediments.

This is a key question in our present thoughts on the

origin of petroleum and I believe that everyone who

worked in that year and the scientific public in general

agrees that if organic matter and hydrocarbons speci

fically were not preserved in sediments for geologically

long time spans, we would either have far less oil or the

oil that we are producing would look very different.
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for long time spans is scientifically accepted

Another area is the area of the uptake of

hydrocarbons by organisms and the transfer in the

marine food chain. Cahnmannat the National Insti-

tute of Health did an investigation in the polluted

sediments in Norfolk Harbor and published these in

1967. This predates the Torjsy Canyon and said: The

present investigations show that oysters are able to

take on polycycled aromatic type of carbons from

polluted surroundings. This is in a published scient

opinion. It has not been rejected. It has not been

in any way indicated to be incorrect and in later

investigations like ours at West Falmouth and in

Galveston Bay or in work at Australia again has

demonstrated that hydrocarbons derived from petroleum

do get into marine organisms and are passed on in

the marine food chain until they reach us in foods.

Thirdly, the very large effort by the oil in

dustry to establish the composition of petroleum

over the last several decades was obviously in the
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interests of the oil industry who must know what the

material is they are dealing with, therefore, the com-

position of crude oil, not in every detail bu

in a larger sense is known One knows that crude

oil contains compounds which are toxic for organisms

and toxic for humans. There is no question about

this. So I do not consider this the prime environ

mental hazard of oil pollution. Petroleum also does

contain hydrocarbons that are known to cause cancer

I think that it is important for a scientist to say

this because statements are being made, and I have

read one recently which says that there is no scientific

foundation to th

In a report by the British Medical Research

Council, that Council in 1966, again this predates

the Torrcy Canyon, sai

It has been demonstrated by means of biological

tests that many of the oil fractions is evidence

hat there are carcinogens in the crude oil for

throughout the investigation every precaution has

been taken to avoid thermal decomposition and
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right?

Inlc

chemical re-arrangement of the compounds present in

the crude oils. Chemical identification of many com-

pounds has been achieved and a few of these are capable

of producing tumors. This is a fact that I think as

scientists we cannot throw into the winds

CHAIRMhN. The fact that there is actually

a causal connection between the oily substance and can-

cer, the disease, that is what you just said, in that

DR. BLUMER. Yes, the fact that the substances

have shown in animal tests,which do cause cancer which

known to cause cancer iscancer exposure which is

established.

And now passing on the second problem, howto

large is the problem of oil pollution? No natural re-

source is being used without some waste and without ac-

cidental loss. How large is this for oil? Kinney of

studied the situation in Cookthe University of alaska h£

Alaska and he believes tates in his paper that

about 0.03% of the oil produced or approximately one

three-thousandsths of the oil produced is being spilled.

This is based on sightings. He says "almost all large
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accidental spills" and estimates for influx from

waste water. It does not include however, small

scale chronic pollution which is not evident from

such survey, not the disposal of oil saturated

drilling mud.

wet oas into the wateror not the blowing off of

column as it is practiced in the Gulf of Mexico,

therefore, I believe that his figure of l/3000th

is probably conservative

A year ago I was a member and Chairman o

the panel of the FAO, the detection and monitoring

petroleum in environment The Panel members at my

inception were all members representing the oil

industry and we agreed in the final report that

the minimum figure for the spillage world-wide is

at least one million tons of crude oil per year

going into the ocean. The figure which we put into

the final report was between one and ten million

tons, leaving this open. This is a fraction of one

2000th to one 200 of the total oil being produced.

There are three principal reasons for the oil spill age

One is accidental spillage and you are all aware of
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this and I think much of this is preventable.

However, we should realize that there is much

spillage at this time still that is intentional

because it is cheaper than recovering the oil

and bringing it to shore.

Last week in Buzzards Bay there were two

different batches of oil coming to shore. This

was an oil which was washed up in West Falmouth

on the 28th of January. We had another oil

coming in a few days earlier than this. We have

analyzed these oils. Both of them are whole crude

oil. This immediately dispels their origin from

pleasure craft and non-tanker commercial vessels

who do not transport whole crude oils. This is

a whole crude oil orginiating from a tanker that

either had an accident or washed its tanks in the

relatively narrow body or water of Buzzards Bay.

CHAIRMAN. And you picked this up yourself?

CHAIRMaN. And how sir, recently

DR. BLUMER. January 28th of this year.

DR. BLUMER. Yes.
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CHAIRMAN. January 28th, last week?

CHAIRMAN. Was there any report of an oil spill?

DR. BLUMER. Yes, the Coast Guard had surveyed

it was over flights, and checked it on the beaches

But I checked with the Coast Guard. They do not

know which vessel it cane from.

CHAIRMAN. No vessel reported a spill?

DR. BULMER. Not that I know of. We have a

collecting program together with the Bermuda Bio-

logical Station and what I have just presented to

Senator Bulger is a Tar Ball that washes in at the

shore of Bermuda. We have analyzed about a hundred

Our analysis all showof these tar balls so far.

that these are all derived from whole crude oil

and not from refined products so therefore, they

are the result of release from tanker vessels on

the open ocean

Chairman.SENATOR ALYMER. Mr

CHAIRMAN. Senator Alymer.

SENATOR ALYMER. Haven't we also found these

DR. BLUMER. Yes.
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tar balls off our Massachusetts coast?

DR. BLUMER. Yes, and on Martha's Vineyard.

This is a world-wide occurence, in the Mediterranean

and in the Indian Ocean.

is about the size of aCHAIRMAN It

baseball

DR. BLUMER. Yes. So the first reason for

spillage, accidental spillage which I believe is

preventable. There is an unrecognized pollution

from it, low level. We believe that much oil gets

into the ocean from sewerage treated or untreated

that may be damaging to the near shore environment

Now what is the effect of this pollution

and can't be documented by a tudy?

That is the third question. What is the

documented history of the West Fat Falmouth oil spill?

As you probably remember in September, 1969 a barge

'est Falmouth and releasedran ashore on the coast of

fuel oil into the coastalapproximately 600 tons of #

proceeding for two yearswaters. Investigation is nc

and we still find oil from that spill in the sediments
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off shore and in shore.

Could I have the slides, please? The first

slide gives vou the geographic location. The second

slide and the third slide then will give you an idea

of the rate of degradation of the oil in the environ-

ment off shore and in shore.

stages possibly overlapping. In the first stage

within hours or days after the spill there was a

heavy kill of all organisms that came in contact

with the oil. Buzzards Bay is the restricted body

of water between Cape Cod and the mainland, the

coast off Massachusetts inshore.

Next slide please. These are valueless for

oil content in the sediments in a marine station over

the period extending to two years and the main thing

I want you to look at is the gradual decrease of the

oil from very high values after the spill and some

months after to the present. We still have in the

sediments at this station oil exceeding 100 mgs. per

100 drams of dry rate of sediment. If you extrapolat

In this investigation we distinguished three
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very cautiously the decline in this curve, you

come to the conclusion that the life of the oil

at that station will probably extend for at least

four years. Next slide. The same thing is evident

from a Marsh Station. The Marshes are also very

heavy oriented by oil that was brought into the

Again the oil is de-marsh by the tidal action.

creasing but at a very slow rate. Slide please.

I would like you to consider that the oil

spill there is relatively light oil, #2 fuel oil,

which many people up to that point have said is not

a severe environmental problem because it evaporates

rapidly and has no further consequences.

I spoke of the first stage in the investigation

the very heavy immediate kill. The second stage then

within weeks to months, after the accident there was

a spill of the oil and the kill extended to areas not

affected in the beginning. It was at this stage that

we noted the up take of oil by the organisms which led

to the losing of the shellfish grounds which except

for the taking of scallops still remain closed. The
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third stage then is the degr :dation of the oil.There

is not as one had thought before any signs of evapor

ation as a major mechanism to depleting the oil. It

is in part material and in part a solution in the water

of the coastal areas.

Peoplehave demonstrated results of the labora-

tory experiments which show that the area can degrade

oil very rapidly. We compare our analysis with such

data and we see that the oil two years after the ac-

cident in the sediments is s ill less degraded than

in the laboratory experiments after thirty-six hours

Principally because of the lesser availability of

oxygen of nutrients and of stirring and agitation

which is provided at the same time with higher tern'

perature in the laboratory.

During this phase the area started to be

resettled first by most resistent opportunists in

the fauna, later by a gradually more varied and more

normal fauna. However, oil remains in the sediments and

we do not know and this is a very difficult problem to

assess what the long terra effect of the remaining oil
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on these populations would be.o

The area affected, which is a small spill,

,000 in the Torrey Canyon600 tons compared to 10

re, it can nowsmallis a relatively he
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fected. If anot beech have nout s rde areas w
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in toxiclower. Also this fu

ich areuclear aromatic hyy
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t Falmouth

tion. Ite

is often said that everyone agrees a fuel oi
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So this I have to sayand so on.

place fuel oil is a product which is shipped across

the ocean and which is being spilled and has the

effects which are demonstrated. The second is that

fuel oil is an important part of crude oil and it

is contained in crude oil, as such, therefore, if

it is toxic when alone, the same compounds are

it should also be toxicpresent in crude oil and

in crude oil. Next slide please.

au of Mines has presentedSmith of the Bure

sites of oil analyses.data on approaching 6000

In this slide you see for old oils 3,600 and some,

the composition in terms of per cent of sample

which contains a certain percentage of gas oil

in the whole crude. Now

gas oil is a fraction which is slightly narrower

at West Falmouth andthan the fuel oil spille

in these samples gas oil content lies almost

In youngerexclusively between 20 and

sediments, next slide, this content may grow much

imith has pointed out extending againhigher

In the first

definition Smith's
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to as high as 65% ando;from steeply rising at

higher. Light please.

The composition o the oil that possibly

might be produced on the coastal continental shelf

of Massachusetts is not known at this time, however.

the data which I have presented which Smith has demon-

strated in the paper X am referring to makes sure that

there is a very high guarantee the oil which will be

produced here will have a fraction corresponding to

the fuel oil spilled at West Falmouth amounting to

This is a significantbetween 20 and 35% or more.

fraction

It is for these reasons that I believe that the

effect which we measure for fuel oil is an effect

which is representative not only for this oil but

for refined products and for crude oil in general.

In addition, in trapped and in crude oiluel

sent which are notthere are toxic compoun

were dealing with atpresent in fuel oilthat we

n crude oil contains higherWest Falmouth. In additi

oducts which are environ-molecular cracked weight
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mentally much more persistent than the fuel oil

here and therefore the persistence should be

much greate

surprising, and in faIt is one of the

ironical thing in this field of study of th

environmental effects from oil that the dat

which I have shown to you of the oil content at

West Falmouth and the decrease over time are the

only data of this kind in existence yet

the Department of NaturalCHAIRMAN. I think

ratulated for havingResources deserves to be con

funded the study down there. We are fortunate to

have it.

fth question, can fur her

reserves give within reasonable time a more definite

assessment of the effect of oil production. I believe

what I have said so far should demonstrate conclusively

that we know a great deal about the environmental per-

sistence of oil in marine idiments as in marine organ-

isms and about its toxicity I believe that reserves

can be planned to answer this important question for

DR. BLUMER. The f
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expense. We have in this cour

producing regions. We have oil production off shore

in the Gulf of Mexico and production off shore
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or are they not polluted None of these questions

have been answered.

The New England Coast still offers rela-

tively unpolluted harbors and a relatively un-

polluted shelf. Before it is exposed, I think

we should know what the effect is elsewhere and

we have an obligation to learn this not from ad-

vertising claims but from scientific investigation

which should be supervised by a body that can be

industry and by theaccepted both by the oil

scientific public

I believe the effort in such an investiga

tion is small. The work of the chemists at West

Falmouth that we are carrying out, is being carried
a

out by Achemist and one assistant on a part time basis

This is a trivial investment in terras of the value

that is involved.

The sixth question, if development takes

place how can we protect the environment and human

health? It is my opinion that if development takes

place there will predictably be environmental
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degradation because there will predictably be

spillage of the rate that I have said. However,

the environment has a certain tolerance to oil

pollution and up to a certain level it can re-

stion is how large iscover from it. The qu

this capacity

If this capacity is exceeded pollution becomes

may become catastrophicpersistent and the effects

The best chance toand extend to other areas

see changes appearing can only be secured if we

have a complete survey of the area before either

exploration or exploitation takes place. We must

have an assessment of the bottom fauna, of the

bottom flora and of the chemistry of the organisms

and of the sediments.

CHAIRMAN. You are not aware of any survey

that is being made now before?

I don't know of any. ThisDR. BLUMER. No

must be followed up during the entire production
he

period with a continuous vey of environmental

state.

in December an oilI have just atten
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shale conference in razil hicb a delto gate

of the United States Dep, iartment of the Interio

was invited and he presented a paper on the

United States policy in oil shale development whic

I think relates very much to questions that

I am raising here id, that the Department

of Interior has made it a condition that before

exploitation of the oil shale in the west takes

place an ecological survey of the area is made

That the survey is continued during exploitation

think this is veryand that the quota, and I

important, the quota of production are tied to

I think this is ourthe environmental state

production and a healthyonly chance to have oil

nvironment live together at the same time
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The quota of production is tiedCHAIRMAN.

to the environmental status?

DR. BLUMER. Yes. Finally the question

about public health. Again it is one of the almost

ironical situations in this field that the excellent

methods which are now available to the organic chemist

are hardly applied in the field of oil pollution.

If we have shellfish which is polluted by mercury

we know it takes sophisticated analytical tools

Too many people up toto determine the mercury

now have been content to see whether the marine

organism is visually polluted by black oil or not

We roust measure this and assess it in a quantita-

tive manner. In addition to this there are hardly

any permissible levels established for the safety

an urgent thing to do.of oil in seafoods. This is

It is not enough that we measure and say this

organism is contaminated with so many parts per

million of oil. The public should know under the

best present public health and medical knowledge

is this safe or is this not saf
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With this I want to I have material

including the latest report on our investigation in

West Falmouth which will appear public very soon

in a draft form and I would like to give this and the

material that I have researched to the Commission

CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that very much,

Doctor. Do you have any thoughts specifically as

to George's Bank and what the risks would be there

if oil operations were to commence? It is difficult

to make a specific statement but we are interested

in that particular place and if you have any

thoughts at all on that subject we would appreciate

hearing them.

DR. BLUMER. I am a chemist more than a

biologist and therefore I have addressed myself

mostly to the questions of the chemical persistence

of oil. The effects, I believe that theI believe that the

effects which we have measured in West Falmouth are

the effects that you get with any type of marine

organisms under any conditions whether it is oil or

a refined fuel. I would therefore expect that
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from an

spillage in that area from the disposal of oil

loaded drilling blasts or actual oil reaching the

bottom would have similar effects

CHAIRMAN. You haven't heard in your studies

whether there is any less risk to the marine environ

ment from exploratory drilling than from production

drilling? Do you have any comment at all to make

on the difference?

DR. BLUMER. From the point of view only of

oil pollution the situation is somewhat different

in that in exploratory drilling you do not deal

with pipelines and with harbor installations but

you may have oil being released both drilling and

actual discovery

CHAIRMAN. Do you have any statement to make

as to the state of art of oil spill counter-measures?

Are you aware of counter-measures, again in your

studies, I am recognizing that you are a chemist

but because you have dealt in this, I know that there

are various means that we have of cleaning up spills.
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Some of them we have, some of those counter-measures

have bad reputations. If you have anything to say

on that subject, we would be interested in hearing it

DR. BLUMER. X believe it is far less expen-

ive to bet your money on measures to avoid the
pills

avoidable oil an!counter-measures. I am not avare
A

of any counter-measures that completely avoid all

biological damage. Recovery certainly is to be pre-

ferred if it can be done very quickly. I think the

experience which I have seen, and this is from the

Press rather than through direct study, in spills

like the spill of the Navy vessel, U. S. S. Manatee

off California which spilled oil while doing a trans-

fer operation near President Nixon's West Coast

White House, demonstrated that the seagoing capabili-

ties to recover oil rapidly just does not exist.

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Horn

MR. HORN. Dr. Blumer, two or three questions

cited some very important

statistics on the extent of oil spillage and

you cited these as coming primarily I believe you

I am interested in. You
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said from oil tankers or sewerage waste and so forth.

Do you have any figure on what the extent of actual

seepage there is in the ocean which is a comparative

figure?

DR. BLUMER. X have a statement which I have

not here which I would be very happy to send you. It

is my interpretation in that statement that if the

spillage, that if you take the input rate from spillage

during the time since we have started producing oil

and extending over the entire time period until the

oil is exhausted and set this in comparison to the

total reserves offshore of oil, if seepage from these

reserves would equal the spillage rate or be anywhere

near it, the oil would have been depleted a long,

geologically long time before now. It is this that

has led me to think that the influx from seepage

is a relatively minor contribution and I will provide

you with figures

I would like to see thatR. HORN. Thank you

that the spillage isbecause the comment was made

far greater. I believe this was stated several times
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in the Santa Barbara area I am also interested in

your comment on these tar balls that you showed us

Is this residue after all the various parts have been

either evaporated or absorbed or eaten. This is the

residue that congomerates and floats?

DR. BLUt' is is an environmentallly altered

crude oil, yes, and we are looking at the crude oil,

at the analysis to interpret what type of environ-

mental alteration takes place, evaporation, dissolu-

tion, bacterial, degradation and so on. We believe

that the evaporation is a much smaller factor in

the alteration of these tar balls than has been

anticipated before. The tar ball still contains

hydrocarbons in the boiling range between the C-12

and C-16 hydrocarbons which have a relatively low

boiling point. They are the lower boiling fraction,

for instance, of the #2 fuel oil present in most tar

re also studying the degradation andballs.

composition in the tar balls from the outside to

the inside because the alteration, bacterial and

chemical takes place mostly on the outside and less
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on the inside and this should give us an indicator

of the age of the tar ball.

MR. HORN. Then you are saying that the tar

ball may be the natural conglomeration of the oil

the residue. In other wordswithout necessarily being

environment and coalesceit could pick up from the

on its own

MR. HORN. Also I am very interested in

your comment that you believe the effects observed

in West Falmouth are representative of either crude

or distilled products because of the big controversy

that has been raised in this area and would be the

same in any other area. Do you have any specific

references or data to support this belief? In

other words, are you aware of any specific research

work or studies that have been made to effect com-

parison?

DR. BLUMER. The reasons for the statement

that I have given is that as shown in those slides

which arc taken from the work of the Bureau of Mines

DR. BLUMER. Yes
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know?

the fuel oil spill in West Falmouth is a considerable

fraction of a whole crude oil and is present in

virtually all crude oil to the percentage of 15, and

20 to 30 plus. We know the effect here. If it is

present and is being spilled in the ocean as such

or in other forms of the crude oil, it should have

qualitatively if notapproximately the same effect

quantitatively.

MR. HORN. But you are not aware of a speci-

fic field study that has been made?

MR. HORN. You mentioned one other point,

in your graph of the greatest degradation of the oil in

the Falmouth area, on that slide the first two or three

months were lower at approximately 100 rags, than the

next following month. Was that a natural condition or

was that residue from the previous spilling, or do you

DR. BLUMER. The natural background is less

than 10%, probably 5% of the first 100 milligrams.

This is already from the spill and in one of the papers

which I have submitted we discussed this much more

DR. BLUMER. Not a field study, no
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extensively. All indications that we have suggests

that this very high peak in March of the first year

is due to redistribution of oil from the same spill

between the marshes and the offshore areas. The

analysis of the oil in March is exactly the same as

the analysis before March, in terms of the boiling point

and so on. There were no new spills in that area

It is demonstrably the same oil. At the same

time we see progressing from this inshore marine

station to offshore marine station a similar increase

and arrival of less degraded oil of the same composi-

tion farther out. We think this is the process of

redistribution and spread.

(presiding) Thank you,SENATOR MENDONCA

Dr. Blumer. You mentioned that you had a written

statement to one of the questions that Dr. Horn

asked you and I would appreciate it if you would

forward it to the Commission but before you leave, at

the last hearing, Mr, Laird from the American

Petroleum Institute testified that the Santa Barbara

spill was over-emphasized and that the area is

recovering better than expected, whatever that means.
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Can you comment on this and its effects, either your

personal opinion or official opinion?

DR. BLUMER. Yes. I have gone in considerable

detail through the two volume report on the Santa

Barbara oil spill and through the comments that have

been made in the press and elsewhere about the "dis-

crepancy" between that work and ours

I have submitted to you a copy of a letter

which I wrote to the Maine Environmental Imorovement

Commission in which I comment extensively on that

I think the two pointswork, how it relates to ours.

that I want to repeat here are, there are many points

in which the Santa Barbara investigation and our

investigation agrees. They, as we, find that oil

is persistent. That it gets taken up by the sediments.

That it spreads in the bottom sediments over a very large

area after the accident. The author of the second

volume says that within four months after the accident
basin

the entire floor of Santa covered with

oil-coated sediments derived from that spill. So

there is good agreement there. Where there is
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apparent disagreement I believe that this was due to

difference in the methods being used.

n the Santa Barbara investigation there was

gaschromatographyvirtually no chemistry, no

no analysis of shellfish, fisheries resources, and

other organisms by gaschromatography for the

presence of hydrocarbons, no analysis of hydrocarbons

by gaschromatography in the sediments. I feel

that therefore their conclusions just must be much more

limited than our conclusions are

SENATOR MENDONCA, Thank you very much, Dr

Blumer. Any further questions? Thank you very

much

We are now very happy to hear from Dr.

Norman Sanders from the University of California

at Santa Barbara, a member of the Sierra Club who

has come all the way to testify before this Commission.

Mr. Sanders

MR. SANDERS. Thank you Senator, Senator Mendonca

Members of the Commission. Ladies and Gentlemen.

I am Dr. Norman K, Sanders from the Department

of Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara.
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a Master's Degree in Coastal Geomorthology and a

Ph.D. in Coastal Geomorthology. I have come here

from California with a message, and that is "leave

your oil where it is." It s a good investment for

the future and if you exploit it now it is going to

be both a financial and a environmental liability.

and I will back up these comments. There is a state-

ment and X won't read the statement but I will merely

use the highlights of it and a little later I will

show some slides to emphasize these points.

I believe that all operations should be post-

poned in all off shore waters, including those off

Massachusetts because, with the present technology,

it is simply not possible to operate without waste

of the valuable oil resource and a hazard to the en-

vironment. Now this is my opinion and it is also the

opinion presently of the State Lands Commission of the

State of California, which has a moratorium on all

drilling in State waters and has had such for three

years now until the oil companies can demonstrate

I have a Bachelor's Degree in Geology-Geophysics,
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the ability to contain am oil spill and clean up an

oil spill once it has hit the water. The oil com-

panies have not been able to demonstrate this capa-

bility. The State Lands Commission has maintained

this moratorium, and incidently, the State of Cali-

fornia is losing some revenue over this but they

feel that the moratorium should be maintained.

There are specific hazards which attend

every phase of offshore oil exploration, production

and transportation. During the exploration phase

the test wells are drilled from floating barges.

and these floating barges are drilling into struc-

tures which are unknown, relatively unknown. They

may have some seismic profiles but they have not

drilled wells there before, obviously. They have

a high potential for blow-outs, for hitting high

pressure gas pockets. Even if they operate nor-

mally they do generate drilling mud and dump these.

I will talk more about that later. When they do

strike oil they have to measure the flow of the oil

This means they have to produce some of it. They
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bring it up on the barg< they try and burnand

it off in flaring devices. Sometimes, these de-

vices don't ignite and sometimes they just dump

it. So, if they do come across hydrocarbons they

are liable to dump thes in the channel. When

these exploratory wells h. ,ve been drilled, then

ped, Ththey are supposed to be c y found in

of these ex-the Santa Barbara channel that so

ploratory holes were no ■apped and are now seep-

ing, Also, they do cause for the fisa prob

ermen, the holes being :ven when t ley are capped

do have some, they do stick up abovl
of the sea bottom and the bottom fi

the surface

D

net tears on the exploratory wells

When the exploration establ shed the pres

ence of oil, the platforms are inst lied and I wi 11

show you some platforms so you may iet an idea vi su

ally how they actually look. When hey start dri llir

they plan abou

CHAIRMAN. Are you going to show us some

slides?
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illMR SANDERS Yes

CHAIRMAN. You let us know when you want us

to go outside there

ht. I hope they willMR. SANDERS. AH

fit on that screen. When they put in the platforms.

"or each platform. Thesethey plant about 50 wells

he proven blow-out ratewells are then drilled and

if you just take all the pi tforms, or all the holes.

1 the wells that have been drilled in offshore

waters and not the blobs, there are 2.8 blow-outs

per thousand wells, and this figure is obtained

from the U. S. Geological Survey, In addition to

the blow-out potential there is a continual leakage

of oil from these platforms when they are in produc-

tion. They dump oil overboard through inattention.

Sometimes deliberately. They dump drilling mud over

board. They dump acids overboard. Acids are used

to open up the wells to get a greater flow and they

acids ashore, pump themare supposed to take thes

them ashore.out of the wells and take

I
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In addition to this there is a fire hazard.

We note there has been recently several oil rigs

in the Gulf burning, and in our Santa Barbara Chan-

nel in the last three yea we have had two major

fires on platforms. Twenty-two wells on a Mobil

Oil pier near Santa Barbara were completely destroyed

by fire, and on an offshore platform a 12-well Stand-

ard Oil platform sustaine one million dollars of

damage and there was oil spillage during these fires.

The oil reaches, contamination in addition

to oil reaches the surface in a number of ways. When

re is high surcace in an oil well, they have to

do something to eliminate the surging and they blow

off petroleum into the surface, into the surface

water. Sometimes there are gas separating devices

that blow off some oil. The Barium Sulphate that

they use for drilling mud is a heavy substance. It

sinks to the bottom. They dump it down in the hole

while they are drilling. It brings up the cuttings,

and they drop the cuttings overboard and often the
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cuttings have traces of oil and Barium Sulphate on

them. The Barium Sulphate floats to the bottom in

the vicinity of the oil rig and is a toxic substance

and probably has some effect on the bottom life.

Sewerage is something that should be exam-

ined. These rigs have about 40 people on them. They

can generate sewerage which is part of the problem.

The California State Regional Quality Water Control

Board held hearings on this subject as to how much

contaminate' the platforms actually dump, and

the Sun Oil Company told that they dumped including

mud, cuttings, sexverage and the whole thing, 100,000

gallons of oil per day, excuse me, 100,000 gallons of

water per day containing contaminants were dumped off

the platforms

Transportation of oil in the Santa Barbara

Channel is done by pipeline. In most areas off shIn most areas off shore

ne. These pipelines areoil is transported by pipe

ogic hazards, such assubject to a number of geo

lides. As you may know.re laearthquakes,
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in the late 20s, I boiieve it was 1928, our commu-

S. and Europe were cutnications between the U

cables were broken by sub-off when the sub-marine

could also affect the pipmarine landslides. Thi

fishermenhazard tlines. Pipelines are

Their nets again are caught on the pipelines. Our

ter aboutfishermen in Santa Barbara are ve

the whole oil industry being there. We had a pip

line disaster in Santa Barbara. We had first our

blow-out in January of '69 and in December of '69

a pipe line ruptured and spilled 12,000 barrels

of oil into the Santa Barbara channel. So there

is a h. he W€xon o

as in the production of oi 1.

CHAIRMAN. We are told that we needn’t

worry about that, I for what the reason was16

now. lam just trying to recall, at the last

hearing they said that i was overplayed and ex-

aggerated and that tankers would be, there would

be more spillage and more danger, there was more

risk from.
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The oilOh, IMR SANDERS Yesee

companies say, look, let us produce oil offshore

instead of brinaing it in in tankers, but if you

xamine this offshore oil a’ iout 75% of it is car

ried in tankers anyway from the Gulf to East Coast

refineries and all of the o 1 produced in Sant

Barbara channel is carrie in tankers. It is un-1

loaded. It is piped to shore, unloaded into tanks

=rs to get to a refinery.and then loaded onto

So it is carried in tankers nyhow ana tne answer

to that question is, let us clean up our tankers

ally is to put more people o work.in American

tankers, with skilled crews rather than operating

on the cheaper foreign fl vessels withvery un-,c

skilled crews. Put American seamen to work in

American tankers.

Ji't compete, I guesCHAIRMAN. They c.

zardous nature of thisMR. SANDERS. The

offshore operation has been shown by the Insurance

Rating Board. In 19/0 they recommended cancellation
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of insurance for offshore operations to its member

companies. They claimed this exception for oil was

justified because the public was becoming increas-

ingly aware of the agonizing effects of oil spill-

age and resentful of the failure of oil risks, of

the ordinary steps tothe oil companies to take

avoid them.

Policy Branch of theThe Environmental

report to the Joint Econom-Library of Congress had a

ic Committee statino that the petroleum industry

should confine it's drilling to land and delay further

offshore operations

I think there are vo major questions that

technology has not been able to answer. One is con-

taining spills in the open sea and the other is dis-

posing of the spilled oil once it has been, well,

once they can't contain it. Then it ends up on a

beach some place and what do you do with it.

At the present time there is no boom arrange-

ment which will control oil in the open sea in seas

greater than five feet. Now a five foot sea isn't a
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There is no boom, according to thevery big sea

Coast Guard, the U. S, Coast Guard, that will con

trol oil in seas greater than five feet. In March

of this year, next month they are going to try it

again off Point Conception, off Santa Barbara.

They are using soybean oil. They are not going to

use petroleum oil, and they are going to try it

again and try another test

I have been monitoring these tests and we

get all sorts of people with beautiful ideas that

work well in a bath tub but just don't work in the

open sea. I have been flying over every test.

Every major test I have flown over and photographed

and none of them have worked so far in the open sea

The problem is that the oil splashes over the top

of the boom or underneath the boom and anything

that is small enough to be deployable quickly Just

can't control the oil. That is the problem. You

could put perhaps permanent structures in place.

These would be hazardous in their own right as
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navio hazards, but anything that is small

o be transpoenou just won't do the job.

will w you some pic ures in a moment

Che offer so hope, butlO'

is Dr. E lamer intimate' also of fer problc3

of toxicity, and it turn out that any chemica

rough to do anyOJ spill io an oil

toxic. In fact, it may to the marie more toxic ne

life ths n the oil it rfortunate ly, the oil

industry in our chann chemicals all the tin

On each corner, the pi orm has fou lajor corne

and on each corner they have a rain-bird sprinkler

like for your lawn, and they dump detergents allall

he time to make the oil spill look better. You

see, it is still spilling today. Five tto fifteen

barrels of oil a day is still spilling into our

channel and cosmetically they try to

better by dumping deter can 1 1 stopW'or

them.

CHAIRMAN. It do sn 1 t make you feel better

ake it look

7
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MR SANDERS. It doesn't make me feel betTt d

life guards on the beachall. In fact, thete

rina infections that havat Tatacemria have had h

been traceable to the det an the waterr c

lod of oil spills the bestStraw r

ordinary straw dumped onclean-ups. Straw, comm'

ou do with11, what dothe oil and picked up, W

a bunch of oily straw. The Air Pollution Control

district won't let you burn it, and if you dr

it anyhowthe oil lust oozes out of

y were doing with theWe wondered wha

3 we foundstraw during the oil spil clean

d been dumping it in a canout a year later they h.

yon a few miles west of town, and a year later

he said, "My God, thererancher called me up an

1an oil spill on my beach" and I went down there am

has seepedit was the oil from the oil spill tb

he waterdown the straw and was nowreentering

Another problem of offshore oj on

the hazard to navigation. These drilling barge
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have massive anchorage systems which extend 5000

feet from them, in other words, there is a 10,000

foot diameter that you cannot enter

iners, the Coast Guard

ing systems of theandreports: Tha

vessels may extend to 5,000 feet from the vessel

The limits of anchoring stem are marked by orange

ped buoys equipped withand white vertically str

white ligh hing eve Mar inersry two secon

:se buoys and the drill-should not pass between h

ing vessel

and they are not lit andThese are cable

le buoys may be lit, bu 5,000 foot v rty is

Oftentimes visability ispretty good visability.

less than that

yachtsmen had his boaOne of our local

sunk completely when he rammed an unlit buoy near

an oil platform. He was picked up by the Coast

Guard.

What we really worry about in the Santa

Barbara channel is a 250,000 ton oil tanker ramming

In a Notice to
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a 50-well platform in a fog, and we have alreadya

had one tanker collision in the channel. As we

know, the navigation of tankers is not fail-safe.

I think there is another very important aspect

here and I hinted at it in the beginnina. The

spillage of oil into of ore waters is an econ

omic problem as well a environmental one. We

don't have an infinite supply of oil. The oi

industry says we have an energy crisis and this

is true. What they are no aying is that this

energy cris becaus here exists only so

much oil in the world.

Ttive n out one
,

proc

the world. At ourquarter of all the oil n

on, by the year 2000,creasing rate of consumpt

we will have produced half of all the oil in the

e will have producedworld. By the year 2025

, and by the year 2050about three-quarters of

of the world's oil.we will have produce

estimates by the U. S.based on very conservat v

Geological Survey,
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We are wasting this oil now b our technology

is not adequate in eithe drilling or production.

nor in the prevention of oil spills. I believe

that we should put this oil in escrow for the fu-

ture. It will be wortl mo

It is like planting an orchard. Somebody

comes along and offers you $20,000 for a one

you are foregoing the pro^old orchard and you

fit that will come when your orchard grows up and

you start producing apple

Your oil off oast of Ma usetts,

and off the East Coast will be worth far more in

Vrorth mooyaltie d

pleted, and when the technology is capable of ex

tracting it without waste

There is always a question of jobs. Usually

the oil industry says as they did to us in Santa

Barbara, "this oil will use a lot of jobs if we

ns out it isn't soput in platfo I

the first place, the people who build and operate
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iese platforms are generally from Texas and Oklahnd C

They are migratory labor. They come in. They

these things up and then leave, and most of the pla

n drilled, irforms in the channel now that have been dr

fully autofact all of them that the

mated. There is not a person on them. They send outou

a crew once in a while. I don't think the job a

Nt is a very good one

Then of course we h, xoned you

Dept, of the I:had a n

terior. We knew him when. He was head of the b

Ole

s matched. Whenever there wasoil companies

a question about how much oil spilled he always ag

nst independent scientiswith the oil corapan

J, S. Geological SurveyWe came to believe that th

of the oil companies,was a wholly-owned subsidi

e man but I believe he isand Mr. Percora is

ndustry and I feel he isfirmly committed to the oi

position now as an Assisteven more dangerous in his

or than he was as head ofant Secretary of the Int
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the U, S. Geological Su 'ey. I admire him profes-I

sionally but X feel his entiments are completely

on the side of oil to the point of perhaps biasing

his judgment

CHAIRMAN. I don't think he feels that we

should have any role in st ate governmen

Another point I wouldMR. SANDERS. No.

like to bring out, the man from the EPA spoke this

morning. They don't have jurisdiction of offshore

waters on oil pollution. Under the Outer Con+tnontal

Shelf Lands Act the United States Geological Survey

controls pollution in offshore waters. This is the

fox watching the chicken coop

In the first place, the U. S, Geologica

oil people. I asked DonSurvey personnel are all

Solanis, who is the head of the Pacific region of

the offshore oil and gas group for U. S- Geological

you hire to watch over polSurvey: I said, "Who do

lution on these platforms"? He said, "We hire oil

people." I said, "Where do they come from, from th
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a

oil industry?" "Of course they come from the oil

we hire biologists'?"industry," he said, "should

I said, "Do these people go back to the oil indus-

try?" He said, "Of course hey go back to the oil

effect then, just armsindustry," And they are in

of the oil industry. I asked Mr. Rupplehouse, the

head of the EPA, if he had any plans for exerting

pollution control in the outer continental shelf

area and he said, "No, the U, S. Geological Survej

would not give up that function." The U. S, Geo

logical Survey will then exert the pollution control

or even recognized it, they are only on the plat-

forms about eight hours out of a 24-hour day and we

get oil field workers who come ashore and they say,

last night I had to dump"Look, I hated to do it bu

o dump a lot of acid", ora lot of oil", or, "I had

"I had to dump a lot of ’something 1 " and it is when

the U. S. Geological Survey people are go.

I think you can perhaps take the Santa Barb



reaction to oil as typical of what may happer

any area. At first we believed their assurances

that they had the modern technology that could

operate cleanly. We fougl hem but not very hard

and they lulled us. Then fter the blow out we

how dirty they reall re and how dirty the

continued to be.

Three years afte he blow-out I ran poll

on 909 Santa Barbara res dents out of a ota copu-

lation of 100,000 to see what they thoug

three years of the oil operation in the chanr

what they thought about the pollution and the oilV

operations in 4 felt they should leaveai

Immediately. 23,4% said hey should sto the PI

form A leak and then leav
, and 22% said they should

stay, and 9.6% had no opinion. Of course, the point

is moot. The platforms are there. Once they are in

you cannot get rid of them, no matter how bad they

feel ouact -f ont is now an indus

swamp and we o others can benefit fromIe

our sad experience
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I woul o sno’ D

TRMAN. We 1CHAIRMAN. We hear conflicting reports. The

oil people tell us that they have indeper

veys indicating that everyti €o

MR. SAI ne ro o

ofCHAIRMAN. You ha

you?

andMR. SANDERS. Ih. not

le biologist but I had ocbiochemist nor

ion to argue the point with Gale Strung whoon to

the famous report which was done as we know for the

rings attachecCHAIRP-

MR. SANDERS. No strings, no. Damage hard tc

vassess and I am not one to say that there has been o

has not been biological damage except in the case o

the birds, which I did witness personally. But I do

know that they didn't really even oe o

K
What happed was, during the winter the

t come in and it combs the sand down and puthat
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n the normal cycle ofoff shore. In the summer.u

events, there are long pe od waves that come in

and the sand gets piled bac up on the beach. Well,

at the Hotel this nter, there was a large

storm and the sand was pulled away and there was the

oily debris and oil from the oil spill three years

ago still on the beach. They didn't really clean

it up the san d gust came in and covered it. So

things aren't back to normal and the people sure

aren't back to normal. Once you have seen a bird.

a Grebe, a water bird :rying to dive, or trying to

take off or trying to do something in four inches

of oil, you never are the same again. The people

are emotionally affected, psychologically affected.

CHAIRMAN. Senator Mendonca has a question.

SENATOR MENDONCA. Last week we heard from

Kenneth Emery that there were 1400 tanker accidents

each year releasing much more oil pollution than the

Santa Barbara tragedy. Can you substantiate this

figure?

MR. SANDERS. That sounds about right. There
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are about 4,000 tankers registered in the world to-

day and on the average, in the average week, two of

these, during a period of 7 ays, two of these either

or a dock or somethinghit each other or the bottom

is woeful. It is atro-and spill oil. Their reco: c

cious. That is because th are trying to operatey

just have to be force-on the cheap, and I think we

ful and make them clean up Yes, that is a problem.

too

SENArOR MJrNDOmCA Perhaps you are nol in a

position to answer but I would like to put the ques-

tion anywav. What has bean the effect of the oil r

shermen and fishing habits?

at first of course, dur

blow-out they were hav-ing the blow-out, before the

ing trouble with nets on the bottom, tearing nets and

catching nets on the submarine pipelines, on the un-

derwater completion and all the trash that the oil

company just throws overboard. They were having

trouble with just net problems. During the oil spill

in Santa Barbara on local f

MR. SANDERS. Well,
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■f

he

a

of course, they couldn't. hey could have gone out

and fished but their boats and gear were constantly

h oil, and it wcovered w s a mess to try and clean

up the mess after they had tried to set them through

the oil

n the area who aren'the fishermenNow

working for the oil indust , some of them went over

the oil industry and run their fishincto work for

industry for various litboats on ch irter to the o 1

and T think th- is the way the 1 industie chores

of buying them off. Some people refusedtry is kind

to do thi number who justand there are a "I

won't have th the oil industrynything to do w

number of them.there are a are losing money. But

this is har 3 to pin directly on the oil spill becaus

West Coast is in woeful shathe whole fishery on the

The sardines of course, are no longer running, and t

bonita are down. This mayanchovies are down. The

be just due to something else, over fishing perhaps

as well as the oil industry. In other words, the da

isn't clear, you can't say since 1969, since the oil
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spill there has been a great decline in fishing

because fishing has been in trouble there for aouble

while. So no one really knows, except the fishe

men themselves, when ou to them

pill." But to be obiectiv"yes, it was the oil

about it I am not ay w.

SENATOR MENDOI In other words, therfCA

has been no study mad of the problem that can b

substantiated

MR. SANuc-kS . can study tne fishr ou

you know, the raw tonr of fish, but it is so

hat

f th horto try and say that, I coul sa 3

ffected fishing but I cayes, the oil spill ha n

I don't know. The fisnot honestly say that

But if you look at the ovemen claim that it d

all fish catch it has been declining anyhow.

CHAIRMAN. Were there any tests that you

here about the effect ofwere ever aware of out

dpetroleum on marine organisms, or, on man? We h
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rathe alar here today.commentin

MR. SANDERS. Well, personally, I feel, that

Dr. Blumer is probably the leading man in the field

in the country, perhaps in the world, and we haven'

anybody out on the Coas t that is doing that type of

work. We have marine biologists. Mike Neuchel at

UCBS did a report for the Environmental Protection

Agency in which he found there was damage to inter-

tidal grasses, inter-tidal vegetation forms, eel

grass, which isn't a grass at all, T guess, it is

an algy. lam out of my field here. It was detri-

mental to some of these life forms. I can perhaps

send you the initial reports

CHAIRMAN. 1 wonder if it could be traced

to man whether it has worked up and has actually

done damage?

MR. SANDERS. I don't think anybody really

knows because what it would take is a subject who

would be willing to sit there and eat contaminated

shellfish for ten years and then see what happens
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to him It is a hard thing to really

prove. But then he may die of smog, you never

know. It is hard to pin down what facet of our

oil consumption cycle is doing the damage. This

is out of my field

mdering whether youCHAIRMAN. I was Wi

had heard of any of these things, any doctors out

there were making any efforts? There is nothing

that you are aware of?

MR. SainubkS . Not

oil on marine organisms, no.

some pictures?

MR. SANDERS. Yes, I have some. I will

run through them very briefly.

This is an oil pla form. It is a mighty

as an engineer in thestructure. I used to work

an engineer I appreciateaero space business and as

because it is an engthe structure for what it

over 200 feet above theneering marvel. It stands

I suppose.

about action ol
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water surface from the bottom to the top. The

deck area is about the size of half a football-

field. This particular platform is the infamous

Platform A in the Santa Barbara channel. It has

vertical and flat drillingthe capability for both

The spire up the middle there is the vertical

drilling rig and the slant or slanting lattice,

metal structure right off the right is the flat

rig. They can drill two wells at one time from

this platform, one v and s a

to get a greater coverage from the platform. Next

one please

This gives a view of the conductor casing

going down from the platform. Each one of those

conductor casings is a potential oil well. They

drill down to these and then set casings down

lower. It is very difficult to get anywhere near

these platforms because when you come near them

they squirt you with the water hose. Next please.

This is the underwater portion of the
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loaded on it's large ready to be in place.platfor

This happens to be Platform B before it was pat in

place. This is what we tried to stop during our

fish-in in 1970 when we claimed as it was Inter-

national waters they could lease the bottom but

fishermen still had rights to the top, so I went

out in my 15 foot dory and fished and we held them

off for four days, at which time the Sun Oil Com-

pany dumped their platform off the barge and it

turned over and sank. Next pie

Here is the blow-out at Platform A and it

shows also the line-up of platforms in our channel.

That is the gas and oilIt is like a picket fence

boiling up from Platform A, the second platform

from the bottom. Next please

CHAIRMAN. How far is this from the coast?

MR. SANDERS. It is six miles off shore.

Yes, the platform is in the right hand. It is up-

side down. The blow-out is in the left. Now the

original blow-out occurred right at the base of the
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distance, some hOO yards to thealon

he activity near theThis shows bothEast
Jr

form and + he oil. e mloil. Next

on 7 emblem. This waThere is the Un

about three months afte blow-out and it was still

leakir It leaked ultimat Ely abouhis much oil.

three slideand one-half mill on gallons. Next

please

of the many boomNow here is one arrange-

This ishave triedthat peoplemen t s

call

skirt It is plastic and inflated with a ir. Nex

slide please

ry andThis was setup in the harbor to t

contain the oil and keep the oil from con ing into

the harbor. Unfortunately, one of the sections

deflated and let the oil in. Next slide please.

This is what our harbor looked like from

the air. It has got streaks of brown oil all
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They tried to spray detergent. There -is

a boat on the right hand side spraying detergent

on the water and as X say this is quite toxic but

it does have a cosmetic effect. Next slide please

Off on the right Vi otd side is a rotor of a

oil. You can see theboat. It is surrounded by

oil has worked it's way up the rudder of the boat.

just been sprayed. Nowtoo, and the detergent has

cosmetically that is such t tter. The oil

Unfortunately, it col-ing to sink to the bottom.

dredge is still takinglects on the botto the

ater. Next slidit up three yea please.

That is straw. That oil is about two inches

thick in the harbor and that boat right up at the

top is mine. The oil somehow has a property of

up on the deck. Nexclimbing. It gets right

slide please

hnology picking up theHere is modern te

oil. These were convicts working in punts with
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rakes picking the straw up off the surface of the

water. The straw lias then taken on the oil, some

of it. Next slide please. They used so much straw

that the rodeos in California had to import it from

Arizona for the rest of the year. They used up the

entire California supply of straw and here is some-

body pulling in another overboard arrangement. Dur-

ing that period anybody who had any kind of an idea

at all would show up in Santa Barbara with it said

try and see if it would work and it didn't. Next

slide please

They tried spreading straw on the water from

the work boats, gust shooting it on the water, grind

ing it up and hoping that it would cone up on the

beach where they could pick it up. Next slide please

This is the operation on the beach. You can

see some detergents in there, too. A tremendously

labor consuming and ineffective gob. Next please

This is oil coming up the beach. The oil is

in the lower part of the picture. The upper part
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the beach, moving up the beach. Next slide please

That is a breaking wave in the Santa Barbara

channel. The oil was so thick that the waves could

not break. They just surged the shore in waves of

oil. Next slide please.

This is a bird that got caught in the oil.

a sea gull. There were some 8,000 of these that

died. There was no successful treatment of them at

all. My wife and many others picked birds up and

took them into cleaning stations but the detergent

and the cleaning operation killed as many birds as

the oil and then the shock of handling killed the

rest of them. There were only, I think, about five

birds out of the two of three thousand cleaned that

lived. Next please.

That is a dead seal, a dead seal pup at San

Miguel Island where the oil did quite a bit of dam-

Life Magazine. Nextage as you may have read in

slide please.
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This is the way our channel looks today

There is still oil on ou channel. Each platform

contributes a little bit of oil. Platform Ais

still leaking as high as 15 barrels a day. I don't

chusetts want this off yourthink you people in Mass

own East Coast and I think perhaps you have the pow-

er to stop it. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much Professor for

coming here. Probably the fact that anybody from

Santa Barbara was comina today might have been the

reason the petroleum people weren't coming.

MR. SANDERS. We have gone around in circles

a lot and I know most of the West Coast petroleu

people. I have met them on panels.

CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the

difference between the risk involved in exploratory

drilling as opposed to production drilling?

MR. SANDERS. We have a number of retired

oil people in Santa Barbara who since the oil spill

are working with us in getting oil out and one of
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them was the vice-president of the exploratory

drilling company, Caldrill, that drilled the ex-

ploratory wells in the channel for Union Oil and

they had a blow-out and this wasn't reported to

anybody but we got it from the vice-president and

he has a complete change of his attitude. We have

some 25 retired oil company executives who say.

"Look, we were wrong, and they are wrong now. We

have got to make some change." This man's name

is Bob Sharp and he said that the exploratory

phase is every bit as dangerous as the production

phase, if not more, because of the unknown nature

of the bottom of what they are drilling into

CHAIRMAN. What is his name?

MR. SANDERS. Robert G. Sharp

CHAIRMAN, We would if if we

could get any data from Mr. Robert Sharp

MR. SANDERS. Sure. He would be pleased

to give it

CHAIRMAN. You know we have a different
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situation here. The North Atlantic is quite dif-

ferent, I am sure, from your channel. The hazards

must be tremendously greater

MR. SANDERS. Our channel has many hazards.

It is quite tame. The waves don't get too big

there and we do have problems but I think your prob

lems are greater

CHAIRMAN. We lost a Texas Tower out here.

MR. SANDERS. That brings up a point. The

oil industry always says, "Oh well, we have got a

down-hole blow-out preventive, and we have got a

down-hole storm ut they do:

install those as we see in the Gulf. That is what

all those violations in the Gulf were for, was not

having their down-hole storm chokes in. If the

platform is wiped out, if it is knocked off it's

base by another ship or by wave action and they

don't have those storm chokes in, then that is the

problem. You can't stop it. So again, it is the

attitude of the oil companies that is important.
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oncerned for our environ-They shouldtoo.

merit as wa are, but they are not

CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions from

the Commission? Dean Horn?

DEAN HORN. Dr. Sanders, your last state-

ment is confusing a little bit, you mean that they

have the devices and if these devices were employed

that wa would be a I am at a loss for words and.

MR. SANDERS. Well, I understand what you

mean, it would help. Nothing we have developed tech

nologically is fail-safe completely. You know we

have had Appollo disasters and if anything should

be fail-safe it would be the expensive space pro-

gram and we had an Appollo disaster and three men

killed. I think we can eliminate some of our risk,

cut down the risk. Storm chokes are one way. An-

other way is somehow the oil industry has to be

made to feel responsible to the environment. Right

now, they can't understand what I am talking about.

They say, "What is a little bit of oil on the water
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going to do. It is not going to hurt anythingo hurt anyth

Why should we spend X doll s to stop this some-

how?" I am not anti-oil I flew out here on a

747 with 50 people on it. Now that is a wast

of the resources, 50,000 pounds of fuel we burned.

lam not anti-oil. I use oil but I want to see it

used rationally and I would like to see the oil

industry exercise caution and I thiI think we can pro-

duce offshore given the will of the oil industry

to do it safely and aiven an advance of technolo-

gy, and part of this advance, part of the willing

ness of the oil industry to operate cleanly would

be the installation of th storm chokes in all

these wells voluntaily, without being looked at

constantly by the U. S. Geological Survey, which.

has a woefully inadequate group for doing that

anyhow.

DEAN HORN, Making them liable,

MR, SANDERS, Complete liability. I think

in my statement X mentioned that. I think the oi
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should assume complete liability for anycompanle

hetic damage that theyenvironmental damage or aes

may incu

Dare for a setback inCHAIRMAN. And prep

m as though the envi-production when it doesn't

ronment can tolerate any f r

■K. SANDERS. Well hey are going to pro-

es who want to drillduce, these same oil compani

everywhere in the worlddrillingoffshore here are

cat oil.They are goina to roduce

that the present day oilI have the feelin

don't look to their ownallcompany executive

I think if I were an investorcompany's futures,

in the oil industr Id say let's not use itI wo1

continue Union Oil forLet ' sall up right now

years. Let's not use it upmore than anothe

rational basis and produce oilnow, let's go on

nd economically, whicheas i 1where we can ge

a or in foreign ports.is on land, either in Ame

d the oil industry viable' sforeign places. 1
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This is a vital resource. It is being depleted.

Let's ration it. Let's not squander it. And the

oil industry importantly has involved us in an

make us squander it. Inawful lot of things that

California we tried to get a bill through to get

into the gas tax money for rapid transit and smog,

rather than strictly for highways. Eighteen oil

companies put up $300,000 in advertising to help

defeat that initiative. Now if they just stopped

this, then we wouldn't be using so much oil all +he

some alternatives totime. In other words, hav

this consumption. It goes deeper than just the pro

duction of oil. The fact is they really won't let

us not consume oil

further questions fromCHAIRMAN, Are th

the Commission? Commissioner Brownell

COMMISSIONER BROWNELL. Doctor, I am very

interested in information I received from othersI received from others

that because of the geology in the Santa Barbara

channel the oil companies should have never been
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should like to hear some co: Nts on that

MR. SANDERS. Well, :ere is nothing unusua

of the Channel 1 there is somethinabou u

unusual about where Platfo A is and that is the

Rencond trend there. You w 11 notice in those

slides that there is a line up of platforms, a whole

picket fence of them and the y are all on a so-called

Rencond trend, which is a k rd of folded structure.
a kind of anacline. Where Tatform A is that structureF

owes within 200 bottom c sea. The

top of the ocean surface i here and the bottom of

ilv 200 ofthe 3

actured as we saw.there and that was easily fr

Stewart Udall,of course,called the leasing

of the Santa Barbara Channel his conservational "Bay

of Pigs" and it was a disaster. I think actually

though, they could have drilled there safely if they

hadn't been so greedy, and what has come out of this'hat has come out of this

long involved litigation over the Santa Barbara Channel

is that they didn't use all the casing they should
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have. They didn't have the mud waste they shouldv

have had. They shouldn 1 have had that blow-out

and most of the oil Indu ople that will talk

t, literal!to me say Union 0:

hit have been drilledm

safely if they had taken tb proper precautior

the oil industry willNow how do we make sure th

don't know. Again,take proper precautions? I

titude of the oil in-think it goes back to the a

dustry itself, and then w have to back th

bit better develop'with technology which is a

So I think that area can be produced. Your a

can be produced sometime, given proper precautic

and an attitude on the oil industry that they want

to operate cleanly and a technology so that even

if they do make a human error, which is possible.

we can then contain the spill and clean it up.

There is nothing all that unusual about the

Santa Barbara channel, I don't know what the geology

of your George's Bank is bu there are a lot of very

shallow oil deposits around the world and that just

I think that area
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of them.be onhappens to

IX. My impressionCOMMISSIONER BROS N

Santa Barbara channel isthat the structure in th

very unique in general

again, it is just an

in any way. It is just

DERS. Well,MR. SAN

anacline, I not unxq

le oil. It is differentrappedan anacline tha so

Gulf Coast the oil isst. In th'from the Gulf C :o

ve drilled a well 12,000They hgenerally deeps

feet off Platfc generally their pr<~.dne-

and feet. The Gulf wells

B now but

to 4 thous3tion has been

ssure gashare generally

ch area ha>blech are avhpockets there ■
usually some h

P

is greater than some otherwhich

same insofar as the strucabout tharea but all e

or faults or someanaclusuallytures. They a

the first place. The Santaoil inthing to trap

is not particularly uniqueBarbara channel

COMMISSIONER BROWNELL. Thank you very much

lony. professoate yourDoctor, we
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the pleasure of havingCHAIRMAN, We hav

Cole, who is the Editoras our next speaker, John

Times. Mr. Cole, Is heand Publisher of the Main

gone back to Maine?here? (no response) Has he

speaker, Mr, RussellWell, we will go to the n Xt

Delano who is the President Coastal Services, Inc,,)

Braintree, Massachusetts

MR. DELANO. First of all I want to extend

my thanks for being invited here today. My name is

company called CoastalRussell Delano and I head a

Services, We are primarily engaged in the clean-up

of oil spills. On any given day we would be working

on 5 or 6 spills in the Northeastern part of the

country. We have an operational center in Elizabeth,

New Jersey, and an operational center here in Boston.

What I would like to discuss is the state of

the art and give a brief background of our company

tts has done, and I thinkand point out what Massachu

hink you will be when youwe can be proud of it and I

know it.
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First of all, w been engaged in thishave

oil spill clean-up busi for about 16 years now.

Our concept is very simple We have trained, well-

equipped, qualified people that can be spawned im-

mediately to an oil spill. Now we have, our people

can attest to the fact that the contracts state

3 within a given periodnow that we must be spawn

of time. Many times when a spill occurs in Boston

Harbor we are on the job within the hour. We feel

that this is the essential thing in handling oil.

I would like to point out this, I am not going to

refute what any private s aker said, except toDG

point out that in my 17 years experience in clean-

ing up oil I have not used hay in 15 years, and we

have cleaned several thousand oil spills in the pas

15 to 17 years.

noment we employ 55 peopleNow right at th

30 here in the Boston are?There are approximately

and about 25 in the New Jersey area. Now I have a

list of the equipment that we have, and Senator, if

you like, I will read it partially and I will leave
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3U a copy for your committee

I point out at this point that the state

of the art has increased and spread more in th

t d

with all due respect to Dr. Sanders who showed

the slides of cleaning up an oil spill with hay out

in Santa Ba

We have skimmers here in Boston that are

capable under given conditions of skimming oil at

tbe rate of X would say, 6,000 gallons per hou

nothin oil, no don't thinkDUt OJ

the public as a whole understands what private in-

of oil

Now ;husetts was the first state, and I think.
I would like to think, one of the reasons we got th

legislation through was because we are the only oil

spill clean-up company in the state, and were on the

verge of bankruptcy because we weren't getting paid

for oil spills. Back I believe in, I think it was ir

1968, a Massachusetts law was passed, a funded law>
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of undeterminedi1tha

r failed to take Iran'or ic

iiate steps, the State would hire, have the fun

a. private contractor. Sinend the p

that time we have bean getting paid fairly well fo

oil spill clean-ups. Prior to that it wasn't too

'sand pump itwould cogood. A foreign

it and invariablhbilges. We wou

in country to collI would hav a

our monev. If I were fortunate I got it.

So you see, Massachusetts has taken stepi i

1 spillifand v?

this area. Not because we don't have them. We do

have then. We have had spills since the spill that

Dr. Blunier spoke of, the barge Florida. Since that

time W 3 have had spills o;f a larger magnitude tha

did not hit the papers because we have responded.

lituds, in ex1We have

of what was spilled from the barge rlorida

onNow to
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if there were Torrey Canyon incident today, could

we handle it. The answer would be, no, we couldn't

But we are better prepared now to handle it than we

were five years ago, ten years ago. We could cer-

tainly do a better job than the people in the south

coast of England did on the Torrey Canyon, because

of the equipment that we have here now

Now if offshore drilling comes to be, which

I might add, we would have a vested interest her

because this is our busine in cleaning spills, not

preventing but cleaning oil spills. We would like to

o iv36

the oil companies in improving the methods and tecl

niques now. Now there has been tremendous progress

in technique

invited by one of the majorVery recently I wa

go down on the Gulf Coast,corporations of America to

ece of equipment. The equipand they tried out a new p

ment worked very well in about a foot and one-half of

choppy seas with about a 15 knot wind. Now this isn't
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the answer to a spill off t hore here in a North-

east storm, but it is a ste One of your tnaior oil

been annocompanies, and X am sure t

ad they haveyou people watch TV yo ,V6

come out with a new produ which we have recentlyt

taken into our system call he Now I do not

believe it has any detrimen on the environment but

basically what it is, it product that is spray

Ed on an oil spill and. if I had known of your screen

today I would have brouaht ilm. It shows our com-

pany pumping off 1,000 gallc of oil in a matter of

minutes, using this product 3asically what it doe

re oil after you1CHAIRMAN. I

MR. DELANO. No, when the spillage occurs.

Senator, you apply this herd

the spill and the wind and t

r on the perimeter o

de herd the oil into a

th our equipment we canmass that is coverable and w

skim it off rapidly

iefly I will take it stepNow I can recall, br

oil with carbonized sandby step, 15 years ago ve san
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iode I use hay to clean up and t

the way, it was the the last time and X hope it i

the last time I will ever see hay used on an oil

spill

Then we went to solvent t

tne mulsifiers, and I agree it was a tremedous hazar

to marine environment. Then we came to another type

of chemical which the manufacturer claimed to be bio-

degradable and which dispersed the oil. I aoree thatpersed the c

this was ha jardous. We do not use this. The St3

will not let us u he Is onl r n

only if we are properly sut

has been in the p, a.rs to lean toward mechani-few

cal removal. Now practical pill we haveeve

removed mechanically

CHAIRMAN. Do you have any 3ea of the cost

for gearing up the George' Bank ' operation?

■IR. DELANO. No wou require ocean Do-

ing barges, ocean going equ There is no questioipment
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out there whetlbut a service company out there whether it was a

private company, like ourselves, or one that tt

oil companies would have of their own, but being

well-equipped and trained they could do some goodall-equ

the know how to handlNow I don't p: €o ha

on 't. Bu t Ia spill in a nc ncc

n the next twobelieve if the pro

'o, we would bein thit has be aryear

use, as I say.Fbetter able to cop* ith i

o cope with oil spnMassachusetts has I e me

r we had a major oin the harbor her T

far ore.

than the barge Florida ar eceiv

fblicity, or very little, and it was cleanedof publicity, o

fact, the area which we clean-oup an

Ed is much better now than it was prior to the spill

old oil.otherhed awbecau

IAXRMAN

CreIt

CHAIRMAN. Cheisea, it is so dirty over ther
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WellDELANO ago ChelseaMR f ve years
*

Creek was a mess. You go up there today and very

rarely do you see even a skim of oil, such as Dr,

ad this year fish wereSanders had on the slides.

caught out of Chelsea Creek, and five years ago I

don't think there was a living thing in there

So some good is being don Now I don't have facts

and figures with me, Mr. Santacroce, my engineer.

does, on what the government and some of the oil

companies are doing on research. They don't have the

answer yet but they are spending a lot of money. We

O' 3

skimmer that I had the pleasure of seeing at the

tests in the Gulf. I understand another company

has a million dollar cont ct in research to design

han ocean boom. I agree wi

Ed in a heavy running fiveis not a boom that can be u

have booms now infoot sea at this point. We

this country that can be effectively used and have

been .

Dr. Sanders that there
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ch

V

Some oil is used to oil dirt roads up in the north

country. It is a problem but it is one that we have

solved. It is a very expensive problem.

SENATOR MENDONCA. It is all being reused?

MR. DELAinO. Practically all of it is being

reused, yes. It is being hauled back to New Jersey

which is a very costly operation but it is the only

legitimate way that we know of for disposal.

If I can touch briefly on the equipment whi

is available here. I am going to leave this. Just

to show what has been done the past two years. We

too Dusy we truck this oil tc larger holding tank

or to a refinery in New Jersey and they reprocess it
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better equipment can be made available. I f

trui ul o

pense of the oil companies which could be ur co:

either private enterprise, such as ourselves, or by

the volunteer groups, which by the way are workin

out very nicely of

they do not have qualified clean

our

If you ry technical questions, I have

Mr, Santacroce with 1710 and we will be alad to answe

them.

CHAIRMAN. You have been in the business how

many years?

MR. DELANO. 17 year

CHAIRMAN.. The world has turned over, hasn't it
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We hardly noticed you before

MR. DELANO. Well, we are not the kind of a

The oil companies.company that people like to

the only time they call us is when they are in trouble

They are glad to see us th n.

CHAIRMAN. These skimmers, they can only be

n condused under c

imaril>

1

for inshore harbor areas, however, for a spill ofv

had larger tanks, thgreater magnitude, if they had larger tanks, they

could be used in the open sea. The type of seas thatia

ling a spill there. Xam amazed that the State of Cali-

jfornia does not introduce some legislation to enforc

Vof 1 rclean-up of t 1

readily cleaned up. Unfortunately, I don't 1

film with me to'

CHAIRMAN. Can I see a picture of the skimmer?

MR. DEL

you can explain thiwhich we import now. Ben

MR. DELANO. Y
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This is the associatedMR. SANTACROCE.

equipment that goes with that. It is a floating

vehicle and it drops just below the surface of the

water and it actually separates it, but you wait

until you build up two or three inches of oil inside

there before you start skimming it off. We have had

good luck with it. The problem with debris is solved

by putting a screen on it and then we have high

pressure pumps to herd the oil to the, to keep this

downwind of the oil spill. It is a real problem.It is a real problem.

This is the type of thing, too, that has to be mobile

The Coast Guard has evaluated this from the stand-

point of deploying it by helicopter and this is our

That is used to skim thebarge here, vacuum barge

oil off the water. It has 26 inches of vacuum and

the nice thing about this is that it will pick up

paper cups, leaves, and other things that you find

in the oil

How large is this?SENATOR MENDONCA

This German skimmer thatMR. SANTACROCE.

weighs about 2,500 pounds.
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This is a picture of it in the water down

at Fort Lauderdale, at a demonstration held there.

The Coast Guard had Secretary Volpe down there and

them on the capabilitieswe made a demonstration for

of this equipment. We used this on the Chelsea

Creek, spill, and we have had damn good luck with

it. You are not going to take it out there when

the wind is blowing last night, believe me. Thi

is not to preclude that conditions are not like

that all the time up here. People are writing this

off completely. They are writing off the state

of the art completely. They are just saying you

always get a coast? With ten or fifteen or more

feet. Well, how about 60% of the time we don't have

to cope with it, let's have some capability. Dr.

Sanders mentioned the state of the art being what

it is, we would still have offshore drilling and

with the business community finding, let's face it,

a profit motive in this, we have found tremendous

advances being made in the last couple of years.
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show sponsored by the Coast Guard, the EPA and the

nvironmental Protection A •ncy and the American

is a show that is heldPetroleum Institute. This

every eighteen months. The irst one was held in

December of 1969

we are all interested inCHAIRMAN. I am sure

what you have to say, so perhaps if you will go to

the mike,

MR. SANTACROCE. I think something that is

very indicative of the state of the art that wa

exemplified in the oil pollution show, whore com

panies were invited, industry was invited to present

their methods, their techniques of controlling,

containing and cleaning up an oil spill. There are

thousands of products on the market today and hun-

dreds of them are coming out every day. The business

community has sensed here that the public is demand-

ing that spills be contained and cleaned up and it

is pretty obvious that there is a profit motive here,

so they are all on the bandwagon now trying to develop
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the best methods available for containing clean-up

spills.

In December of 1969 we participated in this

show showing off our equipment along with a number

of other companies. Last June the same show was held

in Washington and there were roughly five times the

number of companies there exhibiting solvents, skimmers,

container booms and whatnot. The Coast Guard is very

active in this now, and they are developing contingency

plans. They are soliciting competitive bids from

clean-up contractors based on pricing and capabilities

to make themselves available should there be an

emergency. They are studying deploying equipment by

helicopter. They are studying deployment of portable

rubber inflatable tanks which could be brought to the

scene of grounding and floating oil

I think from our standpoint we just want to

demonstrate or try to get a few points across that the

state of the art is moving fast. Ten years from now

I am sure that there will be enough safeguards available

to minimize the damage that an oil spill will incur.
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oil spills. There will always be oil spills as long

as there is oil moved, transferred or exploited, but

I am saying that they can be minimized and the big

thing is speed. It has to be approached almost on a

fire department basis.

In fact, two fire departments are becoming

very active in it, the New York City Fire Department

and the Jacksonville, Florida Fire Department. They

send pieces to an emergency just like a fire or any

other emergency. They keep men, these men available

and ready to respond immediately to a spill to contain

it. Then they would provi the clean-up through the

responsible parties. This Shell herder I mentioned to

you is a new product. You have probably seen it on

television. We have used it. It works. It has been

approved by the EPA in some states. The government

has found it not to be toxic. They called it a collect

ing agent. I understand it is an alcohol base. It

evaporates after a certain period of time in the

water. It does very effectively minimize the natural

In other words, I am not saying that there won't be
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dispersion of oil and we have stockpiled some of

this and Shell has it available. In fact I think

Shell used it on the last platform, the last spill

they had in the Gulf. In fact Shell's handling of

the whole spill from our experience based on the

previous incident was first class. They learned a

lot from the previous incident. They are very public

relations conscious, and I live in Norwell. lam

close to the water in Scituate, and as a private

citizen I su hell don't want oil slopping up

on the beaches. I use Nantasket Beach a lot

But by the same token, if we can get people

on space, if the companies, the major airline com-

panies can provide the safe transportation like they

do, I don't see any reason why there would be any

reason for the major oil companies or anybody who

handles petroleum to provide the safeguards to

minimize the damage to the environment that an oil

spill can cause.

CHAIRMAN. I think you will agree right now,

Mr. Santacroce, that at this particular moment neither
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the Massachusetts Statethe Federal government nor

government nor anyone else is prepared to handle a

major oil spill off our Coast. Isn't that fair to

say?

hink that is fair to say,MR. SANTACROCE

sir, right now. At this stage of the game, the state

of the art. Let me put it this way. The state of the

art is going to be a function of the amount of monies

made available for development. Right now there is

a lot of money being put into research and development

As far as stockpiling is concerned, this is rike

insurance

chair; Do you want to suggest to us

what our attitude should be pending some sort of

assurance?

MR. SANTACROCE I would say this, that your

attitude should be this, the timing of this is very

important. It is pretty obvious that if offshore

drilling is put onto the State of Massacnusetts,

because of litigation and whatnot, we have no choice

but to accept it. I sure as hell would insist that

I
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the capabilities that exist today are^ tolerated.

There is no reason why they have to be. In other

words, legislation either on a local or a State

level or on a Federal level could be passed to allow

some monies to be expended to stockpile equipment

to maintain training crews whether the private con-

tractors do it or the fire department does it or

the Coast Guard does it, there is capabilities avail-

able to do it. Right now there is more lip service

on a Federal level than action. However, in all fair

ness to these, well, the EPA is an example, in all

fairness to the EPA, I have seen them demonstrate

grants that were providedin many cases where money

for and they come up with some very excellent devices

At the show, for instance, they demonstrated,

the Lowell Laboratories got a grant for a beach

cleaning machine. Now this is after the fact, okay,

the oil is on the beach. What are you going to do,

haul the sand away or clean it? Lowell Laboratories

developed a sand cleaner. This doctor down there

actually provided a prototype sand cleaner where the
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sand, oil soaked sand, was ejected into this system

and came out scrubbed cleaner than it actually went

in, before it went into the system. Now this is all

EPA money, Federal money You get a grant to do

this.

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Santacroce, when you argue

optimistically about what technology is going to

produce, the more you say that, the more apparent it

is to me at this stage that there is a great deal of

advantage in our forestalling any kind of exploratory

or industrial drilling off our coast until technology

catches up

MR. SANTACROCE. Until you are reassured.

CHAIRMAN. We have a lot at stake. Every

thing is at stake.

MR. SANTACROCE. We have a tremendous amount

at stake. The only thing I am trying to say is the

business community is on the bandwagon. They see

maybe in the problem, the profit, okay. They have

got us the space. They are going to get us pollution

free automobiles. The public is pushing for no oil

spills.
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CHAIRMAN. The oil corporations. Do you see

them lending a hand?

MR. SANTACROCE. The oil corporations, I have

seen a complete about face in some cases. They are

very conscious, let's face it. These people that

have worked with us, we have got contingency plans

with them. They are sitting down with us now, saying

what can you do for us if I get a big tanker that

breaks up ten miles off shore? We are working with

them on contingency plans right now. This is a new

show of interest. They show that they are trying to

make someeffort to minimize the damages that the

environment of an oil spill could cause. But you

talk about the oil companies, they are not the only

people involved. We have other people, private

enterprises, that use oil. In fact we have the work

from the State of Massachusetts who has had oil

pollution problems, and we have worked for chemical

companies, utilities, anybody that uses oil in its

properties has a tentative pollution problem.

CHAIRMAN. Do you use chemical counter-

measures?
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MR, SANTACROCE Dispersants We cannot

use them unless we get approval from the State Depart-

ment of Water Pollution Control, the Natural Resources

Department Water Pollution Control will give us per-

mission to use dispersants very reluctantly in a

few instances, if there is a fire hazard involved,

this type of thing

CHAIRMAN. You have heard them described as

somewhat harmful?

MR. SANTACROCE. They are harsh. They are.

Some people make the argument, which is worse, the

dispersant or having heavy thick oil like molasses

or bubble gum consistently slopped all over your

marina and your beach, and you know, the average

citizen, I guess he probably is more interested in

the effect and he doesn't want black oil all over

the place where you can find today on the market

dispersants which could break this oil up and accel-

erate the natural break-up

CHAIRMAN. I think if you listen to Dr

Blumer long enough and if we give Dr. Blumer a wide
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enough audience, he is going to be concerned with

health

MR. SANTACROCE. Sure, I guess if you dumped

10,000 gallons of milk in the ocean, this is foreign

to the marine life and this may cause damage over ten

or twenty years. We don't know. This is all a long

term type of study with these dispersants. Some of

them are very effective. They have got to do long

terra studies on them and I understand that the EPA

is doing it. That is all the comments I have, sir.

CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions from the

members of the Commission? Senator Mendonca.

ir. Chairman. Mr. Santa-SENATOR MENDONCA

of your equipment and the

been doing in these oil

croce, you mentioned much

work that you people have

spills, and you showed us some pictures of your

skimmers. This is all for surface oil. Are you

people equipped or have you been able to come up

with any method of taking up the oil that falls down

to the bottom or the floor of the ocean, which is

what is causing the problems for the environment?
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Can you cope with this?

Senator, this is strictlMR. SANTACROCE. No

we are interested only with the oil that floats on

What this oil does to thethe surface of the water.

micro-organisms, to the marine life below the surface

of the water and what form it is in, we have no

sophisticated techniques to recover it. I really

don't know what you are talking about, because you

know the petroleum we deal with is from what we can

see. Now you are talking about those tar balls that

the doctor identified that get into clam beds and

into the marshes. We know of no way today that this

has been able to be cleansec

We are agreed that we areSENATOR MENDONCA.

not prepared then to take on the tremendous challenge

that oil drilling would create?

MR. SANTACROCE. I will agree, but I would

say that at the rate we are accelerating that it is

expotent i al is not a straight line, the tech

nology is moving fast. Don't write it off. I think

if we sit in this room two years from now we are
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going to be startled at what private enterprise has

come up with in the form of safeguards. Let's face

it, you talk about the Torrey Canyon. I thank God

we just talk about the Torrey Canyon, the Torrey

Canyon, the Torrey Canyon. I haven't heard of any

problem since the Torrey Canyon, and that was mass

confusion.

The other problem is coordination. When

you have an immediate catastrophe, who coordinates

this? You have got five or six different agencies

involved and nobody is,no one is willing to grab

the bull by the horns. You have got problems.

'orking with the FederalYou need the State peo'

people, the Federal people working with the local

people. You need coordination. You need someone

to set up this national contingency plan where they

activate a response team

the clean-up operations,

right direction.

that has coordination of

This is a step in the

Well, I am inclined toSENATOR MENDONCA

agree with Dr. Sanders thatwe should put this off
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for future use, until we come up with the technologies

and studies and that will prevent these spills, that

will give us an assurance that our environment will

not be disturbed.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Santacroce. Thank

you very much. Thank you, Mr. Delano, for coming.

John Cole, is he here? I would like to call

assachusetts Audubon SocietyMr. Allen Morgan of the

if he is present

MR. MORGAN. My name is Allen H. Morgan. I

am Executive Vice President of the Massachusetts

Audubon Society, a non-profit conservation organiza-

tion supported by the voluntary contributions of

gust over 23,000 members.

Some leaders of the petroleum industry, after

studying their growth projections, acknowledge that

there is no solution to the rapidly building energy

crisis in the context of present technology and the

theoretical world reserves of oil. Regardless of how

much oil there may be on Georges Bank, the north slope

of Alaska or wherever, if present growth in rate of '

use continues, all combined will mean but a temporary
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First

Second

Third

and quite brief - delay before we must develop totally

new sources of energy.

Coupled with this are other considerations

one of which applies particularly to Georges Bank,

the subject of this hearing:

Georges Bank and most other fishing grounds

local and all over the world, are being over-

used so that the catches are declining despite

(indeed, because of) improved equipment.

They still produce protein of tremendous

importance to the food supply of our expand-

ing populations, but the fisheries need more

protection to prevent drastic deterioration

The fact that many of the world's underprivileged

billions are already starving, especially for

proteins, and that it is a very safe bet that

people living today will see human starvation on

a massive scale hard to comprehend or ration-

alize.

Offshore oil wells are hazardous to marine

life. True the techniques have improved, and
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we hear little about oil spills in the North

Sea and some other locations, apart from

Santa Barbara and the Gulf of Mexico. But

the Georges Bank area is subject to severe

winter storms, and occasional hurricane

more violent than the storms that strike the

North Sea.

Fourth Thus an eloquent case can be made for not

exploiting at this time the oil and gas re

serves of the Georges Bank area. Yet the

pressures for the drilling must be recognized

as tremendous, if not overwhelming

:onsider, however hat our present oil polic

severely limits imports and is not designed for national

defense nor - in our opinion - for the country's welfare

If the petroleum industry says we must have this oil

to meet our needs, can it guarantee no serious harm

to our so important fisheries?

government adopts towardAny policy that th

offshore oil exploitation in the western North Atlantic

should involve safeguards more stringent than those
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spill.

now in force anywhere else on earth. Exploitation

will represent a threat to resources of far greater

value than the oil itself It will involve one of

the world's most productive fisheries, and the "people

of tourist coastline stretch-values" of over 6,000 mile

ing from Long Island to Nova Scotia.

The damage done by oil to the shoreline is of

course dramatic and well known. Less dramatic but of

far greater importance is the fact that a major amount

of the spilled oil rapidly mixes with sea water and

settles to the bottom. Scientists at Woods Hole Ocean-

ographic Institute studying this problem report whole-

sale devastation of the rich fauna of the bottom, both

immediate and continuing for many months after the

The stakes are very high. The potential damage

to the fishery resource presents the petroleum industry

with a severe test of its ethical credibility if

exploitation is allowed. The fishery must be safe-

guarded and the measures required will cost a great

deal. The fishery resource on Georges Bank is of far
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greater human importance worldwide than the oil, in

our opinion.

Therefore, the Society recommends that the

government establish as its basic policy position that

the primary long-term resource value of Georges Bank

is production of food. This is a value which can and

must be allowed to continue uninterrupted for centuries

after the short-term oil supply has been exhausted.

Whatever is permitted to happen on Georges Bank should

be regulated with this long-term food production as

the prime consideration.

We will oppose in every way we can and with

all of the energy we possess any attempt to exploit

the oil resources of Georges Bank if it is done under

the ground rules now in effect under the Department of

the Interior. These regulations have been demon-

strated to be inadequate to prevent disastrous spills.

In 1970 alone violations of established safe-

guards in Gulf of Mexico oil well operations - to which

the various companies pleaded no contest - resulted in

fines as follows: Chevron, $1 million; Humble, $300,000
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Continental, $242,000; Union $24,000; Gulf, $250,000;

Tenneco, $32,000; Kerr-McGee, $20,000; Mobil, $150,000;

and Shell, $343,000.

The safeguards and penalties must be far more

strict, whenever offshore drilling is or may be per-

mitted on or near Georges Bank. The oil industry must

be forced to bear the expense of guaranteeing no

damage to the fishery offshore, and to the tourist

industry along the coast. This protection must be

assured before any drilling can start. No exceptions

no excuses can be permitted.

We would also vigorously urge that all service

facilities, and storage and refinery sites remain where

they are: the already-ruined banks of the Delaware,

the Raritan, et al; we don't believe we should create

new Perth Amboys and Chesters in New England, when

they are so nearby and already have the facilities in-

stalled

If such protection cannot now be assured, let

the Georges Bank oil remain in place. In the long run

it may become available for defense or other absolutely
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imperative needs. But as things now stand, it is about

time we began to face up to the overall energy problem,

without weakening our strategic position or despoil-

ing natural resources of far greater long-range human

value

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Morgan.

Are there questions from the Commission?

SENATOR MENDONCA. Do you have an idea how

far the Torrey Canyon spill went from the place of

the spill itself?

MR. MORGAN. No, I don't

CHAIRMAN. Somewhere in the vicinity of 150

MR. MORGAN. It wa a long way.

CHAIRMAN. And this drilling proposal, by

the way, is 90 miles off our coast. It is extra

ordinary that we should take the risk unless we,

MR. MORGAN. I am obviously very much on your

side. By the same token the thina that worries me

greatly is that despite the increasing concern of the

environment, the oil industry is a terribly powerful
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industry worldwide and I think it is going to require

a superhuman effort on our part to modify this at all

if in fact we can stop it. I will try to stop it, but

it is not going to be easy. Along with the fisheries

on Georges Bank and X didn't mention this at all be-

cause it is peripheral, but the water bird resource

on Georges Bank is fantastic. The fish of course feeds

the water birds, and there isn't anyone who wants to

argue about the damage to the fauna of the ocean. All

they have to do is look at the animals at the top of

the ocean food chain or the surface, water birds.

I personally have counted four or five thou-

sand dead, eiders, loons, grebes, and so on, o

ten miles of bottom land on Nantucket Sound after an

oil spill. These occur inte mittently. Some birds

and it is pointless to tryare killed there every year,

to save birds with oil

birds whose deaths areCHAIRMAN. Are those

covering of oil on theirdirectly attributable to the

bodies?

is complicated. If youMR. MORGAN. Well, it
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are spending the winter on Georges Bank, it takes

good insulation and it has been demonstrated that a

spot of oil the size of a quarter on a bird like an

eider results in its death, because it is exposed

to severe cold. In addition, its normal reaction is

to preen its feathers to clean them. It then ingests

the oil and it suffers from exposure and they die.

once they get potentially

You may get the oil off and

In fact the loss of bird

any oil on them is 100%

they may live to recover to the point where you relea

them, but the Royal Society for the Protection of

Birds in Great Britain, which tried to clean the

birds there, they released about 10% of the birds thebirds there, they release

considered in good enough condition to try to clean

they release 10%, but they also banded and they re

covered 70% of the bands on the beaches within the

next few months which indicated that the birds,

none of them survived. If you get 70% of the bands

it would indicate that eventually all died and they

all died very quickly. So you can chalk off bird

life. One of the strange things, one of the reasons
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they don't survive is that during the six months or

a year that you have to keep them in ivity they

get accustomed to eating poultry pellets instead of

blue mussels off the bottom and they starve to death.

They have forgotten what to eat which sounds stupid

and I guess it is.

CHAIRMAN. Any further questions by the

Commission? Thank you very much, sir.

We had hoped to e Interior Department

here today, and it is frus ing an be. I doa

want to be cxitical of Tr erior Department, wherever

since they have jurisit is, but it seems as though

few questions ofleaid

them for the record. We woul have had to ask the

record I would like toif they were here and for the

ask tf the Interior Departmen Ulpu/d

agree with the statement, petroleum and petroleum

products are poisonous for all marine organisms and

for man? It seems as though it is a fair question

Interior Department, which is going toto ask

what happens off our coashave a great deal of say i
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fically about the Falmouth oil spill, ask if they

involved in the spill wasagree that the #2 fuel oil

a relatively less volatil oil product. In spite

of this, although this ha been a minimal amount of

volatile quality, whether agrees with the state-

ment that the oil remains n the marshes, exposed

to air, and in the offsh ten months aftere

earlier here todaythe incident, as was stat

whether in fact the Inter Dr Department refutes that

know just what kind ofIt would be interesting to

attitude the Interior Department takes to the state

nvaluableW'

course Interior would liketo a State agency, but of

ipe that there would be lessus to go away and would h

and less interest in übject because we are in

rless to act. We wouldtheir view apparently pc

epartment if they care tosk the Interiorlike

comment on the high inci nee of skin cancer among

led to controls on skinthe refinery workers that
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contact water just a very few years back

I suppose these a the manyt

ould introduce into themany questions that

record ly nterior is shyt-'day. Unf

and doesn't like to come esn't feel tha

ay right skwe have tc

ry kind, Mr. ChairMR. MORGAN. You e v n

know now to brineCHAIRMAN. I ionlus

Edthem to bay at this m you may rest assu

eqation as well as our twothat our Congressional

om me directlyUnited 1 heStates Senators w

the Interior Departmentsome point we willand at

al ,nd moreknow v

the outset to involvedetermined than we were at

that is important to ourourselves in this matter

State and to our people.
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>eakerWe have our nextas-or

from the Massachusetts Sierra Club. Dr. Comb

DR, COMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would

like to thank you for the invitation you nave given

the Sierra Club to participate in this hearing. My

name is Donald G. Comb. I am Chairman of the

Ocean Studies Committee of the New England Chapter

of the Sierra Club. My training is as a biochem-

ist and developmental biologist. I have until

recently spent a good part of ray time with the

faculty at the Harvard Medical School and I have

spent considerable time at the Bermuda Bioloaical

Station doing Marine research.

Today, I want to stress two major points

that the other speakers, Dr. Blumer and Dr. San-

ders didn't cover, and one of them was the e "feet

of chronic oil pollution on marine life and the

second major point I want to talk about is the

effect of oil, not on adult forms, but on juve-

Nile forms of marine life. Juvenile forms are

probably a hundred or a thousand time more sensi

Dr. Donald
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It 1 s

tive to pollution than adult forms, and I think

that this has to be made very clear. I think you

have my testimony, I will go over part of it

There is a crisis in this country today, I

roots are complex and it's manifestation is clea

ordinary citizen that histhe growing feeling of thi

ncreasingly at the mercylife and environment are

no control. The plannedof forces over which he h

c continental shelf byexploitation of the Atlant

a prime example. Therethe major oil companies is

is a feeling of inevitabrl ty

ing that feeling myself.CHAIRMAN. I am get

3U

who can't get a decent answer out of them down there

You know just to answer some questions that are

to represent. Who the heimportant to what I happen

e not supposed to have toever told them that they a

can get theirbleanswer them? It is incred

the oil industry.answers because I just hav to

cMSu'tt' hat is prethe oil industryWhatever
A

damn certain to be the Interior Department's answer.
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MR. COMB. To an environmentalist a.r

particularly to a biologist who recognizes the

very alarming danger to the coast, the feeling

of inevitability is a horrible thing. We are

worried that decisions will be made on political
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and economic ground to a lesser extent thro

education of people; and lly with little orf ina

no environmental cons 3e of us,t

e dethat want thes Ed by soun

knowledge an environmentalin

complexities re cal d tre nist we

question thi ility are accused ofinevita

destroying the very thing tha t made this cour

try great.

Irre these .CCUSa Irons, r tor

is the respon ibility scientist andtheo

envir ho

information be in , the effect ofnpleteo:

Atlanticopening up the conti nental shelf to

ploitation ientists have beenoil and gas e S

ommit their laboratories to thisreluctant to c

the marine ecosystemtype of assessment becau

system and the requi-is an enormously complex

interactions of orsite knowledge about the

is not available.ganisms within ecosystem:
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it then becomes ficultWithout this knowledge

to assess the relative costs and benefits to

society. However, this doesn't seem to bother

the oil companies. They have a limited and

short-term goal and that is profit to the share-

holders. To defend and maintain a viable marine

environment against this type of onslaught, we

must provide the voice of reason

At the last hearing Dr. Laird of the

American Petroleum Institute accused environ-

mentalists of being "heavy on fear" and "playing

down facts" - the fear, I take it, is that a fev>

accidents are going to cause environmental dis-

asters and the facts we refuse to accept are the

study that reports no ir-results of one shallow

reversible damage from an oil spill. He went on

to claim an extremely low accident rate for off-

shore drilling - only three recent accidents out

of 15,000 operating wells. In my opinion, this

is a narrow and simplistic approach to the
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this was the only threat to the marine environ™1103

ment. What he failed to mention is the chronio mention is the chronic

type of oil pollution that occurs daily durin

routine operation of the wells, during transpor

to shore receiving stations and again durinc

port to refineries. It's the routine leaks,

drips, and spills during these operations that

on the marine environ-is taking a heavy toll

ment. It's due in part to equipment design an

o human error. It isfailure, but primarily

the type of chronic oil pollution that is ira

possible to prevent despite new laws and harsherX

U.S. Department ofpenalties. Mr. Lind n

st hearing with greatterior, spoke at the 1

confidence that new regulations regarding blc

out preventers and spill control would assure

during off-shore oilenvironmental protection

drilling. But what type of regulations do you

impose for these daily leaks and spills? This
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type of oil pollution has made vast wastelands

out of the sea bottom in New York harbor an

western Long Island Sound out of the Houston

ship channel an Iveston Bay; out ofacent

Lake Salvadore in Louisiana where many oil plat

forms exist. And now' we are faced with ti th

prospects in Massachusetts. Off-shore platforms

don't exist by themselves. There are pipelines

to shore, receiving stations on shore, barge and

tanker transport to refineries and inevitabl

refineries themselves. The five thousand op

ating wells off Louisiana feed 2,700 miles o

pipeline and 29 receiving stations on shore.

An article in the Wall Street Journal

last year (Feb. 10, 1971) pointed out that this

type of oil pollution poses a far worse chreat

than major blow-outs. The article quotes a

spokesman for Gulf, "There is no way, when you're

working over an old well, or a new one, not to

spill a little oil." "We contract for people to
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than 1,000 barrelsas minor

42,000 gallons. In the first nine months of 196

120 minor spills by the Environmental Protection

Agency were catalogued, whereas during the first

nine months of 1971, 521 were reports

those over I,OCO barrelMajor spill

,verc

1968, and in the same period of 1971, the figu

rose to 719. Now, the point I am trying to ma

is that not only is there vast oil pollution

along our coast line, but the number of spills

is increasing at an alarming rate. One ques-

tion this Commission has addressed itself,

what harm can these platforms have on George's
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Commission woi 1 is t
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Oil is a mixture different typesof many

■lany of the const!of compound rents have neve

been identified Some component e very abun-

dant o ■c

iounds in oil are well-documentedMany of the com

carcinogens - that is they produce cancer in man

and laboratory animals. Very small amounts of

some of the compounds present in oil induced

tumors in mice. There is every reason to believe

that the vast array of multicellular organisms in

the sea are similarly susceptible. Host of the

compounds that make up crude oil are largely
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insoluble in sea water, but some of the smaller

more aromatic and polar compounds are soluble

and I think this is a very important point and

I want to comment on it briefly. In general,

these are the most toxic to marine life due to

easy excess. They cannot be removed from the

water or contained during an oil spill. This

is an important point and I wish to elaborate

for just a minute. The oil companies proudly

point to their "oil on top" procedure for

tanker transport of oil. This means the oily

ballast water is unloaded on shore and is not

dumped overboard, but allowed to settle and

only the water layer returned to the sea.

This, or course, is the worst possible thing

to do because the most toxic components of oil

those that are soluble in water are returned to

the sea. Again efforts to contain oil spills

around platforms and tankers will have little

effect on reducing the toxicity of oil to the
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vast majority of life in the sea. The way in

which these compounds poison requires explana-

tion. lam not going into all the details, but

I want to stress particularly the juvenile

forms.

Much of the current research of the

effect of oil pollution on marine life is di-

rected towards adult forms. In a sense, this

is misdirected - particularly when sweeping

conclusions aro roaC hori that it has had no ir-

reversible effect. It's a little like finding

no effect of air pollution on froos when the

species is disappearing due to destruction of

eggs and tadpoles from water pollution. It's

important that when you look at the effect of

a pollutant, you look at the most sensitive

stage in the life cycle of that organism.

This has rarely been done. You must remember

that unlike terrestrial life where the develop-

ing embryo is highly protected from the ex-
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terior environment, the vast majority of ani-

mals and plants in the sea release eggs and

sperm or very early embryos directly into the

sea. At this early stage of their develop-

ment they are a hundred or a thousand times

more susceptible to pollutants than adult

forms. This fact has been well documented

with pesticides, herbicides and heavy metals,

but due to the complexity of crude oil, mean-

ingful studies have been few. A good example

is our recent experience with thalidomide -

it acts as a mild tranquilizer in human adults

but produces horrendous abnormalities in the

fetus.

From many such examples, it's a ration-

al step for the developmental biologist to

insist that the vast array of different chemical

pollutants that empty into our estuaries and

oceans each day are causing extensive abnormal

development in many different embryos even
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though the adults may not be affected. Those

with the most sensitive embryonic or larval

stages will disappear first. An example of

this is the oyster in Lond Island Sound. The

early embryos are killed by extraordinary

small quantities of DDT while the adults are

relatively unaffected. Larval crabs are simi

larly affected but the adults are not. Why

certain embryos are more resistant than others

is still a mystery. But their time will come

as the concentrations build up. The harbor

scallop, hard shell clams, lobsters and many

other marine organisms are disappearing from

our waters at a rapid rate. Each is a treasure

They are disappearing because of man's chronic

and escalating pollution of the oceans

I won't talk about the effects of oil

pollution on coastal areas, I think this is

well covered by Dr. Blumer and certainly by

Dr. Sanders, but I would like to comment
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briefly on the effect of chronic oil pollution

on ecosystems of George's Bank region. Now

as the oil executives themselves have stated,

routine spills will occur during operations of

the off-shore platforms. The effect this will

have on the marine environment of the region is

difficult to assess. One must know the amount

of oii spilled, the concentration of toxic water

soluble components, location of platforms, di-

rection of currents and prevailing winds, etc.

Even with all this information it would be

difficult to predict anything but long-term

trends. I want to point out a number of things

about George's Bank region. A number of or-

ganisms present in the zooplankton live within

a few centimeters of the ocean surface. They

are the neuston componaits of this very vital

community that starts the food chain. The

interrelationship of this surface population

to the rest of the plankton ecosystem is not
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1s

understood.

plankton community migrate towards the surface

at night. This is a well known fact. About

30% of the commercial species of fish on George

Bank have early developmental stages that spend

several days very close to the surface of the

ocean in the Banks area. The organisms that

spend all or part of their life cycle near the

surface-air interface will be adversely affected

by the chronic type of oil pollution released

from the platforms. A major blow-out or spill,

which has occurred three times in the last few

years, if coincidental with the time when early

developmental stages of commercially important

fisn are near the surface of the ocean, could

prove a disaster to the fishing industry of

many nations.

Our estuaries are nursery grounds for

early developmental stages of the other 70%

of the fish on Georges Bank that are commer-

In addition, other members of the
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daily important, and pollution of estuaries

would finish commercial fishing on the Banks.

The production of rich organic nutrients by

estuaries is the primary source of food for

much of the life in the ocean. A major oil

spill along the Atlantic coast would result

in more damage to wetland environments than

any other place in the Nation. This is because

of the gentle slope of land to the sea, vast

estuary wetlands and high tides - 10'- 12*

tides. This aspect of pollution has been

well covered by others and need not be re-

peated here

Let me summarize by saying that the

chronic type of oil pollution that occurs

where oil is handled poses a major threat to

the marine environment, not just the off-shore

drilling, but all of the auxiliary equipment

that goes with it.

It is essentially impossible to regu-
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late or penalize this type of pollution because

it represents the small but routine spills and

leaks due to minor accidents and human error.

The water soluble components of oil are

extremely toxic to the early developmental stages

of marine embryos. Damage from oil pollution

should be assessed at this level as well as the

adult level

Oil pollution of the George's Bank area and

the coastal estuaries of Massachusetts would ad-

versely affect the embryos of commercially impor-

tant fish and thus prove disastrous to fishing

industries of many nations, including OURS.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN. Any questions from the Commit-

tee? Senator?

You did a very goodSENATOR MENDONCA

job explaining.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much Dr. Comb.

We have as our next speaker from the New England

Fisheries and Conservation Committee, Mr. Hugh

O'Rourke. Mr. O'Rourke, thank you for coming.
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EVEN WITH EVERYPRECAUTION AND SAFTEY MEASURE AVAILA'
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CHAIRMAN. Are there questions from the

Commission? I certainly o appreciate yourt

coming here today

MR. O'ROURKE. I would like to leave with

you copies of the ad I m< ntioned about fish and

oil getting along very well together

CHAIRMAN. I think we are going to hear

from the oil industry here today. Anyway, I

going to give them an opportunity to refute other

speakers who are here today and I am sure we will

hear from them.

We have as our last - by the way, has Mr

imes arrived hereJohn Cole of laine

our last scheduled speakeThen we have a »

Mrs. Rita Barron of the Massachusetts League of

Women Voters. Mrs. Barron.

name is Rita Barron andMRS. BARRON. My

I am the Water Resources Chairman for the League

of Women Voters of Massachusetts.
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Are there questions from theCHAIRMAN.

Commission? Thank you very much

Finally, I don't want to harangue on the

subject, but we have invited the Interior De-

partment. We have invited the Petroleum Industry

I understand we have representatives of the in-

dustry here, monitoring the hearing. I would

welcome their testimony and I am sure that there

must have been much that has been said here to-

day that they disagree with and I give them

every opportunity now to speak. I know that in

our open society they would prefer to stand up

and slug it out in an open forum, so I would

welcome them if they will come to the microphone

so we might hear them refute the remarks of

previous speakers, and if they prefer not to,

of course, they cannot blame those of us who

are here and who have invited them from taking

as their final conclusions the remarks of the

speakers who spo



any spokesmen here todayAr orathe

th re any spokesmen fromin the

Interio I don't want to embarrass those

gentlemen I see here from the industry, so I

will not call them specifically, but the invitahe:

tion is an open one. We know you are there, an

it is incredible, ur elievable, I will say th

of yourselveyou, you are sure

Thank you very much, all of you fo your

bearing with us. It has been a long hearin

without a break and we appreciate very much you

attention and especially you gentlemen, meml >er

1

have been helpful to all of us. Thank you.

END
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leduled hearing of thethe third and final sc

e BoundariesSpecial Legislativ Comm on on

of offshore oil develo;ttand Resources on

ital Shelf, includinContraent on the A

‘husettsof Meareas off the co

>le at this time for me toIt would 1 impc

iments of the f t sixthattempt to recount v

on has coj'hich this Conweeks - the period over v

nvestigation into this matter.educted its hearin d

ke to characterize wh£I would, 1 :V€

ucing th1I believe to be the und ing caus

c crisis, as well as identifputpotent

prove to be the mostwhat m.the forces behind V

.chusetts and its marinedevastating th o

long and proud historynturtsresource

clear that the thrust foris nowFirst, it

is inextricably ‘ied tomore offshore oil reserves

that without such athe oil import quota progr

evelopment could beoffshore oilquota pre

delayed until this nation fashions a rational National

Energy policy and until offshore drilling technology



improves and oil spill technology is capable ofV

in Why then are we being steered away

The answer is easy and those cynical toward

government have known it all along. It is si

he Nixon Admin ind

lolden to the oil giants, Mr. Nixon must mak

before 1972 on. He willh

demonstrate to them that we are on an irreversible

course toward opening more offshore oil reserve

more reserves which will also be protected by the

The course to follow to protect the put

cl
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i

aggressive role in this matter. It will be up to the

to head off the fait accompli now being fashioned

through collusion between he Federal government and

the oil industry. It is the State le islatures which

must provide the impetus to knock down the oil impor

quota and to force a rational £

utilization and conservation.

n fc r marine resourc

Last week I requested hat tl Attorney Gener

of Massachusetts seek an iniu: gainst the impenon

ing offshore oil testing activitie lis summer by th

nk. It is myU, S. Geological Survey or tGeor

belief that such activitie nform to throt cc

requirements of the National En mtal ProtectionRon

Act. It is my hope that oth will join inat

this suit. It is also my 1 of today'sIe

hearin fo: ofome a joint e ate legislature

in New England and elsew tai protecting the

public's interest in this ma

I believe, if other states h

t It would 1 1

own heari;ei

on offshore oil development
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t

r yIf I

heaus o cemarks this morning it e'F

an and suspiciontinned arrogance iO'ck o

met inv nwith issi

if nse
attempting to

tment of Interior an 1Ththeir right to kn

themselves and of cthe oil gian

y can ignore theth.belieranothe t

ives of the citizens ofduly e rep i

this Cc

an of a State LegislativeAs for th s

tand here and on th:1 makeCommission, I sha

another public matter thatfissue. I canno c

to the Federal system thancan bring a gre

finite marine resources ofct thethe cause to prot

11 be pursued and we shallthe states. This matter w

questions and will con-continue to ask

and seek relief in thetinue to probe this issue

the present almoscourts until there is a cha

in thisloliciemind le

•s hearing is appropriateThe subject of tc

o offshore oilpublic policy alternatives opm
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and I only relate these points to show that th

a politician talking abomuch

of great concern to his State

I might say also,Mr, Chairman, that I I

il trawlers on Georshed on co

I have fished on the western off Sable

I have fished on commercial tiNova Scot

on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and it frighten

me to think that we might t

would ruin not only a fishing industry that is i

terribly severe straits already but we mighterribly

ruin the most valuable recreational resource thaue

we have in America, that is our Atlantic shoreor

Ine

int

D U 1

hat theof potential oil an 1

we have done and I wc

hte for the record a number of things that tl

d wisely done. For examr
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a

this past year this Legislature adopted legislation1

that X signed that affi is again Massachusetts

interest in the resource s out 200 miles. We don'

claim jurisdiction but v do claim that we have

primary interest in the resources of th

and we have given by th egislation rule makin

authority to the directc of Marine Fisheries.

This we did at the State leve

As Chairman of the New England Governor

Conference I might say that we are participating

with the other New Eaglan following theSt

leadership of Maine anc

regarding the territory

nter ato litigation

al jurisdiction of all of

the New England States. Our distinguished Attorne

General has been involv Ed in this matter with

us. We have set up an dvisory commission of

ocean management to ov> =e any exploration and

and Governors have saidparticularly the New Eng

that they want to be involved from the outset in

the study of the environment and economic impactpact
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of any type of drilling or even exploration that

might occur off our shores. We have adopted

moratorium on mineral extraction and we think that

this is importan

Now as far as oil i pecifically concerned

3 regarding ourwe are not alone here in w E

interest and concern about New England waters becau

the fuel energy sources of primary concern inre

the entire Nation. No one ppreciates that concern

New England because heremore than those of us in

the cost of oil and gas our citizens is already;o

exorbitant, exorbitant tc

fought administration aft

to eliminate an import qu

to us here in New England

he extent that we have

administration to tryer

,ota that has been disastrous

It has cut down the

us and it has increasesupply of oil available to

the price of oil, fuel oil in the New England ar

England Governors,again

neral of the New England

As a matter of fact the New

working with the Attornejs C

States are today bringing suit against the United
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think we can win this case

we lat ior

3 the price that we must pay in New England for

eating fuel that is way below the very3

■e that is paid on the West Coast

t we are pursuing thound c

England Governor

cano it w .n certainly welco

a reduction in fuel prices, but will not walcon

at a h a cost to the environment. I have made

t clear in 'ashington that this Commonwealth canno

responsibility to protect our funda-ibrogate it

ler

A dec vision concerning these resources must

unilateral. We in Massachusetts will

full consultation and participation

not be mad

insist upo:

1 the final decisions. Any development of the ocean

off our sho es affects us very directly. We want

to do all t at we can to insure that these effects

rse before any development takes place.e not adv
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Regulation and control of oil drilling by Federal

Agencies generally works after the development

is begun but often regulation comes too late. The

severe damage is already incurred. We do not

want to learn too late that the fishing is no

longer viable. We do not want to find out too

late that our beaches are polluted. We must be

fully aware of the potential effect before we

permit development. We must lay all claims to

any usage of an area before we commit ourselves

to one

Massachusetts must play an active role from

the very beginning in my view. We must be involved

in the planning of any offshore ocean development.

We must participate fully in the decisions, in the

decision making process if there be any.

Mr. Chairman, it will not be easy to reconcile

the needs of the Nation with the rights of this State

but we must be sure that our interests are not being

overlooked in the larger picture.
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on

,nd we will continue to take activeWe must

steps to insure national and economic benefits for

our states, but benefit that is consistent with the

policy of strong, vigorous, effective environmental

protection.

I appreciate very much, Mr. Chairman, this

opportunity to appear before you and I would like to

make one other personal point and that is that not

only have I been involv in the sea and fisheries

interestingly enough mymost of my adult life but

son is a young oceanographer. He has been aboard

the Atlantis. He has be ;n around the world. He ha

been involved in draggin plankton nets and anywhere

c Ocean, when they haul

trace of oil on those nets.

in the ocean, the Atlant

in those nets there is a

So I would just like to say that I have more

than a passing interest and an obligation as Governo

to be sure that we don't make mistakes, that generat

after us will regret. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN. Governor, this Commission appreciates
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your lively interest in the subject very much. I

was going to suggest that very recently we heard

through the news services)since we are having

difficulty in communicating with the Department of

the Interior, that this summer there is planned

a certain kind of drilling, core drilling I believe

it is called, on Georges Bank. Might we expect

that the Governors' Conference would join the Attorney

General in an effort to block that drilling until

there is a proper environmental impact study made?

GOVERNOR SARGENT. What we, the New England

we want to be involvedGovernors have said is tha

in all the data gathering and decision making. The

out that in terms ofDepartment of Interior point

data gathering core drilling not drilling for oil,

core drilling done by the Geodetic Survey is

important to do in terms of gathering data. My

view is this, Mr. Chairman, that that oil undoubtedly

is there. It undoubtedly lies out beyond Georges

Bank on the steep shelf as it goes into fairly deep
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water. It will be there. It will always be there

all of the facts, all ofI say we had better have

the data, all of the studies before we go and make

any mistakes we are going to regret forever

Apparently core drilling is entirely differen

from oil drilling. Whether or not we should say there

should be no core drilling, I am not determined in

my own mind at the present time. lam going to be

discussing this with the other New England Governor

and with scientists of all the several states. We do

want to get all the information. This of course

We don't want to do itis obvious to all of us.

if there is any r danger to our resourcesan

CHAIRMAN. There are at least some experts in

the Department of Fisheries who expressed the same

concern. They say that, they agree with you that

we don't know what the effect of the core drilling

is to that sensitive area. They, on the other hand

at least some of them tell us that they think it

>

could be very, very hazardous, very hazardous and
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they agree that it should not, until there is an

environmental impact study there nobody should go

ahead. It is a public policy kind of decision

that we should be a party o.

I would like to bring this30VERN0R SARGENT.

point to the attention of the New England Governors.

We have meetings as a matter of fact next week with

tion and I will be veryall the Governors of the N

glad to discus

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Governor. We

appreciate your testifying here this morning. Thank

you.

ATTY. GENERAL QUINN. Mr. Chairman?

CHAIRMAN. The Attorney General.

ATTY. GENERAL QUINN. Governor, you mentioned

some legal action being instituted today and if that

is on behalf of the Commonwealth, may I respectfully

suggest that you confer with your lawyer as defined

by the Constitution before the day is out?

GOVERNOR SARGENT. In relation to the action
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this wasby all of the New England Governors, this wa

General of New Englanddiscussed with the Attorney

and you, Mr. Attorney General

ATTY. GENERAL QUINN. Are you speaking of

letter I received. Governor?

GOVERNOR SARGENT. No, No. This is an action

which has been taken within the past several weeks.

A decision that was made by

to go ahead and pursue this

the New Englan- nor

case and the Governors

are negotiating with attorneys, X don't remember the

names of them, who have had particular expertisse

in this who will be able to receive certain orant

funds to make this study This has been done in

concert with the Attorneys General.of the States.

But not with this one.ATTY. GENERAL QUINN

Governor, and I suggest

day is out.

hat we confer before the

GOVERNOR SARGENT. I will be very happy to.

Actually I think that you will find that there have

been discussions with your office for a number of

months now
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It is my understanding that it was thea

decision of the Attorneys General of the New

England States that is

take and actic n as has been approachedthat sue

Governor Curtis wouldne o

be appropriate and I think that you will fin

that your o fice is c uite familiar with this

Well, Governor, I amATTY GENERAL QUINN

the Chairman of the 1 nd Conference ofew En

ralAttorneys Gt well as the Eastern Coas

Attorn neral anc I am not aware of any con-

tion of Counsel in thathe seleccurrence or

COVER NOR SARC Why don't we talk further

about this

So we will talkATT QUINN.GENERAL

about it. Thank you

oik you very much.GOVERNOR SARGENT. Th

very much. Governor. WeCHAIRMAN. Thank you

appreciate your testi mony

witness to testify hereWe have as our next

the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massa-

the Governor of

an important action
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ATTORNEY GENERAL ROBERT H. QUINN. Thank you,

.irman, Members of the distinguished Commission

that when the AttorneyI simply want to reiterate

sing the lawyer fo:General speaks of himself

the people, he includes F tcis W, Sal o

Ir. Chairman and the MembeI congratulate you

inner in which you hof your Commission for the

conducted these hearings an X suggest that if we are

the public mind from

beyond that you will

going to keep this issue in

now until November 1972 and

in the outstanding wayhave to continue perseveri

in which you have persevered in order that the public

not forget the actions taken by agencies of our

Federal government regarding dominion over submerged

lands offshore.

The purpose of my testimony before you today

is to comment upon several of the legal aspects of

the concern that has been manifested by this Com-

mission and the people of Massachusetts over the

activities of the Federal government in regard to the
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outer continental shelf off the Coast of our

Commonwealth. In particular, I shall address myself

to the possibilities of preventive legal action

which the Attorney General's Office is contemplating

Permit me briefly to recapitulate the background

of Federal action and State response. In the past,

there has been controversy as to the ownership and

rights to disposition and control of the mineral

resources of the seabed and subsoil of the outer con-

tinental shelf off the coast of Massachusetts. This

culminated, in 1969, in a lawsuit between the United

States andthe Atlantic Coastal states to which, of

course, Massachusetts is a party. It should be noted

that in its pleadings, Massachusetts asserted the right

to exercise exclusive dominion and control over the

exploration and development of the continental shelf

resources in question. This lawsuit is presently before

the Supreme Court of the United States and has been

assigned to a Master, retired Judge Morris who has

conducted several hearings and will hold another in

March
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ay thattor egre anding the factnotwi t

that the central issue is p

by the highest court of the

esently being adjudicated

land, the Federal govern-

empting to exercise that

hore resources that has

best court of the

lent has 1 edlaen

ol over these offvery contr

been cl enged in the cou Prior to a final

decision by the United St Supreme Court therefore

the Feder - government, pi

of Interior, ha

judgments cone

y acting through then

Department taken upon itself to make

ning the resources off outhese vita r

Coast witl aut taking into ccount th iate and

legitimate concerns of the Commonwealth of Massachuse s

These woul lly, an immediate concerninclude, natur

that no ions be taken which endanger the ecolo

and beauty of our coast, considering the vital

fisher and recreational interests of our citizens

I must again emphasize that the Federal action

with which we have been concerned have manifested the

selves at this very same time that I am litigating the

basic issue before the United States Supreme Court
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To give you some specific examples: On November

3rd of last year, tne news media reported that the

United States Department of the Interior intended to

issue permits for exploratory oil drilling in this

area. I instructed my staff to take immediate action.
It was only after ray office had made it clear that

we would seek a temporary injunction in the United

States Supreme Court that the Department of the

Interior saw fit to issue a retraction. Unfortunatel

the matter did not rest there. The Department of

y

the Interior proclaimed its intention to commence

proceedings under the "National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969, with regard to the oil drilling in this

area, I again took the position that the Department

of the Interior was exceeding its legal perogatives.

Let me succinctly delineate why I believe this to be

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

so

applies exclusively to actions by the Federal govern-

ment. If the United States Supreme Court were to

rule in favor of Massachusetts and the other coastal

states, it would be Massachusetts Environmental legal
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1 1 1noT ml oilw whi v on tr o

drilling in •d, it might well be therea. Inde

will of the Massachusett lature to prohibit anvL

offshore o lling unc our prc ate c

techr eem it pr sumptions and premature

therefore, for the Depar lent of the Interior to hold

public hearings pursuant

legislation before the Un

Federal Environmentalo

ates Supreme Cour

has ruled whether the Fee 1 government or the Cor

wealth has ultimate author! y here. It is crucial

to note that public hearing

the Interior in this regard

by the Department of

regardless of the degree
>

of formality with which su h hearings are held, would

be an assertion of Federal dominion over this disputed

physical area which cannot be tolerated by the Common-

wealth lest it attenuate its legal position presently

advocated before the Supreme Court.

After considerable correspondence, and after I

had warned that such hearings would face an immediate

court challenge, the Department of the Interior

promised not to hold formal hearings before the outcom
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of the primary litigation. The Department, has howevert

refused thus far to provide me with assurance that it

will not hold "informal hearings." Such intention is )

as I have said, subject to court challer

The attempts by the Department of the Interior

to have its way have not stopped there. As this Com-

mission is no doubt aware, we have very recently heard

reports that the United States Geological Survey in+end

to carry on exploratory oil drilling off our coast.

prior to a final adjudication by the United States

of the Interior cannotCourt, the DepartmenSuf

licen private exploration fforts in this disputed

oposed explc ory drilling by thear

Geological Survey would apparently, in the Interiori

Department's point of view, serve that very same purposout's point of view.

This obj'ective is to pinpoint the location of oil

in order to steamroll its entire grand design for oil

drillin as I have explained preour coast. So

ly, ray most immediate concern here is not whether

the Federal Agency in question is adhering to Federal
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Environmental law, but rather, whether it is entitled

to act at all before the Commonwealth's claim of dorain on

has been finally adjudicated. The question of thi

legal perogatives of the United States Geological Surv

is presently under intensive review by my staff. Our

preliminary evaluation would be that the legal authorii

of the Geological Survey to conduct its operations in

this particular disputed geographical area, in its

own inimitable sovereign fashion, is not nearly as

clear-cut under constitutional and statutory laws as

the Department of the Interior and the Geological Surv*

would have us believe. If our legal review results in

the conclusion that the Geological Survey is indeed

exceeding its perogatives, I shall not hesitate to

take prompt and appropriate judicial action.

I hope the aforegoing has given this Commission

a brief overview of the continuing challenges by

Federal agencies to Massachusetts' interests pertainin

to the continental shelf, and of the past and pro-

ty

V

jected legal responses by the Attorney General's

Office to this continuing problem.
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CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you on behalf of

the Commission for responding to our communicationsi for respond!

the Un States Geologicalwith you

uch the prompt and helpfulSurvey. W v yI

d you, sir, gave us aresponse t offauy a

ame so concerned about. But we1the time t t w

through the wire servicehad to read and learn t

We never heard anything of the core drilling,exploratory

lied from the Departmentdrilling v i c

of the Interior directly although we had been attempt-

ing desperately to get any kind of indication that

we could from them as to what their plans were outte

there, and I might just take the time to point out

y I received a letterresterd1that as re e:

from Under-Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Percora,r

and in the letter he goes into the whole subject of1

drilling. He tells us, he says "the geological

in the area of GeorgeheIfon ofconfigura

Bank some 100 miles from shore however, does suggest

that deep test drilling is warranted there, but in
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the absence of sufficient environmental information

at this time the Department has deferred any interest

in this area." At the same time we are hearing thatring th

steps are being taken to accomplish the core drillin

He doesn'tthis s erence to itrc

in a two page length t he sentof lette

to me only as recently as yesterday

We are fortunate to have your office at this

time asserting the rights of the people of Massachu

setts against the Interior Department's activities.

They go right ahead as though we are not here. Some

alivehow we have to let them know we are

INN. Unfc rtunately, MrATTORNEY GENERAL Ql

of Interi or, one in theChairman, we see two side

court room and one in the public utterances. This

is why I suggest that you and this Commission must

keep the public pressure on and we will do our best

to keep the legal pressure on.

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Are there

any questions? Senator Alymer has one.
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SENATOR ALYMER. General, may I ask with

regard to the Department of the Interior whether or

not your office has had

the Department with rec

decision that you affor

any legal consultation with

to your recent 200 milrar

dde to the General Court

raid the subsequent law tha we passed. Has there

your office with regardbeen any consultation v ith

to that particular 200 mile decision?

ATTORNEY GENERAI INN. Well, not to myQ

knowledge. Senator. We have had no correspondence

gest that this is a completelywith Interior and I sue

different issue, what goe on in the water is

from what goes on in thecompletely different su

sub-soil and the ocean be

SENATOR ALYMER. Thank you

We have as our next sp<CHAIRMAN, Thank leakeryou

he has been in touch with the Commission and hopefully

here present this morning, from the office of

Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin, Mr, Martin

Lobel, v ;) Legislative Aide foruokesman

Senator Proxmire. Mr, Lobel thank you for coming
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LOl I Chairit ThtcPi n

is long overdue on the State level

I am Martin Lobel, Legislative Assistant toartm Lobel, Legislative A

Senator Proxmire and X am here to talk about oilm

Rather than spend a lot of time knocking down

all the empty justifications you have heard

the retention of o would likiort quo

to make a few basic poin .nd the n

questior 3U might .ve

There is no ration 1 basis for our Nationour Na

oil policies. In 1970 w he taxpayers, subsidized9

reign oil exploration to the tunec

billion dollars, yet we are prevented from gettm

any benefit from t S3 billion dolla s be5

the oil import quota program which by itself cos

the consumers $5 billion dollars, prevented the

sumers from getting the benefit of cheap foreignore

oil. On the one hand, we are subsidizing foreforeign

oil explo on and on the other hand, we are prevent

he c he benefit of theumers f



übsidy, The only consistent rationale that I hav€

working four yearsto discern afterbeer 456

oil is what is good for big oil is good for our

ust isn’t true, but it will remaincour

true so long as the government's policy is develor

ig as big oil cor1cbehind closed door

t sinale contributors tccontinues to be the lar qes

the consumers repoliticians and so lon irs

sil wh,orant of t is going onNt, and

remained silWhy have the consu Pro

bably because the oil rt enou•oy o

closedate behind and to keep theooroper

subsidies bidder

the outcry if the o3Can you ne 'O'

in for a $5 billion a y subsidy for a pro'ear Tc

that every impartial study group said didn' k?wc

has. That is the cIt couldn't happen but t 1

import quota program

.nd, the effect of the oiTurning to New England, t

import quota program has forced New Englanders to

pay exorbitant prices for the oil and gas they need
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it their homes and run their cars. Accordirn

President Nixon's Cabinet Task Force on Oil

1969qu 1

i in Massachusetts $o

figure is much higher today.

0 ill iow contempl coas

of New England. Such drilling will be necessary so

long as the oil import quota program remains in effecti

Although I can certainly sympathize with the prc

of the conserthe i taken orL

and env antal r e ought not to et rari

ine of New Englan d with oil rigs.the co; not

agree that we ought to prohibit such drilling. Sc

lone lave an oil impor willquota program.

be force o explore eventually for oil off w

England, if not this year, next year or five rsee

hence.

Of course, if we do explore for oil we ou ht

to take every possible step to prevent pollution but

we must explore for oil unless we develop alternatives

to the present oil import quota system.
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I think before

10 into the alternatives I ought to make on

acurity is a relevant real considerationlonal security is a re

in terms of oil supply. We cam ' t become

East for our oil supply. We 1on

to prov

dependent. We must develop alternatives. A shortves. A she

3 iatrange cou

would be to encourage utilities to burn imported low

sulphu Ural

ble us tcgas or

meet our pollut and ome of

Ural gas supplies that we are facinpressur

now and would lower the cost of erenergy to the publ

Another alternative that ought to be implemented

ntiate between oin

n you arso

Russell Long from Louisiana, I don't tli

beli ure so

1812 oc lot likely tors ago

et we have been told that Presidentoccur
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Nixon imposed quotas on oil from Canada. Why? The

politicalfonc

ent Nixon'sted byon

llForce on Oil Impor

Lan a quota hera

setti

present quota system is, it would set a ceiling over

prices, so the o c

1. It e

would allow a grinsecure sour

i the oil industron than present

There is no competition in the oil industry. The

deral government hands them a guaran

Finally it would take the rake-off from the oil

back to the public via thendu nd gi

Federal treasury.

at I favor ibo1W 3

tan Conte and Congresin

it now. This bill wouwho are he1

htnent of federal natior>require

would be paid for by a tariffpetroleum reserv
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olute p:

.Ny shut-off

u

3.

Itf I1

C

n Any po

ti to

th

b' have seen an

H. to be co

for it. It took a lot of guts to introduce

I thin! iht

big boys to 3ut ther chan

if the consumers and the State legislatures^like

achusetts and this Commission bring the i

lance of winnwe havto

The oil boys lost on a de allowance and

they I quota proo lo

-e we can get the consumers activa
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I would be alad to answer any quo OJ

may have

AIRMAN. X would like to ask yo

You and S ■y t our presentr

policy is influenced more by politics than by

ire to maintain a national security

■IR. LOBEL. Oh, it is clear. President Nixon's

own Cabinet Task Force was Chaired by his chief

economic advisor, George Schultz, and conclu

that the present oil import quota program i noO'

responsive, and that tirec noqU'

responsive to our National security needs and what

3 Nixon do? He took George Schultz who was t

only professional economist in that Cabinet Task Force

and replaced him with John Mitchell, his former camjipargn

manager. There was a report in the Oil Dailv

ort was to b sued thshortly before the re

President Nixon met w th the Chairm. n of the Boar

of Standard Oil of New Jersey and he emerged from th

Presidenmeeting saying "I am confident that Nixon

understood the problems of the oil industry.
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the country today, hecontributions incampaign

chairman of the Citizen's Research Foundatic

mated that 60% to 70% of the Republic

campaian contributions came from oil or oil related

industries. A quick run-down of reported, oi

reported contributions, and most contributions ar

hidden, reported contribuxions of the API, the

American Petroleum Institute, which is sort of

big boy's big boy, 90% went to the Republican Partyto

have situations like that, if you have factIf V ou have situations like tha

after fact after fact, study after study, after studyr fact after fact stuc

saying the oil import quota program doesn't workno the oil import quota

you have even the independent oil man saying itno i

doesn't work. Bvery oil man today will say iti to

r l t work and yet we have it. Why? You knowdoesn't work and yet we have it. Why? Y

3 thatbbalot of$5 I Hi an dollar

all going into the pockets of big oil, not theo the pockets of

independent producer or the independent buyer. Theyn

are rapidly being run out of business by the majo;e rapidly being run out of

oil companies. They exist at the sufferancei
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Joint Economic Committee had a hearing in Janu,

the big oil companies, but the bibig oil companies

have the money, the I did a head

xices maintain

y major oil companies or oil company representativ

in on to watch for big oil and to prote

id even if you assume that it cost them a

rs per office, that is $6l million

If you figure out what they are getting a year

he Federal government, they are getting~ig we figure

billion dolla ear in tax subsidies an

billion dollars a year from the oil import quota program.

That is 9.3 billion dollars and the 61 million dcn

s cheap.

CHAIRMAN. What about their taxes? I know

Senator Proxmire, (you didn't say this) but he he
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fellow froprepared for us,nd a stu

oNc

You know thraenoing all th

to encouall thear

th.t

the

xplc

hThey ar

ofEurope. They are buying everything

ut I u:ict ,
aas no

bou aropeone oil cc

of OJhad to

where they are spending their mone;,

but oil exploration. If we arefo

going to give them tax exemptions, what we ought

to do is make sure they are accountable for them.

ure that the money is appropriated so th

iave sonyou

idv is the betterCHAIRMAN. A

rule

In that wayMR. LOBEL. A dire



u can tell exactly how much monev is be-inev is

spent by the public and he being

spent by the oil

CHAIRMAN. Then they couldn't tell us the

we should all be it t.n t

MR. LOBEL. The oil companies are so heav

1socializing that they socialize everything bu he

profit. The First National Bank of New York die t

a study of top hundred manufacturing companies inanufacturino c

he country. That is the larcthe country. That is the largest compan

the United States. They found that the top five1

oil companies had 25% of the total profit of

largest 100 companies. That is a nice chunk of change

:haif Tell Tvtee to

oil import quota program and the matter of offsh

lopment. Would youoi If tos vod

the relationship again etween two. The

oil import quota program and off shore oil development?

MR. LOBEL. Basically we have a si tua

here where the oil import quota progr limits the

amount of oil coming into the market The price
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thirty to a dollardollarabout aof U. S. o

fifty over the price of Middle Eastern oil and

1 is probably eventhe real price different!

1 import quota progranWithout the oigre

t a very high levelto keep domestic oil pric

them to drill offshoreit would be uneconomic fc

and the consumer woulcThey would import the c
aper oil. John Blget the benefit of the che

Economist of the Anti-Truwho used to be the Chief

Monopoly subsidy in the Senate did a survey. He

would save six centthe average rideesti r

a gallon on gasoline. The average home owner woulc

k Force study, $140,00save, according to the Ta

year, and this is money that is being paid outthat is I

our pockets to encourage the oil industry to despoil

the environment, to buy hotels in New York, to buy

petro-chemical plants in Europe

If we are going to develop a program on

National security grants the least we can do is gethe least we can do is ge

<le are paying a gros•ftwha

amount of money and all we are doing is erng is encouraging
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u

exploration off New England

CHAIRMAN. How does Interior respond to you

down there in Washington? I won't get into that.

MR. LOBEL. I am not, I understand that

Secretary Morton was up here doing a TV show when

he was invited to appear. I don't find that untypi

Unfortunately the Interior Department seems to be a

way-station of oil executives on the way up. If yo

do an examination of where the people who work in

oil and gas fields in In erior go, they always go

major oil companies. Asto the API or one of the A

matter of fact we even had John Richter who w,

Oil and Gas come ud 1rector of the Office o: one up befor

a Senate Appropriations hearing and say, "well, ray

o the consumers. It is toponsrb

nsure the oil companies are healthy. They have got

f theyto enjoy pro re going to produce, and

such and such and such

CHAIRMAN. That is why they won't talk to us

We tried to get a response n our office and if we g

vibration from that direction we feel gratified
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is like the scientists, I am sure, howIt

some thinrhink thatfppl whe y

back fro

hard time getting themBut ware th

and then they will send us a letter like the lette

hey willo. tferencethat I just made re we

talk about anything but what we want to talk about.we want to talk abou

any thi

MR. LOBEL. Sure, because the only way th

can function effectively is behind closed doo

and this is opening the doors and the smoke is pou

4

ing out, and they don't want to do that, a.

he doorshere, they hope to keeprefusing to appear

close

CHAIRMAN. And they hope to insure that we willu

too big.all go away. It i

MR. LOBEL. That's right. They are unsophis

But thundershey wonin Massachusetts

are wrong

CHAIRMAN. They are very wrong, you may be

rd we will keep on■ery muchassured. We are
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•1

Commission? The Attorney General has a question

ATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN. Mr. Lobel, ha

Senator Proxmire taken a position on mineral explo

tion of the sub-surface of Lake Superior?

MR. LOBEL. No

ATTORNEY GEiNERAL QUI 'ell, I would suo

that he take a position the

oe made for exploratory dri

New England which I underst

re before any suggestions

lling off the coast of

nd you to have recommends

her e.

MR. LOBEL. No, No, I don't recommend it. No.

ATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN. Oh, you don’t

MR. LOBEL. Oh, no. You misunderstoo'

What I am saying is that even though I oppose off-

shore drilling in New England, I may oppose or I may

not, I am not making any judgment as to whether

we ought to or not, - I am saying you will have to

under the present system explore offshore New England

because of economic reasons imposed on you by the

oil import quota program.
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you are not hereBuATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN,

endorsing it?

No. No. If youMR, LOBEL. Oh, no

eliminate the oil import quota program there is no

reason to explore off New England

CHAIRMAN. I can understand the question of

the Attorney General because it just did seem from

your remarks that somehow you had thrown up your

hands in despair at the prospect of ever ridding

ourselves of the oil Import quota.■i

I will say any shortLOBEL. No, bu

to take the Federalrange programs like tryin

Court, I think are doomedgovernment to the Supre

case down in Louisianato failure. They have tl

Russell Long, Sam Rayburnand at that t r

and Lyndon Johnson, they lost in the Supreme Court.

have anything near that kindMassachus

of po I

CHAIRMAN, The Attorney General has a commento

I am sure.
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ATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN. Mr. Chairman? Mr.

Lobel, I remarked to the Governorthat the Constitution

and the people of the Commonwealth have selected an

patently he didn't hear me and I gueattorney an

you haven ' t he, rd me either. Now I don't pretend

to judge what he Supnme Court ultimately will say

the United States versus Maine, butin the case of

I will sug o you that with the Kerrs and the

Longs and th of the something was gained by

Texas and Loui ana out of all that liti and

I will further you that Massachusettsuggest

yields to no n the Union when it comes to

talent and in of it Congressional delegation

in Washington

MR. LOBI I coul In' t agree with you more

ATTORNEY GENERAL N. Including present

compar

MR. LOBE I cou dn ' t agree wi lore

As a act I mt t say ato larr ington

he and Silvio Conte are the two gutsiest conqressraen
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ave run across in terms of fighting the oil boyI have run across in ter

You have no idea what it is when you take on the

oi 1

Chairman?ATTORNEY GENERAL Q'

leralCCHAIRMAN At to

iRAL QUINN. I don't think theATT OP

endorsement of.no my question requan swe r

Harr aCongre

out thatatMR. LOBE!

CHAIRMAN. haven't beer checking local
A

politic

I don't know anythingMR. LOBEL. I must admi

much iOU

us do, so we are veryCHAIRMAN. Well, none of

ilent

MR. LOBEL. Let me answer your question. I think

unless you eliminate the oil quota program that

any legal steps that you take will be stopgap steps

is going to groweventually the pressurebecau

hat you will have to explore off theo gre

of New Englandcoast
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CHAIRMAN. Senator Alymer of Cape CodA

■TER. Mr. Lobel, - and the Island

CHAIRMAN nd tl I Lan

Lobel youR itioi

some of 1 ves, you made reference to

allowing the impo atron of foreign crude and natural

gas and liquifiec rings of thistan Hassort

your office ha rportunity to do an analyl

with regard to the efining of crude th d bet woul

necessary in orde o allow for it to be burns as

an example, and whether or ,ot the stora cos

and transportatior costs of liquifie s anc thing:

of this sort wou be econo ically fee hisRle at

time ?

There are two poir t ofF

all when you are Iking about crude oil that is

a different quality from LNG or liquified natural

gas. Liquified natural ga is exorbitant. It will

run about $1.40 per, which is about four imes what

it is now at the market here. But so far as direct

burning of crude oil, if you do burn crude oil

‘OR AL‘

SENATOR AL

MR. LOBEL
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.n your publicyou will have to change the nozzles

You will have to adoptthe burnsutilities, in

a different type of storage tank. But it is a lot

cheaper, than LNG and it will take a lot of pressure

It would make a lotnatural gaoff he need f

of these plants uneconomic, if you went to that and

so highly
~ there isrecommended itwhy Ithat

lot of low sulphur fuel oil in the country, in the

world, and it is much cheaper to burn that than to

t and then burn low sulphuto refinehave

SENATOR ALYMER. Do you suggest that there is

lot of zero point five low sulphur crude oil arcunc

there is a lot of zero;EL. OhKR. LOE

As a matter of facthreepoint

it is inexpensivAiSENATOI

;L Oh yes. I can name you threeMR. LO;

sources. Now the reason it is not inexpensive here in

the United States is because the only ones that import

it. that brina this oil in are the majorsv,

is certainly true withSENATOR ALYMER. That
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regard to the electricial :onsumers in this state.t e

I can attest to th

MR. LOBEL. As ama er of fact I spoke to

the American Public Power socratron down in

Washington at their Ann Convention and we cor

eluded the reason that the cost is so high here

and the public utilities 1

so much is that the only s

ave to raise their ra

ource of fuel they have

are the majors. What we ought;ght to be doir

to bring this crude oil in irectly and as a matter

of fact there is a loophole that has not been

explored yet in the oil import quota program, to

bring this crude oil in directly and burn it and

you can save maybe immediately about 10% and over

the space of five years maybe 30% on your fuel costs

CHAIRMAN. We thank you again. What you have

had to say bears out so much of what

MR. LOBEL. I j'ust hope you can bring the door

ed, because the people here

. the people of Massachusett

open. That is what is nee

are interested and I thin

are very interested in $140.00. That is a lot of mone V
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TAN u very much. The nexy

ngton of theahe Honor

Congressman Harrington6th

congress: ON. I

in view of .n Lent would like

3 I hav objection at allo pr

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We are happy

to accommodate. Congres Norman Lent from ther

State of New York, Long I land. Congressman Lent

Thank you very much.CONGRESSMAN LENT

for coming here todayCHAIRMAN. Thank

si

CONGRESSMAN.LENT May I also extend my

on for extendingthanks to ray cc

to get back to Longme the courtesy. Ido ha

here, on oil drillingIsland and make a speech

n Bulger, and disGovernor Sargen

Special Commission. Itinguished members of th

lortunity to appear heresed to have the or

atmosphere here is quitetoday. I must say that the

different from the atmosphere in the Congress last

CHAIF
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Ned tc interest in the dir

prospect of eventual oil drilling off our Atlantic

Coast ening to me then, bu

ough concentrated efforts such as the one youo

have here, and ours on the F t people

of the Atlantic Coast states have now been awakene now be

to the prospect of what they might be forced to live

with if effective measur not taken to slow thi

breakneck pace toward or ig up the untapped At la c

I would like to also say of introduction just

to keep the discussion isan here that I3.

will support Senator Prox 's efforts to eliminate

or considerably reduce th influence of the oil

lobby on our Government, ticularly its influence

on Congress, which of cou has been controlled by

one party for the last 34 years including the member

of the House Ways & Means Committee which of course

is charged with the responsibility for drawing the

laws on'such, tax laws, in luding the oil pollution

laws which is Chaired by no less a personage than

the Honorable Wilbur Mills, one of the leading

members of the Democratic Presidential contingent
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Last October, after some extensive research,

I introduced in the Congr the National Marine

That legislation now haMineral Resources Trust Act

96 co-sponsors in the House

the entire membership - and

almost one-fourth of

let me tell you that it's

difficult to muster that kind of support for anything

less than motherhood.

Nevertheless, I think those figures show that

we've been successful in focusing Congressional

attention on the problem we face. Nine of the twelve

members of your own Massachusetts Congressional dele-

ots of ray legislationgation long the co-

who I understand will alsoincludina Mike Harrington

todaybe presenting testimony hi

f y what my bill would mandLet me explain br ate

It would hold all mineral res ources of the Outer Con-

oil and gas, in an unleasedtinental Shelf, including

us until three requirements are satisfiei1

1. The first requirenrement is that there be
.deq hnological and managerial means

to p: o the marine environmen
That, as you are well aware, is presently
no
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3
Secondly, certain ecologically sensitivc

would 1
for permanent preservation as "marine sanctuarie
where no development would be permitted.

3. Third, and the most important provision of
the bill - there must be a national requIC
for these resources which cannot be satisfied
'onsistent with the requirements of Nat

secur otheran

I, for one, am tired of being chided by the in

dustry an rior Department officials about he in

evitable doomsd ht is sure to occur if wc on't ex

ploit the Atlantic's c resources immediatel This i

ly not fc

I have ted a copy of a research ior

was issued very quietly last August by the Interierror De T

nent's own Bureau of Mines. Of necessity, I‘ve onl

included the p pages which cite the fi x

eliraina hnical m,v the 3iymer

would not find us ful.

The Report is No. 7560, Converting Ore c

Oi

It says in the introduction that "All types

of cellulosic wastes, including urban refuse, agri-r

cultural wastes, sewage sludge, wood, lignin, and3
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converted to oil by reactct ion

with carbon monox er

"Most people regard organic wastes as simply

softies are removed fro:ier ar

wastes are indeedurban wastes. Although such u

I, other replenishablea huge source of organic mat

ces of organic solidand continually increasing sou

to the glut spreading

entially all of them

wastes are now adding each yea

over our land. Not only can e

,h much of our energybe recycled, but they can furn

in the form of low-sulfur liqu d fuels." And the re-

port goes on to say, and X won't read the whole thing

because it is before the members of this Commission,

that as much as one half of the fuel oil requirements

tisfied from the conversion of ordinary garbagecan

would solve not onlyorganic waste. This of cours

crisis but also alleviatea great portion of our en y

the problem that we have in disposing of solid wast

epresents a startlingThis project, to me

breakthrough, but the findings are being verbally down-n

graded on every front by both Industry and the Interior

Department. I got a good barometer of the Department's



a. u o Offic ThU o

mates of the huge reserves of oil shale which

neath the ground in isolated and relatively small are

of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah. Thehese shale rv

are estimated to yield approximately 300 billion barre

°i1 j enough to satisfy U, S. petroleum needs fo

another 30-40 years. With some enlightened conservatior

practices and lan recla tion programs finances jointly

from industry contributio: and royalty monies the

hale lands inc ndous potentialhave t c

There are other se ingly exotic but well-docu-

mented en offer inexhaustible supplie

of completely nonpolluting power. Nuclear energy, sol

power, wind power, and t 1 action are four of these.
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Dut they too have been systemically relegated to

miniscule roles by the Interior Department because of

p on the policy-makingthe Petroleum industry's gr

apparatus. We hear so much today about the so-called
1

military-industrial complex where senior Pentagon offi

cials and military officers sign on with defense con

tractors after their retiremente

Unfortunately, we have much the same situation

Id easily be tagged thecouthe oi

or-Industry Complex”

As a result of the revolving door pattern o

to Interior and vice-vi

the Department has become production-oriented rather

o we find that on

ivironmental considerationsnumer j

leasluc are

1 in the recent offshoreb

hen environLouisiana lease sale, wh

in a Federalon

ives to the sale hadn
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hate

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969a

Bu tless polo 5 wi tl€

the Atlantic, We must demand a - long-range, forward-fo:

looking energy policy which recognizes the

potential of the more sophisticated pollution-fre

energy sources such as the ones I have mentioned

The oil industr has recogni

fossil fuels too much longer forio s

world. They've t etly irqu ig in c

Nation's uranium 1c ay the Petroleua.
}

Industry owns half of the cou:t tlte

uran o

We on Coast, who have th€ o

the 1must here. Your Stopuc Commi

Senator Bulger, has done a magnificent job of alertirent job of al

the people of North t to the eventua

we are threatened with, and I hope to accomplish tl

same end in the Congress, If we work tooether in

Federal-State partnership, we can put a stop to thi

grave prospect. You have my total support, and I hop

I can call on yours to boost ray legislation in Coi



hank vcan Lent we thank you veryCHAIRMAN. CongrMRMAN. Con

jch for coming here today want you to know

that I have had an opportunity beforehand to stuhad an opportune

your bill and that I think it is an excellent on

nk you very mudTh,LENTCONC

ppreciate that. May I askCHAIRMAN, We appreciate that. May las

couple of questions? Could you speculate on the31

11ofhan 3Uof y

CONGRESSMAN LENT. It is very difficult to

ime. We have 9t

sponsors. That is almost one-fourth of the totalpo:

is House of Representatives. Weome

were successful just a month ago on securing theul

sponsorship of Senator Edward Gormanc

who is a representative from Maryland, the home

the Interior and moreretary ofof tlstate

of the House, MarineCha Lanancor

heries Commit tee vhich is charged with the respon-Fisheries Commit tee vhich

sibility for steering this particular piece of

hat sponsorship would1 hoj;legi on

certainly indicate the certainty of public hearingsnly in
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en made yet. The Co: ttee had requested the

course on the t various objective

partments and as soon t has been filed I

will have an answer. But I also c 1 you th.

the Senator has announ his re :nt. I don't

kno- the oil industry but hoing intoe

has announcec retir Nt this year, so I just

don't know, I wish he v ould take one last swing

at immortal id hold 1 tarings on this particular

would certainly help ourpiece of legislation. I

chances considerably

CHAIRMAN. Congres man, you might be able to

tell us something about why the Department of Interio

doesn't care to appear before this State Legislative

Commission. I don't know, you are down there in

Washington, so far away from us here, and we are

always interested in trying to,

CONGRESSMAN LENT. Well, X think that it is

inexcusable for the Interior Department not to send

a representative here to participate in these hearings
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I can tell you that in c r my Statat in conjunction wi

Senator, Norman Levy of N assau County, we have

ilar hearingsbeen holding a number of

lout the district ancvarious high schools thrc u

ves to I believe, twothey have sent represent

of the three or four hear that we have had soinc

is just a question offar. So they do exist It

to get them upmaking the necessary cont

ere? They definitelyCHAIRMAN. They ar re

there, and do they actually come and do they testify

and answer questions?

Yes, they do. To give youCONGRESSMAN Lent

line is that no decisionthe last line, the last re

on thehas Iece , no

They are merely considerquestion of oil 1

decision will be madeing all of the input and ro

1Nt a full environmen study or absent

omplete public hecfull ings

.ddress themselvEDo t hCHAIR

offshore oil developing Ntquotato the oil anci

at thi



LAN LENT. No, I don't really think

that they are involved particularly in the questiontvc

the oil import quota. lam very much opposed tto

he oil import quota. I also feel that we shoul

iting the export of do;

y produ 1 to go along with that and th

out the off we will be t

n't believe that the Interior Department whichi

it ion has taken a stand on tha1

They have tf preserving the nation's environn

, and on the other hand, they

esoi

th

It is very difficult fornext

Department to serve two obviously conflictin

CHAIRMAN. It is curious if we are in fac

*rnc

of po which is so concern

with protection of our resourc

would be s on the quota system which allov,

for, or cat kind of



CONGRESSMAN LENT. It should be perfectf

are involve'obvious tc

even on thof

of an ene

p wlforeran oour door

nviolate untoil reserves are in the At la

some very future date, far off in the futur

when the fo y for one reason or ar

be cut off. But certainly we should not drain

America first as you ve put it

CHAIRMAN. Con ate you

coming here today. I believe there is a questio:

DR. DYER. Congressman Lent, what are your virr vrew

, say offshcon the question of explor

would you tryhere as opposed to exploits

to hold off this exploration until we have an energy

1 worpolic

CONGRESSMAN LENT. Well, I heard the dialc

the Governor and as Ibetween Senator Bulger and

icing to be explorationunderstand it, there is no



1. What is going to take place are the3 take

l€ loloc

am I familiar with the oil industry's workir

wo entirely

igs. The taking of core samples I

frankly would favor because I think it is important

e know what information these cor

yield, and I have been advised by the representative

of the Interior Depart this is just part of

ongoing unrelated to oil ext on program that

Survey does to he Ip o•1

floor of tl so they can se

wh igurations are and what the

of various rock levels will yield. So it may be tha

those core samples will indicate that Georges Ban!

is not a favorable area for the exploration of oi

lave been cases on the West Coast a feon the West Coast a few

rs ago off Oregon when the oil companies lo

deal of money when they bid on leases which yielded very

little oil. They went dry. They weren't productive.
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1 and t

governor to use the avenue of litigation to whatever

on the

Co

I think the major problem that we are

fronted with in public office is to hope■onfrc

on on the part ofhoi n V

and to get the exercise, to use Congressman Lent's

ughterras, to join with us in forcing enough publ

attention nationally to the problem of the prospect of

y problem of the governoffshore

ment's oil policies over the course of the last gen

tion which I think underline to a great extent the

concern expressed h

Now if I could Mr. Chairman, I would like to

text and I will be available forread

questions if it is agreeable to you. I believe y

all have a copy
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en

Tv

re

1

Pr

rould 1
First, to the

o the effects of
critical con
of a national energy policy
lack of a national energy p
the economy; and finally, to

lorncresolve

u1

ro coordinated nationalr

in New England stems from a variety of factor
,ouisiarby oil produ

import quota svstem, failures by the Atomic Energy Commission

and inadequate development of electrical power supp

But there is one factor which is not responsible for the

fuel shortage and that is the fuel shortage itself. In othe
r world-wide deficiencyour

in energy materials. We may face such a deficiency in

future, but our problem today in New England io

ited is theEvery factor on the list I have just recited is t

ts of a handful of
of millions of

.c

to allow us to pay reasoirow t o
2ly obtain

for
.ble only at g

o our env

for

areoraanization, no area of government
of major organizational su

Ip

on and the Louisiana Depa
r,rmi nri V, rwn mn rh rinmoQt i C

Tc
ment
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The
pie a

is no
their1Cw

here were an oil spill

state and across tl

turning their attention now to the fight over offsl
ng in the North Atlantic. Governmental bodies, such as the

City of Gloucester and the Town of Swampscott are also takir
opo

Sant
in the Gulf Coast and off the shores of England - I believe
these groups are correct in oppo 'emus

not sacrifice our historic seacoast for more oil when
available elsewhere; we must not permit Cape Cod to beconi'

r duplicate of what happened in Santa Bari

to includeion, I woul
ial list of efforts already underway to
New England without sacrificing the quality

in my

ecure more c
of our environment

These proposals include bills to abolish the oil impor

quota program, to create national defense petroleum reserves
leaislation concerning environmental aspects of the r
Trans-Alaska Pipeline ir

of ards of offshore

But much more is needed. As I mentioned earlier, the
nation's energy policies need to be formulated into a single
comprehensive policy.
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the o

with oi
fraud.

need to

rationing by individual states,
has now outlived its usefulness.

pra or 498

need direct subsidies for the exploration of oil, ar
Federal-State sharing of the revenues when oil is found, V
need to end the monopolies created in the pc

nc
regulation of pipelines to insure that consumers in distan

o oil from any producer, regardless of

But most of these ideas touch only on the fringes of the
problem, because the central problem we face is this: wh
get our future sources of enerc

All of us - government, industry education, consu|OV'

environmentalists - admit that the energy sources we have to
1 not last forever. Now all of us must face up to

Diem with

First, we must limit our personal consumption of enercF
3

ch for new energy sou
oin t c

We have made proaress in recent years in seeking out ne
energy sources with research and planning of
But this potential energy source, 1
from environmental risks. And 1

us
ource with

our eneroy ne

v,the

Co:T

ew minutI woi
c

One proposal would place a Federal severance tax on
and gas production. The revenues from this special tax would be

»used in the fight to clean up the nation’s environment.
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ble

are

ndt

o I

it pe

co

arts now in the preparation
losal would place the penal

on r
worId

lounting to an almost insignificant

he existing penalties are the same
ual damage or the reason fo
re seldom imposed. The

for
upon the extent and cause of the oil spi

ture of the oil industry. Immediate action must be taken o:
.on of the depletion allowance an

in

pollu

ot ne u Therefore rr
coming weeks I will intro'

tee on energy policy. This committee's responsibility will
aver not only the oil industry but the coal, electric, an

Furthermore, un e o
:nded, steps must be taken to insure that tit

heard. I plan to introduce legislation which will rlegislation which will place an
consumers on both the Oil Pol
Dpeals Board.

independent representative of consumers on both t
Committee and the Oil Import Appeals Boa

The re only part of the overall effort thati,

Id of energy and its related problems. But
owards the objective I believe all of us here todayo

Our objective can be summed up quite simply. We recogr

that the nation is suffering through an energy crisis; we kning through an energy crisis; we k:

one,here in New England, But we a
letermined that we will not sacrifice our seacoast. our

ne resources to ease this crisis
1o

What the administration and the oil compan ng us
to do now is to pay twice for the oil we need; once w

our environment. We simply
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COJ HARRINGTON. There is no questic

roursel

le di

han anyone else of tYou v

f I think tt>ower n

h

io

have heISU

nq done in a deliber

Dil dol h is pursi

o brc ticof

v ,r

u think InterC i 1 1

comment on tho yourc D I
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.nd hst

Interior

Department were sorry but in response to ourut in respc

that they wouldn 1o

3 anyonee

CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you in behalf of the

Commission, I know you did in fact communicate tn fact commi

the Secretary uraing him to be here, indicating that

you felt it would be very, very helpful to us an

o his Department, if he came, isn't that correc

I think in listCONGRESSMAN HARRINGTON ninq

to the testimony from both Mr. Lobel and Congressman

clear indicati on of exactly theLen you get

treatment usually afforded Congress on a regular

bi-partisan basis on subjects like this. So far there

10 change, because the level of outrage I don't think

uf f ic high enough toi

CHAIRMAN. That is exactly where we come in. W

going to try to heighten the level of outrageare

ATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN. Mr. Chairman?
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CHAIRMAN„ The Attorney General has a question

ATTORNEY GENERAL QUINN. Congressman, I was

Lent say that somesurprised to hear Congressman

Interior people have appeared before High School

suppose if we sent

rman of this distin-

meetings in New York. Do you

Interior a picture of the Cha

guished Commission who I think looks more like

high school student than any other Senator, that we

re?himight be able to get them up

It might be asCONGRESSMAN HARRINGTON

relevant as any other reason for their coming.

CHAIRMAN. The Attorney General,every time

he sees the head of hair that I have he

CONGRESSMAN HARRINGTON. lam getting very

Whatever the reasonsensitive about that myself

ghted to explore it,

.nd I am going to be

1we could try, I would be d

because I think the prob

i members here who represent

variety of ways to merge

involved with New York and thi

various interests will find a

attention to a great number of disparate risks in

one direction to alleviate the great injustice being
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tire area.done to ou

CHAIR! AN. Thank you very much. Are there

any further questions from the Commission? Genera

Thank you very much Congressman Harrington. I app:

1

ciate that ve ch

Now we have n an arrangement, although

re from Congressman Jim

lassachusetts, we have, out

g State Senator from New

v

have a represe:

Burke's office

italive he

here in

of concern for a visitir

York, Senator

him to get off

Bernard th, we are going to allow

o he get the plane back to

New York.

We hav with us t he way. Assemblyman>y

of New YorkPeter Costic who icently named

Chairman, Co-C man of the Bi-State Committee

on Coastal Resources, New York and Connecticut have

formed a bi-state commit •e that is rather well

known today representing Assentiere

Speaker perry Duryea, Jr

At this time X would like to introduce
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State Senator Bernard Smith of New York, Chairmaniw

of the New York State Senate Committee on Conser

Senatervat on, who

Brydges. Senator Smith.o tea EarlPr€

today, sirThank you for coming here

ator Bulger and MembersSENATOR SMITH. S'

on. I want to extendof this Dis Cc

sident pro tem Earl

is sick and not able

the greetings of Senate I

Brydges, who unfortunately

to attend this meeting and also my congratulations

on on the job which you are

interested legislators and

to this very fine Comm

doing in bringing togethe

s possible solutions topublic officials to discu

the potential environment

befall because of the pro

lisaster which could

ected offshore drilling.

I might also add parenthetically and X made

this comment to my colleague. Assemblyman Peter

Costigan, that I was touched by the reverence with

which you mentioned the name of our President at
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various times during the course of this hearing

and I figure that after he got back from his present

mission to China he should have a similar mission

to the State of Massachusetts.

CHAIRMAN. There would be no votes for

him here.

SENATOR SMITH. lof course wasn't thinking

of anything like that, Mr. Chairman. I might also

say that if there are no practical solutions from

these meetings that there will be some solace from

the fact that you have brought this critical message

to the attention of a broad spectrum of the public

and in so doing have created a greater awareness

of the magnitude of the threat posed by this off-

shore drilling and again I think you are to be

commended and congratulated for this effort. As

this hearing proceeds and as I have listened to

those who have testified this morning before me

I can easily visualize the attorneys for the large

oil companies quietly advising their clients not
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to get too excited about State government activity

in this area because this is something generally

beyond State control and they can so advise them

with some degree of confidence and assurance for

certainly the Department of Interior, as everybody

has noted here today, has given them very little

opportunity to worry as this Department has shown

little inclination to act upon the insistent recom-

dations that have been made by the Congressional

delegation for the Atlantic Coastal states that the

Department impose a moratorium on offshore drilling.

In addition of course the oil companies are well

aware as we are of the limitations in both state

and I am talking now aboutand federal jurisdiction.

I am sure that they haveoffshore jurisdictions bu

also noted with interest .

of relief, that under our

Section 33, 33 U, S. Code

I have and in some sense

United States Code, in

Section 1161, that their

liability on a spill for example on these offshore

drillings is limited to eight billion dollars where

the spill occurs because of their negligence as is
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stated in the statute, and only if there is wilful

negligence or misconduct can they under the statute

be held for the full responsibility of the actual

cleanup of the spill.

I have been advised that this procedure has

been somewhat modified by the proposed contracts

between the oil companies and the Department in

their oil drilling proposals for the offshore.

Now these observations are made to point up

what X consider to be quite frankly the obvious

futility of state efforts to control this potential

ecological disaster through punitive regulations, and

incidentally to show the Federal concern for offshore

drilling in this liability limitation rather than

concern for the individual and his environment. A

major spill could easily result in billions of

dollars' worth of damage, destroying beach areas,

wetlands, the fish spawning areas, for example, in

the Chesapeake Bay, and I find a very small in-

centive here for the oil companies to use their

very substantial technical resources in the
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liminate the possibility of a spill, as was

indicated by the Chairman in his introductory remarks

I also make these observations regarding

jurisdiction and the punitive approach to highlight

another very obvious difficulty in this situation

and that of proving by legally competent evidence,

for example, first, the legal responsibility for

such a spill by a indisputable chain of evidence.

to prove legal responsibility that is engendered

by the very nature of a negligent act or use of

the term wilful negligence, and second, proving

or establishing actual measure of damages that

How do you put a price

or a fish pawning

flows from the spill itself.

tag on a large wetland area

d, or how do you put a

public beach area or

area which has been destroys

price tag on the denial of

the general destruction of marine life which must

of necessity accompany a major spill?

The difficulties herein are obvious and perhaps

point up one of the basic defects of any approach
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ich would ensuother a raoratoriunn c an

absolute moratorium on the offshore drillina. at

least until reasonable men can make some positive

hed technology providesdetermination that establ

absolute protection against the spill from a drill

rig.

Following the same line of thought I don't

believe we can permit our critics in the industry

or in the Department of Interior to assign to us

the posture of impractical or illogical alarmists.

I don't believe we are going to panic the dimension

of perspective drill shortages, and there has been

a lot said about that here today, particularly

where our Federal government in the interests of the

oil industry continues to maintain oil import quotas

which have been discussed in detail and which one

of our leading newspapers claims is costing the

citizens of this nation at least $lOO.OO a family

annually

mendous importance, that it doesn't seem at all un-

I might also add that, and this is of tre-
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reasonable to ask for and obtain technological

perfection to prevent an environmental disaster

by an industry that is receiving as much as $6O

billion dollars annually in oil depletion allowances.

It is very little to ask when you consider the

benefits that the oil industry enjoys. Incidentally

when we are talking about technological perfection

the standard should not be determined in my humble

he Department of Interior,

ntial when an evaluation

opinion by forces within t

I think it absolutely esse

al advances and the safe-is made of the technologic

■d, if this is ever to

be done by an independent

Academy of the Sciences

guards that must be impose

become a reality, it must

body such as the National

for example

Mr. Chairman, before I make what may seem to

be a very bold suggestion as to one means we might

consider to accomplish a moratorium on offshore

drillino I ask this distinguished Committee to

consider the absolute necessity for a uniform

icensina regulation of thousands of oil depots,
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small and large whiwhich dot our coastal areas. Strict

regulation on the north shore of Long Island Sound,

for example, and the Westchester areas may be of

little avail if our sister State in Connecticut

does not follow suit with comparably strict regula-

tions, That is why my colleague. Assemblyman

Costigan is Co-Chairman of the new bi-state

Commission where we look into this very type of

problem and this very type of regulation, and as

part of this uniform licensing program we should

also mandate the maintenance of these oil facilitie

of a trained, competent oil spill cleaning up crew

with a capacity to contain any spill,equr

large or small and to mop up the spilled oil and

these crews by this licensing regulation which I

would hope would be a uniform regulation must be

on call around the cloc

Now as to my socalled bold suggestion to

this Commission, as another possible attack on the

problem, it is certain that in order to operate an

offshore oil well or drill for the same the oil
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companies must look to a reasonable distance of

transport in bringing their crude products into the

nland for processing and they will undoubtedly

be looking toward the Atlantic Coast ports for coas

line facilities. I am therefore suggesting, gentle-

men, that we as a gesture of defiance, if we can

characterize it as such, toward the Department of

the Interior, and as an indication of. the grim

determination that we have to prevent the possible

contamination of our waters and shore lines, if we

established a simple interstate compact among all

the Atlantic Coast States that will bar the use of any

of our ports or any of our shore line facilities

of any ofthe productsforthe landing and transpor

of the offshore drilling.

we have to consider suchIt is shameful that

move because of the insen ;itivity of the Department

of our Atlantic Coast-of Interior to the requests

line States for this much needed protection. By the

drastic within the realmsame token no step however

overlooked in a matter ofof legal procedures can be
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meration and to

hor t and anins. Thisu

effective co be adopted andction m

implemented at the earliest possible date. Thank you

CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Are there any

questions from the Commission? Dr. Dyer.

DR, DYER. Senator Smith, the question of

an interstate compact might have to be looked at

also from the point of view

compact. I believe the oil

New England would have very

of an international

companies drilling off

little difficulty at

this point in time in landing their oil in Canada

Would you comment on that?

SENATOR SMITH. Yes, sir, I recognize that

fact. I recognize that we have got drilling and we

have got port facilities in the Gulf area. lam not

saying that this is the absolute answer. My thoug

is that maybe it is provincial in one respect. These

companies have to take into consideration the economic

aspects of this and if they are not able to land on

any of the coastal states, for example, they are going
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tion off the Atlantic States which would constitute

hore lines, the Atlanticthe greatest hazard o ou

Coast, off the Atlantic Coast states

ipate having yourCHAIRMAN. Do you ant

on h soon,Con Ive

Senator Bulger, I was JusSENATOR SMITH

seize the reinswou 1v thop 1

and say I am going to take the 16yd in establishing

tate compac.. I know yourlantic Coastalthi A

i to this subject, butenergy an >

hearings, and weV sco

are qoino to try to do just what you are doing hertr

in essence, bring together some people who arng to*

so vitally interested in it, so concerned, not onl>

but from areas outside our Statefro 3Uy

1

CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that if you

will join Massachusetts inv.ur

of Interior'ort toG

ooical Survey from drilling this summerTv o

Senator ?
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hout first suwithout first submitting an environmental impact

study, is there any hope that you might?

'OR SMIT Bel ieSE I tttorne

Gene tl hat you

have here of having my Attorney General wiv

but X believe our Attorney General has indicated h

desiie and willingness to do this, not necessarilys

with the State of Massachusetts, - I don’t think thatV

o hiwas propo he ha Iked about inst

tuting such a suit, y

CHAIRMAN, It is a very recent effort that

have made by the way in response to the announcemen€

by the U. S. Geological Survey that they were about

to begin this core testing, core drilling, that weIrillina, th.

have 3 somethin

SENATOR SMITH. May I say thisthis, Senator Bu er

that I hope as a result of meetings such as thisu 11 of

and others, through the efforts of Peter Costigan,G

1my Assemblyman, this Bi-state Commission with

Connecticut, we will be ble to pull toqeth

han t
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will be attacking all these problems in regardiw

waters, and our environmentalto our

h theC

n 1 you, very, ve

our coming

ir Alymer Senatehere to

Thank you very much Senate:

rat have coWe have other

1id if Ifrom ou

one who indicated anlodate everschedule tc

1 be anxious now tong, wen

has been very, vehear from Senator Taylor whe

who has givenhenhelpful to this Commission 1

n related matters, theof his t to u

or Eric 0. Dlode Island, S€tor f

nator, do you desire

to hear from you.

Taylor, who I see here. S

to testify? We would like
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SENATOR TAYLOR. lamin a rather difficultul

area to We in Rhode Island areown to you

n loing inor

nte € n extending o

bourn you we are pleased totc ee

wh York has beer ng. We feel this is goin

to be very important that in these things the two

states, Rhode Island an tchuset t nc o-

gether. We have the most ilable ports to which

this oil would come in e have the por 1

would be most damaged and it is pretty vital to us

that there should be no at tempt made to use these

core drillings. I have been in contact with very

excellent geologists, one a Emeritus from Brc wn

and he tells me that core drilling would be 'ery

serious and might well, in case they struck aas

pocket, might have dangerous results. We ho >e that

everything will be done to prevent it

We have had no success in protecting our

fishing industry and we would not like to see an

oil well off your coast. We would like to see our
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r

f ishc fish and not have■n go out and bring back

together I hope in thhem destroyed. We areto have

very important business of keeping the control of

the land that is ours where our people can startpec

, bring back their fish, where thetheir fishing, bring back their fish, where they

can start their boats and bring back their boats abring back their boats an

do nc edewhere nment, wht

is unprincipled in its hunt for destruction,as anyorunt for c

who kno’ what happen Sann a

I haV' ead those dec rived thatO]

state of the right that your state and my state seek

to main

cooperation between L6<2-We will need ver tron

rimes who is here with me also fro:i

Rho' ,r uc

y be good»e th.he tCom: i and we wou

1 attornenough to ward off th Feo

whe

o havewell as the High Schools. We plan perhaps to ha

a few hioh school students present at our mecI

h
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for coming here today. I am mostSenator c

interested in the comment that you cor

rilling. I have been hearing the same kind ofr

h'L CG

Yet I don’t know if youevolved

re h lot when

from the Under-Secretary of the Interior. M:

’ercora, He refuses to even acknowledge that the

core di o be u Un

from Humble Oil in Rhode Island for several years anc

wc v

unessential to their proving the amount of oil that

is present but they also, in talk on

in our public places anc

ou that core dr}

hey have not i!G

on 'ou kno n



d to an ns

CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. We are very rver

Cc

ever call upon us. We appreciate that. The on

and, I can 1I can 1 1 u

quest ionI would henow to

yc

1 t have barsdistr

SENATCC Sor

CHAXRKAN. You may rest assured that I woul

be vc t were the 3ut

with the agenda. We have again, I wantwi 1

to nc rturn ty,

Klein, Suffolk County Long Island , is he he:

orning later this afternoonHe is not here. He

Fine. From LaGu,

We would like to call upon the administrative

;urke of the 11th1

Dist
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on in coniunctior

ome here

o your

to thank you and the ott

a n he a

tion to ou today to fy befor

Co se of the hearings you have been

oil drill I feel that t

rv on o:

the most ving pre

pu the controversyn a

ven thu t possibility of develc

th perhaps more correctly, the possible)

off serves on Georges Bank or Cape Cod. Hop

inclusion of the hearings the public anful 3

probably more importantly, the Interior Department, will
h, ing for just how concerned the residents

of this state are about such a prospect. Without gettingng

involved in States' rights controversies or the meaning
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such as the

.bout something as related to their immedio

‘ s auven

to f w

no

this Cc a

y e.

V

en t

judicial institutions. Ir

do not v

t u u

fears, then they shoul

foi

In fact, if theof

ash
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1 e concerns for the well bein

itizens in deciding on a policy of explorationoral

tent o

Ids, then I would be pre

ou

tate some sort of veto power over the whole matter. In

saying so, I say so fully confident that in this we, the

1

bu

cit

Nta

.wareness of our p

health inth t

er words, no lort

tolicie

future iobs in the oil



h

oil

u

v

i

,ot worth *q

either positic

tment iust

lent study and ti

to award even exploratc
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by oiO

on 1 ? coast or to the northn

th

Increasinalv, members of

be tou

the v€

Z)Xs

mcies such r

nation 1 s

iportant, either from the

int of environmental con

supply of natural erir
, to leav

n sureaucracy if the bureauc

not u

> I am ao

how long it takes the bureaucracy to

somebody’s social security check or on a routine VA case.
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Interior Department 1

trying to break all kinds of track records first inall

pipeline and now theof thethe

is a prospect of oil fields being developed off our At

Co

field which lends itself to such speedy action.

into IUS

Even those interested in safe ic

this nation has - and are primarily interested in - tl

ronmental considerations -- evento xc

in for proceed info us

his nation's oil resourcaution

e, and if one o:

nation's most important resources is its ability to rmits ability to meet

future eneroy requirements, then I can see many reasons

=lds whfor postponing a rapid development of any oil field

t exist off our coast until we absolutely have no

alternative. In other words, let's save these vital reIternative. In other word

tur nvsour c

■ating all along and import thedo what T

In other worbulk of oi.

do 1 icy foto me that it would be a very intelligent policy f

upply of fun
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ts own as much as possible. In other words, why be

so con

lat ur in

ion 1

1 us this valuable commodity at lower prices thar1

for ourselves in this country

supply from every vie

i t ou

bu\ Nown

adv'

,uf

I am all tc

of thousands of iobs that have be and th

o

-f c

V r itioninq one

lother. or

our po c

Nto n

rvhich vto :>nce ou

ony of iro.gover erio.



1 n

uc tWO' 1

result inuch

a

YDU

3.c

Ol itra

ouQ1

Da cVy

renow - of r rtifici

In other words, IDUour o

v xploratif■ o r u

1off

.Ny dcoil produceour

ol the pa continue too t Yav



necessity of modern day life.

have arr do n uf

o >orts to cheaper foreign

I t

posal of the Interior Department ret

tl Un environ

ion of ht fuel oil cos■ontine

h rnative to both threats i

iple and has been too long overlooked by tlhas been too long overlooked by the Interior

Department and that is, import more foreign oii oil. In

be of on in foreigrle

upply, have to look to other sources to develop and:er sources tc

naybe then a decision will be made that it is wortwor th

all the risks and go ahead and develop tlhese offsho

oil drills

ly point today is, let 1 s noBu rush into

this, let's wait the 25 years. By then, we should

know much more about controlling oil spills and blow-

outs. Who ows, too, by the: i we may have a reasonable

alternative, a fuel substitute to oil for our energy

eguir erne

In conclusion, therefore I feel strongly tin
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should refrain from proceInterio

ith oil exp on on the Atlantic,nc

Seabo 1 all of the environmental factors have

been evaluated and considered. Of equal importancDC

feel we must make a start to re-examine our whole natior■v

ly a hango\present pciO

f eriod. It represents the complete domir

1 s e; thinkinc ful oi

has come to hing froiint

cratch and I am convinc in the process, we will f

how little we need to develop these offshore Atl

oil fields. In short, Mr. Cl t, the time for reactic

\ freefor new tl

on fu t ior development of this nation's fuel supply

obcis probably the only way we are going to successfully brir

his about. Let those of us in Massachusetts used to ini

volut

'orth tlhesitate to let the word go out fro

'ecided to blow the whistle on
}

'uel barons. If I may borrowth I-

ve notrn

we will no longer beOJ

held he upt v
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Moore, we really appreci

v ng the trouble to come here and

so pa Amance to

qu Senate: onea

SENATOR MENDONCA. Do you know if the ConT

is to be a sponsor to this legislation we h<1

about this morni

CHA e, do you mean?Con

MR. MOORE. I believe he is

dV

that the Attorney General mentioned to us, one particularly.

el or

CHAIRMAN. Any more questions? Thank yoi

he Corr

in that I congratulate him for having reachedcc

into my district to take his administrative assist-

ant, He was very wise to put a South Bosth Bostonian

in that positron of trust, Mr, Moorei

MR. MOORE. Thank you, Senator.

CHAIRMAN. We have Mr w r j

who has attended each of these Commission hearinc
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Cc

id I;Yc

io

I dc .V

r .v

L of you

I r , New

E .V

c.o fra

v

;ome 40 c

than pwho

ntary 1 Vre oio:

ou. The remaroppo:w

f the Petroleumthat I

nythineo quindu

i

a
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US

the degree of need? I submit that present handling ofresent handling of oil

st that any real shor

petroleum, in fact, exists. According to a 196757 report of

the Humble Oil and Refining Company it can be seen that if w

ion by sowere to increase our oil consumpti oday, an

r all oil imports, we would still havfu

th irnpo

supply would last some

0 years. Coincidentally, world reserves have been estimatedi

100 year supply. Now, if we have developed alternativ

sources of power within 70 years, all is well, but if we haven'

egically, if the remainingoff

within our borders? Would we want the30 year

aining petroleum in the world to be locked beneath



i? Actually, the import quota system hast

nothing to do with national security and actually works

From a viewpoint of security would weour secu

not be more secure if our
3

overland, from Canada, r
than by tanker from the Gulf Co

The quota system was instituted by former President Dwigl

on March 10, 1959. In his memoirs, Mr. L

inown at that time as the 'deputy PreSI

national securityt

port quotas in oil", he

, "was primarily an economic decision... but the action

rations in accordance with the

he economic considerations? Two indepen-,w

atening industry struc-

tur

What has been the economic effect of the import quota system?

the American consumer has been estimated at between $Its

Laird, of

efore this Committee on
Ai

1972, conceded in answer to your questions, Senate

on. An official of
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Th

ion. President Nixon's Cabinet Leve

Force, headed by the then Secretary of Labor, George P. Schultz

on the amou: 101 e Se:

ome $i

Dur in 3 Ja .VG

per bbl. for Middle East crude while in America the price w«price

$3,00,,, one of the reasons we are in a poor competitive pos

ion withtion with Japan in world trade. On December 1, 1970 lo’

Iphur, 1 ual sold in Rotterdam for $3,18 per bbl.. In

$4.22, On Auoust 30, 1971 that

Rotterdam for $1,75 per bbl. while in Boston t>

•ne up to $4.32. The Massachusetts resident

pays a hioh tr o the petroleum industry for its secur

And lest the petroleum industry charge that chancing worl

on tc

S. imports o:U. S. imports only 3,8% of Middle East-North African production.

nAmerican co

1 E .n. W L

cing n

1 COof V an



itted that there does ex

no

t of #6 residual fuel oil, particu

rds, more induspollu t i ont

oil. The demand

ng daily. But domestic sources cannot

3 an un

of

re not engincrude oil, Our

A.s a matter of fact newer ,morfo

n, older installs-zluc

the arowina need and 'national secuC

onscience of our petro-i

leu

of #6 fuel oil. Gentlemen, if we have 15 billion of 115 billion

ic of oil under our sea, and whether we extract every d



ust as dependent upon foreign source

it

o

only 8% of its income in taxes. From 1964 through 1967 At

Ri

billion dc

I reat satisfaction to Massachusetts

lon of oaso oil the1

buy, not only tl erraitted to jobs to

ndus

placed in by high fuel prices, but that they are also permittedut that they are also permi

to pay the taxes of the petroleum industry as well. In my coun

an County, NewYork, I pay a 7% sales tax, Town.es tax

tax. County tax. School tax. State tax and Federal,x and Federal tax. I

eel for having been given such a rare

P:

We now come to risk. How safe is the operation? Is tech-
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Ac

u

Octot

0lexico Ie

102,000 bbls. of oil were result of nine major

bbls. were lost as a result of

'O pipeline breaks. In each accident every attempt w.

jntain and recover the spilleby government and industry to contain and recover the spilled

oil. Assuming a 40% recovery rate, this left some 162,00'■er

,000 bbls. eacave

During the first quarter of 1971 2070 bbls. entered the

tain or recover this amount. Thus, for

environment fro

half as raucsp

In spite of con-of t

In e gr i

October 23, 1971, states: "For the thir

n explosion and fire on a drilling platfor

the Gulf... current

of

Interior

recentl\n

quir
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reco

all five wells on the ri e equipped with storm choke'e

or down-hole safety valvl that should have shut off he

flow of oil after the exp on., one of the chokes appo en

worked the o 'hile the fire 1no thot h. mo

willand mo: le regulations set up by

Interior for the safety ec jipment used on offshore oil r

Both the industry and Interior obviously fear this criticiso

because this time it appeappears that the equipment and not so

human error of failure oot of the problem." Commen

ing on the fire, Dr. W. T. Percora, Under Secretary of the

Interio like one of those rare, "so far a

that can't be avo

A previou Oil Company platform B vtellon SI

to this o: latform B nspected one week before he

All systems were go. 11 of 24 storm choke valves failed to o

when the fire broke out. One year before, Chevron h

Chevron he installed the storm chokrou Ch

was fined $1 million. Shell and Amoco had fires. T

lied. They wernstalled. They were not fined. The storm chokes w

On October 6, 1971 the N. onal Transportation Safety

1 safety regulations of the offshore oil

ing industry. Declaring that voluntary standards have been irleclaring that voluntary standards have bee
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xplosic

t year. On the basis of11

no to happen. Lack of co

ions r

vey or the Coast Guard would reduce the probability of

n only suggest the reguof suere

Coast Guard and not Geoloprotnu

have set ade

quate standards. It would be a shame to waken them.

nd now thev want to drill in the North Atlantic. How dcAnd no

the area compare with the Gulf of Mexico? Mr, A. H, Massad

on of theExecr

of operations inOil Co

Exploration and production in the North Sea

ogy, and plenty of heavy dutyor inc

aquipraent, when compared with the relatively serene waters of

weather is comparable, wthe Gulf of Mex

shallow basin compared

to the North Atlantic. How much experience have they had with
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spilled oil. One of two devices patented by American Oil wAmerican Oil woul

operate in waves up to 2 feet and the other in waves as high1

four fe ice which workct ell i

North A > jb they will be rc

is, they have already begun dr ling off C

At this point it should b noted that the petroleum indu

claims to 1 million a day on pollution control. XI

industry does a daily busine the U. S. of some $2OO millionn

so what they a ing, in eff ct, is: Yes, we're pollut

your waters, we're degrading yo environment.. But we're spend

half penny fro sales do r to clean up and prevent ou

mess. Of course they spend considerable more than one half of on

percent on promoting the filth they spew daily.

lutions to the problems caused by these conditions. In

an en1971 the American Oil Company was granted an award by an engineer-
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i

An indication of how safe industry feels its operations ax

which appeared in the October 25
o flowingleaned frc

a daily newspaper with a cirIsland P: sissue of the Lon

article was written by Assoc
lation in excess of 600,000. Tx

offshore oito CF o

round and round the r
lorations: "..The rescue be 306rratrc

you how safe the drilling is.
the man from Shell Canada t€

rby is a Buck Rogers1 Po n3Chon 3.:

rig carrying 28 men in an air
ule designed to eject from 11 g c

boat still goes rou:SCUGre1 e€o G

oncedes, ‘We treat ever.dShel 1 nT

re mor. xfoot of hole like a potentialf ho

nq from the rig than on a well equipped pirate ship.on a well equipped p

Escape ladders., for that one in a thousand. Workmen may beone

t in one piece but the erupting oil won't... Curtarns, 1

,nd other devices the oil industry flashes in its advertisinflashes in its

ust don't work in over five-foot seas’ says the man from Shell

o. But there arex*t like the Gulf oThe Atlantic isn’t like the Gulx of

10

But

"You’ll be proud of our nct

onlvi

Lou r1

cape. The

Curtains, boo

upervisor
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on

w

he

'They'll make fine additions to your Statue of

Liberty 1

What are the ronmental dangers? Much has been said

cannot add to the

u

Comb and others, I must, however comment on the statementshe

v us ice

$240,000 Santa. Barbara stir le Straugahn. A. P. X

>n a beautiful brochure detailin

udy. Dr. Max Blumer, who testif

Co: ■n critique of

Santa Barbara study. A. P, I. doesn't mention his critiqu

tlr

hose of uohan' Santa Bar s f,

the Sant udy went. But his (Dr. Blumer's ) stu

of the W ur the he used mor

it., and he found the

inforc Santa Barbara was co

rophy. A. P. I. does not

you

And me of all very words of Dr. Strau

't inclu y

Dr. B 1

ut if i
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he

brochure. Writing in the June, 1970 issue of the Marine Pollu

on

Unless th'

'ater column, fishn intoo

surviv

No f inconvenience,

working time caused by an oily boat and

hat, whis the

ideed, the public exjsh,

Fishermen o'

unable to sell

in favor of introducL

he nu

misleadingn

,ple. The oil industry is a highly mechanized industry operat

here are few gobs fof £

local residents are in a worse

introduced.. The timei

onal resources and decide how they

11, over-development becomes exploit;OU

nobodon

not put that in their brochure. They couldn'No, A.P.I

They weren't able to buy Dr. Straughan... even for $240,000.
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our

s

■i

Finally, what are the possible economic losses from such

exploitation? You have previously heard from a representative

of your commercial fishing o: ganization concerning the just fe

of these men. 44 million re idents of the Northeast depend or

ional outlets., and shorelineecr e

economies are dependent upon tl tether it be forour

recreational fishin ■y F , or vacations. The follow!

appeared in the July 11, 1971 issue of the New Bedford Standar

Times: "Despite a troubled national economy, an extended pE
of favorable summer weather has drawn an increasing number.oW €

visitors to Southeastern Massachusetts, and ai, and given a boost to

oriented business... Bristol County has benefited., traffic

increasing every year Nantucket Island has had a signifr

increase in the number c visitors... On Cape Cod the tou

industry is expected to log another good season... the strength

of local summer attractions is notable in the liohtn the light of the su

tained economic problems which have slowed growth in indu

throughout ion for the last three yr

Attendance at New Bedford wv um running ahead.. Bu

has been so much b So goes the article. But woul

these people have travelled from many states to spend their dollarom many states to spend their do

n your commu: oil stained beaches?u o vie'
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P6

on pro\

Of course there are benefits from offshore oil drilling

In the 1972 Yearbook Issue of National Fisherman we read

"Oil on water can have some use. The owner of a small Chesa-

freight boat hauling grain, fertilizer, and other

last summerof tbulk comrao'

heading, with a full load, toward Baltimore and a northwest

planning to hoc

up in the mouth of the Patuxent River, for he had little

freeboard and knew that a northwester would quickly bui

However, an old Victory ship overtoo.up a mean

lick 60he

ivered his loac ir

1t

lon't repeat this story to the oil industry. With their well

'ould su ns r

travel toh to p



Gentlemen, we need power in thin this world... but firD

need this world. Whatever oil may r o r

een there for countless centuries. It will still I1 c

Vio nrnVsc

Of ronment . Loro

ref u 1 horpi

corporate profit. We canr

ificed on the high altar of corporate greed.

Sen ulcier, on beh If of ibers of the C

on Kesourc h to thank you h

members of your Commission or the courtesies you hay' ‘X

me tod

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Macros, I want to say this, - you have

said it al

You have covered the whole problem from start to finish

everything, everything, an excellent job. We really e

crate it.

Do you mind if I ask couple of questions? Do ou have

some thoughts on the subjec of bringing the public to lecome

confronted with here?more aware of what we are

MR. MACKES. On Long Island, sir, we speak at mee ings of

organizations six or eight times a week, service clubs, mornin
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is, evening croups and meet in

1of serv vie or

veterans 1 group

We

ion-' c

he ncnon, our p

1or so and in o

are told comment onFor

lent on arpen e

y

ver

it

old publicwhen the Secretary of Int

1hear in

br in nesse

nd I use thefrom throughou s

so that every word goin

ibleint

retary issues hi

of the drilling permits, werubbe

trict Court with our, ascan go
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I say, legally admissible evidence and tie this

thing up, all the way up to the Supreme Court and•1

finally win what we f = 1 is a c izens victor

under the terms of the N, ional nvironmen

Policy Act of 197

We are tryinc ht now in our own area toi

raise some $4O to $5O thousand dc liars to car

us to the Supreme Cor ien the fa

should be necessa

CHAIRMAN, Yoi. heard about the plannedd abc

drilling by the Geolo Survey

MR. MACRES. re very concerned about tl

because our Chairman, Mr. Robert Howard is a forme r

oil field worker and Ole of of the

test holes that they led in Oklahoma tha

resulted in gushers ite concerned3o we are q

about this. I am not n engineer. I can't commen

further but our Chair n, Mr. Howard has said tha

at times the so-called core dril ng can result.

now I don't know whether he cone ons onshore

are the sa off si and I
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m in possession ofwouldn 1 t wan to infer that I

any real knowledge on that subject.

CHAIRMAN. What alarms me more than anything

else is the fact that Mr. Percora didn't think i

ioning, and if Mr, Percora doesn’twas worth

think it is worth mentioning it must be importanrc

MR, MACRES. Touche. What is far more alarm

thoucing than tl and I don't know howt is,

his, sir, but the childri

heyoungsters that I meet in schools today I hear

lost faithv a their governmenttalking, wl ;C

ecause of issues such as this and this is a terrible

thing. When your son or my son can come home an

, the system doesn't work because what you aree

trying to do is good and the government will not

i. I don't mean my son, but 3,000 childrent

get tha

1 not epresentative

erior brushes themm Iro their

l€ timate questionsoff an

us perhaps than the oilfarTh



o loj

>
t v

on of t

Pc

rted hiappoin

from isst .no dril

lould diu

Uni tecr

ut enviroi pro

o in

I was b minted because the courts

t o the reqc

N no. Th 984

t is har I got wound up I

)Ol

CHAIRMAN. How does the averace New Yorker



The L nder toda

,v

iT

t. Tct

1nc .v

evolved in th 1

V yttL

rIOiOL

I r

iblyopy of the letter freI onl

:ot ir"IOSp

lon 1 1 know ttPc

t this me

This i r iv
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he a man or a woman,on thePercor i

level

!R. MACRES. It is a man to my knowledge, sir,

Dr . W. T. F formerly head of theas

Division of Oil the Interior Deoartment arin 1

now he is the Under-Secret ry so we have some bet te ■r

idea where his senti 1ent 16

CHAI That would have been

that should be a tip ff when I first started to I 'erret

him or her out, however it is a he?

the best of my knowledge, sir.it

CHAIRMAN. Y 3 it?iu just

MR. MACRES ell he wears pants and tV

doesn't mean anythin ay of cour

CHAIRMAN. Y have seen him?

I have seen pictures of him•CRES

ws photos over a period of years, but I haven'

met him personally. Are you inferring that the

real W. T. Percora, please stand up or do we have

her Howard Hughes on our hands
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CHAIRMAN. Has anybody else ever seen him

X don't know. I have never met anybody who h

seen him. It would hing if v discover

that his pay check i ig malinge

and lam not one to give anybody the needle. (lauahter)

But if ever you come across hi

I will notify you immediately

CHAIRMAN. Let him or her know that I would

happy to have him or her before one of the Commission

raeeti

MR. MACRES. Well, I may not be able to hel

you out in that, sir, because I have been told by member

}f, committee chairmen of the organization

pok tr o

lit industry and jnt

ng a position now where they refuse to particioateare

if I am a party to it and in one casein anv

they wouldn't go intthe re

my being here1the

}blem. I it is Ii s
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N:e F vicec

to bat for u oinService, who are cc

on an official level, T1ey can 1 1 do any
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n a carbon copy of thenown is no me

final which ren * t ir

o
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Lett we r Bu

is about ttr

o

at to
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t

I

»

Ac

has been so help Do any of r s of

on have art -ons of Mr

Mr. Tipp 0V

Or

3

on inaic 1 €

based on so;

•IR o, sir. The recovery woul

V 3 thc

.0% recovery. A3

he b« or to

i

ou

1 ocaticu

ad vc
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iny r
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P
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act. It ough act to

ut it is a really good act. He al

us pollute tl

I 1
,

you

he

but anot1C

mg to of pollu

the stre will 1 s b

if

the no 3J

the pollto let's

ho' t pollutior ,et's not turn

the calendar lution can

the filtloi

ipared w

le idu

whic uld take just a little more without

3vin sulphur

plan loser to the source

vr 3ve 1c

area such as the Northeast quadrant of the United States.
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CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Dr. Dyer

has a Ie

I really don't have a question but I should like

to underscore, many of the witnesses today have said

Dmething about inadequacy of technology and thi

is in fact so. In one particular case, for example

at MIT we are doing research on the effect of cof oil

being by barric in hiqlnot mtainec ;ea stages

can assure you that while research has been carriedT sure y

out at low sea stages, low wave heights, and there i

oil dc leak a nd barrierant Nt effecam t

ih thehiq 3ur r tlon1

rs in this area are quite wellertions of others in this area are quite w

d. Another thing I would like to say if I mayheG

Chairman, I think it is encumbent upon us to

distinguish very carefully between what geologilv between w

which iin n inn

lly and often a sample of the sediD

ry much lesid often

ittle environmentalhas verythan hat and usu£

DR. DYER. Would you permit a comment?
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in our wo.563

ly not an issue as far as impact

CHAIRMAN. I believe we have been infor

't that corre

th' r su

CHAI ow thdun

water surface, is that it? I don't know. I

y on the wire services for this informat

■IR. MACRES. We have been told it is 300

6C

Chair

I on a question? Will you this

cor

CHAIRMAN. I will be very happy to. If
+V» such a person he is welcome to the transcr

MR. MACRES. One closing thought, sir,

DR, TI

DR. DYER. One final, if I



becai: pr

been
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v

u

o
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u

1

he left Lh
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Guardia on the 12 o'clock flight and will be here

I dor t ivre

Flynn .is here. He indicated a desire to testify

ut I don't see him in here at this moment so I

11

KleinVi

Rece

We will now call upon Mr. Klein. We apprecif

your co

MR. KLEIN. Senator, thank you very much fo:

the invitation and for the opportunity to visi

notber Suffolk County,in

r

Cl

this Cc nd coll

New Vox John Klein, I am Count

ative of Suffolk County,Long Island,New Yor

a coun o on

two hr

MR. KLEIN. Senator

n 1
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concerned and more than a little bit anxious about

any Federal olans for leasing in the Atlantic areas

bore drillingf

I appear before you today as no stranger

Ny and all offshore explorair

tion. For something around nine months now I

have been actively and closely campaigning against

such a development and I have on many occasions

at the potentialvately warnedpubl

activiIr ill in poses the greatestf she

ur county since itslent al hrea

settlement in 1600. I would like today to amenc

that warning and I maintain that offshore drilling isn ir

le environmental threat in my judg-

rnent in the entire history of the East Coast of thisy

tuntry from Maine to Florida. Ido not raise thatf

udy, refleprospect without a great deal of study,

t

t June I atteraoted to convey my fears

first to Pnnor C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior.



The

Un o

to our C

lativ

fr

ais activity. Last September 13th my request t

\T ew York’s Ocean Science Laboratory at Montana, L

Isl n of universities whichn at

an ocean science laboratory facili

sponsored a conference on offshore drill Dur inc

the session oil interests, environmentalists an

public officials were given an opportuni

ir case in favor of or against offshore drillingin

It was during that time vasG

elicited from representatives of oil firms themselve



1-safe method of prevent in

mviron-cc

VG

lusetts, I believ

rou have satobv

ult of previous hearings I am in-

at iv€

ir

hat point I will go directly into what I wou

t course of action which we

off ominous

esent

listic view ex-3t theref u

i contact with that
F
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offshore drilling is coming. There is absolutely

nothing that we can do to prevent it. I believe

that there are some very positive things that we

can do and that they can stop the project right in

its trac

First, is through the Legislative processes

Next through an impressive use of litigation. In

New York State and in Washington there are now pend-

ing a series of proposed laws aimed at blocking all

Federally leased offshore drilling. Whether the

measures, at least one of which is being considered by

the New York State Legislature as a result of a joint

County venture, in our County and Nassau can be

adopted with enough speed to block offshore drilling

or whether any will be effective remains a very

iffy question.

\ more positive approach in my opinion

will be through the courts. I have learned that you

here in Massachusetts have been conferrina with your

State Attorney General because of your concern about

a new development here. The intention that the U. S.
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indi

to start exploratory drillingGeodetic Survey pi

its very own. I understand what you are hoping

to prove is that the true ownership of the underwater

Atlantic or roughlyareas 200 mi into the

e States. Until thatthe continental shelf is in the St

question is decided all action by the Federal agencies

alted in my judgmentuld an couldinvolved s oe

most interested in this approachby injunction. I am most inter

to the problem which faces us both.

Yesterday I discussed it with New York State

'lttorney General Louis J. Leftkowitz and we discussed

it in some detail and I am optimistic and able to

day that he will ber

jte than willing to join with you in this direction.

a matter of fact I have a message from the

y General which I will convey to the representa-

fice indicating that1five of met a

willingness and also providing for an immedar an immediate contact

f your Attorney General wishes to dour

'here is a third alternative. In a join

ion this week New York State Assembly Speaker
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it t v

n

I

of the NewYork State Assembly yesterday and in hisY

behalf I am pleased to extend to you gentlemen

any one you may wish to include, an invitatiin 3

the NewYork Connecticut Committee's first meetin

which is nc be held in Albany on Tu

February 29th. A similar invitation wii t

to the State of Rhode Island for their considerati

,nd he ion

Gentlemen, what you in Massachusetts hav

accomplished in the area of environment is wel

known in this country. If this State d i

representatives are able to make their i

heard throughout this land, as you have I



'OU

■f tu

Dtectin

n

c

t

c

n

ou fo:r

feelinc1

15 eve every

le who are deeply

tik youion

[r . KleV€

Chairman

e anxious to Join with
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and ver 11 see that informationWf

is given to you on the sf f ic ils or

February 29th meeting 3 I will be very happy to

convey, if I may, your concern and that you aru

indeed inter to -n the'V

CHAIRMAN. Very much. It is very encouraging.n

MR T ic jostsci

Senator, I have been dealing, as have a great many3

people in our 2a, anc you in withyour are

this whole qt on anc tlyo

"Let’s face it. Is there really anything that can t

done to block what is pretty obviously far down th-

Federal track of mt "ana co evident an und

lying skepticism by John Q, Citizen and we are

dealing with the possibixity of lawsuits on a bi-

county basis. We are not talking about litioation

between two or three Attorneys General and I subm

to you, Senator, somethir which you probably hav

long since recognized. I think biggest force

that we can mount is to unify the voice of million

of V c repr u
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2| million. If that is indeed a potent force I

aovern-can 01

lental and political force than an entire federation

sueo;

CHAIRMAN. I will be there on February 29

epresented. Iand I will make sure that we

he invitation both to be there with youe

you in the effoithe 29th and

to be so far down theat what doe

Are there any questions from the members ofquestions from t
,ve a representative from theCon

's C J-

the Attorney General earlierTI }

he would most likely, if

continuing to beh

eek to enjoin1

ion

SSUG, U. S. v. Maine, eton th

'ork State o auy



n

'orward

cont

3f ive you

SIV!

CHAI u uestions

Commission? Senator Mendonca?

SENATOR MENDONCA. I, too, echo your wor

Mr. Chairman. lam very, very pleased that this

is being taken to unify the adjoining states. In fac

Iso went to echo the words of the Chairman and

exPress my personal appreciation to have you come al
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subject matter and give us your thought

ly, that is the mosLEI

to have some degreeiat app

t the risk of soundingTv

lay be dramatic, but I really

AIRMAN. I suppose one of the reasons th.

we have to try very hard to get the others v€

t and we want to address ourselves on

quota. It certainly is a means

could relieve so:

by the quot
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think that th ness and interestwi that you

have shown in a multi-state federation, I think thi

really is a most encouraging development we have had

Incredibly enough even though we aretin

only 45 minutes away by air time, the geographi

extent sometimes, I am afraid, breaks up the commur

cations we shou Id have. To put it bluntly, I a

doubly glad that you invited me today and gratefule

and doubly ca

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much in behalf of

the people of Massachusetts

We tnax 11 of you 'or your attendance her

and those who have test!tified, Mr. Macre, and Mr. Klein

and all th and than ou. Commissioner Brownel

and Deputy Commissioner Robert Bloomberg, and Mr

Wilkins, thank you for your great assistance to

the Commission

I declare this Co ssion hearing closed.

end
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<y/e 'ifommo/iwea/s/(yf,y//ai.-lac/aj e/fiti
STATE SENATE

STATE HOUSE, BOSTON

WILLIAM M. BULGER

1972Ap

Dear Candidate:)

of the MassachusettSpecial Legislative Commission
I respectfully invite you to a

Marine Boundaries and F
hearing of that Commission

•n April 18, 1972 on the mat 1 development on thi
Atlantic Outer Continent nd the related, if not determina-

te Program and the need for a ra-
tive, issues of the Oil Import qu. r
tional National Energy Policy. Th e matters are of vital impor-

tts both as a serious consumer
our marine resources and relat

tance to the citizens of Massachu
issue and as a potential threat t
industries.

I have invited all Presidential
candidates of both parties t ess this Massachusetts Legislate
Commission commencing at 10:00A
Boston Massachusetts. Each cand

State Hou
te is requested to limit his statementto fifteen minutes. Time scheduling for your appearance can 1

arranged by your staff by contacting Mr. Leo D. Allen or Mr. Edward
Forry, both of the Special Commission Staff, at 617-727-7297.

My fellow Massachusetts citizens
and I are anxious to hear from you in regard to this matter of uti

nportance to us al

yours,

illiam M. Bulger

:HAIRMAN, Special Legislative Commis
•n Marine Boundaries and Resources
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Statem

O

ti

llllng

rs for

jnt of Senator William M. Bulger, Chairman, Special Legislative
:ion on Marine Boundaries and Resources, at hearing at Gardner

State House, Boston Mass.- Tuesday, April 18, 1972

veral weeks ago this Commission sent letters of invltatlo:S

y certified mall to all Presidential candidates on the Massachusetts

primary ballot to address us this morning on the very

.tter of offshore oil development on the Atlantic Outer Continental

lelf, and the related, if not determinative Issues of the Federal Oil

nport oxiota Program and the severe need for a rational NationalTar

licy

ch Issues pose very real consumer and economic hardships for:h issues pose very real oo'

illlons In exin,

fuel and electrical bills and undoubtedly discouraging industry from

ing in Massachusetts as well as contnouting to other industry

decisions to leave the Commonwealth- not to mention the threat posed

rr precious marine resources from premature and unnecessary

1
1

.Is as well aslitD'invlt v.I/'

themers; the consumer

vacates as well as big business advocates

understand well the time constraints, schedule conflicts and1

■stand the realliIso vignlniencles of Pr

■hlch the oilIsputed povi

terests in this Nation have to elect a President1

mvenlently avoided being here this morning— there are

several, and X will not go into personalities— must realize that they1

rhen they cqnMassachusett

lacs themselves on our ballot on the one hand, and then refusekpnsßlvea on our ballot on th

early state their position on such major issues confronting this

tomonwealth on the other. To date, of those who were unable or un-

mly one has offered to submit a

rltten statement or to make .available a position paper on the issues
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der discussior y

h performance from those who aspire to the Presidency c»nsi

•Y bo labelled as shoddy and disturbing:

What do we already know that night account for both the intcntio;

1 bsense and silence on these Issues on the part of those who an
courting the citizens of Massachusetts for their votes? Let me

numerate some possible answer

1. dimply, and foremost, it is campaign contributio
• J-n 1963 officials of the American Petroleum institute (

10 tines as much to the Republican National Connlttittee t

the Democratic National Committee. That is what was reported.

r, reliable souro te that the oil tr;

ntributed *2O Million of the *3B Million that was used t

incumbent President through such devises as straw politicalises as straw politl

Ittees in the District of Colunbl

3. It is conservatively estimated that the oil Industry 1

1 1 tax sc b, the cor r

is country. For instann this country. For instance, they receive billions in tax

ductions for oversea royalty payments, but the consumer ir

United States is not allowed to benefit from such supplies of1

oil because of the oil i I.V higher

oil

stive tax relief gl

Of th 00 x ipani

5. Of the top 100 corporations in profit in this country, 5 make
25% of the total tl all oil conpanle

annual Income of Standard Oil of Hew Jersey alor h

tax revenues of most natlo: ins in the worl

6. The oil companies hav not only elected a president; they havi

been able to overturn th findings of a Presidential Task Fore
which, after studying th impart quota program, r nd

t it be abolished. That Commission was promptly dis
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hiI fear that what we have in 582

li

is

wl £

t t

the oil t t

i co rpo r:

interest. A democratic government cannot long sur

ithout the confidence of its people. I tth-’.t fi

■cent revelatlo rporate-govemnentwa

ng in high levels of our government, I believe, would 1

farted by the enormity of the oil industry's control over goverr

nent policy making in the energy field.

alls is arlsls in this country; whre is

olicy crisis in energy management. The continual cry of an energ

crisis is the cry of those who want to perpetuate past inequitabl

irrational polio

the oil 'V1

I want t

tts that the political and propaganda onslaught to sell theth

1c :ur

1 s1tr^nsrl k

ken we will never see a rational National Energy Policy in tiill

It a in

America first policy^— the oil import quota Itself undemir

curit

thinm is clear, however: the Issues which confront us hereOne thl
cupies the Whitepolit

use will either act in the public's Interest or respond to the

11 sector. That is why we have

invited all the candidates her iy •
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iOSTON; I welcome the onnortunitv to take oart in these

tant hearin>

IfYou ident Mixon has proclaimed binthat Pr

an apostle of decentralized government.

into the country to learn whatle sneaks of moving ou

people are thinking. Tie has envisioned a system which reallas Y

responds to state and local needs.

'-V of that aopr iut hi

certainly no discinle. And neither is his Secretary of the

Interior

Earlier this year Secretary Morton v;ould not even come aero:

t

Your inguiry is addressed to the matter of offshore oi

:xploration on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf. But that

is a polite on

The real substance of your effort is to end the blackmail

■jiant oil companies andof Mew England to end t

contrt

id the annual boost in fuel prica'

are as sure here as the coning of winter

'y crisis, both inYou

f
Mew England and nationwide, vou must accent exploitation of trew England and nationwi

lantic coastundersea oi rc

accept the risk of oil spilId that

•;hich could destroy rich fishing areas such as George's Bank; tn1

let the delicate ecological*1 coul U’ris

iglow the ocean surface? the threat of1c

mor;
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error which coul spread a coat of siire up and. clown the New

England coa

Anyone who savs those are not real risks should ask theH'

people of Santa Barbara

But vou are presentee’ with a choice between that or brownouts

blackouts, possible freezeouts in 'inter, and spiraling prices for
all kinds of petroleum-based energ'

In fact that is not the real choice at all.

You have already established the connection between of

shore oil and oil import quotas. The nuota system produces an

enormous artificial fue for the neople of Massachuset
and it makes uo a big share of the reason why the pressure is on

for offshore oil exploration.

But I suspect that the connection goes much deeper.

I suggest that the desire o the oil giants to begin drilling

in the Atlantic is one big reason 11 have an oil import

quota sy :spite the contrary recommendations of every group
inclu' residential task for that has seriously studic«

thi i

I suggest that we are watchi a textbook example of he

Washington responds when a campai is approaching and the smell of
ail money is in the ai

If that is not the case, then the oil import quota system just

loesn't make any sense at all.

It was set up in the first ol ice for security reasons. Any

time government extends a special o the rich and powerful

the easiest way is to wrap it in ag and call it nationaln

;ecurit

But there is no rational security need for this system.

In fact, if there is a security argument it runs the other
way. The import limit reouire at we use up our own oil reserve

aster, and it virtually guarante ;hat we will soon denend on

of our oil suppliesreign sources for at least half

ouota system does not serve its avowed purpose

'lat it does do, first of all, is to let oil companies end th<
I Pepar inaland into accontiny offshoreail

1 expl

!0



in the orocess it takes about $2OO a year from the Docket 586

of every family in Massachusetts, and it slins that cash in

oil company treasuries.

i illi

consumer d

1 t ire

icessarily high electric mower r le, it hampersUn

your r rvn>

It jc

oil c 1 1 for oil

tion over

accor r

act

Nt re finin

left Dly

control of

It is plain rt quota system shoul

i

t can be accompanied bv an immediate freeze on plans to

exploit the oil resources on the Atlantic Outer Continental shelfalo:

rtunity,

I intend to take both of those steos next January in the ’dhite Hou

solve our problems withIt's tine we learned t u
lowances, mineralpayoffs whether it's accelerated depreciation allowances, min>

or quotas on importdepletion allowan a

>od, it is offset manyIf those proc t

to ordinary people and totimes over

ion in the oil industrytthe ec 1

supplies al

his country, and it is serf

But there are better wavs to meet it with more efficient

ilable sunnlies, with research to allow clean use ofU:

[V sources, with exploration of:nfo-

solar energy, and with a host of other possibilltir

r:
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And we can undertake effective programs in all those areas

with just a tinv fraction of tv consume

dollars we're giving away to the oil companies no'

Those priorities will onlv be set bv a government that can

cast the old political deals and special arrangements, and can

focus directly on the real ne the n people.

in
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR EDMUND S. MUSKIE
ON OFFSHORE DRILLING, GIVEN ON HIS BEHALF BY

CONGRESSMAN PETER N. KYROS (0-MAINE) TO THE MASSACHUSETTS
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON MARINE BOUNDARIES AND

RESOURCES, GARDNER AUDITORIUM, STATE HOUSE,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1972, 10:30 A.M.

The people of Massachusetts, along with people in other
states along the Atlantic coast, have been increasingly concerned
with the possibility of federal leasing of mineral rights in off
shore lands located under the Atlantic Ocean

share this concern, and I am delighted that the leaders
of states so directly affect
voiced their determination t

this issue have forcefullyt ed
revent any drilling activities
astal and marine resources. Thiwhich threaten their stat

effort has my full suppor

To date, no federal mine al leases have been issued for
drilling in Atlar lands under the jurisdiction of tf
federal govern

it will reach a decision in the near future concerning which
tic offshore lands, if any, will be made available for such lea

this time, any such decisiI firmly believe that, a iu 1

The federal government sii
sary to provide a reasoned

be irresponsible and indefensibl
does not have the information r
basis for such a cr n

s lacking? First, the governrr
and structure of the offshore
luch oil and gas, if any, is li

What kind of Information Nt
must; know more about the
lands in order to deter

f that oil and gas wouldto be there and what r e v
the risk of blow-outs or spillsbe. The government must assess

such incidents would havefrom drilling operations and th
es and other marine resourceon our coastline and our fisher

bara oil spill that indicated noStudies from the Sant
substantial damage to the ecosystem have been criticized for
disregard of the long-term effects of oil settling on the ocean
floor, particularly on sensitive animal and plant species. We
simply must know more about such matters before any offshore drill
inq is considered.
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To assure that the federal government takes no hasty action.
I have joined Senator Boggs of Delaware in sponsoring legislation
that provides for an accelerated study on environmental and other
factors related to the exploitation of minerals, including petro-leum, in these offshore lands. The legislation specifically directs
that the study explore the economic and environmental effect of a
possible prohibition on mineral exploration within 100 miles of the
United States. Within two years from the date of enactment, the
Secretary of Interior would be required to report the results of the
study to Congress, and the Secretary would be prohibited from award-
ing any leases covering the submerged Atlantic lands under federal
jurisdiction until at least one year after completion of the study.

in discussing this issue, there is one irony we should not
overlook, particularly those of us who have spent most of our lives
in New England. The drive for new oil supplies off our coast is
directly related to a serious domestic oil shortage which the oil
import quota program, so zealously protected by the oil industry
and the Nixon Administration, only worsens. That program, though
justified by the oil industry on natural security grounds, serves
primarily to boost the profits of the oil industry at the expense
of consumers, particularly in Massachusetts and throughout New
England.

The President's own cabinet-level Task Force on Oil Import
Control concluded in February of 1970 that "the present system has
spawned a host of special arrangements and exceptions for purposes
essentially unrelated to the national security, has imposed high
costs and inefficiencies on consumers and the economy, and has led
to undue government intervention in the market and consequent dis-
tortions." But the President, despite the recommendation of his
own Task Force that the oil import program be completely overhauled
has left the program virtually intact.

I have fought the inequities of the 031 import program through-
out my Senate career. I have pledged that, as President, I would
remove all controls on the importation of home heating oil and pro- __j
VTde the residents of Massachusetts an3~¥Tl New EngTlm3—

with the
relief they so badly need. The oil import quota program already has
cost New England consumers and businesses millions and millions of
dollars in extra heating oil costs. I intend to see that it does
not cost us our coastline and our fisheries.

1 also intend to see that the question of offshore drilling
is considered within the context of a national energy policy. The
Nixon Administration has conspicuously failed to develop such a
policy -- one which assesses available and anticipated energy
supplies, examines environmental requirements and our demand for
energy, and devises a rational strategy for adequately meeting our
energy crisis. Until such a policy is formulated, there is always
the danger that the energy crisis, very real and serious, will be-
come a pretext for hasty decisions which primarily serve powerful
private interests.
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In conclusion, let me say that I will staunchly oppose the
exploring the submerged Atlantic landsissuance of any leases for

hich would endanger Massachusetts' beaches, parks or fishir
after completion ofindustry. If any federal leases are is

study 1 am demanding, and the passage of appropriate legislation
I will insist that the companies undertaking offshore drilling must
comply with the toughest operating and liability regulations
whether state or federal

We have witnessed too many priceless recreational areas ru
by the hasty exploitation of our natural resources. All too ofte
private interests and a neglectful government have shown disda
or indifference for the public interest. The people of Mas
and those in other states along the Atlantic coast, should not
will not permit such attitudes to jeopa the i r coast Ii nes.
I stand fully behind them in this important undertaking to protec
their natural heritage for this and future generations.
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TESTIMONY BY CONGRESS
BEFORE T!!C »4ASSACFiUSETTS COMMISSION ON MARINE BOUNDARIES & RESOURCES

’ML 17, 1572

HR, CHAIRMAN, BACK IN AUGUST, I WAS VERY PLEASED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE

HEARINGS OF YOUR COMMISSION ON MARINE BOUNDARIES AMO RESOURCES, ON THE SUBJECT

OF OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING THAT WAS PRIOR TO YOUR VISIT WITH OTHER INTERESTED

LEGISLATORS OF EAST COAST STATES TO WASHINGTON A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO, NOTHING

HAS CHANGED SINCE I TESTIFIED, AS FAR AS THE ISSUES ARE CONCERNED, TO HAKE K£

CHANGE ONE THING THAT I SAID THEN, IT SEEMS TO ME THAT IT IS EVERY BIT AS TRUE

TODAY AS IT WAS THEN, IF ANYTHING, IT HAY BE TRUER

TODAY IT IS MY PRIVILEGE AND DISTINCT PLEASURE TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU ONCE

AGAIN AS A FRIEND WHO HAS WORKED CLOSELY WITH WILBUR D. HILLS FOR THE PAST

YEARS ON THAT LOST IMPORTANT COMMITTEE IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL, THE HOUSE

WAYS AND KEANS COMMITTEE. I PEEL, IN THIS PERIOD, THAT I HAVE COME TO KNOI

N A NUMBER OFIN A VERY FIRSTHAND WAV THE FEELINGS P ACTIONS OF THE CHA

AN DOES NOT HAVETHE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES FACING OUR ill ON TODAY, THi

A REPUTATION FOR CAREFULLY THINKING OUT HOST ISSUES FOR NOTHING, NOR DDES HE HAVE
A

lE3 REPUTATION FOR SPEAKING LIGHTLY. IN HIS CAPACITY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE HATS

AHD HEADS COMMITTEE. WILBUR HILLS HAS iD NO SHALL DEGREE OF INFLUENCE, EVEN IF

IN HIS POSITION ON THIS THEINDIRECT, ON THIS NATION'S FUEL INDUSTRY

'EEO TO DEVELOP DOMESTICALLY A STRONGOF THECHAIRMAN HAS HOT BEEN
1«

POWERFUL Oil INDUSTRY Hi IN CONSTANT EXPLORATION, DEVELOPMENTENGAGED

ET THE SEEMINGLY LIMITLESS AND EVER-AND REFINEMENT OF NEW SOURCES OF FUEL

R FOR MORE AND HIGHER QUALITY ENERGYINCREASING DEMANDS BY THE AMERICAN COL

SUPPLIES. YET IT IS QUITE APPARENT THAT DOMESTIC SUPPLY JUST HAS NOT BEEN ABLE
TO KEEP UP WITH DOMESTIC Di

NOW THERE ARE THOSE, WHO FACED WITH THIS FACT OF LIFE. RAVE URGED THAT HE

MOVE QUICKLY TO SEIZE ANY AND ALL POTENTIAL HERETOFORE UNTAPPED,SOURCES OF ENEP. 1
ESPECIALLY THIS COUNTRY, WHATEVER THE RISKS, THEY SEEM TO BE SAYING WEEVER THE RISKS, THEY SEEM TO BE SAYING WE

NO CHOICE BUT TO DEVEL r ER NEW SOURCES ARE DISCOVERED. THUS, WHEN Oil
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OFFSHORE 0) S THE Et

OF Hfwir HAS THAT THEIR HOPES AND PRAYERS WEF.E ANSWERED A«0 KVELCTJtEHT AKD

PRODUCT SON WERE ONLY A HATTER OF MONTHS AWAY. THE FACT THAT A LASSE BODY OF

SLIC OPINIO! iSIKGLY ;S TO THEPUSS! LIE

■oscENVIRONMENT RESULT!KG FP.OH S WAS VIEWED BY THESE PEOPLE

DISTINCTLY UNPLEASANT INTERRUPTION IN T SS AHO SCNETffIt

CONSTITUTING A POSSIBLE BARRIER TO IS HATION'S ADMITTED AND

!JI VERS ALLY RECOGNIZED FUEL ORIS THE CASE OF ALASKA, THE HAZARDS'

TO THE ENVIRONMENT RESULTING FROM THE CONSTR TION WITHOUT FURTHER STUDY OF A

TRANS-ALASKAN OIL PIPELINE HAS PRESENTED THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT WITH WHAT 1$

PROBABLY THE THORNIEST CONTROVERSY AND MOST MOMENTOUS PUBLIC DECISION Or IT

ENTIRE HISTORY. WITH THAT AVENUE OF DEVELOPMENT AT LEAST TEMPORARILY BLOCKED

TO THEM, IT IS HOT SURPRISING TO WITNESS THE ENTHUSIASM WITH WHICH THE INDUSTRY

GREETED THE NEWS OF OIL DEPOSITS OFF THE EAST COAST. THUS, THE DESIRE OF THE

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT TO EXPEDITE MATTERS AND AVOID ANOTHER ALASKAN PIPELINE-STYLE

CONTROVERSY IS UNDERSTANDABLE, YET IT SEEKS TO ME THAT THE PEARS THAT HAVE BEEN

EXPRESSED FOR THE SAFETY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, AS FAR AS OFFSHORE OIL DEVELOPMENT

ALONG THE EAST COAST IS CONCERNED, ARE EVERY BIT AS LEGITIMATE AND SHOULD BE TAKEN

OUST AS SERIOUSLY AS THOSE EXPRESSED OVER ALASKAN DEVELOPMENT. TO RUSH HEADLONG INTO

DEVELOPING THIS AREA OUST BECAUSE THE OIL INDUSTRY OF THIS COUNTRY CANNOT GET AT
K'rsT)

ANOTHER SUPPLY OR EVEN ON THE GROUNDS THAT BOTH C? DOMESTIC SOURCES OF FUEL SUPPLY IS

OUST TOO RISKY A POLICY TOR THIS NATION TO TOLERATE. GREAT AS OUR FUEL ENERGIES AREw«. Sihh.vCmmnbt- f\in
IN THIS COUNTRY, GREAT AS THEY DOUBTLESSLY WILL BECOME,.WE SIMPLY DO NOT HAVE TO

A

RUSK INTO THESE AREAS WITHOUT PROPER STUDY AND Z9HSIRNEIIBN CONSIDERATION OP AIL

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS

EASTS OUT, THE IT*SOI ATE REACTION

D KECS OF POTENTIALLY VAST
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THE FACT IS THAT THERE ARE OTHER ALTERNATIVES TO TIDE US OVER THE PRESENT
593

1> AND INDEED OTHER SC"' rcS WHICH SHOULD CE TA TAGS OF IK SATISFYING

OUR DOMESTIC FUEL NEEDS, AT A TIME WHEN SCIENTIFIC OPINION AMD EVERY STUDY

INDICATES THAT DOMESTIC DELANO FOR FUELS IS ALREADY OUTSTRIPPING SUPPLY AND
Cawnt'yiF

DO SO, A HATIOHAL ENERGY POLICY WHICH FAILS TO UTILIZE FOREIGN

IMPORTS OF ENERGY TO THE GREATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE IS JUST HOT WORTH THE HAW,

RATIONAL FUEL POLICY. IF OUR FUEL SUPPLY IS AS LIMITED AS IT IS. IF OUR LEEDS

ARE AS GREAT AS THEY ARE SAID TO BE, IT IS PROBABLY THE BEST ARGUMENT AROUND

FOR UNDERTAKING WHAT HAS BEEN OVERDUE FOR SOKE TIKE HON AND THAT IS, A COMPLETE

AND TOTAL REVIEW OF THIS NATION’S ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND THE FORMULATION Of

A NEW NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY. HY OWN VIEW IS THAT SUCH A STUDY MILL CONCLUDE

THAT OUR PRESENT OIL IMPORT POLICIES NEED TO BE TOTALLY. REVISED AND THAT HE

SHOULD BE TAPPING TO A GREATER EXTENT THAN HERETOFORE THE FUEL THAT OTHER NATIONS

ARE ONLY TOO HAPPY TO HALE AVAILABLE TO US. IF THE TOTAL WORLD SUPPLY OF FUEL IS

•SUOH-WU9&W* -mac.rviava-iwaßgssEamn the HIGHER FUEL PRICES

THEY MOULD BE FORCED TO PAY. HOWEVER, AT THE MOMENT, THE CONSUMERS OF THIS

NATION ESPECAIUY THOSE IN THE NORTHEAST ARE BEING FORCED TO PAY ARTIFICIALLY

HIGH FUEL PRICES BECAUSE FOREIGN IMPORTS ARE BEING ARTIFICIALLY PREVENTED FROM

ENTERING THIS COUNTRY TO THE EXTEOT THAT THEY ARE AVAILABLE AND NECESSARY TO KEEP

FUEL PRICES DOWN. IN OTHER WORDS, WE ARE, IN-EFFECT, IN THIS SECTION OF THE COUNTRY

CURREHIIY THE VICTIMS OF AN ARTIFICIALLY CREATED FUEL SHORTAGE WITH RESULTING

ARTIFICIALLY HIGH PRICES FOLLOWING.‘Tm& C***V*E6S UN&esvrMOASy %VS*fT
RELAXATION'S OF OUR PRESENT WORT RESTRICTIONS ON ENERGY WOULD GIVE OUR

GOVERNMENT THE NECESSARY TIME TO STUDY THE ENVIROSHCifTAL"WLICATIONS AND

POSSIBLY COME UP WITH GREATER SAFEGUARDS THAN NOW AVAILABLE OR PRESENTLY KNOWN

TO PREVENT ANY GREAT DANGER TO THE ENVIRONMENT. THE CONSUMERS WOULD
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BENEFIT IN THE FORM OF RELIEF FROM EVER-RISIKB FUELeo u? REAnn a

PRICES. FUEL SHORTAGES AND CENTERS TO THEIR VERY EHVIROT.ENT

I AM SURE I SPEAK FOR THE CHAIRMAH WHEN I SAT THAT THAT IS IiEEDtO NON IS

KOT CEOI SICA'S BASEi) ENTIRELY OH NEEDS LOOKED AT FROM ONE ANCLE ONLY. WHAT IS

HEEDED ARE DECISION'S EASED OH AS NELL-ROUNDED A VIEW AS POSSIBLE. THAT MEANS

CONSIDERING OUR NATIONAL ENERGY' REQUIREMENTS AND POSSIBLE SOURCES FROM EVERY ANGLE

POSSIBLE. IN THE END, THIS WOULD BE TO THE BEST LONG-RANGE INTEREST of ALL

CONSUMERS AND INDUSTRY.

IN THIS RESPECT, 1 RUST TAKE ISSUE WITH THE TESTIMONY OF THE SECRETARY OF

THE INTERIOR, AS REPORTED IN THE PRESS OUST LAST WEEK. 1 DO NOT THJK&ADEQUATE
OCXS)DERATION HAS DEVOTED TO THE AVAILABILITY OF GREATER IMPORTS FROM

IN REACHING HIS CONCLUSION THAT FUEL PRICES ARE GROSSBY IWDERSTATEO AND THAT THE

“PRICE OF ENERGY HAS BEEN ENTIRELY TOO C-HEApJ" I KNOW THAT NEW ENGLAND'S FUEL
Aitf,

PRICES OF THE LAST FEW YEARS HAVE TAKEN'A HEALTHY BITE OUT OF THE WAGE PACKETS
n

OF OUR PEOPLE. THE BITE WOULD NOT BE HALF SO HARD TO BEAR IF IT WERE NOT FOR

THE REALIZATION THAT OUR SECTION IS BEING DISCRIMINATED AGAINST THIS REGION

OF THE COUNTRY IS TIRED OF UNDERWRITING THE INADEQUATE ENERGY POLICIES OF THIS

NATION. THE PROSPECT OF EVEN GREATER PRICES TO TEAM THE CONSUMER THE VALUE

OF ENERGY IS SOMETHING WHICH 1 FIND HARD TO BELIEVE IS SERIOUSLY BEING CONSIDERED

AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF OUR GOVERNMENT. IF THIS IS THE ALTERNATIVE WE FACE FOR

THE FUTURE, THDI THE NEED FOR IMMEDIATE P.ECONSIDERATION OF THIS NATION'S ENERGY

POLICIES IS GREATER THAN EVER. AT A TIKE WHEN FOREIGN COUNTRIES ARE DYING TO

SELL TO US PtEMAPS AT EVER-INCREASING PROFITS TO LOCAL NATIONAL INTERESTS

BUT NEVERTHELESS, AT LESS COST THAN AVAILABLE IN OUR OWN DOMESTIC MARKETS - IT

SEEKS TO ME THAT WE ARE NOT VET READY TO EVEN CONSIDER SUCH DRACONIAN PROPOSALS.

KOT TO MENTION THE FACT THAT THIS ADMINISTRATION IS ON RECORD AS FAVORING AN END

TO THE VICIOUS INFLATIONARY SPIRAL AND HAS.INSTITUTED A WHOLE SERIES OF CONTROLS
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Off PRICES AND WAGES, FOR THE INTERIOR D'PARTUNT TO BE THINKING OUTLOUD ABOUT

DOUBLING OR TRIPLING ENERGY COSTS—.IN OTHER WORDS, PAYING TWICE AND THREE
TIKES AS KOCH FOR WHAT WE ALREADY GET FOR LESS - MR IS NOTHING SHORT OF

TOTALLY CONTRADICTORY AND TOTALLY INFLATIONARY THE WAGE-PRICE CONTROLS ALREADY
ARE RIDDLED WITH ENOUGH LOOPHOLES. THE LAST THING HE NEED ARE PROPOSALS TO

K’S. 0 "-'

DRILL IT FULL OF EVEN KORE LOOPHOLESA WHAT WE NEED INSTEAD, IT SEEKS TO HE,
IS TO ALLOW MORE OILERS AND LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS CONTAINER SHIPS TO SAIL

THROUGH OUR PRESENT EXCESSIVELY RIGID FUEL IKPORT QUOTAS.

1U ANY EVENT I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT THE CHAIRMAN TAKES THE CONCERNS

EXPRESSED BY THE CITIZENS OF MASSACHUSETTS AND THE ENTIRE EAST COAST VERY

SERIOUSLY, HO DECISION SHOULD BE I4ADE IN THE PRESENT CONTROVERSY WITHOUT THE

MOST CAREFUL CONSIDERATION, WITHOUT A DUE REGARD FOR THE GENUINE NEEDS AND FEARS

OF THE NORTHEAST SECTION OF THIS NO ENERGY POLICY DESERVES THE NAME
NATIONAL.
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'S OF McGOVERM
m for PresidenIcG

St. , Boston, Mass. 02103
(Sl7) 723-7913

One Union

Contact; Ki

FOR 10:00 a.m. RELEA'

TUESDAY, APRIL 18

IcGOVERW WOULD END OIL OUOT£

BOSTOI arged today tr Geor

is being blackmailed into acce >ting oil drilling on the Atlan ic

Outer Continental Shelf "blackmailed bv giant oil coirpanie;

and by the government official they control

of oil companies to exploit of'lcGovern said the desire •r

oil is the onl continuing the oil importi

usetts familquota svstem which costs the averaoe

year.

"I suggest," he said, "tha' ing a textbook a;

of how Washington resoonds when a camoaign is approaching and thi

smell of oil mo r

McGovern said, the oil imnort auota system could be completely'lcGovern said

abolished, and that a decision to do that could be accompanied fclecision to do that could be accompanied

ation off the coast ofoilan i

steps if giIged tEngl

jaropnortuni

'g*Ma fyoal
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THE WHITE HOUSE

April 11, 1972

Dear Senator:

I have been asked to respond to your very kind letter to the
President inviting him to addr
oil development on the Atlanti
Massachusetts Special Legist;

ss a hearing concerning
Outer Continental Shelf, of the
ive Commission on Marine•t

Vpril 18 at the State HouseBoundaries and Resc
in Boston,

The President was pleased to
important occasion and would
tunity to do so, if circumstanc
however, his schedule is such
to add this engagement to his c

do asked to be with you on this
like to take advantage of the oppo

permitted. Unfortunately
that it will not be possible for hi
;alendar.

With the President's thanks for your thoughtfulness of him and
Dest wishes

Sincere ly

David N. Parker
Staff Assistant
to the President

Honorable William M, Bui
Senator of the State of Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

A-rVI
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Office of the Mayor

.Os Angeles California 90

April 12, 1972

The Honorable William M. Bulger
State Senator and Chairman,
Special Legislative Commission on Marine

Boundaries and Resources
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Senator Bulger:

Mayor Yorty has asked me to
express his sincere regrets that he will be unable
to accept your cordial invitation to attend and
address the Commission on April 18th on the matter
of offshore oil development on the Atlantic Outer
Continental Shelf because of prior and longstanding
commitments here in Los Angeles.

Sincerely,

+■

DOROTHY L. MOORE
Executive Assistant

to the Mayor

DLM:Im



Letter to the Special Commission from Mr. S. David Freeman,former Director, t-nergy Policy Staff, White House Office ofScience and Technology.

Appendix A
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State

Dear Mr. All

S .
David Fre

SDF/cas

enclosure

33^

$// SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
6s UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

n Hall

972Januar

Mr. Leo D. Aller
c/o Senator Willlliam Bulger

Boston, Massachusetts 02133

I regret that a prior engagement prevents my appearance at; the
hearing of Senator Bulger's Committee on January 21, 1972. En-
closed is a copy of a recent statement I made which you are free
to place in the record.

Sincerely yours

Visiting Professor
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Statement of

S. David Freeman

Hearings Before the

Joint Economic Committee

United States Senate

January 10, 1972

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I was pleased to accept your invitation to testify as

part of this Committee's hearings on "Oil Prices and Phase XI

At a time when the President is asking labor and industry to

keep prices down it is certainly timely and relevant to inqui

about government policies and programs that may actually be

pushing prices up. And oil policies are an outstanding

example of federal programs that prevent competition and

promote inflation

ific policies with respect toBefore discussing the spec

oil, it might be useful to say a few words about this nation'

:cially since mv own responsibienergy policies generally, e

iad spectrum or energy polic

has found that our energy

in government dealt with the br

Anyone who has studied this are

dictions working at cross

serving the interests of the

policies are a bundle of contra

purposes and poorly adapted to

. lid on natural gas prices

It. supports atomic research

public. The government keep

and a floor under oil prices

neglects coal and of energy. It subsidizes tank

3 transit that might move peopl

ur

to move oil but neglects rap

oil. It subsidizes exploraticwork without consuming so mu
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of oil but limits its production. And we could go on.

For many years the critics of our energy policies appeared

to be whistling in the dark because almost no one was listening

For examplej in 1968 we could not even interest the Congress

in funds to study these energy policies which cried out for

reform. Energy supplies were abundant, prices were stable.
and even being reduced, and the nation was still largely blind

to the pollution which energy production and consumption

were causing.

But in the last two years we have a whole new ball game

Our domestic capability to produce oil, natural gas and coal

rather suddenly shifted from too much to not enough. The

price of energy is beginning to skyrocket, and the people

have opened their eyes to oil spills, strip mining and air

pollution, three of the more prominent environmental problems

for which energy production and consumption are responsible.

We have now reached the point in our nation's history

where it is imperative that we develop a coherent national

energy policy. On this point everyone seems to agree even

if there is sharp disagreement as to its ingredients. Existing

policies of subsidy and promotion, fashioned in an era of

resource abundance, are an unmitigated disaster as we try to

meet essential needs more efficiently in a period of shortages

and intense concern for resource conservation and preserving

the environment
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I believe that a milestone of sorts in this area was

reached with the President's energy message of June 4, 1971.

The most important point about the message is that for the

first time a President recognized that energy problems were

of sufficient concern to warrant a special message to the

Congress. The President's energy message of course did not

purport to set forth an energy policy for the nation. But

it made some commitments to important research efforts and

other items which I believe are in the right direction.

The President's energy message should be considered as

the beginning of a searching reexamination of all of our energy

policies, and the hearings before this Committee deal with

perhaps the area that is in most immediate need of reform. I

do believe, however, that it is important to relate the

criticisms and revisions in our oil policy with reforms that

may be necessary with respect to natural gas and the other

forms of energy so that we do inaeea develop a coherent policy.

In that respect, as you know, the Senate has undertaken an energy

policy study under the direction of the Senate Interior Committee

with the Chairmen of other interested committees participating

as well.

I stress the overall energy nature of our problems because

there is a domino effect among the sources of energy. As you

know, we are now faced with a shortage of natural gas. Many
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blame the shortage on FPC price controls. I'm inclined to

thihk that air pollution controls which have greatly enlarged

the market, tne environmental problems in drilling offshore

and the limited nature of the resource are closer to the main

reasons. In any event the shortage is a reality.

The most'immediate way of relieving the gas shortage is

to use more oil either directly or to convert oil into synthetic

gas. But here we are confronted by an oil policy that has

erected a Maginot Line around this nation to protect us against

invasion by foreign oil. The oil import program supposedly is

designed to protect us against shortages of energy because

imports may be interrupted. But energy shortages already exist

on our side of the Maginot Line and our policies now seem to

be perpetuating the shortages, not averting them. And higher

prices for domestic oil hold little promise of alleviating the

shortages.

It is therefore important to reexamine these oil policies,

recognizing that they are but a part of the need for developing

a coherent energy policy. Oil is our largest source of energy

and the government policies in this area cry out for reform.

It is of course beyond question that the oil import control

program is resulting in substantially higher oil prices for the

U.S. consumer than would be the case in its absence. The program

is justified solely on the grounds of national security. It

is important to understand that in this context national security

does not mean the needs of the military. The military require-

ments for oil are so small as compared to civilian demands

that no one doubts our ability to meet military needs.
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The oil import control program is to assure continuity of

supply to the civilian economy. Upon analysis, the controllir

contingency would be a prolonged political boycott by the

Arab nations. These nations control most of the world's low

cost oil supplies which proponents of the program claim we

would be importing in large quantities in the absence of the

quotas.

This oil import program was the subject of comprehensive

study and report about two years ago by the Cabinet Task

Force on Oil Import Control on which I was privileged to

participate. The Task Force was chaired by then Secretary of

Labor George Shultz. The study was by far the most thorough

; been published by government

history of the oil import

analysis of the issue that ha

during the long and checkered

program.

only legal reason for theNational security is the

existence of the oil import program and the Task Force

conclusion on that score was devastating. There were thirtee

Cabinet officers and other responsible government officials

who participated as members and official observers on the

Task Force. Ten of the thirteen agreed to the following

key finding as to national security:
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C. National Security Findings

421. The present import control program is not
adequately responsive to present and future security consider
tions. The fixed quota limitations that have been in effect
for the past ten years, and the system of implementation that
has grown up around them, bear no reasonable relation to
current requirements for protection either of the national
economy or of essential oil consumption. The level of
restriction is arbitrary and the treatment of secure foreigntr
sources internally inconsistent. The present system ha
spawned a host of special arrangements and exceptions fc
purposes essentially unrelated to the national securit
has imposed high costs and inefficiencies on consumers
and the economy, and has led to undue government intervention
in the market and consequent competitive distortions. Ir
addition, the existing quota system has left a significant
degree of control over this national program to stat
regulatory authorities. If import controls are to serve
the distinctive needs of national security, they should be
subject to a system of federal control that interfere.

little as possible with the operation of competitivi

market forces while remaining subject to adjustment ainq subiec

needed to respond to changes in the over-all security

environment. A majority of the Task Force finds that t
■eloped i

practice, is no longer acceptable. The basic question.
then, concerns the character and degree of import5

restriction judged necessary to safeguard the nation
against severe economic weakening or supply deprivation

6
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The crucial sentence is that a majority of the Task Fore

found "that the present import control system as it has

developed in practice is no longer acceptabl

If the program was no longer acceptable in February of

1970, it is quite pertinent to ask what has happened since t

date, because the program certainly remains intact. Has th

judgment of the Cabinet Committee been eroded by subsequent

events or has the President failed to implement a neces
reform? Let's examine the facts

One new development is that crude oil prices have increase

throughout the world. Another is that the projections of

future demand for oil have also increased, thus suggesting

larger gap between projected U.S. oil production in the year

ahead and projection of demand. As a result a major oil

company is suggesting that without really large additional

increases in the domestic price we may be importing half of

the nation's crude oil requirements by 1985 primarily from

the Arab nation

The developments that have occurred—increases in the

world price of crude and the prospect of greater U.S. reliance

on Arab oil in the future—are the very dire consequences

which industry representatives suggested would take place

The significant point is that

even though the Task Force

if the quotas were abolished

these new events have occurred

recommendations were rejected and the quota system has remai

intact. i know it can be argued that if the quotas were abo
matters would be worse, but it is nevertheless true that the

present program is failing to achieve its intended purpose.

7
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There has been a great amount of significance attached to

the increases in world oil prices which are a consequence of the

increases in payments on oil negotiated by the Arab natio:

There is of course a strong upward push on oil prices throughout

the world and I do not minimize the impact of this new develop-

ment. However, it is relevant to point out that prices have

increased on domestic oil as well. During the past two years

the price of crude oil produced in the United States has in-

e price actually paid for

increased but little more.

creased 25 cents a barrel while t

crude oil in the Persian Gulf ha

rates which shot up temporarily

former levels where most

about 35 cents a barrel. Tanker

have now gone back down to their

observers expect them to remain.

Thus, after all is said and done, the $1.25 per barrel

.mporting Middle Eastern oilsaving to American consumers in i

■t has been reduced somewhat
ghborhood of a dollar a

identified in the Task Force repo

but the saving is still in the

are no doubt forthcoming in

: oil is to be an alternativ

price will be increased as

barrel. Additional price incr

the world oil market but if doi

there is reason to believe t

olumes now contemplated the

•om replacing the quota system

the 5 billion dollars per year

well. Thus with the increased

potential saving to consumers fr

is not very much different from

set forth in the Task Force repc r

past two years have trants of tlIn my view th

one that "is no longerformed our oil import progra

r tolerable. I say this

to achieve its national

acceptable" to one that is no longe:

because the failure of the progra

security objective is now quite plain and consumers deserve
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relief from inflated energy prices and shortages to which t
program is contributing

The quota system over the rhe past decade has certainl
encouraged U.S. production by keeping out lower priced imported

oil. As a result this nation with its enormous demands for oil
has already utilized a sizeab! e percentage of our own e :con

oil resources. Our policy 'ears to be "Drain America
And we have been successful, in fact so successfuul th

probably can’t increase U.S. productive capacity very mud
even if our present lieP' are continued. Ind r

spokesmen claim a large additional increase in oil prices isices i

needed if U.S. production is to be increased and even pri

increases would have a doubtful impact

We have already "skimmed the cream" of our oil resoui

A continuation of rigid quotas on oil imports, if at all

now requires large price increases or else we will surel

a major shortage of energy. But the President has just inv3 ust i

price control on the whole economy which appears to ru i

the kind of price ir oil in€

Phase II would seem to me to require an end of the xt

quota system on imports unless the President pip

hole in the price ceiling for oil. For even if we ran the costran the c

of the program to consumers up to $lO billion a year, and suc-

ceeded in stemming off additional imports for some years i
would be c lon > 11■y tc r

America dry. And the environmental implications of sue! 3.

stepped up drilling effort have yet to be seriousBt
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A continuation of the oil import program thus promises to

continue shortages and inflation while leading to more pollution

and exhaustion of our limited resources. It would be difficul

am that served t public interest so poorly.to dream up

all tl let me quickly state that there isHaving said

leg rn at ut security of supply for oilto cone

'elland o The 1 flaw of the presentouenergy as

program is that we fail to confine it to insecure sources

and fail to connect the imposition of quotas to the developmentIC

of adequate supplies to meet the needs of the U.S. consumer

The quotas keep Arab oil out but they don't assure that th

energy gap will be filled—in fact they prevent it from being

fill

aerqy availableted oiI

abundant supply in the next few years to meet the needs of tof the

llution controlU. £

policy of shi:re

out more imports without creating an acute shortage of clearcute shortage of clean

enc

ct is for rhatderU

aunts and

etitive effect on pricesca

ure no one has aWe will

off tl aflation in fuel pricescold he
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A continuation of the existing program withf the existing program with gradual incre
an the quotas will hardly satisfy the energy needs of the Amer

consumer. But it will certainly place us in a steadil\ly mo
vulne ere e c nterrupti

energy supplies from the Middle East. This is true because ourle East. This is true bee

reserve 'C 1nov ew pero

and may t 1c ar

The Federal Government's import program is an insurance
policy for each American consumer which costs him 2 to 3 cents

gallon on his gasoline and fuel oil bills to protect him again

shortages. But if the time ever comes when the consumer needs

cash in his policy. I am afraid he will find that the oil bank i

broke.

A central failure of the program is that we are restricti

imports from secure, friendly neighbors, treating them much th

same as distant Arab nations that could present a real probl

The Oil ForceD( t four hat Cca i cu;

source of rtheleoil. ve t tion hase r

Quotas on the imports of oil from Canada which are contrary to

the interests of the American consumer and contrary to the lo;

term security of oil supply for this nation.

There are large oil resources in Canada surplus to the need

of the Canadian people, but these resources will not be discov

developed and brought to market long as the United States

maintains quotas which limit the volumes that can be imported.

cap
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I am familiar with the contention made that if we removed thesea

restrictions we would in effect be relying not just o lanadia

■n the oil that is imported into Eastern Canada as well

d pr to the Unita

But if one looks at the facts he finds that the Canadian import.nds tha

the Eastern Hemisphere amounted tted to less than 200,000 barrel

per day in 1970. This amount is about one percent of the U

We are imposing quotas which are discouraging the develop

ment of oil resources in Canada probably as large as ou

because this tiny amount of imports may be cut off. It ju

really idit >asis fo:

Cc

ith CanadaThe self-defeating natuinature of our oil policies wit

f oil and gas in Alaska. Th

oil companies are seeking to market the Alaskan oil via a pipelio marl

through Alaska and tankers to the West Coast. But the natural

st come in a pipeline across Canada if it is to be economgas must come in a pipel

he oilcal at all. The Interior Department is considering the

pipeline across Alaska without any assurances of early delivery7

of the associated natural gas which is a much more urgent need

for the U.S. consumer. The oil of course could be transportedbe transported

in a pipeline on the same right-of-way across Canada as the

The Canadian pipeline alternative for marketing the oil i
environmentally superior to the Alaskan route because it skirt

the earthquake zone in Alaska, avoids the oil spill problem

h the naturalciltogether and by using a common right-of-way with ti

gas line it would minimize land-use problems

ificance, the trar■qual sic s-Canada routeperhs

upply of oil and natural g that could bewould enlarge the
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made economically available to the U.S. market. By traveling
through Canada the pipeline would encourage development of the
vast oil resources in northern C ada and provide transportation

to U.S. markets. A pipeline acr Alaska would be limited to

Alaskan oil. However by routing -he pipeline through the Canadia

oil fields it could transport the Canadian oil as well as

oil with resultant ec -a .dditional secure supplies. Ine

addition the pipeline system would deliver the oil closer to

S. marstern Irn ■h is really nee dec

It is the East Coast, and not the West Coast, of the United State

that is the most hea ape on imports and where the major

growth in demand is taking place

The large quantities of add tional Canadian oil the trar

Canada route would deliver would can that much less to h

imported from the Middle East ere dependence on Arab oi 1

would pose a security threat lere is thus a substantia

national security advantage to United States and to Canac

as well in the tran e

To my knowl iot been the kind of collaboration

between the United St nd C y best leveld

government which the importanc of t ion dictates But

it is by no means too 1 ;e this occasion to urge thaion to

President Nixon invite the Ca n government to collabc

with us in pursuing the .trans-Canada alternative on its merit

before a decision is made. If aratego ou narketi

the petroleum resources in Alaska and the Canadian North, the best
interests of both nations will suffer in the proc
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Elsewhere in the Western Hemisphere, Venezuela is also a

relatively secure of oil whose resources are iot

developed as rapidly as they could because of the restrictions

on entry into the U.S. market. Venezuela has proven to be

United States day in and dvery secure source to the Ur iy out

through all the emergencies that have occurred. In fact ifores that have occurred. In fact i

one takes a somewhat broader view of national security, as I

believe one must, the case for removing the quotas is ququit

compelling. Continuation of a vital and effective c

form of government in Venezuela is heavily dependent upon growirien

ted States market for its petroleum reaccess to the United States market for its petroleum resources

which are the primary source of that nation's financial strenatlinanci

There is a shortage of petroleum within our border and vast

■vel

just across our border in North Artl it

t t

rrously c

surely the t

eliminate the oil import quota ou

but such

The oil e

1 that we need some program with respect to

Europe and Japan are airter

n Arab oil and I would not lightly suggest tha
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revenues to build up and maintain a reserve productive capacity

that would cover any credible contingency that our planners

If we had re capacity developed and ready for u

a political blockade of imports would be ineffective and it

is highly unlikely that the producing nations would attempt to

impose such a blockade. The analy lar to

national security posture. Being j

to preve

An alternat riff m

on importers of either crude oil or oil

i

r

length of interruption. In this way t

il

reset

i i
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just an illusion of security as with the present program. T1
important point is that either of these alternatives, or other

that may be suggested, would provide the American consumeruld pro'

the oil supplies that he needs at prices set by healtl

competition. And I have little doubt that the net benefits t
the nat r cost oil and long-term adequac

1\

It is worth observing that these reforms of oi

policy can be accomplished by a stroke of the Presic

pen. The groundwork has been laid in the Cabinet Commit

The need for ref now

Ffidnrs 1

One of the discouraging trends in the institutior i

rgy industry is the growing cone r
of ownership. This comes about as the major integrated

petroleum companies have branched out into coal and urab

and become energy companies. And it also comes about as t

ctive ind 1 and gas producers c n

to dimini

Federal leasing poll ies are presently contribu

this trend but they could eformed to help stem this tide

toward monopoly. The pre. system of oil leases i he bonu

system where the bids are arded to the highest casl bidder

Because of the la aoney involved it has been virtuallc
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The fact that a bidder takes very little risk in a rovalt

where drilling is more of a gamble than established oil and

independent Royalty bidding for a wildcat sale would be an ic

nlarqe th of

finding new oil and gas resen

idding sys thatAn obj

ill offshore is so large that srmally

to be hel

responsible. But this could be remedied by insurance rby insurance required
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t the large companie

3 the small

companies do not. But it's hard

major spill

Certainly independents would have to abide by the same strirtringent

nyone else but the oil spill problem is one tl
is commor

The overridi lie interest in greater competition

with all of its attendant benefits makes a compelling casewith all of its atte

for at least giving the royalt tia

The Outer Continental SI ch go\ r

bidding expressly provides foi Itc

But royalty bidding has not even been tried.v

Here too is

simple decision in the

branch to put it into effect.

Reform of the oil import proc im, federal leasing poli

and other matters whicn are t ct of tl

make an important positive co: .on to the ant ti

programs of Phase 11. As I have attempted to point out, sucl

reforms are also essential to providing adequate energy suppl

for the nation

But there is a broader dimension to the problem of xnflatiorproblem of inflat

in this vital sector of the economy. Energy prices general
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